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ABSTRACT 

Anomalous soil mineralogy can indicate buried 
geologic structures and zones of permeability. 
Hyperspectral data can be used to map these 
anomalies in geothermal exploration efforts. This 
paper describes work done in Dixie Valley, Nevada, 
in this regard. Dixie Valley, which lies in the Great 
Basin, west-central Nevada, is host to a structurally 
controlled deep-circulation geothermal system. 
Caithness Energy, LLC operates a 65 Megawatt 
geothermal power plant in the northwest comer of the 
valley. This study took advantage of archive A VIRIS 
(Advanced Visible and Infrared Imaging 
Spectrometer) airborne hyperspectral imagery of the 
area adjacent to the power plant. Two spectral 
un mixing methods were employed to separate 
minerals from other components of a given pixel 
(ground unit in computer terms). The first was a 
supervised learning method (which requires the use 
of a training data set of known or suspected mineral 
spectra). The second method, poly topic vector 
analysis (PV A), is an unsupervised classification 
method, which allows spectral fingerprints to be 
derived based on analysis of ambient data. Both 
methods produced useful spectral end-members. The 
supervised methodology facilitated mapping of a 
strong calcium carbonate anomaly that exists in an 
area where fumaroles appeared shortly after the 
image was acquired. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tj1is paper addresses the initial results of work 
rt}garding the development of data processing 
methodologies to facilitate the use of hyper-spectral 
data for mapping soil mineralogy anomalies that may 
be related to hydrothermal convection systems. In 
particular, this study has focused on development of 
methods that can be replicated by industry. This 
effort has been focused on Dixie Valley, Nevada. 

The detection of subtle soil anomalies can be useful 
in detecting blind geothermal systems, buried 
structures, and zones of permeability. Soil 
mineralogy anomalies can result from many 
conditions, including: (1) parent material consisting 
of hydrothermally altered regolith produced from 
buried faults or (2) fumarolic activity generated from 
relatively short-term perturbations in reservoir 
pressure, which can be caused by steam production or 
seismic events, and produce reservoir boiling. Dixie 
Valley was an excellent study area as reduced 
reservoir pressures created prerequisite conditions for 
soil mineralogy anomaly formation in the mid 1990s. 

Hyperspectral data has been shown to be useful in a 
number of past mineralogical studies and was, 
therefore, believed to be a good resource for the 
detection and mapping of soil mineralogy anomalies. 
However, the proper processing of this type of data is 
critical for accurate interpretation and several 
considerations must be kept in mind. The spatial 
resolution of hyperspectral data is such that most, if 
not all, pixels represent mixtures of surface materials. 
Thus, spectral unmixing is a necessary part of the 
processing flow. Both unsupervised and supervised 
unmixing methods were tested to determine which 
would be the most effective in terms of cost, ease of 
use, and results. Additionally, before attempting 
hyperspectral data processing and analysis, the data 
must undergo atmospheric correction and conversion 
to apparent reflectance. 

DATA PREPROCESSING 

The dataset used in this study was NASA Jet 
Propulsion Lab's (JPL) Airborne VisiblelInfrared 
Imaging Spectrometer (A VIRIS), which was 
acquired on May 20, 1995 (Figure 1). This data had 
224 channels, with a sampling interval of 
approximately 10 nm, ranging from 383 nm to 2508 
nm. The spatial resolution of the dataset (pixel 
footprint size) was 20 m. 
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Figure 8. Interpretative model of the low temperature geothermal system showing the lateral outflow in the northern 
part of the Lamentin graben. The Nl15E Californie faults as well as the NW-SE Petit Bourg fault are 
intefpreted as the main structures responsible for the fluid circulation. 



Figure 1. AVIRIS RGB image of the Dixie Valley 
study area. 

Due to the inherent nature of airborne or satellite 
hypersepctral data, atmospheric effects are present 
and must be minimized. Additionally, hyperspectral 
data are generally not supplied as reflectance data. 
Therefore, the data needs to undergo conversion from 
radiance to apparent reflectance to better facilitate 
accurate interpretation. This conversion is generally 
an integrated part of most atmospheric correction 
procedures. 

In an ideal situation spectral data collected on the 
ground, during hyperspectral data collection over
flights, can serve to aid in the determination and 
correction of atmospheric effects. However, as a field 
effort is not always possible during data collection, 
techniques have been developed to allow post data
capture processing. Three of these methods were 
tested in this study including (1) IAR Reflectance 
(Kruse, 1988) - the conceptually simplest method, 
which uses the internal average spectrum of a data set 
to derive relative reflectance and to minimize 
atmospheric effects, (2) Atmosphere REMoval 
Program (ATREM) (Bo-Cai et aI, 1993; Bo-Cai et 
aI, 1997) which uses radiative transfer modeling, and 
(3) Atmospheric CO Recti on Now (ACORN) which 
also uses radiative transfer modeling (more 
information about ACORN can be found at 
http://www.aigllc.com/acom/intro.asp). 

Figure 2 shows a single spectrum, from the A VIRIS 
data, processed using each of the above three 
techniques. The three spectra all clearly show 
distinctive kaolinite absorptions at 2.165 !lm pnd 
2.205 !lm, and would, therefore, be useful <-for 
mapping said mineral. However, in comparing the 

Figure 2. A VIR1S data derived kaolinite spectra, 
1AR, ATREM, and ACORN processedfrom top to 
bottom. 

three processed A VIruS spectra with a laboratory 
kaolinite spectrum (Figure 3), it becomes evident that 
the ACORN processed data gives the closest match. 
The ATREM processed data is also close and could 
probably be used adequately to accomplish the goals 
of this project. However, ATREM code is no longer 
supported or distributed, therefore, its future use is 
problematic unless one is already in possession of the 
code. For general purposes, such as mapping only 
major mineral, occurrences the IAR method should 
work in most cases. This method is built into the 
commonly used software packages Imagine™ and 
RSI ENVFM. This method is also fast and easy. The 



Figure 3. Laboratory kaolinite spectrum. 

user needs little background in remote sensing to 
utilize it. However, radiative transfer model based 
atmospheric correction would be recommended for 
use for mapping detailed mineralogy. 

To further illustrate this, Figure 4 shows another 
example of a spectrum, taken from the same pixel, 
processed with IAR, ATREM, and ACORN, from 
top to bottom respectively. Again, all three spectra 
show distinctive kaolinite absorption features. 
However, in the ATREM processed spectrum, an 
absorption feature at 2.350 !lm (which is clearly 
shown in the ACORN processed spectrum and to a 
lesser degree in the IAR processed spectrum) is 
minimized. This absorption is likely to be indicative 
of another mineral, such as muscovite, which is 
mixed within the pixel with kaolinite, although not 
necessarily within the same rock. This being the case, 
the ACORN processed data would be more useful for 
detailed mineralogy mapping. The only drawback to 
ACORN is that the user needs to have a reasonable 
understanding of hyperspectral data processing. 

DATA PROCESSING 

The A VIRIS data, after preprocessing for 
atmospheric correction and conversion to apparent 
reflection , were processed to (1) extract mineral end
member spectra and (2) to map the relative 
abundance of these minerals . This was done in two 
ways. The fi rst was an unsupervised method -
poly topic vector analysis (PV A). This technique was 
tested because unsupervised methods could would be 
more easily applied by the geothermal industry 
lexploration personnel with minimal training in 
remote sensing technologies. The second method 
tested, supervised unmixing and classification, on the 
other hand, is more complicated and diffic ul t to use. 

Figure 4. Kaolinite and unknown mineral mixed 
spectrum. 

Unsupervised Classification - Poly topic Vector 
Analysis 
PV A is a multivariate method developed in the earth 
sciences for analysis of mixtures. PV A is an 
unsupervised classification method and also referred 
to as a "self-training classifier." In other words, with 
PV A, the analyst does not need not to know, or 
assume, the composition of contributing end-member 
spectra. This is advantageous because it allows 
feasible end-members to be inferred in areas where 
little ground-truth data exists. Given samples from a 
mixed system, PYA is used to resolve three 
parameters of interest: (1) the number of end
members contributing to the mixture; (2) the spectral 
composition of each end-member (i.e. the spectral 



"fingerprint"); and (3) the relative proportion of each 
end-member in each sample. PV A has been used 
extensively for analysis of multivariate mixtures in 
the earth and environmental sciences. Johnson et aI. 
(2002) outline its development and formalism. It is a 
relatively new tool in remote sensing applications, 
but it has been applied to the analysis of Dixie Valley 
AVIRIS data (Johnson & Nash, 1998) in a vegetation 
study focused within a small subset of the study area. 

For this study PV A was implemented using software 
coded in the programming language MATLAB (The 
Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). A commercial version 
of the PV A software is available through 
Tramontane, Inc. (http://www.etramontane.com). 
One modification to the PV A algorithm was made for 
this study: After the principal components analysis 
step and determination of the number of end
members, the DENEG algorithm of Full et aI., (1981) 
was applied only to those pixels located on the 
convex hull of the reduced dimensional data cloud. 
This increased the speed of the DENEG algorithm 
because it operates on a very small subset of the 
original number of pixels (161 of> 300,000 pixels) 
while yielding an identical solution as the analysis of 
the full data set. 

For the unsupervised classification exercise, it was 
concluded that the library of reference spectra (used 
for comparison to derived end-member spectra) 
should be from published mineral spectra from other 
study areas (rather than using site-specific spectra 
from the field area). We wanted to simulate 
conditions where the analyst had minimal a priori 
knowledge of site geology. In such a situation, a user 
would likely be forced to rely on published spectra. 
The spectra used were from the USGS Digital 
Spectral Library (Clark et aI. , 2000). Derived end
member compositions were compared to this library 
by visual inspection/comparison, and by calculation 
of the cosine theta (cos e) similarity metric (Davis, 
1986). The values of cos e range from 0 (for two 
completely dissimilar spectra) to 1.0 (for two 
identical samples). 

Supervised Classification 
Unlike PV A, the supervised un mixing and 
classification requires a number of different 
processing steps. These included the following: 

1. Minimum noise fraction (MNF) transformation; 
2. Pixel purity index (PPI) generation; 
3. Selection of mineral spectra end-members fro m 

the PPI; 

4. Mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF); and 
5. Color enhancement (optional) . 

ATREM and ACORN processed data were classified 
in the project with the results of the ACORN 
processed data being reported here. 

RSI ENVITM image analysis software 
(http://www.rsinc.com/envi/index.cfm) was used for 
data processing and interpretation. It is not known if 
other image analysis packages allow the specific 
processing flow described here, however, other 
packages do have specific hyperspectral data 
processing and analysis capabilities. 

The first step, the MNF transformation is, in practice, 
a pair of cascaded principal components (PCA) 
transforms, with the first using an estimated noise 
covariance matrix with the second being a standard 
PCA transform (Green et aI., 1988; Boardman and 
Kruse, 1994). The most significant difference in the 
result from a standard PCA is that the data output 
bands are ordered by noise. When using a standard 
principal components transform this is generally not 
the case. The noise bands resulting from the MNF 
transform are easily recognized both visually and by 
observing the resultant eigenvalues. Noise bands can 
be removed from further processing. A way to further 
reduce the dataset is to use only the bands necessary 
to achieve the desired results, as input to the MNF 
transform. As hydroxyl bearing minerals and calcium 
carbonate were the primary targets of interest in this 
study, the input data set was reduced to only those 
bands in the 2.0 !lm to 2.5 !lm range. 

The second step used the MNF transformed data, 
minus the noise bands, as input to create an ENVFM 
PPI image. The PPI image indicates the most 
spectrally pure pixels in the MNF transformed image. 
The PPI image and the atmospherically corrected 
apparent reflectance data set can be linked on the 
computer screen so that, as each potential end
member pixel on the PPI image is checked, the 
spectrum can also be viewed. Figure 5 shows Dixie 
Valley apparent reflectance image on top of a PPI 
image along with a chlorite end-member that was 
found using the PPI image. It must be noted, 
however, that not every pixel identified in a PPI 
image is going to produce a useful end-member. Each 
potential end-member must be validated in step three. 

The third step is to identify the end-members 
produced in the PPI image. To aid in the 



Figure 5. Dixie Valley apparent reflectance image 
on top of a PPI image and chlorite spectral end
member. 

identification of spectral end-members, mineral 
spectral libraries can be used for comparisons. 
Additionally, statistical correlations can be done to 
help identify library spectra that is similar to that 
identified as an end-member by the PPI image. The 
software used in this study facilitated this through 
several algorithms found in its "Spectral Analyst" 
feature. 

The fourth step is to use the ENVJTM MTMF 
capability to create end-member distribution maps. 
To accomplish this, the end-members that have been 
identified are extracted from the MNF image and 
used as input along with the MNF image. This results 
in an image that contains double the number of bands 
as input end-members. These consist of a matched 
filter score and a infeasibility band for each eqd
member. The use of the two bands can help eliminate 

false positives. Figure 6 shows a matched filter score 
band (top) and an infeasibility band (bottom) for 
kaolinite. Bright pixels indicate high scores. 

Figure 6. MTMF results. The matched filter score 
results are on top and the infeasibility scores on the 
bottom. Bright pixels indicate high scores. 

Figure 7 shows a spectrum from a pixel with a 
matched filter score of 0.233 out of a possible 1.0 
(highest score in this example) and an infeasibility 
score of7.88, where the highest score was 214.1. The 
spectrum indicates that kaolinite is indeed present in 
area of the selected pixel, although not pure. 

Step 5 is simply using a gradational color scheme to 
emphasize the areas that are determined to contain at 
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Figure 7. Kaolinite spectrum derived using the 
matched filter score image from Figure 6. 

least some proportion of the spectral end-member in 
question and to indicate the relative the purity. 

RESULTS 

PV A Unsupervised Method 
Prior to PV A implementation, the A VIRIS image 
data were preprocessed by (1) atmospheric correction 
using ATREM; and (2) reduction to 44 bands in the 
2.0309 f.lm to 2.4592 f.lm range. This range was 
chosen as it eliminates strong water and vegetation 
signatures but includes important hydroxyl 
absorption features found in many hydrothermal 
alteration minerals . 

Initial analyses of data processed with PV A showed 
that ATREM resulted in abhorrent data values in 
many surface water pixels, particularly in pond 
pixels. This was due to residual effects of the 
atmospheric correction as water absorption bands are 
used in the process. Thus surface water pixels were 
also removed from the image. This resulted in 
removal of 551 of the original 314368 pixels. The 
image analyzed by PV A was 313817 pixels and 44 
bands. 

The number of end-members in the model were 
determined using method outlined by Johnson et al. , 
2002, in particular, the CD scatter plot method 
(Miesch, 1976; Johnson et al., 2000). Based on 
these goodness of fit diagnostics, a five end-member 
model was chosen. The model was resolved using 
theDENEG algorithm of Full et al. , (1981), modified 
as described in the methods section, above. Resolved 
end-member spectra were consistent with published 
mineral spectra (Clark et al., 2000). The PYA model 
resolved end-member patterns fairly consistent with 
those chosen in the supervised method (kaolinite, 
chlorite, and muscovite). However, in addition 

spectra were also resolved that were consistent with 
water absorption and several mafic minerals (olivine, 
hypersthene). The full model will be presented in a 
subsequent paper. For the purposes of this paper, we 
will focus on just one of the five end-members (End
Member 2), as it illustrates an important caveat for 
application of unsupervised classification methods. 
The spectrum and geographic distribution of EM-2 is 
illustrated on Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. PVA End-Member 2 gray-scale abundance 
map, and spectra. Black pixels on map indicate 
absence of this spectrum. White pixels indicate 
maximum observed in the image (59%). 

The EM-2 spectral pattern shows high reflectance in 
the shorter wavelengths, and an absorption feature at 
2.33 - 2.34 f.lm. Unfortunately, there are several 
minerals that exhibit this character (Figure 9). 

Figure 9. Comparison of End-Member 2 to mineral 
spectra in the USGS library. Spectra PVA EM-2 
shows high similarity to three mineral spectra known 
to be present in the Dixie Va lley study area. 



Three of those (chlorite, calcite and sulfur) are shown 
in comparison to ~M-2. All three minerals are 
known to be present in the study area, and when 
compared to EM-2, all three exhibit a cos e value 
greater than 0.94. Retention of more than five end
members did not result in differentiation of chlorite, 
calcite or sulfur. Therefore, it is likely that this "end
member" itself is a mixture, which represents the 
contribution of more than one mineral spectra. The 
problem illustrated here is known as "colinearity." 
That is, multiple minerals exhibit very similar 
spectral patterns within in the chosen wavelength 
range. Colinearity is a well-known problem in 
application of mixing models. Given collinear 
contributing end-members, it is difficult for any 
multivariate method to discriminate between those 
patterns. 

Colinearity is a concern for both supervised and 
unsupervised methods. However, in supervised 
methods, assuming that the analyst has correctly 
chosen the contributing spectra, the colinearity 
problem is not as severe, because the analyst is 
forcing the method to differentiate between the those 
similar patterns (in this case: chlorite and calcite). 
Furthermore, if minerals with similar spectra are 
known to be important constituents of a study, the 
colinearity problem may be minimized by a priori 
selection of spectral bands that maximize the contrast 
between those spectra (elimination of variables that 
are nearly collinear). However, both examples 
assume the analyst has considerable a priori 
knowledge. 

In PV A, the colinearity problem may be dealt with 
additional data preprocessing, or by selection of 
spectral bands after review of results of the initial 
unsupervised model. This is the approach that will 
be taken in subsequent PV A analyses of the Dixie 
Valley image. Now that we know that calcite and 
chlorite (and to a lesser extent, sulfur) are important 
spectral components of the image, subsequent PV A 
models may be improved by picking a wavelength 
range that extends down into shorter wavelengths. 
Figure 10 shows the full 224 band spectra for 
chlorite, calcite and sulfur. There is significant 
contrast between these spectra at lower wavelengths. 
However, subsequent analyses will likely not extend 
into the visible spectrum, because of the potential for 
interference from vegetation spectra. Subsequent 
PYA models will however extend down into the 1.75 
/lm range, where there is a notable contrast between 
these minerals (Figure 10). 

Wavol.ngthJum) 

Figure 10. Full 224-band spectra for minerals 
similar to EM-2. Vertical lines at 2.03 and 2.46 um 
show spectral range of present PVA model. 

This study highlights the advantage of unsupervised 
methods in situations where the analyst has little or 
no a priori information, but it also points out a 
caveat; that we must recognize and be able to take 
into account colinearity of contributing spectra. 

Supervised Method 
Following the steps outlined in the Data Processing 
section above, four excellent end-member spectra 
were derived and used in the MTMF process. This 
allowed the creation of four matched filter and 
infeasibility score images for kaolinite, muscovite, 
chlorite, and calcite. 

As for soil mineralogy anomalies, there were no 
significant anomalies for kaolinite, muscovite, or 
chlorite. However, a significant calcite anomaly 
(Figure 11) exists adjacent to an area where a 
hydrothermal convection related vegetation die-off 
occurred and along a path where fumarolic activity 
began a short time after the image was acquired, 
clearly indicating a buried structure and a zone of 
permeability. The image has not been georeferenced 

Figure 11. Soil calcium carbonate anomaly bounded 
by a dark black outline. 



as this process tends to degrade the spectra, however 
the anomaly trends NNE. 

Work is now being done to refine this classification 
methodology to include additional minerals. Samples, 
collected from the study area, are undergoing X-ray 
diffraction to determine their bulk compositions. 
These results will act as ground truth to determine 
what minerals may have been missed in the first pass 
of analysis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Both supervised and unsupervised unnnxmg and 
classification techniques could be useful for detecting 
soil mineralogy anomalies in geothermal exploration 
efforts. PV A provides a set of interpretable end
members very quickly and can be used with no prior 
knowledge of the geology of a study area. In this 
study five readily interpretable end-members were 
generated, but the contribution of more than one 
mineral per end-member, precluded discrimination 
between calcite and chlorite. Several options are now 
being considered as solutions for the colinearity 
problem. The obvious first step in solving such 
problem is recognizing that they exist: thus, the 
importance of finding comprehensive spectral 
libraries such as that of Clark et al., (2000). Beyond 
that the solution to such problems is usually project
specific. In this case modification of the wavelength 
range used (provided it does not extend down into the 
visible range). 

Supervised unmixing and classification techniques, 
although more time consuming and difficult to use, 
may prove more useful where detailed information is 
needed as it is likely that additional end-members can 
be identified. However, this amount of detail may not 
always be necessary for exploration efforts. This 
methodology leads to the mapping of a soil calcium 
carbonate anomaly that is directly related to the 
hydrothermal convection systems and that indicates a 
zone of permeability and a buried structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

Chemical and isotopic analyses of Dixie Valley regional 
waters indicate several distinct groups ranging in recharge age 
from Pleistocene «20 ka) to recent «SOa). Valley groundwater 
is older than water from perennial springs and artesian wells in 
adjacent ranges, with Clan Alpine range (east) much younger 
(most <SOa) than Stillwater range (west; most> 1000a). Geo
thermal field fluids (-12-14 ka) appear derived from water 
similar in composition to non-thermal groundwater observed 
today in valley artesian wells (also -14 ka). Geothermal fluid 
interaction with mafic rocks (Humboldt Lopolith) appears to 
be common, and significant reaction with granodiorite may also 
occur. Despite widespread occurrence of carbonate rocks, 
largescale chemical interaction appears minor. Age asymmetry 
of the ranges. more extensive interaction with deep-seated wa
ters in the west. and distribution of springs and artesian wells 
suggest the existence of a regional upward hydrologic gradient 
with an axis in proximity to the Stillwater range. 

Introduction 

Dixie Valley is located in the western Basin and Range Prov
ince in west-central Nevada between the Stillwater (SW) and 
Clan Alpine-Augusta (CAA) mountain ranges·(Figure 1). Both 
the valley and ranges are characterized by artesian wells and 
abundant perennial springs. The Humboldt Salt Marsh covers a 
wide area in the center of the valley. The Dixie Valley geother
mal field (DVGF) is located in the northwest part of the valley, 
along the SW range front. Operation of the power plant began 
in 1988 and has a production of 62 MWe. Fluids are produced 
from -2S00-3000m depth at a temperature of -2S0°e. The 
present production field covers -20 krn2. The Oxbow Geother
mal Corporation owns and operates the plant and its geothermal 
wells . 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss chemical and isoto
pic data obtained from waters in the Dixie Valley and 
surrounding areas that pertain to the regional hydrologic sys
tem, including the geothermal field. Samples were collected from 
both co ld and thermal well s and springs in Dixie Valley and the 
SW-CAA rQll ges. SQ mpl es were anal yzed for eleme nt al 
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compositions. 8 13C, 8D. 8180. I-Ie. J6Cl/CI, and 87Sr/86Sr. The 
objective is to characterize the hydrologic relations between the 
regional ground waters, valley hot springs. and the geothermal 
production fluids. 

Geologic Setting 

Dixie Valley basin is bounded on the west by the tectoni
cally active Stillwater Fault (earthquakes in 1915 and 19S4, 
M",,7; Okaya and Thompson, 1985). The basin is bounded on 
the east by step faults. some of which are observed in the valley 
by linear N-NE trending arrays of springs. Valley sedimentary 
fill exceeds 2000m in the west and thins towards the CAA range 
to the east. 
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Figure 1. Di xie Valley Region. Water sJ mples co llec ted throughout 
rl1dp area . DVGF = Dixie V,l liev Geothermal Field. 
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The oldest common rocks in the hydrologic basin are Me
sozoic marine sequences. In the CAA range, upper Triassic 
ections occur as thick units of pelites, quartz arenites, clastic 

and micritic limestones, and dolomites. Lithologically similar 
sequences of slightly older age (early Triassic are the oldest 
rocks in the SW range. The SW upper Triassic section is a thick 
sequence of pelitic rocks overlain by late Triassic-Jurassic cal
careous pelites. Thin units of lower Jurassic. heavily deformed 
carbonates, calcarenites, and pelitic rocks overlie these or are 
in thrust fault contact. The Jurassic Humboldt Lopolith overlies 
the SW-range Triassic section in thrust-fault contact (Speed, 
1976). It is of mafic composition (coarse-grained gabbros, 
picrites, anorthosites), and locally reaches thicknesses in ex
cess of 1200m (Speed, 1976). The entire Mesozoic sequence 
was intruded by several Cretaceous (69-104 Ma) granodioritic 
bodies of unknown subsurface extent. They crop out on the lower 
slopes of the western SW range and are encountered in the foot
wall of the Stillwater fault by DVGF boreholes (-3300m depth). 
Moderately thick mid-Cenozoic silicic tuffs occur in both ranges. 
They are found above the lopolith section in DVGF boreholes. 
Seismic data indicate depth to pre-Tertiary basement in the val
ley exceeds - 2500m near the DVGF. Late-Cenozoic basalts cap 
both ranges, and form areally extensive units. In DVGF bore
holes they occur just beneath the valley fill units at 
-2100-2400m. 

Hydrologic Setting 

Dixie Valley is an enclosed basin with a surface drainage of 
·5200km2 (Parchman and Knox, 1981). Pleistocene-age shore

lines and lake deposits exist ("Lake Dixie"), and vertical recharge 
probably occurred at that time. (Thompson and Burke. 1973: 
Bell and Katzer. 1990). Today, water enters the basin during 
winter and spring from streams draining the SW and CAA 
ranges. Subsurface water movement within the ranges is prob
ably controlled by fracture flow and geologic structure. However. 
very little is actually known about the hydrology of these ranges. 

The valley till holds an unknown number of aquifers. A shal
low unconfined aquifer certainly occurs near the Humboldt Salt 
Marsh. Irrigation wells in the north valley draw water from 
deeper basin fill, but the thickness or confinement state of these 
aquifers is unknown. Dixie settlement domestic wells are under 
artesian head, implying confinement. Basalts underlying the 
basin fill host an aquifer that is a secondary DVGF production 
zone; seismic data indicate they are continuous throughout the 
valley and dip slightly westward. Tertiary ash-flows underlying 
the basalts are encountered in DVGF boreholes where they oc
cur as thin units «200m) with poor aquifer characteristics. They 
are probably not significant valley aquifers. The intersection of 
the SW fault zone with the lopolith creates the largest DVGF 
producing zone. However, boreholes away from the fault zone 
indicate low permeability in the lopolith, with lower tempera
ture gradients than the overlying volcanic units (\V"illiams ei 

al., 1997). Lopolith lithologies are not naturally porous. and 
now must be fracture dominated. Spacially variable hydrologic 
roperties are to he expected. Subsurface aquifer characteris

.ICS of the Triassic units are unknown. Cementation often 
substantialh' redlll'cs porosify in such lithologies. /\ hnrcho!e 
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penetrating these units north of the DVGF shows low hydraulic 
pressure and low temperature gradients indicative of low po
rosity (Williams ef aI., 1997). Triassic units in the SW and CAA 
ranges are substantially fractured only where adjacent to major 
fault zones (Speed, 1976). The Cretaceous granodiorite has low 
permeability when encountered during driIlifig. Like the lopolith, 
flow in this igneous body must be fracture dominated and highly 
variable (Nordstrom ef al., 1989). 

Previous hydrochemical and 00/0 180 investigations using 
several of the wells and springs reported in this paper were con
ducted by Bohm ef al. (1980) and Karst ef al. (1988). Our 
expanded data set has led to several conclusions that differ from 
these previous studies. 

Chemical and Isotopic Characterization 

Chemical Groups 

Major ion chemical compositions are shown on a trilinear 
diagram in Figure 2. Waters from the SW and CAA ranges can 
be distinguished by high-CI and high-HCOJ fields respectively. 
Fluids from the DVGF lie in a low-(Ca, Mg) and high-CI field. 
Hot spring and valley samples are not specifically associated 
with either field, although valley waters are more commonly 
associated with the CAA field. Only Dixie Hot Spring has ma
jor ion chemistry similar to thermal wells. The CI-HCOJ-S04 
triangular diagram is perhaps most diagnostic of water type 
(Figure 2), and leads to a more general characterization of wa
ters into High-HCOJ/Cl and Low-HCOJ/CI groups (Figure 3). 
A third trend of very high HCOJ/Cl also occurs. 

The oD and 0 180 compositions of SW and CAA waters are 
similar, but are distinct from valley, hot spring, and reservoir 
fluids (Figure 4). Isotopically heavy (less negative) 00 and 0 IXO 
compositions imply warmer conditions of recharge (summer, 
low altitude). Groundwater in the ranges would not be expected 
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to be isotopically heavier than that in the valley. This occur
rence suggests that the valley waters. including hot springs, were 
recharged during a colder climate. Noting similar relations in 
other Great Basin waters, Flynn and Buchanan (1993) suggest 
that the lighter waters are late-Pleistocene in age (10-30 ka). 
The position of pre-production reservoir fluid in Figure 4 is based 
on water collected in 1986-87. The position of the current res
ervoir average results from mixing with reinjection water that 
has become heavier due to evaporation in the cooling tower. 
The 80 values of the reservoir fluids indicate that they are not 
fluids similar to those currently seen in the SW or CAA ranges. 
This does not mean that they were not recharged in the ranges, 
only that they were recharged during a colder climate. Like
wise, the valley waters could have been recharged in the ranges 
during an earlier but cooler time. 

Development of Chemical Compositions 

Origin of Chloride. The sources of the CI become apparent 
by examining J6CI/CI (Figure 5). Much of the CI in the High
HCO:;/CI waters was derived directly from precipitation 
(concentrated in soil by evaporation), as indicated by the nuclear 
weapons testing (high) :;6CI/CI ratios (Bentley et aI., 1982). 
These waters, mostly CAA samples, must be younger than 50 
years old. The CI in the Low-HCOJ/CI group, mostly SW and 
valley waters, was derived through a combination of pre-1950's 
precipitation (:;6CI/CI "" 300E-15: Bentley et af .. 1986) and dis
solution of CI from rock (Figure 5). Typical rock 36CI/CI values 
are shown in Table I. OVGF fluids have 36CI/CI ratios of about 
(51±3 )E-15 (based on analysis of 24 samples; see Figure 5). 
The uniformity of the J6CI/CI ratio suggests that this is the ratio 

1/CI (mgiL) 

Figure S. Ch loride-3 Jl'CI/CI relationships in Dixie Valley regional 
wa ters. Range for modern precipitation represen ts expected varia tion 

of J"CI/Ci ratios in precipitation chloride based on calc ulations of 
Bentley e l ,1/. (1986). and direct me,lsurement 01 one Dixie Valley 
ra in sample. The range is not intended to represent the range of 
precipitation CI concentration. Anthropogenic "'CI represents 

globall v di stribute ;" CI due to nucle,lr \\'e,lpOns t('sting. t9 50·s-(,O's. 
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in the rock from which their CI was derived. The only lithology 
thought to abundantly occur in the subsurface with 36CVCI val
ues typically of this magnitude is the Cretaceous granodiorite 
(Table I; see Nimz et al., ' 1997) 

Table 1. Characteristic 36CI/CI values for common rock types. 

Q) 

Rock: ~ .~ 
c 

.... .;;; .g Q) E 
(3 '" VJ 

C;; Q) '2 0 Q) Q) 

'" -0 '" ;>., "'" E C;; 

'" c .... .e l- .e 
CO ~ 0 0:: « . CI) ...... 

Si02 '1c ox 49.5 59.0 67 .2 67.2 77.1 0.8 62.8 
A1203 15.0 17.4 16.0 16.0 8.7 0.3 18.9 
MgO 6.5 3.5 1.8 1.8 0.5 2.1 2.2 
Na20 3.0 3.5 3.8 3.0 1.5 0.0 1.2 
K20 1.0 1.4 2.8 2.2 2.8 0.0 3.7 
F ppm 200 350 700 600 220 112 560 
Li 16 20 40 32 15 5 75 
B 5 15 15 12 35 55 100 
Sm 5.0 3.5 4.2 3.4 3.1 3.8 5.6 
Gd 5.0 3.3 4.2 3.4 2.7 3.8 4.7 
Th 3.0 6.9 18.7 16.8 5.7 2.0 14.6 
U 0.8 1.8 5.8 5.3 1.5 1.0 3.1 
phi (n/cm,2/a) 449 1184 3293 3142 715 274 1095 

36Cl/C1 6.5 17.1 47.5 45.3 10.3 4.0 15.8 
(E-15) 

Origin of Bicarbonate. Figure 6 shows <5 13C, 14C, and 87Srl 
86Sr values that provide some information on HC03 origins for 
the Low-HC03/CI and very high HC03/CI groups. All very high 
HC03/CI samples fall into the high 813C cluster on Figure 6. 
These samples appear to lie on a line between atmospheric val
ues and values we have measured in Triassic marine limestones 
of the SW and CAA ranges. Low-HC03/CI samples lie along 
another line between atmospheric 813C and a value intermedi
ate between the limestones and fracture-fill vein calcite we have 

!!!ea§.ured from the SW r~:-All of the geothermal wells we 
have measured lie on the "calcite" line, while all of the hot 
springs except for Dixie Hot Springs lie on the "limestone" line. 
Most of the waters have interacted with subsurface carbonates 
that have added HC03, altered the original atmospheric 813C 
values, and artificially increased their 14C age. It is not com
pletely apparent what the carbonate endmembers are, despite 
the measured limestone and calcite 813C values. First, the Br-CI 
trend of the Dixie Valley samples is unlike the seawater trend 
(Figure 3). Significant interaction with marine carbonates should 
produce a seawater Br-CI trend. Second, the 87Sr/86Sr composi
tion in the waters seems largely controlled by carbonate 
dissolution (8 1 3C; Figure 6). Projecting the 87Sr/86Sr trend to an 
endpoint at the limestone dl3C value produces a value ofO.709S. 
This is too high for Mesozoic or even Paleozoic seawaters (which 
are <0.7088), suggesting that the endmember may not be a 
marine carbonate (B urke et al., 1982). 
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Figure 6. D1JC - I·C - Sr isotope relations in Dixie Valley regional 
waters. "C " age" positioning of carbonate and calcite end members 
represents the approximate upper age limit of detection for the I·C 
technique (-50 ka). Samples with DUC values more negative than 

atmosphere indicate addition oi biologically mediated carbon. 
Sample identifiers are the same as Figure 3. 

Water Recharge Ages 

More specific ages than those derived from 8D-8180 can be 
estimated using 14C, provided attention is paid to carbonate 
chemistry, especially 813C (Figure 6). The oldest reliable mea
sured CAA age is -S ka. However, the CAA 36CVCI values 
indicate most waters are <SOa. The oldest reliable SW range 
age is -9 ka. Sample DVS6, a SW cold spring, gives an uncor
rected age of -19 ka, and is sufficiently like valley hot springs 
in HC03 and 813C that it reasonably could be Pleistocene. Its 
8D value is low enough to make this plausible. The youngest 
reliable SWage based on 14C is -900a, although a few bomb
pulse 36CVCI samples occur. It is noteworthy that very young 

. waters are rare in the SW compared to the CAA range. 
The oldest reliable age for a non-thermal water measured in 

the valley is - 14 ka (Shaw well; Figure 6). Ages for samples 
reacting with subsurface carbonate can be regarded as I/l(lx i-



mum ages, since this process makes samples appear older. The 
maximum age for a valley hot spring is -25 ka (Hyder), for a 
thermal well is -31 ka (DF62-21), and for a DVGF production 
fluid is -13 ka. A simple-minded reconstruction of their 0 IJC 
values, following the limestone-calcite interaction lines on Fig
ure 6, suggests these samples are 5-20 ka. However, this is 
probably over-simplified. The youngest maximum age for a hot 
spring sample is -13 ka (Dixie), and for a thermal well is -12 
ka. Based on this evidence, the range in 0 IJC values, and the 
oD-o 180 values, it is reasonable to believe that most of the ther
mal water in the region is -12-14 ka. It is notable that the oldest 
reliable non-thermal valley age is of similar magnitude (Shaw 
well). It is perhaps also significant that two wells not in the 
DVGF have older max ages (DF62-21 and DF45-14). 

Evidence of Water Mixing 

Evidence of mixing between or within chemical/isotopic or 
age groups can be a guide to understanding hydrologic flow. 
Samples with intermediate chemical compositions are apparent 
on the figures . However, samples intermediate on one diagram 
are usually not those that are intermediate on other diagrams. 
Widespread mixing between groups is therefore not evident. 
Within groups, the system most suggestive of mixing is 36Cl/Cl. 
Figure 5 shows linear arrays radiating from a high-concentra
tion/low-ratio composition, forming various trends. Mixing 
calculations indicate that the amounts of the high-CI endmember 
are small. For example, the hot springs would be predominantly 
a low-CI, presumably surface-water, endmember with small and 
variable amounts of a high-CI, possibly reservoir-like, 
end member: Lower Ranch <3%. Jersey <5%, Sou'" 5%, Hyder 
'" 5%, Dixie'" 25%. McCoy Hot Spring requires a significantly 
more concentrated surface-water end member (-180-210 mg/L 
CI), although the mixing percentage would be similar to the 
other hot springs (-15% reservoir-like water). 

Chemical interaction with rock - CI dissolution - would also 
produce similar arrays (Figure 7). With the available data set, it 
is difficult to discriminate between mixing and dissolution pro
cesses for the Dixie Valley waters. The trajectories for samples 
within single chemical or age groups on Figure 7 are perhaps 
closer to the trajectories of the mixing lines, particularly at high 
CI concentrations. For this reason it is felt that while rock inter
action does occur, some mixing with high-CI low-36CI/Cl 
endmembers is partly responsible for producing the observed 
lower 36Cl/CI ratios within the SW, valley and hot springs groups. 

Figure 7 also provides some insight into the origin and evo
lution of the low-36Cl/CI endmember. Assuming the water 
recharged with an atmospheric 36ClICI ratio (-300E-15), it must 
have begun reacting with rock when it still had a very low CI 
concentration, similar to the valley Shaw well. That is, virtually 
none of the Cl was derived from the soil column where it was ' 
concentrated through evaporation (and still be - 300E-15). If it 
had originated with concentrations similar to SW range waters, 
where soil CI must be a factor, the dissolution trajectories indi 
cate it would not have achieved its present 36Cl/CI together with 
its present CI concentration. 
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Figure 7. Mixing and CI dissolution curves for various Dixie 
Valley water end members. Low-JOCI/CI end member represents 

reservoir-like fluid compositions, but with chloride contents 
higher than pre-production values (see Kennedy el al., 1999) . CI 
dissolution curves are not a function of the CI concentrations in 

the "rock" endmembers, since the model adds chlorine until 
reservoir J6CI/CI values are achieved (curves continue off of 

diagram to higher CI contents). Measured Dixie Valley samples 
are used for high-J6CI/CI end members. 

Observations and Implications 

Based on the chemical and isotopic measurements, there are 
several observations that can be made concerning the relations 
among the hydrochemical groups and regional hydrologic flow. 

Dixie Valley Regional Waters: 
Characterization and Chemical Relations 

• Valley ground waters , hot springs, and DVGF fluids re
charged during colder conditions than SW-CAA waters, 
suggesting a late-Pleistocene age that is supported by 14C 
(-12-14 ka), 

• Most of the water observed in the CAA range is very young, 
<50a, 

• Most of the water observed in the SW range is much older 
than CAA water (e.g., -9 ka), even though they have similar 
00 values. 

• Some Pleistocene-age valley waters have remained or be
come very dilute (e.g., Shaw). 

• The lowest-36CIICI waters (DVGF fluids, DV56) may not 
derive the bulk of their CI from their current host rocks, the 
Triassic marine sequences or Humboldt Lopolith, The only 
lithology in the region with 36CI/CI similar to these waters 
is the Cretaceous granodiorite . 

• 36CI/CI modeling suggests that reservoir fluids evolved from 
dilute surface waters like those of the Shaw well, rather than 
from more concentrated surface waters like those in the SW 
range . 
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• /) I3C values suggest that the very high HC03/CI group has 
interacted with marine carbonates; in comparison, based on 
/) I3C-calcite trends, the low-HCO)/CI group apparently has 
not. 

• Very limited mixing between chemical groups may occur. 
Within groups, internal mixing with low-36Cl/CI endmembers 
(DVGF- or DV56-like fluids) appears more common. 

Regional Fluid Flow: 
Origins, Relative Rates, and Flowpaths 

• If the CI in the reservoir fluids is derived from granodiorite, 
then either this rock occurs at depth beneath the valley, the 
bulk of the CI is incorporated within the fault zone at the 
granodiorite contact. or fluid flow is across the SW fault 
zone. 

• Average subsurface flow from the ranges into the valley is 
not rapid; valley water is still Pleistocene in age. Simplistic 
flow-line analysis would suggest <lmla flow rates. 

• Controls on flow paths vary greatly within the regional 
hydrologic system. Evidence includes: 

Artesian dilute Shaw-type waters and the DVGF fluids 
are the same age. 
Flow rates to reservoir depths exceed O.25m/a, 
assuming 3000m depth and an age of 12 ka. 
Flow rates to valley shallow domestic wells are 
<O.03m1a, assuming vertical piston flow, dOOm depth, 
and an age of 12 ka (non-vertical flow paths require 
even slower flow rates). 
Old ages and high-TDS in SW waters suggest a deep 
source and a regional upward hydrologic gradient with 
an axis in the SW range; this may also affect the valley. 
Despite the upward gradient. hot springs contain only 
a small fraction of reservoir-like water. 
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GEOMETRY OF CENOZOIC EXTENSIONAL 
FAULTING: DIXIE VALLEY, NEVADA 
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Abstract. Precise definition of 
geometric relationships between individual 
basins and ranges may help to reveal the 
mechanical processes of Basin and Range 
'enozoic extensional faulting at depth. 
rrevious studies have attempted to identi
fY simple horsts and grabens, tilted cru
stal blocks with planar faulting, or tilt
ed crustal blocks with listric faulting in 
the shallow crust. Normal faults defining 
these crustal blocks may root (1) indivi
dually in the ductile lower crust, (2) in 
regional or local low- angle detachment 
faults, or (3) in igneous intrusions or -
decoupling surfaces produced by the intru
sions. The present study, in Dixie Val
ley, west- central Nevada, maKes use of a 
seismic reflection survey, gravity models, 
seismograms from earthquakes occurring on 
December 16, 1954, and geometrical block 
models. These data show a structural ly 
asymmetri c basin bounded by a single zone 
of faulting on the northwest and by a 
downbowed and step- faulted floor to the 
southeast. The northwest bounding faul t 
is moderately di pping (50 0 ) and planar to 
a depth of 3 km. The southeast boundary 
is step-faulted , and al together the faults 
indi cate an extens i on of 20% across t he 
valley at t he r ate of 0. 38 mmly f or t he 
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last 8 my. Synthetic earthquake seismo
grams confirm a focal depth of 15 km and 
faul t dip of 62 0 for the Fairview Peak 
earthquake and suggest that the focal 
depth of the Dixie Valley earthquake was 
also 15 km instead of the previously re
ported 40 km. Local microearthquakes 
cluster around 10-15 km. The geometrical 
block models indicate that crustal horst
graben faulting and planar, high-angle 
normal faults -rooted in a low- angle de
tachment surface do not readily account 
for development of the subsidiary (step) 
faults found in Dixie Valley. Extension 
of the crust by intrusion may develop 
high-angle faults and, with further intru
sion, may develop the subsidiary faults 
and produce a complex, sagged, asymmetric 
graben like Dixie Valley. 

INTRODUCTION 

Formation of the basins and ranges in 
the northern Basin and Range province 
represents a late stage of Cenozoic cru
stal extension. While the shallow Basin 
and Range struc ture i s gener ally known 
from geol ogic studies , geophysical methods 
have only recently begun to reveal the 
str ucture at greater depth . I n parti cu
lar, extensional normal faults whi ch 
separate the cr ustal bl ocks defining the 
basins and ranges are s t eeply di pping 
(>500 ) near t he surface; geophysical meas
urement s are necessary t o def ine the 
deeper geometry of the crustal blocks and 
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Basin a Ranoe 

o 
km 30 

Fig. 1. Outline of ranges and basins in west-central Nevada showing lo
cation of Dixie Valley. Stars locate epicenters of major earthquakes in 
1954: (1) Fallon, July 6; (2) Stillwater, August 23; (3) Fairview Peak, 
December 16; (4) Dixie Valley, December 16. 

to provide insights to the processes of 
crustal extension. 

Crustal extension may be accommodated 
by brittle (elastic to the point of 
failure) and ductile (yielding, creeping, 
or visco-elastic) attenuation of the crust 
(Bott, 1980a; Eaton, 1982]. Tbe topo
graphic basins and ranges are expressions 
of dominantly brittle attenuation, which 
presumably gives way to ductile attenua
tion in the lower crust [Fletcher and Hal
let, 1983]. As seismic activity is asso
ciated with brittle deformation, the base 
of the seismogenic zone of the crust marks 
the transition from brittle to ductile de
formation (Sibson, 1982]. 

Crustal response to brittle attenuation 
has been to form horst, graben, and rotat
ed crustal blocks (Stewart, 1980]. Lis
tric, tilted planar, or steeply dipping 
planar normal faults separate these blocks 
(Effimoff and Pinezich, 198'; Anderson et 
al., 1983J. These faults may have associ
ated conjugate or second-order faults 
which produce secondary structural 
features within the crustal blocks. The 
major faults may root within a detachment 
zone in the seismogenic crust (McDonald, 
1976J; within a zone of decoupling in t~e 
ductile crust (Bott, 1980b; Wallace, 
1980]; within lower crustal magmatic in-

trusions [Thompson, 1959]; or penetrate to 
the asthenosphere (Wernicke, 1981]. 

Geophysical evidence may reveal how 
these extensional faults root at depth. 
First, however, upper crustal fault 
geometry must be well understood to pro
vide"constraints to lower crustal 
geometry. Dixie Valley, in west-central 
Nevada, offers a unique opportunity to ex
amine the basin's fault geometry. Previ
ous studies have used seismic refraction," 
aeromagnetics, electrical potential, and 
gravity to study upper crustal structure. 
Large and small earthquakes have provided 
evidence of continued tectonic displace
ment within the deeper crust. Tbis study 
presents the findings of new seismic re
flection, gravity, and teleseismic data in 
conjunction with previous studies in order 
to delineate the geometry of late Cenozoic 
extensional faulting in Dixie Valley. 

DIXIE V ALLEY 

Dixie Valley is located in the west
central portion of the Basin and Range 
province (Figure 1). Bounded by the 
Stillwater Range to tbe northwest and the 
Clan Alpine Range to the southeast, the 
asymmetriC valley is still tectonically 
active, as evidenced by microearthquakes, 
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Fig. 2. Geology of Northern Dixie Valley region and location map for 
geophysical data. Geology from Speed [1976] and Hastings (1979). Faults 
in Dixie Valley are from aerophotographic studies by Burke [1967] and 
Whitney [1980]. Fault grooves along the Stillwater Range-front are 
oriented at N400W with plunge 500. x-xt denotes cross section of Figure 
10. 

modern fault scarps, and major earthquakes 
as recent as 1954. The estimated direc
tion of extension within Dixie Valley is 
N550W-S550E, and the established rate is 
0.4 mmlyr over the last 15 m.y. and 1 
mm/yr over the last 12,000 years [Thompson 
and Burke, 1973]. In the area of the 
present study (Figure 2), exposures of the 
major normal fault separating the Stillwa
ter Range from Dixie Valley show a dip of 

° ° 50 and fault grooves oriented N40 W. The 
closest seismic refraction determination 
of Hoho depth is 22 km at Antelope Valley, 
northeast of the Clan Alpine Range 
[Stauber and Boore, 1977J. 

GEOLOGY OF THE NOTHERN DIXIE VALLEY 
REGION 

In the northern Dixie Valley region 
(Figure 2), the Mesozoic "basement" is 
composed of sedimentary rocks, mainly pel
ites, and intrusive gabbros and granodior
ites. This basement is unconformably 
overlain by a Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quence topped by basalt. Dixie Valley is 
filled with late Cenozoic alluvial, lacus
trine, and playa deposits. Geologic stu
dies have been carried out by Page [1965] 
in the Stillwater Range; by Riehle et al. 
[1972] in a volcanic center within the 

southern Clan Alpine Range; by Speed 
[1976J in the gabbro complex, or Humboldt 
lopolithj and by Stewart and Carlson 
[1976] in the broad region of west-central 
Nevada. Structural and tectonic analyses 
of Dixie Valley have been made using a 
variety of geologic and geophysical data, 
including seismic refraction [Thompson et 
al., 1967; Meister, 1967J; seismic reflec
tion [Anderson et al., 1983]; aeromagnet
ics [Smith, 1968]; aerophotographs [Burke, 
1967; Whitney, 1980]; geodetiC information 
[Meister et al., 1968J; and earthquake 
seismology [Romney, 1957; Ryall and 
Malone, 1971; Stauder and Ryall, 1967; 
Westphal and Lange, 1967; Zoback et al., 
1981]. A geothermal study combining hy
drology, geochemistry of hot springs, heat 
flow, magnetotellurics, resistivity, and 
well logging was performed by Parchman and 
Knox [1981J. A similar but more detailed 
study was conducted by Bell et al. (1980]. 

The oldest rocks recognized in the 
Mesozoic basement are Triassic to lower 
Jurassic mudstones, wackes, and carbonates 
depOSited in what has been interpreted as 
an early Mesozoic basinal shelf rSneen. 
1976] •. Thrust over these sedi~e~t~~y-~n
its are lower to mid-Jurassic mudstones, 
Siltstones, Quartz sandstones, carbonates, 
and calcareous breccias intruded by gabbro 
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and diorite. This intrusive "Humboldt 
lopolith" [Speed, 1976] extends laterally 
across most of the northern Dixie Valley 
region and constitutes the basement for 
geophysical purposes. Overlying Mesozoic 
volcanics include basaltic lava. 

Unconformably overlying the Mesozoic 
basement is a Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quence divided by Hastings [1979] into 
three distinct units of calc-alkaline 
tuffs and flows, fluvio-lacustrine depo
sits, and a capping basalt. The volcanic 
center for the tuffs and flows is specu
lated to be in the southern Clan Alpine 
Range [Riehle et al., 1972]. Scattered 
radiometric age dating by Hastings [1979] 
yielded an age of 30-17 m.y. for the 
tuffs and flows and 8 (+ 4) m.y. for the 
capping basalt. Hastings suggests that 
the basalt was deposited on a surface of 
low relief and predates the extensional 
faulting that formed Dixie Valley; i.e., 
the Tertiary volcaniclastic sequence forms 
the subvalley floor. 

Quaternary lacustrine and playa depo
sits in Dixie Valley are 2 km thick. The 
modern playa is located near the Stillwa
ter Range, reflecting the structural asym
metry of the valley. Fans off the Still
water Range extend 1 to 2 km from the 
range and the fan gravels reach a depth of 
up to 2 km as determined by seismic pro
files and gravity modeling. Fans off the 
Clan Alpine Range slope less steeply and 
extend several kilometers farther into the 
valley; these fan gravels are also less 
thick than those adjacent to the Stillwa
ter Range. 

Structural models for northern Dixie 
Valley have been presented by Smith 
[1968], Thompson and Burke [1973, 1974], 
Bell et al. "[1980], and Parchman and Knox 
[1981]. These models are refinements of 
models suggested by Thompson et al. [1967] 
and Burke [1967], which are based on grav
ity, aeromagnetic, and seismic refraction 
information. Dixie Valley was proposed to 
have asymmetri':;- graben-wfthln-gra~n--

' struct:urewnn-'3everaLQQPQ~i~g_ fauU~ . 
Bell et iir:--t l'98aj'speculate the steep 
faul t s r oot wi th i n a ductile crust - mantle 
interface . 

SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILE 

During the course of geothermal ex
pl oration in ~0rthern Dixie Val ley , the 
Southland Roy~lty Co . obta ined 28 km of 
high-resoluti on s eismic r eflection da ta. 
The four seismic lines, recorded by 

Petroleum Geophysical Co. and processed by 
Western Geophysical Co., represent a de
tailed cross section of the northwestern 
side of northern Dixie Valley. Revealed 
in the seismic survey are the basin sedi
ments, the alluvial fan deposits off the 
Stillwater Range, and the Mesozoic "base
ment" found both in the ranges and under 
the valley floor. 

Recording parameters of the seismic 
survey include a Vibroseis (registered 
trademark of Conoco, Inc.) source, group 
spacing of 110 feet (33.5 m), a shot-to
geophone spacing ratio of 2:1, and a 96-
channel split-spread arrangement yielding 
24-fold coverage. A normal processing se
quence has been performed, including 
deconvolution, velocity analysis, eleva
tion and residual statics, stacking, 
filtering, and finite difference migra
tion. 

Two of the four seismic lines are 
parallel to the Stillwater Range. Tbe 
remaining two lines are oblique to nearly 
perpendicular to the range-front; line 
SRC-3 is within 150 of being a true dip 
line (Figure 2). This seismic line starts 
within the alluvial fan 150 m from the 
bedrock of the range and extends six km 
into Dixie Valley, presenting a cross sec
tion of roughly half of the valley; it is 
also nearly parallel to a gravity traverse 
located less than 3 km to the southwest. 

Seismic ~ ~-~ 

The seismic reflections of line SRC-3 
may be divided into four zones based on 
seismic character. Zone A (Figure 3) 
shows subhorizontal reflections, zone B 
has discontinuous, relatively chaotic re
flections, zone C shows particularly 
strong, layered reflections, and zone D is 
comparatively transparent. Variation in 
seismic character between zones is related 
to geology. 

The reflections of zone A extend to a 
maximum of 1.4 s. Large amplitude hor
izons are interlayered with horizons of 
low energy. The lateral extent of zone A 
near the surface corresponds to the known 
limit of the Quaternary lacustri ne and 
playa deposits of Di xie Vall ey . Interval 
thinning to the southeast is exhi bited 
withi n the overall zone of reflections . 
The seismic reflecti ons reveal a northwes
t erly migr ati ng basi na l axi!'. 'whTchTs-
currenHj 3- kID -from--therange '- f r onT ;- this 
mi grati on is due t o ti l t i ng or sagging of 
the baSl.n dur.ing-·deposit1on ~ --·--

- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Fig. 3. Seismic line SRC-3, (top) stacked and (bottom) interpreted fin 
ite difference migration. Reflection symbols : A, lacustrine and playa 
deposits; B, alluvial fan; C, Tertiary volcaniclastic sequence; D, Meso
zoic basement; De ' steeply dipping fault plane reflections; Dm, hand mi
gration of event De. Calculated fault dip from the hand migration is 50° . 
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The discontinuous reflections of zone B 
extend from near surface to about 1.1 s, 
and the lateral extent correlates with the 
large alluvial fan originating from Cot
tonwood Canyon in the Stillwater Range; 
intertonguing of alluvial fan and 
lacustrine/playa reflections may be seen 
at depth. The comparatively chaotic na
ture of fan reflections is 'due to the 
marked lateral heterogeneity of fan depo
sits. 

In Carson Sink, on the other side of 
the Stillwater Range, results from recon
naissance exploration by the petroleum in
dustry reveal a seismic profile similar to 
line SRC-3 [Hastings, 1979]. Deep, lay
ered strong amplitude events are proven by 
drilling to be reflections off t~e Terti
ary volcaniclastic sequence; the uppermost 
strong reflection represents the capping 
basalt layer. Mapping by Page [1965] and 
Speed [1976] shows similar geology on both 
sides of the Stillwater Range. As the 
deep, layered reflections in Carson Sink 
are similar to the reflections of zone C 
in line SRC-3, Dixie Valley appears to be 
underlain by the same Tertiary volcanic
lastic sequence~ Quality of these Terti
ary volcaniclastic reflections 
deteriorates under the alluvial fan re
flections due to attenuation of seismic 
Signal by the fan material. Dips of these 
reflections appear steeper under the fan 
reflections due to velocity pull-up caused 
by the higher velocity of the alluvial fan 
relative to the lacustrine/playa deposits. 
The disruption of reflections to the ex
treme southeast of the seismic line is 
possibly due ~o a northwest dipping normal 
fault. 

Zone D is interpreted as the Mesozoic 
basement •. This zone is nearly transparent 
except for a steeply dipping event on the 
stacked, uomigrated seismic section at 3.2 
s approximately 4.4 km from the range 
front (event Dein Figure 3a). Hand migra
tion of this event using an average velo
city of 7500 ftls derived from a seismic 
refraction study by Thompson et al. [1967] 
and from sonic well logs from the Dixie 
Federal 66-21 geothermal exploratory well 
(T. 24N, R. 36E, sec. 21) moves the event 
to 1.8 s located 1.5 km from the range 
front. The hand-migrated event Dm is in
terpretedasarefIection-offthe 'rarige:" . 
(-ront -Taul t -Tor-tne- following--reasons~-
ConnectTng-the surface-outcrop ot--the 
fault with Dm yields a dip of 50° for the 
fault; this is in agreement with surface 

dip observations. Interpretation of this 
event as a fault reflection is substan
tiated by the abrupt change from alluvial 
fan chaotic reflections to the basically 
transparent Mesozoic basement across the 
fault. Event De does not appear in the 
450-finite difference migration section. 

In summary, seismic line SRC-3 reveals 
a basin composed of an alluvial fan, la
custrine deposits, and the Tertiary vol
caniclastic sequence, separated from the 
Stillwater Range by a major normal fault 
dipping at 500. A minor Wdown-to-the
northwest- normal fault may be present 
southeast of the basin axis near the edge 
of the seismic section. The basin axis at 
various times was located 2-3 km from the 
range front, which confirms the present 
topographic asymmetry of the basin. Inter
nal reflections in the lake deposits show 
updip thinning, due to tilting or sagging 
of the basin during deposition. The Meso
zoic basement of the range also underlies 
the valley floor. Depths and thicknesses 
of the geologic units obtained from seism
ic arrival times and velocities can be 
supplemented and extended by interpreta
tion of gravity information. 

GRAVITY 

Previous interpretations of gravity 
data in Dixie Valley have showed an asym
metric graben-within-graben structure 
[Speed, 1976; HicroGeophysics Corp., un
publisbed data, 1981]. A uniform density 
contrast between valley fill and bedrock 
was used, however, and no attempt was made 
to distinguish intrabasinal features. 
Modeling of gravity data in conjunction 
witb the seismic data in the present study 
reveals an asymmetric, slightly tilted 
basin with one major southeast-dipping 
normal fault. On the other side of the 
valley, three smaller northwest-dipping 
normal faults satisfy the gravity data and 
correlate with surface fault traces. Com
plete Bouguer gravity anomaly values, 
which were obtained from MicroGeophysics 
Corp., traverse northern Dixie Valley (see 
Figure 2) with end stations anchored 
within the Stillwater and Clan Alpine 
Ranges. These values are in agreement 
with readings from a similar traverse by 
G. A. Thompson (unpublished data, 1967). 

Features observed within seismic line 
SRC-3. located 3 ~ to the northeast and 
Dearly parallel to the gravity traverse, 
were incorporated into the gravity model 
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TABLE 1. Average Densities of Rock Samples Collected 
in the Di xie Valley Region 

Type of Rock 

granitic 
altered granitic 
amphibol i te schist 
hornfels 
limestone & marble 
chert 
basalt, vesicular 
andesite 
welded tuff, rhyolite 
tuff 
sandstones, volcanic 
diatomite 
obsidian 

1959 Series 
Number of Samples 
(Density Range) 

5 (2.61 - 2.68) 
1 
2 (2.78- 2.82) 
I 
4 (2.70-2.86) 

(2.58) 
1 
7 (2.23- 2.66) 
11 (2.32-2.57) 
2 (1.86- 1.91) 
4 (1.46- 1.91) 
1 

1967 Series 
Number of Samples 
(Density Range) 

1 (2.34) 

9 (2.24-2.57> 

3 (1.87- 2.26) 

Average Density 
gm/cc 

2.65 
2.51 
2.80 
2.94 
2. 79 
2.46 
2. 62 
2.54 
2.45 
1.89 
1.82 
1.21 
2.34 

11 3 

by projecting depths and boundaries along 
strike. Ev i dence of faults on the 
southeast side of the basin are taken from 
surface outcrop and aero photographic stu
dies by Whi tney [ 1980] and Burke [1967]. 
Water- saturated bulk density values were 
obtained from Speed [1976], Thompson 
[1959], and previously unpublished meas
urement s of samples collected in the Dixie 
Valley region by Thompson (Table 1). The 
observed complete Bouguer anomaly values 

are shown in Figure 4 along with the den
sity model of Dixie Valley and the calcu
lated gravity anomalies . Interpretation 
of the faults on both sides of the basin 
is s trengthened by the modeling; faults on 
the southeast side of the basin were 
modeled as dipping to the northwest at 
60°. 

" 
DoMo- ~ 11m ~- LO 

To determine the sensitivity of the 
gravity model to changes in the geometry 
of the f aults, t he dip of the major Still-

Fig. 4. Gravity model across Dixie Valley. (top) Observed stations 
(points ) and calculated curve. Dashed alternative curve represents 
va lues f r om a fault wi t h dip of 70° . ( bottom) model of Dixie Vall ey ; 
densities i n gm/cm 3, depths in km. X- X' represents t he pro jecti on of se
ismic line SRC- 3 onto the model. Sti llwater Range- front fault di p is 
50°; thin dashed lines represent projecti on of the model for a di p of 
70°. Other faults dip at 60° . Densities: lacustrine/playa range ~ 2. 00 
to 2 .35 gm/ cm 3; alluvi al fan ~ 2.55 gm/ cm 3j Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quenc e ~ 2. 50 gm/ cm 3; Mes ozoic basement ~ 2. 80 gm/ cm 3. 
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water Range-bounding fault was increased 
to 70°. The change in the calculated 
gravity is shown in Figure 4; adjustment 
of layer geometries or- densitiE<s for the 
entire model would be needed to fit the 
observed values. 

In summary, gravity modeling suggests 
an asymmetric basin terminated by one ma
jor zone of faulting to the northwest and 
cut by three smaller faults to the 
southeast, all dipping toward the axis of 
the basin. As shown in Figure 4, alluvial 
fan deposits enter the basin from both 
bounding ranges to a maximum depth of 1.5 
km. Valley sediments in the axis of the 
basin reach 1.8 km; the valley is under
lain by the Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quence which reaches a depth of 3 km. 

EARTHQUAKES 

Since 1860, the Basin and Range pro
vince in Nevada has experienced over two 
dozen major earthquakes and numerous 
smaller ones [Byerly, 1956). Several oc
curred in the Dixie Valley region, includ
ing four in 1954 (Figure 1). The Fallon
Stillwater earthquakes of July 6 and Au
gust 23, 1954, both of magnitude (ML) 6.8 
[Byerly, 1956], were accompanied by as 
much as 30 cm of vertical offset [Tocher, 
1956]. The Fairview Peak earthquake of 
December 16, 1954 was followed about 4 min 
later by the Dixie Valley earthquake ap
prOXimately 50 km to the north (Figure 5). 
The two earthquakes had magnitudes (Mt) 
7.1 and 6.8, respectively [Tocher, 1957]. 
Examination of the P-pP arrivals by Romney 
[1957] indicated a focal depth of 15 km 
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Fig. 5. Vertical component seismogram of 
the Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley double 
earthquake recorded at Strasbourg. France 
on December 16, 1954. The Dixie Valley 
(DV) earthquake occurred 4 min 20 s after 
the Fairview Peak (FP) earthquake. Also 
shown is the focal mechanism for the Fair
view Peak earthquake using data from Rom
ney (1957]. Fault plane strikes Nl10W, 
dips 620 E, k~th motion plunging S650E at 
24°. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of initial P arrivals 
from the Fairview Peak and Dixie Valley 
earthquakes for various seismographic sta
tions. The two earthquakes have similar 
waveforms recorded at each station even 
though Fairview Peak later arrivals are 
superimposed over Dixie Valley initial ar
rivals. All stations vertical component 
except Honolulu (N-S) and Ottawa (E-W). ~, 
angular distance from earthquake to sta
tion; A, azimuth of station clockwise with 
respect to north. 

for the Fairview Peak earthquake and 40 km 
for the Dixie Valley earthquake. Study of 
the focal mechanism of the Fairview Peak 
event by Romney revealed a fault plane 
striking Nl10W and dipping 6~E (the nodal 
plane corresponding to surface faulting, 
Figure 5). Direction of movement along 
the fault was S650E at a plunge of 24°. A 
focal mechanism solution for the Dixie 
Valley earthquake was not determined by 
Romney • 

Seismic ~ ~ Modeling 

In view of the shallow crustal thick
ness for the west-central Basin and Range 
(22 km; Stauber and Boore (1977]), the fo
cal depth of 40 km for the Dixie Valley 
earthquake as determined by Romney [1957] 
is suspect. The focal depth was calculat
ed using the difference in P and pP ar
rival times. However, the identification 
of these arrivals is made difficult by the 
interference of continuing waves from the 
preceding Fairview Peak earthquake; thus 
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the reliability of the Dixie Valley focal 
depth is less than that of the Fa i rview 
Peak earthquake. 

Compari son of the initial P arrivals of 
both the Fairview Peak and Dixie Valley 
earthquakes reveals a reasonably good 
correlation between the arrival waveforms, 
despite later Fairview Peak waves superim
posed on the Dixie Valley arrivals (Figure 
6). As the two earthquakes occurred ap
proximately 50 km and q 1/3 min apart, the 
similarity in initial waveforms suggests 
similar focal mechanisms and depths for 
the two earthquakes. It is possible to 
infer that the focal depth of the Dixie 
Valley earthquake is similar to that of 
the Fairview Peak earthquake provided that 
a change in focal depth from 15 to 40 km 
would appreciably modify the initial 
waveforms. The effects of focal depth on 
waveform is examined next . 

Teleseismic body wave modeling based on 
first motion ray approximation as outlined 
by G. C. Kroeger and R. J. Geller (unpub
lished manuscript, 198q) provides a method 
to examine focal depths in relation to 
their corresponding sei smograms. A syn
thetic seismogram for a given seismograph
ic station can be generated using: 

yet) = set) • NSS(t) • E(t) • RS(t) • I(t) 

where yet) is the syntheti c seismogram ; 
S(t) is the far- field source time func 
tion; NSS(t) is the near- field source time 
function and is dependent on the near
sour ce earth model, the fault strike and 
di p, fault slip, and source depth; E(t)' is 
the earth propagation effect; RS(t) is the 
receiver structure ; l et) is . the seismome
ter instrument responsej and a superior 
asterisk denotes convolution. Using 
Romney's values for strike, dip, slip, and 
depth, a seismogram of the initial ar
rivals (P, pP, sP, and all other intermed
iary waves) of the Fai rv i ew Peak earth
quake may be generated for a given seismo
graphic stati on. Any of these four focal 
parameters may then be modifi ed in order 
t o view r esulting changes t o t he synthetic 
sei smogr am.Va l idity of t he synthet i c 
seismogr am may be tested by comparing t he 
synthe tic seismogram t o t he ac t ua l s tation 
sei smogram. 

Reques t s f or seismograms from nearly 
forty seismographic stations distributed 
world - wide resulted in less than a dozen 
recor dings with visible seismic waveforms , 
the best of which are displayed in Figure 
6. Though only two seismograms maintained 
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Fig. 7. Teleseismic body wave modeling. 
Input parameters are (a) earth model; (b) 
far field source time function (descri bi ng 
earthquake wavelet)j (c) focal parameters: 
0f' strike of fault with respect to north, 
A, azimuth of seismographic station with 
respect to north, 6, dip of fault from 
horizontal, D, direction of motion of 
hanging wall block with respect to foot 
wall block, A, counter- clockwise angle 
between D and horizontal in the plane of 
the fault. Fairvi ew Peak earthquake focal 
parameters: 0f =3490 (N11 0W)j 0=62°; 
A=2060j depth=15 km. Cd) Synthetic 
seismograms of the Fairview Peak earth
quake for the Str asbourg and Stuttgar t 
sta tions . 0 i s observed seismogr am , S i s 
syn thetic sei smogram . 

sufficient waveform resolution for body 
wave modeling and thei r stations are of 
similar epicentral distance (~) and az
imuth, waveform modeling was attempted, 
nonetheless, to obtain as much information 
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Fig. 8. Effects of changing focal mechanism parameters on the resulting 
Fairview Peak synthetic seismograms for Strasbourg. Each focal parameter 
(depth, dip, strike, and slip) is varied while the remaining three param
eters are held fixed. The observed seismogram is plotted adjacent to the 
synthetic seismograms which use Romney's calculated parameters in addi
tion to this study's preferred depth. Focal depth is the only parameter 
which changes widely over the calculated intervals. 

as possible from the two seismograms. The 
original seismograms used by Romney are 
now lost. 

For the seismographic stations located 
in Strasbourg, France, and Stuttgart, West 
Germany, the earth model, earthquake 
source time function, and synthetic and 
original Fairview Peak arrivals are sbown 
in Figure 7. The earth model includes 2 
km of basin fill underlain by a 20 km cry
stalline crust and a mantle "balfspace." 
Resolution does not increase with further 
subdivisi on of tbe crystalline crust. The 
aarthquake source time function describes 
the rate of ~lip as a function of time . 
For the Strasbourg and Stuttgart seismo
grams, tbe best synthetic seismogram in
corporates a double source time function; 
tbe ear thquake slipped in two pulses. Fo
cal parameters used in the modeling are 
strike, N11nw; dip, 62 0Ej slip, 24°; and 
deptb, 15 kID •. 

In order to test the sensitivity of 
sei smograms to changes in focal parame
ters, seismograms for Strasbourg were re
generated . Each focal parameter was 
varied wide l y from Romney's values while 
pr eservi ng the remai ning three parameters 
(F i gure 8). Of the four focal parameters, 
only changes in depth are significant; 
changes i n fault pl ane strike, dip, or 
s l i p have negligi bl e effec t . The synthe t
ic seismograms most simi lar to t he ori gi 
na l seismograms ar e t hose wi th a depth of 
15 km , ver i fying Romney ' s calcul ated 
depth. Note that fo r a dep t b of 40 km , 
the pP and sP arrivals are appreciably de
layed behind the P arrival and thus the 
waveforms for the two depths are not simi 
lar. 

Synthetic body wave seismograms for 
Strasbourg and Stuttgart verify the focal 
parameters as determined by Romney : The 
depth of tbe Fairview Peak earthquake is 
15 km; as the early arrivals of the Dixie 
Valley seismogram are similar to those of 
the Fairview Peak seismogram, the Dixie 
Valley depth is not 40 km but about 15 km. 

~ Seismicity 

Foci of microearthquakes in the Fair
view Peak region during 1966 were found to 
lieopredominantly on a plane striking 
N10 Wand dipping 570E [Stauder and Ryall, 

Occurrence ("!ol 
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Fig . 9. Di str i bution of micr oearthquakes 
in the Fairview Peak regi on during 1966 as 
a f unction of dep t h . SR represents 308 
events [Stauder and Ryall, 1967]; WL 
represents 199 events [Westphal and Lange, 
, 967] . 
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Fig. 10. Shallow crustal structure of Dixie Valley. 

1967], this is in excellent agreement with 
Romney's fault plane solution. A plot of 
the depth data presented by Stauder and 
Ryall reveal that 73% of all recorded 
events occurred between 10-15 km and 99% 
of all events occurred above 16 km (Figure 
9). Data from a similar study by Westphal 
and Lange [1967] show that 44% of recorded 
events occurred between 10-15 km and 85% 
occurred shallower than 16 km. Further 
microearthquake studies by Ryall and 
Malone (1971] found lateral variation in 
focal mechanisms due to variations in 
fault trends relative to the constant re
gional extensional direction. 

In summary, examination of the telese
ismic and microearthquake data reveals 
that (1) the depth of the Dixie Valley 
earthquake is about 15 instead of 40 km 
and (2) seismicity is concentrated in the 
upper two thirds of the 22- km crust found 
in this region. This suggests that some 
type of ductile deformation dominates 
within the lower third of the crust (Sib
son, 1982]. 

DISCUSSION 

The i nterpretation and modeling of se
iSmic r eflection and gravity data combined 
with previous geologic and geophysical 
studies produce a well constrained upper 
crustal model for Dixie Valley (Figure 
10) . 

The vertical component of offset along 
the Stillwater Range-front fault can be 
determined by correlating the basalt at 

the top of the Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quence buried in the basin with the basalt 
exposed in the Stillwater Range (Table 
Mountain, so named for the level top 
formed by the capping basalt; Figure 2). 
Field mapping by Speed · [1976] suggests 
minimal dip for the exposed basalt; thus, 
vertical offset is about 2.2 km. Account
ing for additional basin sag or fault drag 
makes the combined structural relief due 
to faulting and bending about 2.9 km. 
Similar calculations for the three smaller 
faults cutting the southeastern side of 
Dixie Valley were made by matching the 
base of the Tertiary volcaniclastic se
quence and yield vertical offsets of 1.0, 
0.5, and 0.5 km (northwest to southeast). 

The extensional components correspond
ing to these vertical offsets sum to a net 
extension of 3.0 km across the basin (20% 
extension). If the Tertiary volcaniclas
tic sequence and the upper capping basalt 
unit are pre- Basin and Range as suggested 
by Hastings [1979], then Hastings' ra
diometric basalt age of 8 (+ 4) m.y. 
results in an average extension rate of 
0.38 mm/yr (0.25 to 0.76 mm/yr using the 
age date error range). This extension 
rate is in good agreement with 0.4 mm/yr 
over the previ ous 15 m.y. as estimated by 
Thompson and Burke [1973] . 

Given the well constrained upper cru
stal fa ult pattern, a variety of alterna
tive l ower crustal geomet ries for Dixie 
Valley need to be considered. Examined 
here are geometrical models involving: (1) 
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Fig. 11. Alternate conjugate faults: (a) 
creation of entirely new fault planes 
(Freund, adapted from Horsefield (1980])j 
(b) extension of truncated fault planes 
(adapted from Horsefield (1980]). In both 
(a) and (b), fault blocks are alternately 
faulted. In each case, only one block 
remains stationary but grows progressively 
smaller. Horizontal bars represent origi
nal elevation. (c) Extrapolation of Dixie 
Valley fault geometry down to the lower 
crust. Number in lower left corner of 
each block indicates number of fault 
offsets that have taken place. Offsets 
along Stillwater Range- front (SR) fault 
alternate with offsets along subsidiary 
faults which have opposite dipj amount of 
offset for each fault movement is 200 m. 
0: restoration of faults as evidenced in 
upper crust . 1: offset along SR fault. 2: 
offset along i nner subsidiary fault: SR 
fault pl ane has been crosscut . 3: offset 
along SR fault: inner fault plane has been 
crosscut (Odd numbers indicate offset 
along SR fault). 4: offset along middle 
subsidiar y fau l t . 6: offset along outer 
subsi dia r y fault. 7: steps 1- 6 begin 
again. 10 : after 10 fa ult of f se t s ; 7% ex
t ens ion. 15: afte r 15 fault offset s. 20 : 
after 20 fault offse ts ; 15% extension; 
gra ben floor resem bles Dixie Valley base
ment f loor . No t e repeated fau l t i ng a long 
SR fa ult has created a br oad fa ult zone. 
Actual fault motion may tend to flatten in 

crosscutting conjugate faults; (2) simple 
horst and graben blocks; (3) detachments 
within the seismogenic crust, ductile 
crust, or brittle-to- ductile transition 
zonej and (4) faults and detachments asso
ciated with igneous intrusions. While the 
earth's crust does not behave strictly as 
simple rigid blocks, block models are use
ful for first order, quantitative studies. 
Plausible models in which the blocks are 
also internally deformed may then be sug
gested. 

Constraints ~ Faulting in ~ ~ ~ 

Earthquake data in the Dixie Valley
FairView Peak region give four major con
straints for the deeper structure. First, 
focal mechanisms and depths of earthquakes 
suggest that the Stillwater Range-front 
fault is not listric but is steeply dip
ping to a depth of at least 15 km. 
Second, microearthquakes occur predom
inantly within the upper 15 km of the 
crust. Evidently the transition from a 
brittle seismogenic upper crust to a more 
ductile lower crust begins about this 
depth. Third, no current seismiCity is 
associated with the northwest-dipping step 
faults. Fourth, the northwest-dipping 
faults project toward the Stillwater 
Range- front fault and should either 
crosscut it or root within that fault zone 
at depths considerably less than 15 km. 
Relative to the fourth constraint, planar 
or listric antithetic faults can root in a 
major listric fault zone, as demonstrated 
by growth faults in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Development of planar antithetic faults 
which root within a planar fault zone is 
volumetrically more difficult, if not im
possible. Moreover, the north~e~t-g~p~ing 
faults are planar, as listric faulting 

- would- produc-e·-tilted-oasToolocKs- wHh di P 
- opposite to the- s1:lght north-west dip ob-

served in the seis-mrc- Tef1 eCtToo·-and grav
ity data (Figure 4). 

Figures llc and 12a- 12c show simple ri 
gi d bl ock model s for Dixie Valley . These 
four model s are cons t ructed to fit the ob-

t his l ess coheren t zone . Appr oximate l o
cation of the t op of th e brittle- to
ducti le transition zone :s s hown by the 
dashed line; fault moti on may also flatten 
due t o duc ti l e def or ma tion. 

-- - - - -~ - ---- -------- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
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served fault geometry of the shallow 
crust. The first and second major fault 
constraints help define each model; as 
discussed below, the third and fourth con
straints limit the appli cability of each 
model. 

In addition to the four constraints, 
definition of major crustal blocks by 
faulting mu~t be considered . Seismic re
flection data presented by Hastings [1979] 
~gests a-IDa-~ange-front fault bound 
ing the northwestern side-or~strr~ 
~er Range and dipping under Buena vrs~ 
V~lley and Carson Sink. Thus, the "Still
water Range app~~to be a horst-shaped 
crustal block. No major range-front fault 
separates Dixie Valley from the Clan Al
pine Mountains to the southeast, suggest
ing that Dixie Valley is not a separa~~ 
graben block but a structural feature oc-

" curring on the edge of" the -Clan Alpine 
" "norst" or "tllt"crustaT firock-:-"--' 

" - Mo"a-el.1: confugate-lf2.I:m.a.l~. The 
geometry of contemporaneous conjugate 
faults that mutually displace each other 
has been examined by Freund [1974] and 
Horsefield [1980], among others. Movement 
along each fault in a conjugate pair 
offsets the other fault, requiring succes
sive faulting either to create entirely 
new fault surfaces (Freund; Figure 11a) or 
to extend truncated fault surfaces into 
previously unfaulted material (Horsefield; 
Figure 11b). 

Extrapolation of the Dixie Valley fault 
geometry (Figure 10) down to the lower 
crust using a multiple- conjugate fault 
mechanism patterned after Horsefield is 
shown in Figure 1'c. For this reconstruc
tion, each fault has 200 m. of offset be
fore motion on a crosscutting fault COM
mences. Offset along the Stillwater 
Range- front fault alternates with offset 
along each of the smaller faults which dip 
opposi te to the Stillwater Range- front 
fault . For simpli ci ty, the three smal l er 
faults move in the sequence of inner, mid
dle, and outer faults . These sequential 
movements preserve the relative fault 
offsets obser ved in Di xie Valley but do 
not necessar i ly r epresent an evoluti onary 
sequence . In t he model successive fa ult
ing creates 200- 600 m thick fault slices 
wi th i n t he l ower crust. 

The forma tion of such cl osely spaced 
faults on a crustal scale seems mechani 
cally unl ikely because it would require 
much mor e energy than a simpler fault sys
tem. In the model, simplistic assumptions 
have been made, but in the earth, new 
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Fig. 12. Simple rigid block models. The 
models were constructed to preserve the 
shallow crust geometry found in Dixie Val
ley and to meet the first two of four ma
jor fault constraints. Black horizon in 
shallow crust is the Tertiary volcaniclas
tic sequence. The ductile lower crust be
gins below 15 km (dots). The Moho discon
tinui ty is at a dep t h of about 23 km 
(stipple). BV, SR, DV, and CA represent 
Buena Vista Valley, Stillwater Range, Dix
ie Valley, and Clan Alpine Mountains, 
respectively. (a) Crustal horsts and 
grabens which float above the ductile 
lower crust. (b) High- angle extensional 
faults bounding the Stillwater Range root 
within a low- angle detachment surface at 
depth . The detachment is shown in the 
ductile crust where movement is aseismic . 
(c) I ntrusi on into the crust. Magma is 
der i ved fro~ t he upper mantle and intrudes 
predOmi nant l y into t he lower cr ust . Ex
t ension of t he l ower crust may rotate 
dikes to subhorizontal positions . I ntru
sion into the lower crust allows fo r ini
tial graben formati on; subseq uent intru
sion into the upper crust allows for 
smaller grabens t o develop , with differen
tial displacement along the subsidiary 
faults. 

.. 
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Fig. 13. Block diagrams illustrating the 
difficulty in creat~ng the nstepn geometry 
found in Dixie Valley for rigid horst
grabens and upper plate extension along a 
detachment surface. Percents indicate 
amount of lateral extension. (a) Pure 
horst-graben development. A subsidiary 
fault will not show separate offset until 
the fault ceases to root in the master 
high-angle fault. (b) Block response to 
pure lateral extension. Assuming planar 
faulting, subsidiary faults rooted in the 
detachment zone will show no offset with 
extension (a to b). Trailing blocks 
formed by subsidiary faults rooted in the 
master high-angle fault will move as one 
large down thrown block; the subsidiary 
faults will show no offset (b to e). 
Faults which initially root in the major 
high-angle fault but come to root within 
the detachment zone will show differential 
offset (d, e). Note the space problem at 
the detachment surface. 

faults may preferentially shallow into the 
old fault zone rather than cut new materi
al. Note that the fault slices (or the 
broad fault zone) would be found in the 
lower crust but not in the upper crust. 
Given the fact that ductile deformation 
should predominate below a depth of about 

15 km geometry of conjugate faults. These 
models of crosscutting conjugate faults 
are not convincing. 
~ Z: Horsts-Grabens. Although 

blocks might conceivably be bounded by 
faults which cut the crust or even the en
tire lithosphere and root within the man
tle or asthenosphere, it seems more likely 
that the faults penetrate only the brittle 
crust and root within the ductile lower 
crust [Bott, 1980b). Dixie Valley may be 
examined in light of this model (Figure 
12a). The faults extend to a depth of at 
least 15 km based on earthquake depths and 
presumably die out within the ductile 
crust above the Moho discontinuity. 

The block diagrams of Figure 13a illus
trate a the volumetric problem if one as
sumes that the inner graben faults root at 
the.master graben-bounding fault (fourth 
constraint). As extension occurs, the 
graben block is downthroWD with little or 
no tilt; only after an inner graben fault 
roots in ductile lower crust will dis
placement occur on that fault and "step" 
structure be exhibi_~ed on the graben sur-__ , 
fac~ Since the inner 'graben faults in 

rBiXie Valley would root in the Stillwater 
Range-front fault well above the brittle
ductile transition zone, models like those 
in Figure 13 are not attractive for Dixie 

~Valley. _________ , 
--~.1:·DefiChients. Wi thi-;}the ------- , 
upper plate of a low angle detachment 
zone, offsets on high-angle normal faults 
may produce basin-range topography. These 
high-angle faults may be planar or listric 
and may root within the detachment zone. 

Extensional detachment surfaces may ex- . 
tend from near surface, as evidenced by 
seismic reflection data in the Sevier 
Desert [McDonald, 1976) to depths of more 
than 15 km [Allmendinger et al., 1983]. 
Ev~y_theY-Ar_e_11..9B()llfi~ed to br i t tle 

-upper crust nor to the ductile -rower---------
crust. WaIiace [1980fpostuiated a decou
pling zone at the transition from brittle 
to ductile extension and Wernicke (1981) 
suggested dipR~ng detacru,n~nts that 
penetrate the" entire crust". Geometric 
model~ -yield some i~~igh£s applicable to 
the Dixie Valley region. 

Figure 12b shows 'a deep-seated detach
ment zone in the ductile lower crust. In 
this detachment model, Dixie Valley and 
the Clan Alpine Mountains together are 
represented by a +30 km wide upper plate 
crustal block, with a broken trailing edge 
forming Dixie Valley. With continued la~ 
teral extension, the toes of the trailing 
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Fig. 14. Block diagrams illustrating the 
ability of crustal intrusion to (1) extend 
the crust, and (2) develop differential 
displacement along the subsidiary fauits 
within the major down thrown block. Asso
ciated with each block diagram is a chart 
revealing the percentage of lateral exten
sion which has occurred. The portion of 
the lateral extension due to intrusion is 
highlighted in stipple; the remainder is 
due to normal faulting. The sequence a-e 
is not necessarily a time sequence. 

blocks slip down the Stillwater Range
front fault. 

Two difficulties arise from this de
tachment model, both involving the subsi
diary faults within Dixie Valley. First, 
while the Stillwater Range- front fault is 
seiSmically active, no activity is known 
to be associated with either the subsidi
ary (antithetic) faults or a detachment 
zone (third constraint). The second dif
ficulty comes from the differential dis -

placement along the subsidiary faults 
(fourth constraint). These faults define 
trailing blocks whose movements help com
pensate for volume or mass deficiency 
created by lateral extension. The block 
models in Figure 13b illustrate lateral 
extension along a detachment of two upper 
plate blocks (representing Stillwater and 
Clan Alpine) separated by a master normal 
fault. The downdropped block is broken by 
subsidiary faults (like those in Dixie 
Valley) which create trailing blocks. 
With extension, the toes of the trailing 
blocks slide down along the master normal 
fault; h2wever, there can be little or no 
displacement along the su~~y faults, 
'Which ini t1ally-.~t in the master fault 
-iOrle~-·untilt:hey come to root in the de
~zone- (d-of Figure 13b). Geophy
slcal data in Dixie Valley indicate the 
subsidiary faults would root in the master 
fault shallower than any likely detachment 
zone a~uTdthereroreshow Tit tle -or 
no displacement. "Step" geometry, however, 
is exhibited in the basin floor and sug
gests that some other fault mechanism in 
the upper crust is needed. 
~~: Intrusion. Basin and Range 

normal faults rooted within magmatic in
trusions, analogous to mid-ocean rifts, 
have been suggested by Thompson [1959] and 
Thompson and Burke [1974]. This style of 
normal faulting might account for the for
mation of the Stillwater Range-front fault 
(Figure 12c). In addition, further intru
sion into the shallow crust along this ma
jor normal fault might allow for the dif
ferent subsidiary fault displacements. 
Tbe block diagrams of Figure 14 demon
strate a quantitative relation between 
lower crust intrusion and upper crust nor
mal faulting for various amounts of exten
sion. It should be mentioned that there 
is no surface expression of young igneous 
activity; geothermal activity in Dixie 
Valley can be explained by deep circula
tion of ground water [Parchman and Knox, 
1981J. 

Magmatic intrusion may allow the 
development of decoupling surfaces on a 
local or regional level, separating lower 
crustal intrusion from shallow crustal 
faulting. For Dixie Valley, the con
straints for detachments discussed above 
also apply to the model of a detachment 
caused by magmatic intrusion. The detach
ment should be at a depth of at least 15 
km to satisfy earthquake data, and exten
sion by magmatic intrusion might predom
inate at greater depth. A leaky detach-
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Fig. 15. Combination of rigid and nonri
gid models to describe late Cenozoic ex
tensional faulting in the Dixie Valley re
gion. Many small faults associated with 
nonrigid deformation accommodate faulting 
and sagging of Dixie Valley in the lower 
to intermediate crust. Intrusion of the 
crust is not shown but plays a major role 
in the development of the basin. 

J~~~nt would allo~ for isolated shallower 
intrUsio~-;- in trus.i~~ al;;;g -th; -Still wa tel' 
Range-front fault would allow subsidiary 
faults with differential displacement to 
develop. 

Nonrigid ~ 

We have used rigid block models to pro
vide a framework for analyzing first-order 
problems of extensional faulting, but of 
course we recognize that the earth is not 
rigid. The spatial and temporal continuum 
of fracture development in clay slabs 
(Cloos, 1968; Stewart, 1971] suggests gra
ben models that contain more of the com
plexity of the real earth. The clay de
forms on myrial small fractures and also 
bends and flows. Nevertheless the volume 
and boundary constraints must still be sa
tisfied, as in our block models. Cloos' 
mechanism for extension of the clay con
sists of laterally moving horizontal 
plates at the lower boundary of the clay. 
Fractures extend to the base of the clay 
slab, rooting, in effect, in the artifi
cial slip surface. This is exactly analo
gous to extension above a low- angle de
tachment surface. 

A combination of rigid and nonr i gid de
f ormation above a detachment is pictured 
in t he model of Fi gure 15 . For s i mplici 
ty, magma tic i ntr usi ons have no t been 
s hown i n t he model bu t could be signifi 
cant . _Extensi on of the lower cr ust, below 
t he ~_t~e.nt_,_.~y __ I?_!La9~.Qmplished- by- In;':; 
trusi on , and int rusion i nt o t he upper ---.' 
~rust_:_uIH:ter=__Dnle..::_raIl~· '~eco~i~ te 

some of the antithetic faultin~. Faults 
which break the basin floor bifurcate or 
merge with varying offset toward southern 
Dixie Valley [Thompson et al., 1967], 
creating a' varying fault pattern both la
terally and with depth. A diagrammatic 
crustal cross section through southern 
Dixie Valley would be similar to but not 
necessarily identical to that for the 
northern portion of the basin. 

CONCLUSION 

Seismic reflection and gravity data re
veal that Dixie Valley is an asymmetric 
basin filled with 1.8 kID of alluvial fan 
and lacustrine/playa deposits. The basin 
is separated from the Stillwater Range by 
one major range-front fault dipping to the 
southeast at 500 and on its opposite side 
is stepped down from the Clan Alpine Range 
by three smaller faults dipping to the 
northwest at about 600 ; no major fault 
separates Dixie Valley from the Clan Al
pine Mountains. Recorded seismi~i..~Y. 1..s 

~~Q~i.ated_ wi ~li __ th~ l'a.nge-front fault .but 
not with the smaller faults. On the Clan 
Alpine -;ide of- the basin the Tertiary vol
caniclastic sequence and basin fluvio
lacustrine deposits dip northwestward 
about 60 and thin southeastward (updip); 
this s~ests that sagging or slight tilt
ing of the basin has tlfken--p:lace-.---'1'hin=-..... 

!iIiig"and trunca tion- orbe<rdIng- -in-di ca tes 
i~ erosion of the volcan~c1ast"'ICaque1fCe~e_
~ ~luv!~~~e~sition began. Restora
\ lion of the pre-BasinaOcJRange basal t 
. member of the Tertiary volcaniclastic se

quence reported to be 8 m. y . old reveals 
20% extension in Dixie Valley at an aver
age rate of 0. 38 rom/yr. 

Seismic aotivity, in conjunction with 
the other subsurface data, produces four 
main constraints to possible fault 
geometries at depth. First, large and 
small earthquakes indicate that the Still 
water Range- front fault is not listric but 
extends steeply to a depth of at least 15 
km. Second, the brittle- to-ductile transi
tion zone begins below this depth. Third, 
contemporary tectonic movement is associ 
ated wi th the Stillwa t er Range- front 
fault. Fourth, stratal tilt that would be 
produced by listric f aults i s not present; 
t he subsidi ar y f au lts are evi den tly a lso 
planar . 

Concept ual block mode l s help to defi ne 
processes t o account f or t he faulting in 
Dixie Vall ey ; the alternative models in
cl ude (1) mutually crosscutting conjugate 

" 
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normal faults; (2) horsts and grabens that 
root in a ductile zone; (3) high angle 
normal faults that root in low angle de
tachment surfaces; and (4) high angle 
faults, with or without detachment sur
faces, that are related to magmatic intru
sion. The fourth model presents the 
fewes t dTrITCurf~an~raVOFeallere. 
'--Clay mOdels by Ci ;:;-oS-rf9"68 r nelp--Eo 
simUlate the complexity of the real earth. 
The clay model which formed an asymmetric 
half- graben similar to Dixie Valley ori
ginated from extension on an artificial 
low-angle detachment at the base of the 
clay. However, that model produced mainly 
warping instead of the step-faulting seen 
on the southeast side of Dixie Valley. 

Future imaging of the crust by reflec
tion seismology in concert with other 
techniques may reveal the relative impor
tance of high angle faults, detachment 
faults, and magmatic intrusions. In turn, 
such evidence will suggest the underlying 
mechanisms of continental rift features as 
seen in the Basin and Range province. 
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Introduction 

2 . INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Project Description. 

oxbow Geothermal corporation is developing a 50 megawatt (MW) 
net geothermal electrical generating facil~ty in Dixie Valley, 
Nevada. The Dixie Valley geothermal field and power plant 
site are located along the northwest margin of Dixie Valley at 
the foot of the stillwater Range, in northeastern Churchill 
County. The Dixie Valley project site lies 110 miles 
northeast of Reno and is reached from U. S. Highway 50 via 60 
miles of paved and graded road (Fig. 2.1). 

The electricity generated by the Dixie Valley geothermal 
project will be sold to Southern California Edison (SCE) at 
the SCE substation in Bishop, California (Fig. 2.1). 
Electricity from the project will be wheeled by a 230 kilovolt 
(kV) radial transmission line extending a distance of 217 
miles from the project site to the SCE substation. The 
project is scheduled to go on-line in early 1988 at a total 
cost, including field development, power · plant construction, 
and transmission line construction of $165 million. A 
detailed description of the economics, budget, organization, 
and, ·schedule of the Dixie Valley proj ect is presented in the 
Oxbow project prospectus entitled "Dixie Valley Development" 
(March, 1986). . 

To date 16 wells have been drilled within or near the Dixie 
Valley geothermal reservoir ranging in depth from 7500 feet to 
over 12,500 feet. Two other wells, 45-14 and 66-21, are 
located to the southwest of the area shown on Figure 2.2. The 
producing wells are divided geographically .into three clusters 
(Fig. 2.2) which are distributed along a northeast trend 
parallel to the strike of the stillwater range-front fault. 
The southwestern cluster is referred to as the section 18 
wells, the central cluster as the section 7 wells and the 
northeastern cluster as the Section 33 wells. This 
nomenclature is used throughout this document. The wells have 
encountered a liquid-dominated reservoir below a depth of 7000 
feet and extending to depths below 10273 feet which is the 
deepest production encountered in the field to date. The 
downhole flowing temperatures in the field range from 400 
deg.F to 480 deg.F with the section 7 and section 33 wells 
producing a higher temper~ture fluid than the Section 18 
wells. 

The wells are generally prqlific producers with production 
rates varying from 300,000 to 1.7 million lbs/hr. The most 
prolific wells have mass flow rates equivalent to an electric 
power output of over 20 MWe @a6h~~ rf!?~ 2j11,t{;a·~ ~: f,. ,w,J capability 
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of all existing wells at a wellhead pressure of 100 psig is 
approximately 7.5 million Ibs/hr. This total flow rate is 
sufficient to produce 100 MWe using a dual flash power cycle. 

2.2 Purpose of the Reservoir Assessment. 

The purpose ·of this reservoir assessment is to provide a 
prediction of reservoir and individual well behavior over the 
30-year life of the proposed 50 MW net power plant based on 
the best geologic and reservoir engineering data available. 
The 50 MW net power plant will require a continuous geothermal 
fluid mass flow of approximately 4.3 million lbs/hour. Sound 
management, design, and financing decisions for the project 
are dependent on an accurate assessment of the capacity of the 
geothermal reservoir to supply the required mass flow at 
sufficient pressure and temperature for power plant operation 
over the life of the project. This document presents a 
quantitative assessment of the productive capability of the 
Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir. The primary results of the 
assessment are: 

1. To prepare a comprehensive geological, geochemical, 
and hydrological model of the Dixie Valley geothermal 
reservoir and surrounding area. 

2. To determine the existing and future production 
characteristics of the individual wells. 

3. To determine the probable pressure and temperature 
depletion characteristics of the Dixie Valley 
geothermal reservoir for the first 50 MW net power 
plant. 

4. To determine the effect of reinjection on reservoir 
behavior and to determine which among the various 
reinjection options will provide optimum pressure 
support. 

5. To provide a preliminary 
infill drilling required 
capacity during the thirty 
MW plant. 

estimate of the rate of 
to maintain full plant 

year life of the first 50 

6 . To provide an assessment . of silica and calcium 
car bona t e scaling potential in production and 
reinjection wells a~d in surface equipment. 

7. To provide 
production 
activity. 

an 
and 

assessment 
injection 
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8. To outline possible reinjection strategies that will 
lead to full reinjection in a period of less than 
three years from power plant startup. 

2.3 Scope of the Reservoir Assessment. 

The Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir as discussed in this 
document is defined by the region contained within the 4 
deg.F/lOO' thermal gradient anomaly (Fig. 2.2). Deep 
production drilling within this region has confirmed that the 
near-surface thermal anomaly correlates closely with an active 
hydrothermal system with temperatures exceeding 400 deg.F as 
shallow as 5,700 feet. 

A large body of geotechnical data relating to the Dixie Valley 
~ield has been accumulated by Oxbow and by developers 
preceding Oxbow, primarily SUNEDCO and Trans-Pacific 
Geothermal Inc. (TGI). The Oxbow geologic staff assimilated 
this large data set into a comprehensive geologic model of the 
geothermal res~rvoir. The geologic model was then converted 
into a computerized numerical reservoir model by assigning 
observed hydrologic characteristics of the reserVoir derived 
from extensive well and interference testing to the various 
lithologic and structural entities which make up the 
reservoir. 

A detailed description of the work plan used to synthesize the 
geotechnical data base into the conceptual reservoir model is 
given in Apppendix A: "Scope of Work, Dixie Valley Geothermal 
Reservoir Model". 

The following geotechnical data sets were used to create the 
conceptual reservoir model: 

1. Subsurface Geology: All lithologic and structural 
data available from production drilling, surface 
mapping, and seismic reflection profiles wer e 
integrated into a geologic model of the reservoir. 
Well logs and drilling logs were used to identify 
production zones, dips, and formation changes. 

2. Static Pressure an~ Temperature: static pressure and 
temperature profiles were obtained for all available 
deep wells in the area to establish the natural 
thermal and hydrologic state of the reservoir and 
surrounding area . 

1 4 
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shallow aquifers was examined to determine reservoir 
recharge zones, mixing zones, and discharge zones. 
Flow patterns within the reservoir were established 
by matching natural state hydrologic data with fluid 
chemistry patterns. Isotope geochemistry of 
reservoir fluids and gases and surrounding hot spring 
and non-thermal surface waters was used to identify 
possible local and regional sources of recharge. 
Bench testing of production fluid, caliper logging of 
well bores, and observation of surface brine handling 
equipment after long flow periods provided 
information regarding silica and calcium carbonate 
scaling. 

4. Seismic Reflection Profile Reprocessing: Seismic 
reflection profiles provided by SUNEDCO were 
reprocessed to enhance resolution of structure 
adjacent to the range-front fault in production 
zones. 

5. Tectonic Activity and Fracturing within the 
Reservoir: The nature of ongoing tectonic activity 
that is creating permeability in the reservoir was 
examined using "low sun angle aerial photography and 
first motion studies of local seismic eventsr 

6. Assessment of Seismic Hazard: operating histories of 
geothermal fields throughout the world were reviewed 
for the purpose of indentifying the number and nature 
of seismic events that have caused mechanical or 
hydrologic damage to production and injection wells. 
These histories were related to observed Dixie Valley 
seismicity to assess the probability of damage to 
Dixie Valley wells by seismic activity. 

Summaries and interpretations resulting from 
of each of the geotechnical data sets are 
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

the examination 
presented in 

Well and reservoir testing procedures and results from tests 
performed by Oxbow and others are described in Chapter 7. 
Included for each well are test results, flow characteristics, 
and casing design. Res~rvoir pressure response during 
production and shut-in are also presented. These data are 
used to produce an analytical model of the reservoir based on 
an idealized reservoir configuration. Future behavior of 
individual wells is predicted by use of a computer simulation 
of wellbore flow characteristics as resel~oir pressure and 
enthalpy decline during the 30 year production history of the 
field. - This analytical model is used as a simplified ch'eck of 
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the far more complex numerical model described in Chapter 8. 

The conceptual reservoir model derived from the geologic data 
sets and reservoir test data are synthesized in Chapter 8 to 
produce the computer generated numerical reservoir model. 
This computer model provides a simUlation of reservoir 
behavior under various conditions of production and 
reinjection. 

The accuracy of the predictions provided by the simulation is 
dependent on the accuracy of the underlying geotechnical data 
used to create the conceptual model and the duration of 
reservoir testing. 

2.4 contributors. 

The following investigators contributed to the reservoir 
assessment. 

Dick Benoit Execution of well and reservoir testing, 
electric log interpretation, measurement of scaling, 
chief editor. 

Mr. Benoit (M.S. geology) has been involved in the 
geological aspects of geothermal development for 13 
years, pr imar ily in t he Basin and Range province in 
Nevada. He played a key role in the discovery and 
development of t he Desert Peak geothermal field. He has 
also either wor ked wit h or evaluated almost every ot her 
high- temper ature geothermal reservoir in t he Basin and 
Range p r ovince. 

Gudmundur Bodvar sson - Numer i cal r eservoir modeling 

Mr. Bodvarsson (Ph . D. r e s e rvoir engineer ing) has been 
i nvol ved i n geot hermal r e s ervoir engineering and model i ng 
fo r 9 year s . He is current ly a s t a f f scientist wit h the 
Lawre nce Berkeley Laboratory specializ ing in numer ical 
modeling and reservoir e ngineering in fractured porous 
media. He has modeled and evaluated geothermal 
reservoirs throughout t he world and has ,published 
numerous articles in professional journals . 

Bill Desormier Execut ion of well and res e rvoir 
testing a nd c ompil a t i on o f data bases. 

Mr. Desormier (M . S. g eology) '-has- be'Em' -invo l ved' i n the 
geo l ogical aspects of geothermal development for 11 
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years. He played a key role in the discovery of the 
steamboat Springs and Humboldt House geothermal 
reservoirs in western Nevada. Most of his geothermal 
experience is in the Basin and Range province. 

Chris Doughty - Numerical reservoir modeling 
Ms. Doughty (B. S. engineering physics) is a staff 
scientist with the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory involved 
in mathematical modeling of geothermal reservoirs. She 
has an extensive list of professional publications to her 

·credit. 

Roger Harrison - Reservoir engineering including design 
of reservoir test and analytical analysis of results. 

Mr. Harrison (M. E.) has 12 years of experience in all 
aspects of geothermal drilling and reservoir and 
production engineer ing a t most of the major geothermal 
resources 1n the United states and many of the 
high- temperature resources around the world . He has been 
associated with the Dixie Valley reservoir since 1983. 

stu Johnson - Geochemistry of r eservoir fluids. 

Mr. Johnson (M . S. geol ogy) has been involved in bot h 
geology and geochemi s try in both geothermal explor a t ion 
and development f or 13 1/2 years . He has evaluated many 
of the high- temper at u r e geothermal a r eas in the Basin and 
Range p r ovince . His most extensive experience is at the 
Roosevelt geot hermal f i e ld in u t ah . 

Tsv i Meidav - Assessment of s e i s mi c hazard . 

Mr. Me i dav (Ph . D. geophys ics) has been involved in 
geot h ermal explor a tion and development for 19 years in 
academic , administrativ e, and developer roles. He has 
published numerous articles on geothermal areas 
throughout the United states and the world. 

David Okaya - Seismic reflection profile reprocessing. 
Mr. Okaya (Ph. D. geopnysics ) is a guest scientist at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and a research associate 
professor at the University of Souther n California .. He 
specializes in seismic r~'ft~ctt6n, . I" p r oce'ssing. n.f a nd 
interpretation of crustal str\ictu:res; ·~· ~'He ;.has ;Pubt~shed 

. ' ~. J.. . . " 1..:..;. . . ~. ~'7: .. .~ 
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papers on faulting and seismic profiling at Dixie Valley. 

Bill Peppin 
seismic events. 

structural interpretation of local 

Mr. Peppin (Ph. D. seismology) is a research 
seismologist at the University of Nevada. He has 
authored numerous seismological papers including an 
analysis of seismicity at the Geysers in California. 

Bill Teplow - Design of the reservoir assessment program, 
development of the structural and conceptual geological 
models. 

Mr. Teplow (B. A. geology) has been involved in 
geological aspects of geothermal exploration and 
development for 5 1/2 years and has 4 years of experience 
in Dixie Valley. He was responsible for locating the two 
Section 33 wells while working for Trans- Pacific 
Geothermal Inc. In addition, he played a key role in the 
discovery of the high- temperature Fish Lake Valley 
geothermal prospect in Nevada. 

Al Waibel Reservoir lithology, stratigraphy, and 
hydrothermal mineralization. 

Mr. Waibel (B. S. anthr opology) has been i nvolved in 
geological aspects of geothermal exploration for 13 year s 
and has worked extensively in Dixie Valley for over 6 
years. I n addition he has experience in many areas in 
the western united states, Mexico, and Afr ica. 

Bob Whitney - Aer ial phot o int e rpre t a t ion of surface 
f aulting. 

Mr. Whit ney (Ph. D. expected 1987 in geol ogy) has been 
inv olved with numerous struct ural and sei s mic ev a luations 
t hr oughout the United states and in Argentina. I n 
addition he has prev ious structural e xperience in Dixie 
Va lle y as part of t h e Mackay Mineral Research Institute 
study in 1980. . 

Doug Willier - Graphics Design 

Mr . Willier (M. S . Public Adminis t r a t ion ) has 'over 6 
years of exper ience in energy and r elated fi e lds. ,, -
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Frank Yeamans - Hydrology 

Mr. Yeamans (M. S. water Resources) has been involved in 
hydrologic aspects of geothermal exploration and 
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geothermal systems in the Basin and Range province, 
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3. GEOLOGY 

3.1 Regional Geology 

The regional geology of west-central Nevada including Dixie 
Valley has been described by Willden and. Speed (1974) .The 
local geology' has been extensively studied by Speed (1976). 
The complex structural history is described in the MMRI 
(1980) Geothermal Reservoir Assessment Case Study. The 
major geologic features of the region are shown in Figure 
3.1 which is a simplified NW-SE cross section of 
west-central Nevada passing through the Dixie Valley 
geothermal reservoir. The major stratigraphic and 
structural features seen in the cross section can be 
summarized as follows. 

1. The deepest sedimentary rocks underlying the Dixie 
Valley region are probably carbonate and silicic clastic 
sediments, characteristic of the eastern Nevada shelf 
facies, ranging in age from Cambrian to Triassic. These 
units have not yet been encountered in ·the Dixie Valley 
wells, due to the great thickness of the overlying 
Triassic-Jurassic marine sediments, but are exposed to the 
east/ of Dixie Valley in the Clan . Alpine and Shoshone 
Mountains. . 

2. A sheet of Triassic marine sediments and silicic 
volcanics ranging in thickness from 10,000 to 40,000 feet 

f blankets most of west-central Nevada. This sheet has been 
Iii tbn~ over the Cambrian~~r!..C!ssic section along the 
I' Fencemaker thrust fault from the wes-e. -:-Ol:Xie--VaI"I"ey-- 'i"s' 

I ~ateanear - flie leadIng --eageof the thrust so this. un~t 
pl.nclies out---witlrtri the dee~rt of ~e Di~arl~r~a])en 

~ at the northern .-end of the p1:"OdW!eion weu=f.i.e1 d 1 n_..the 
. Vic::init¥=-ot==Wer~..3..3. The'i'riassic marine sediments are 
\ dOliiIilated by siltstone ---a.'nd shale with less than 30 percent 

interbedded ~arbonates and sandstone. 
/ 

3. A Jurassic oceanic crust complex consisting of gabbros, 
diorites, and basalts intruding marine clastic and carbonate 
sediments overlies the Triassic section over an area of 
several hundred square miles in and surrounding Dixie 
Valley. This complex, w4ich is termed ___ j;he ___ Humboldt 
~~olith, has a-th±ckness - of-up-to -4~~0--fee~near its center 
and thins gradually toward the margins . The complex is 
thrust over the Triassic marine sediments along the Boyer 
Thrust ~~ ~ ~. . f'.::. ,-.-';:;'- f Y • 'to-. I . ~ ,,,; !\ Ii< "'\} '\: t . 

... ~ ~ [.\..J~: '" ~ :, :j 
.~ _~'- ~1 ~ U "; ! ~ ~::\~ : .. [; :~ t,,~ :.. 
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4. The imbricated Paleozoic-Mesozoic marine sedimentary and 
oceanic crustal thrust sheets were intruded by cretaceous 
intermediate to silicic magmas similar to those of the 
Sierra Nevada batholith. These intrusions are exposed in 
isolated outcrops throughout the region and have been 
encountered in the deep~~ wells in Dixie Valley that 
penetrate into the stillwater Range block. These intrusives 
prohably become more abundant at depth than is apparent from 
the extent of'surface outcrops. 

5. During middle to late Tertiary time several thousand 
feet of silicic, intermediate, and basaltic volcanic and 
volcanoclastic rocks were deposited over most of the region. 
These volcanic events occurred prior to and during incipient 
Basin and Range extension and block faulting. 

6. East-west crustal extension of up to 30 percent during 
the last 8 million years has resulted in the formation of 
the horst and graben structural features which currently 
dominate the regional geomorphology. Northeast-trending 
horst block mountain ranges are separated from the graben 
blocks by range-front faults with dips of 50 to 60 degrees. 
Earthquake focal points along these faults indicate that 
brittle fracturing takes place to a maximum depth of 
approximately 49, OOO·(Fig. 3.1). Most seismic events occur 
in the' deptli 'interval between 33,000 and 49,000 feet. 
Basins created by this extensional faulting have accumulated 
up to 10,000 feet of late Tertiary and Quaternary 
lacustrine, volcanoclastic, and alluvial deposits. 

3.2 Geology of the Dixie Valley Geothermal Reservoir 

3.2.1 Introduction 

This description of the geology of the Dixie Valley 
geothermal reservoir has been excerpted from a comprehensive 
report prepared for Oxbow by Al Waibel. 

The stratigraphy, in the order encountered in the majority 
of the drill holes, includes basin filling sediments (Qal), 
silicic tuff-rich sediments (Tts) , Miocene basalt (Tb) , 
Miocene sediments (Ts), Oligocene silicic volcanics (TsV), 
Jurassic oceanic crust (Js & Jpg) , Jurassic marine sediments 
(Jms) , cretaceous granodiorite (Kgd) , and Triassic marine 
sediments (Trc). The letter designations are those employed 
in the drill hole lithologies shown in Figure 3.2 and 
geologic cross sections shown in subsequent Figures. 

Th7 distribut~on of hYdrothe:1n'7~~~:'- ,-~11 t;.he.~~Pftx:e~~l 
drJ.ll holes J.S also shown In( Flgure 3. 2.~ .... The '\~iocatl0nfOf 

\ ' , . , 

\ 
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these currently or recently active aquifers has been 
determined from secondary mineralization and the effects of 
the host rock interacting with geothermal fluid and gas. 
Analyses by the Argonne National Labs suggest that the 
geothermal system may have been active for as much as 
150,000 to 300,000 years . 

The structural history of the area now occupied by the 
geothermal field is complex. Jurassic oceanic crustal rocks 
have been thrust over carbonaceous marine sediments of 
Triassic age. Siliceous and mafic rocks of Teritary age 
unconformably overlie the pre- Tertiary rocks. North
strik~ng n~~al faulting occurred in this area in~ 
Mr9s;_~ne, . _t~J..1..Q~~d· ]:;>Y .. _ '~ ... -stiperimpose~r=~ ··st:rikirig se't -of 
riol:'J!lal faults. The Dixie Valley graben and the stillwa ter 
Range ' are ' artifacts of the most recent episode of faulting. 
Highly fractured areas hosting geothermal production appear 
to have best developed in tensional zones resulting from 
strike- slip and normal faulting along the two generations of 
normal faults. 

3.2.2 Lithology 

Triassic Marine Sedimentary Rocks (Trc) 

These are the deepest and oldest rocks encountered by a f ew 
of the wells in Dixie Valley. They a r e primarily calcar eous 
carbonaceous shale, silts t one, and silt y c arbonat es . The 
carbonaceous mar ine sediments a r e correlative to the Favret 
Formation, a lower member o f t he Star Peak Group . 
Geological and geochemical evidence indicates that the 
Fayr e t Em. i s t he p r imary r eservoir a t Dixie Valley; i.e., 
t he fluid recover ed from the deep pr~~~t1Ons- wells 
a paren reached thermal and c hemi cal equi l ibr ium wit hin 

Ge ;g ~ 

_ ~h~s .~.-and-th.en-has-l!LQY~ r~p~dry t o-the p r oducing 
~ntervals . .------- ... ---.. -----~-.--.... --_ ... 
"'--"'.- - ---

-, 
. ~pt\ D ~~~. rlk·l~chanically t h e sediments will deform rather than 

~\.\f4J"1'-' '\'l- y(q :EaCtu re when t o strain. Dolomite bearing 
J-.t)~~ yJ''' horizons orm ndary serpentine during deformation. 
~~-\>-u hese c haracteristics ma e---t-hi-s-f-Gana.tio.n--a.n---.un.J.-l.ke.ly-;-n-G 

f or geothermal production . dfowever, it is not necessary for 
this unit t o be c apable of giving up lar ge volumes o f flu i d 
in shor t t imes. As a geothermal r eservoir __ ~Q~k i t . __ i§ 
ne~s$ary to have -sUEstan~ial storage--capacity and the 
al.:)ili ty t o ·sTowlY- releas e f iui"ds --i ii.to ·s ma il f .ra cbires ov er. 
t"ime . The lar ge p r oduc: i .!l.q .. fracture.s .. -.-Cl.re found over lying 
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these Triassic sediments_ in ___ ~~ch, more gompetent ign_~Qu!:; 
rocks. 

The Favret Fm. is rich in hydrocarbons and is apparently 
undergoing metamorphism which is liberating gases such as 
CH4, H2S, N2, NH3, and C02. Chemical reactions involving 
these gases, particularly CH4 and H2S, control 
rock-water-gas reactions in the shallower production portion 
of the geothermal system. 

Jurassic Formations (Jms Js Jpg) 

From a production viewpoint, the Jurassic rocks are the most 
important rocks in the Dixie Valley field as it is these 
formations which contain most of the large productive 
fractures. Wells __ ,]A~7, ,73-7, and 84-7 produce from the 
~\l:t::?is~:dc: '" oqeanic" crust (Js and Jpg) as do the deeper 

~:E£s>C!.~~~:!-y~ .. ___ ~~ll~,,~in ... Section 18.. (,54:-.:L8 ami. 65-.18). We.ll..§ 
.?7~~}g.nd 45-33produce--from the Jurassic marine sediments. 

Jurassic Marine Sediments (Jms) 

Jurassic shallow marine sediments overlie the Triassic 
marine sediments and are separated from each other by the 
Fencemaker thrust .. £ault. Compositionally these sediments 
consist oi carbonate, quartzite, and minor conglomerate. 
Willden and Speed (1974) refer to these sediments as the 
Boyer Ranch Formation. Thrusting of the Jurassic oceanic 
crust clearly involved the Boyer Ranch Formation. Portions 
of the sediments can be observed in the stillwater Range as 
overlying, overridden by, and mechanically incorporated into 
the allochthonous oceanic crust. 

The quartz arenite portion of the Boyer Ranch Formation is a 
well-lithified, competent rock that tends to host open 
permeability along fault planes. However, outcrop evidence 
suggests that it is not prone to extensive fracture 
propagation. The rock is composed largely of lithified 
quartz grains and should be chemically and mineralogically 
stable in the geothermal system. The only extensive 
occurrences of this ggartz arenite in the geothermal wells 
are in 27-33 and 45-33 where it~c:>rm~_th~{9...9j;_w_allu "qX __ Ci 
fault. 

Jurassic oceanic Crust 

The Jurassic oceanic 
mafic igneous rocks 

(Js & Jpg) 

crust section _ cQI1§;ists primarily of 
" q ...... .1-.••.• , J;' ,0' -f ;". ~, .. $ 

that have un~ergone '~h.~enS1Vi:\- SOd~,r 

~'~.' •. 'j ! 
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spillites, 
albitites, 

sedimentary 
within the 

metasomatism. The dominant rock types vary from 
basalts, keratophyres, and trondhjemites to 
plagiogranites, and gabbro. Locally, lenses of 
rock, most commonly siltstone, are observed 
igneous series. 

Willden and Speed (1974) and Speed (1976) describe "the 
Jurassic igneous rock as a locally intruding lopolith. 
Autochthonous" thrusting has been associated with the 
intrusion of the lopolith. Al Waibel and others, however, 
have concluded that the entire Jurassic igneous section is 
most probably an allochthonous fragment of oceanic crust, 
thrust over Triassic marine shelf and slope sediments. The 
most obvious points leading to this reinterpretation include 
pervasive sodium metasomatization, pervasive secondary 
calcite, and abundant lamellar -plates, lenses, and nappes 
markedly disrupting specific lithologic and stratigraphic 
continuity. The "lopolith" is remarkably similar to igneous 
portions of ophiolites observed in"many places throughout 
the world. 

The large blocks of spilite, keratophyre, and trondhjemite 
rock tend to be very brittle and are capable of maintaining 
good fracture permeability. The albitite and plagiogranite 
are somewhat less prone to host good fracture permeability. 
The / prevailing mineral ass'emblage, albite, calcite, 
chloritized hornblende, chloritized biotite, and chloritized 
augite, tends to be stable in the chemical and thermal 
environment of the currently active geothermal system. 

The mineral suite is not mechanically stable in the 
cataclastic environment of thrust faulting, shear planes, 
and nappes. The mafic minerals are usually altered to 
serpentine and chlorite; the albite ,tends to be broken up 
into small angular fragments and the calcite tends to 
recrystallize as a matrix mineral. The resulting effect is 
lenses of mechanically unstable rock within the more 
competent formation. Whi l e these lenses have the potential 
of hosting permeability, the permeability does not always 
have good communication with major geothermal production, 
and the formation tends to slough when produced . The 

ized zones in t wo of the l egs of well 82-5 a r e the 
s uIt of thrust rel ated alt eration . 

cretaceous Granodior i te (Kgd) 
, t 

A quartz monzonite t~~odior~_~nt~s_~e _Eluf~~_has been 
penetrated in several of tEe aeeper wel~s i n D xle Va l ley . 
The mineralogy of the r ock is distinctly different from the 
igneous rocks of the Jurassic oc:anic ~~cru:s~ ... .z." "":Whrre,\:~Jast 

4{) 
"" ' " , ,. ~ ;' 
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altered this rock consists of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, 
muscovite, hornblende, and minor K-feldspar. Where altered 
the mineralogy is albite, chlorite, K-feldspar, epidote, and 
calcite. The mafic minerals usually are slightly 
chloritized. 

The genetic and structural relationship of this silicic 
intrusive to other igneous rocks in the area is not totally 
clear. ::t!: __ is', !:ypically observed as the foot wall in ,fault 
contact witl:l;.[~ras$i,c t".oqJc In the first leg of well SWL-2 

_, it rs,_in,_,faul~_90ntaGtw;ith Miocenepc;s~l t. At no place in 
the Jurassic rocks cropping out in the stillwater Range is 
rock this potasic observed. The mineralogy and texture more 
closely resemble intrusives cropping out along the west side 
of the stillwater Range in the New York Canyon area that 
have been dated as late Cretaceous. This would place the 

!(r:....intrusi ve .event after the~1.19s:.h.i;.l:10!l0us tl1.:t"U~t faulting and 
\\1<'·~ C\, -,liwould expla'in--the-Happarent thin fingers or layers of 

-1 "'-'j!i\ >" "-- -j {(q\ 'IJ~ g:~~~~~ite within thrust.fault~~.z.c:~:sasintrusivesIlTs. 

While granitic rocks in other reservoirs in the Basin and 
Range province have excellent productive intervals no 
commercial production has been developed from the 

, granodiorite in the Dixie Valley geothermal field. The rock 
f(, is mechanically competent and should fracture when under 
\\ stress. Fracture perme~ility would tend to seal in the 

unaltered granodiorite as calcic plagioclase altered to 
albite and calcite. The albite-chlorite-epidote-K-feldspar 
altered granodiorite would be in chemical/mechanical 
equilibrium with geothermal fluids. Fracture permeability 
is more stable here, though the rock at this grade of 
alteration is usually observed in fault zones containing 
mechanically incompetent fault gouge. Perhap$ __ ... f~actuFing 

, h~JL..simpl.¥--1lQt oc~ in t!le footwall of .. _1;11e ~illwjlj:er. 

Geology 

J.a.ul.t-Wh~--the~orite is lqcated Q~aYlt gouge 
'does not allow any frac:turrng--stresses to be transmittea-
~~~~ft:e. ----... -------
Oligocene Silicic Volcanics (Tsv) 

Oligocene silicic volcanic tuffs in excess of 4000 feet 
thick dominate the Clan Alpine Range to the east of the 
Dixie Valley geothermal field, and are a few hundred feet
thick in the stillwater Range just west of ~e geo~e~ 
~ volcanics are only rarely enoo tered in the 
-geothermal drill holes, however. In most of the geothermal 
wells in Dixie Valley th~ 01 igocene __ y'Q.~can.i.9 ____ .f!>egS:J,~z:1has 

/ 
been faulted out (e.g.!.L ___ 65-~8 and 84-7) by basin-bound.fng'· 
normal faults. The single good example of these silicic 
tuffs in the wells is observed in 74-7, where a 180 foot 

;/ 
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section of predominantly welded biotite-quartz-sanidine tuff 
is overlain by Miocene sediments. 

Welded portions of the oligocene silicic tuffs are brittle 
and generally fracture wpen subjected to strain. Poorly 
welded and cemented aspects of the tuff sequence are 
generally soft and undergo plastic deformation rather than 
structural failure when subjected to strain. Fracture 
permeability within Oligocene silicic volcanics mayor may 
not be significantly affected by interaction with the 
current geothermal system depending upon the individual rock 
type. 

Miocene Sediments (Ts) 

The Miocene lacustrine sedimentary section conformably 
overlies the silicic volcanic tuffs of late Oligocene age. 
The formation is composed of intercalated volcaniclastic 
sediments, carbonaceous siltstone, and silicic 
volcaniclastic tuff. The section is usually observed in a 
truncated form in many of the drill holes in Dixie Valley 
due to normal faulting. The thickest sections observed in 
drill holes are seen in 27-33 (1040 ft) and in 45-33 (1300 
ft) . 

The upper portion of the sediments consists of intercalated 
volcaniclastic ' sediments and 'carbonaceous siltstone. The 
volcaniclastic sediments appear to be derived predominantly 
from silicic volcanics and tuffs. The lower portion of the 
sedimentary section is composed of reworked silicic 
tuffaceous sediments with only minor carbonaceous siltstone 
horizons. The basal boundary of this sedimentary unit is 
not distinct. In well 74-7 a downward progression is 
observed from reworked silicic tuffs to possibly primary 
devitrified silicic tuff to primary welded Oligocene silicic 
tuff. 

Clays represent the dominant mineralogy in t his sedimentary 
section . As a result, tectonic strain tends to cause 
plastic deformation rather than brittle failure and rock 
breakage. 

Rock- water- gas interaction between the sediments and the 
geothermal system is limited due to the l ow potential for 
porosity and permeability. 

,t 

Miocene Basalt (Tb ) 

AfteJ; __ j:,l:).~_...J..urassic-.rocks .. the 
_~~jqr producing formation . 

Miocene basalt is the second . 
Wells, ?6 -], .. 3~ - ~8'1 . $tlL- 1.,:. apd 

.. ', . ''/ 
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SWL-3 produce from this unit. Of these wells only 76-7 is 
regaraed' "a·sa hTgh'- eri"th"aipy well. 

The Miocene basalt overlies Miocene lacustrine sediments and 
is overlain by as much as 6000 to 7000 feet of basin filling 
sediments in the area of the geothermal field. These 
basalts crop out as high as 8000 feet elevation in the 
stillwater Range which indicates an offset on the stillwater 
fault of 12,000 feet since these basalts were deposited. A 

, K-Ar date from a sample from the stillwater Range analyzed 
'forSUNEDCO in 1981 shows an _~ge of 8.5 ± .4 million years. 
The basalt section as observed lngeothermal drill holes is 
often abbreviated due to normal faul ting., Observed 
thicknesses in the drill holes range from less than 300 ft 
(45-33) to greater than 1900 ft (65-18). 

Two distinct alteration mineral suites are observed in the 
Miocene basalt section in drill holes. The effects of 
weathering are plainly visible in portions of the basalt 
chips recovered during drilling. Other portions of the 
basalt show a later overprinting of aiteration resulting 
from interaction with geothermal fluid and gas with a low 
oxygen activity. Precipitation of quartz, chlorite, and 
occasionally epi,dote, lnt6--open ' frac-'b.ires , indicates that this 
later . ~.lteration . j._s._~' " likely a:ssociated,_._ .. wit .h coriciuctJ ve 
cooli~g, _geo,thermal fluids '. ' No mineral-chemical evidence for 

IDlxing of geothermal "ii riei nongeothermal water in the basalt 
is found in any of the drill holes. 

Basin Filling Sediments (Qal & Tts) 

Subsequent to the e~ption of the Miocene basalts, horst and 
graben tensional structural features developed in the area 
of the stillwater Range and Dixie Valley. Sediments 
accumulated in the grabens, unconformably ' overlying the 
Miocene basalt flows. The current O.ixie Valley basin is 
asymmetrical with the deepest portions occurring in the 
northwest margin along the stillwat~r Range. In the wells 
74-7 and 76- 7 the basin filling sediments are in excess of 
7000 feet thick. Seismic data suggest that toward the 
center and along the eastern porti on of Dixie Valley these 
sediments are no more than 2000 to 3000 feet t hick . 

The composition of the fill which makes up t he basin 
sediments is somewhat variable from place t o place. Toward 
the center and along the ea§tern portions of the valley the 
entire sedimentary section is dominated by reworked silicic 
tuffs eroding from the Clan Alpine Range. Along the 
stillwat er Range the contributing rock types are more 
varied. Reworked silicic tuffs tend to dominate the deepest 
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(earl i est) sediments in the geothermal production area. 
with decreasing depth the sediments are usually variations 
on a pebble conglomerate with clay matrix. Near the 
discharge of major stillwater Range drainages (i . e. 
Cottonwood Canyon) conglomerates are most common and 
horizons of clay and silt are minor. Areas away from major 
drainages have basin filling sediment sections dominated by 
clay, silt, and sand size particles with less common 
conglomerate horizons . 

3.2.3 structural History 

Three structural patterns are recognized in the vicinity of 
the Dixie Valley Geothermal Field . The first of these is 
thrust faulting associated with crustal shortening. The 
second and third are both normal faulting associated with 
crustal extension. Geothermal production in Dixie Valley is 
related to an extended complex network of fault and fracture 
permeability . The combined tectonic history is, therefore, 
quite important to interpreting the production potential of 
any given location within the geothermal f i eld . 

Thrust faulting of Jurassic oceanic crustal rocks over 
Triassic shelf- related marine sediments is observed in the 
stillwater Range. This thrust faulting event is one of the 
last in a series of crustal shortening events that involved 
allochthonous thrusting of deep marine str ata over older 
rocks (Antler Orogeny, Devonian- Mississippian; Sonoma 
Orogeny, Tr iassic; and Nevadan Orogeny, 
Jur ass i c - c r e t aceous) . 

The Juras sic oceanic r ock has under gone differential 
movement along hor izonal p l anes within t he overthrusting 
block r esulting in hor izonalcat a c lastic zones and 
incl usions of mar ine sediments i n t o the thrusting J ur assic 
plate. Serpent inization o f portions o f the J ur a ssic maf ic 
i gne ous r ocks and o f Tr ias s ic dolomit i c sedime nt s is common 
within me lange-like f eat u r es c r eat ed by zones o f turbulence 
along t he l eading edge o f the t hrust bloc k . 

The Dixie Valley area of Nevada appear s to have been 
structurally quiet from the cretaceous through the 
Oligocene. Subsequent to the silicic volcanism in the late 
Oligocene a series of north-striking normal faults 
developed. The best surface ~expressions of these faults can 
be obs erve d a long t he we stern edge o f the Cl an Alpine Range 
and "in the White Rock Canyon area in t he stillwater Range. 
Seismic line data show simi l ar nor th- s t riking pg:t..tJ~_rns __ t D--he. 
prese nt ben~.ath-...the ___ a l l uvlum lnLY1xre-:-.-varfe"Y. . The s ur.face 
- ----- .. ~ ---. - ____ . __ c_:-:----' '-~~ .. --
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expressions of this episode of normal faulting show evidence 
of rotation, suggesting that these were listric faults which 
flatten with depth. The relati£nship between the timing of 
the late Miocene basalt eruptions--ana~--norEli-strlXlng 

JiOrmal rauTtin-g -is--unc-leai< -Both ---Jur-assic - and -- ob:qocene 
rocKs--wer-e--affected--by -this -...Jfaul t movement. If_<?. _outcrops of 
Miocene basalt show a similar rotational relationslilp. ------ -

The current high-angle NNE-striking normal faulting that 
defines the stillwater Range and Dixie Valley physiographic 
features is relatively young, and is superimposed over the 
earlier two tectonic features. The uplift of the stillwater 
Range occurred after the late Miocene basalt eruptions, as 
is evidenced by the flat lying basalt flows and palagonite 
tuffs which occupy some of the highest elevations within the 
range. The onset of this last episode of faulting, 
therefore, can be no older than very early Pliocene. 
Historic earthquakes along the basin-range boundaries attest 
to the continuing activity of this latest structural 
feature. 

3.2.4 Hydrothermal Mineralogy 

Multiple thermal and metasomatic events have left a 
mineralogical signature in the host rocks in the Dixie 
Valley area. The temperatures of most of these metasomatic 
events have ranged from 120 to 500 deg. F., similar to the 
range of temperatures in the currently active geothermal 
system. As a result many of the secondary 'minerals are 
stable in the present geothermal environment and may be 
representative of more than one thermal event. The 
mineralogical effects of fossil thermal systems must b~' 
distinguished from those of the active system before any 
interpretations pertaining to this current system can b 
made. 

The earliest thermal and metasomatic event recognized in the 
Dixie Valley area involves the Jurassic oceanic crustal 
rocks. The p r e - alt e r ation r ocks of this group were basalt, 
diabase, gabbr o, and l ocally more leucocr atic fractionations 
of t h is suite. Extens ive s odi um met asomatization i s 
manifested i n nearly c omplete alb i t i zation and l ocal 
scapol itization of plagiocl ase. Exten s ive secondary cal cite 
occurs wi t h i n t h e r ock and in v eins , a n e ffect o f t h e 
pervasiv e s odi um met a s omatization. Ch loritization of mafic 
mi nerals is ubiquitous, and varies in degree from minor to 
near comp l ete rep l acement of t h e mafi cs. Additional 
secondary minerals, including epidote, pyrite and 
chrysotile, are irregularly distributed throughout portions 
of the Jurassic igneous suite. The post- alteration Fock 
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suite consists of spilite, 
albitite, and plagiogranite. 

keratophyre, trondhjemite, 

Gee 

The spilitic rock suite of the Jurassic section is typical 
of the igenous rock suites observed in many o~hiolite 
complexes. The sodium metasomatization most likely haQ1Cc)
occur while this section was still in a ma=ine environment. 
The only reasonable sodium reservoir to support this type of 
extensive alteration would be sea water. 

A second metasomatic event, confined to the Jurassic oceanic 
rocks, involves silica and iron oxides and :s represented by 
quartz-filled veins in association with specular hematite 
replacement of spilitic rock. 

The timing and possible relationship between the two events 
has not been determined. Both of these secondary features 
may have developed at or near the same t~e, while these 
rocks were still part of an ccean environme=t. 

Additional thermal and metasomatic events in the Dixie 
Valley-Stillwater Range area inc].ude _conker. _ metamorphism _ 
_ Cl.ssocia:tect-w-i·th- ·c:retaceous plutonic . intrusives . an(;L.Q.J:i~cene 
.~~~.~<::.i~ __ 'L91.9aI}ism_~. In the Dixie Valley region these thermal 
events. have concentrated both base and precious metals to 
the extent that mining districts are rather common. 

The most recent vulcanism in the Dixie Valley area is the 
late Miocene basaltic eruptions and assoc~ated subvolcanic 
dikes. contact metamorphic effects are usually limited to a 
few tens of centimeters away from the edge of the intrusives 
and consist mainly of chloritization. No hydrothermal 
activity has been observed to be assoc~ated with this 
intrusive event. 

Hydrothermal mineralization associated ~ith the active 
geothermal system varies with temperature and host rock 
type. .The fluid has low oxygen activity, low total 
dissol vea. soI~ds, and timi:ted---s"t4l:-fur-affa ca!'BOl1ate·-acttvi:'~.-,
precipitatfoiiliilneral{zation-~t1ie"'aeeper-'-p"i:oductTon rrom 
Ju~assic igneous rock is usually limited to ~ar~~ Host 
rock alteration by the hot fluid is linited to pyrite 
forming at the expense of Fe-Ti oxide. The Jurassic igneous 
rock is already at a chlorite-albite grade of greenschist 
metamorphism and is chemi cally stable in the presence of the 
hot fluid. 

Hydrothermal mineral reactions within the Miocene basalt a r e 
substantially different from the r eacticns observed in 
formations underlying the basalt. Here, ~lorite, pyrite , 
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albJte, - - calcite, and locally epidote a):'~ pre!:ien~ _ as 
ni drothermalalteration products of the formerly hematite 
~l t~r~<:1 ___ b.~~c;l t. Hydrothermal precipi ta tion- mfn-e-rals " '-lrl 
these basalts include quartz, chlorite, pyrite, calcite, 
epidote, laumontite, and rarely wairakite. 

The marked difference between the hydrothermal mineral 
assemblages in the two mafic igneous units is the combined 
result of the stable mineral phases prior to the 
introduction of the geothermal fluids and the gas content of 
the geothermal system. The Miocene basalt is oxidized where 
unaffected by geothermal fluids, with reddish hematite as a 
maj or stable Fe minera·l. The Jurassic spili tic series has 
been albitized and partially chloritized prior to the 
current geothermal activity. The significant change within 
the geothermal fluid as it passes through the Jurassic 
section is limited to conductive heat loss. This results in 
slight but steady silica .. over satura.t _ion, manifested by the 
precipitation of druse quartz forming ' ~19ng . _._fr.ac.t\l~e 
~~E~~.~_~.!--- . -- --------- ., 

3.2.5 Mineralogic and Lithologic 
Geothermal Production Zones 

Characteristics of 

Geothermal production in the Oixie Valley field is defined 
by zault and fracture permeability. Rather than being ' 
strata bound, permeability is defined by and varies with the 
physical characteristics of each rock type. The production 
potential of a rock is best defined by its mechanical and 
mineral - chemical stability . Open fractures are dependent on 
brittle r oc k that will fail r ather than deform under 
t e c tonic strain. Producing fractures a r e, ther efor e, most 
likely to occur in brittle igneous r ock and least likely t o 
occur in soft, clay- r ich sedimentary r ock . Subsequent to 
f r acturing, the longevity of permeability is dependent upon 
the mineral and chemical stabilit y of the r ock in the 
p r e sence o f geothermal fluid and gas . 

The occurrence o f f ault s or fract u res within a britt le r ock 
does not aut omat i cally guarantee production. Fault planes 
are not a lways "planer " . Normal faults associated with 
extensional tectonics in Oi xie Va l ley tend to undulate , 
which results in portions of the fault plane being under 
high compression and impermeable, regardless of the rock 
type involved. Conversely other portions of the fault plane 
will be under tension and co~tain open spaces possibly tens 
of centimeters wide . An e xample of the former would be the 
fault zone intersected by SWL 3 from 8730 to 8880 feet; and 
example of the latter would be the fault zone intersected by 
76 - 7 between 7332 a nd 7334 fee~_. _, _.>-,./ :'_" ~ ', ,,: '; ,_:' ' ,'" 

-. . :~ '. :-', !-, :.l . 
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The two most common host formations of geothermal production 
in D ix i e Va 11 ey 9-_~e _ _ t.he-_Mj,q~~n~ __ 12~J_~ ______ ftn9-_tb,~_-_._JJJr..a.~_§ic 
oceanic crust. The basalt contains cooling fractures and 
fTowbi~-ec-cIas that can complement faul t- related fracturing 
and provide additional production permeability. The 
P-~ITg._s_iY§.._mine-ra-logy-w±th-i-n--·--.the-has.p.l t l secondary hema ti te, 
zeolite, and clg.y , ____ i..? _, Dot stapl~ j,n -the '- presence-·---cT-the 

,~gotnermaT'-fl\lId~ , _ and,. gas -:- -. interactTon-- b'etweel1" " the'--bas'a:l'f 
a:na --th-e- "geothermal system results in chloritization. wi th 
extreme chloritization fractures tend to seal and the rock 
becomes less competent. Fracture production within the 
basalt tends to be in zones of very fresh to moderatel~ 

Gee JY 

chlori tized rock. The typical _ __ hyq,~_<?thermal mineralo9K I 
includes alteration chlorite, PYrite, albite-, ' -~::fnd" "-'miI:-~r t 
calcite; and precipitation quartz, chlorite, minor calci~ 
and locally epidote. Fracture production from basalt is not 
associated with rock strongly dominated by hematite, 
zeolite, and clay alteration. Loss of drilling fluid or the 
occurrence of methane are- not, by themselves, reliably 
distinct indicators of geothermal production fractures in 
the basalt. 

Geothermal production from fault zones in the Miocene basalt / 
i~ usually associated with c;:hlorite an<:1 pyrite a~tE~rat~on .-l 
mlnerals and quartz, chlorlte, ± epldote preclpltatlon 
minerals. Major to total loss of drilling fluid is always, 
though not uniquely, associated with fault production in the 
basalt. Permeable fault zones are much less suceptable to 
the subtle nuances of physical rock characteristics of the 
basalt than are fracture zones. 

The Jurassic oceanic crust rocks have undergone a 
substantially different history from the Micene basalt as 
evidenced by the mineralogical and mechanical rock 
characteristics. The rocks range from spilite and 
keratophyre to trondhjemite and rarely to gabbro, albitite, 
and plagiogranite. Physically the rocks range from 
competent blocks to cataclastized horizontal shear zones. 
The rock is pervasively albitized and variably chloritized, 
a mineral assemblage that is generally in equilibrium with 
the geothermal fluids . The more mafic portions (spilite ; 
keratophyre, trondjhemite) fracture under tectonic strain 
and the fractures tend to remain open . The r ocks dominated 
by feldspar and calcite (albitite and plagiogranite) are 
less brittle and tend to be poorer hosts for fracture and 
fault permeability. Cataclastiz~ zones _ resulting from 
Jurassic- age thrust faulting are ~uc.h __ m.9£~,,_ 3..l.l:s::.:t:-~~e. than the ' 
equivalent uncataclastized rock, and are less likely t~ host 
~~rrent production . 
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The physical parameters of rock likely to host production in 
Dixie Valley are easy to define. These features are not 
strata bound, however. In coal fields or sedimentary basins 
structural and stratigraphic projections can be made for 
kilometers with some degree of accuracy. Crustal thrusting, 
two episodes of normal faulting, and volcanic stratigraphy 
render analogies between layer-cake sedimentary basin 
geology and the Dixie Valley geothermal field meaningless. 
Projection of the general formations and normal faults 
within the Dixie Valley geothermal field can be approximated 
for short distances with the well controls and seismic data 
now in hand. Predicting exact locations of production zones 
within these formations is more problematic. Evaluation of 
the production potential in any well in any given formation 
is most effectively done at the well site as drilling is 
underway. 

3.2.6 Determination of Production Zones by Electrical 
Logging and Drilling Records. 

Production zones for each producible well have been defined 
using a combination of electric logging and physical 
drilling parameters~ Methods employed for each well and the 
resulting definition of production zones is detailed in 
Appendix B. These production zones are shown graphically in 
Figure 3.2 and are summarized on Table 3.1. 

3.2.7 Age of the Geothermal System 

Age estimates have been made on two hydrothermal silica 
specimens from the geothermal system using the 
ionium/thorium method. The facilities at the Argonne 
National Laboratories in Argonne, Illinois were used. The 
first sample is of dense clear cryptocrystalline silica from 
a silicious sinter hot spr ing deposit in section 15, T24N, 
R36E located 2 miles southwest of the Section 18 wells along 
the range- front fault. The hot spring is no lon~er active 
and the area has been uplifted by o~oing normal~aU1lCtng 
along the stillwater Range front . Total uplift since t he 
hot s prings deposits formed may be as muc h a s 200 f eet. The 
estimated a g e o f t his de posit is determined t o be ~O ± 
2, 000 years. 

A second sample was c o l l ected , f or dating from hydrothermally 
precipitated cryptocrystalline silica - from near the Senator 
Fumarol es in section 32 , T24N , R37E . Th is sample f ormed 
near the boiling plane below the topographic surface. 
Subsequent uplift by normal faulting along the sti l lwater 
Range from the time of silica deposition until now pos i tions 
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this rock 250 feet above the Dixie Valley floor. The age of 
this sample is much less definitive, with a maximum possible 
age of 300,000 years and a minimum possible age of 150,000 
years. 

3.3 structure of the Dixie Valley Geothermal Reservoir 

structure within the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir has 
been defined . using well bore geology and electric logging 
techniques, coupled with seismic reflection profiling. 
stratigraphy, faulting, and deformation are defined with 
high precision within the existing well field. The 
stratigraphy, faulting, and deformation can th.en be followed 
several miles to the north, south, and east using seismic 
reflection profiles run by SUNEDCO and Southland Royalty. 

structure within the productive portions of the reservoir is 
dominated by the stillwater range-front fault and associated 
§~coJJ.darr_~.PSl..the.tiQ __ . ..9.-Ad antithetic faults. Three style? 
of faulting are observed- -'~n-tfie'-- proaucl:rve part of the 

._~~I?J,.]i. These styt~_~ .. _, .. ar£_:Shown-.fii --ci:oss= ,'aac::t:iQri=:rn--Flgures 
3.3.1-3.3.3. The locations of these cross sections are 
shown in Figure 2.2. The transition between the three 
regions is probably gradational. 

Geo]ngy 

~The Section 18 area . (Fig. 3.3.1) is characterized by 
\~umerous sympathetic and antithetic faults of relatively __ _ 
t s~~.~~,_, __ ?is.p.l,9,9ement_~" ~hese inters7cting seconda~ fati~rs . 

'form a rubble zQne __ of __ h~gh_p-ermeabl~lity and relat~vely h~gh 
fracture porosity. The high density of fracturing appears 
~o be most strong~y developed in the Miocene basalt (T~). 
Th~s st in - ends northeastward through well 
~. Wells 84-7 and 73-7 u er to the northeast snaw 
_decrea§..ing fractl1r~ ilIty in the ba.salt. Wells 82-5,-
27-33, and 45-33 at the north~~ermlnus of the field 
encountered no' permeable fractures in the basalt. 

------- --- -----_., 
The northwest-southeast width of the highly faulted area 
appears to decrease from the Section 18 area to the vicinity 
of well 82 -5. The region extending from well 84-7 to 82 - 5 
is charaterized by the existence of one or two secondary 
faults which parallel the main range-front fault surface. 
These faults separate the down-droPEed graben block i nto two 
or three slivers with vertical offsets of several hundred 
~eet between each sliver. ThIs styre or- fault:rng-is shown-
~n Figure 3.3.2. Within this region, commercially ~ 
JRroductJ3e--£~~~are--enCouQtere4 betw~~E the slivers. _ 
seismic reflection profile No . 6 which passes -tnr6uqh- werr-
84 - 7 perpendicular to the range- front fault , shows two 
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relatively large slivers and their relationship to the major 
down-dropped graben block (Fig. 3.3.4) 

The range-front fault system becomes more coherent north of 
82-5 as the secondary faults appear to die out and all 
offset between tl:l~_"t.wQ J;~lQcks ___ i!?_C::_OJ1t.:hI}~g __ to _the main range 
,fault (Fig. 3. 3 ~ 3). Drilling results from 45-33 "-and---27-'::fj-
confirm this structural interpretation which was originally 
developed by Okaya and Thompson (1985) using a seismc 
reflection profile passing through 27-33 perpendicular to 
the strike of the range-front fault. 

Development of the differing faulting styles may be related 
to the relative magnitude of dip - slip and strike- slip 
movement in the fault planes as discussed in Appendix D. The 
increasing component of strike-slip movement going south 
from 27-33 to the section 18 area is predicted for the 
corresponding change in strike of the range-front fault. As 
the range-front fault strike swings farther to the west in 
the Section 18 area, increased strike-slip movement causes 
dilation of the down-dropped block. Thi~ dilation breaJs.l? 
the ~ow:n-'_9_ropped block into numerous smaller " -slivers, 
thereby producing the abundarit permeable fractures observed 
in the production zones. Apparent decrease in the magnitude 
of .strike';;'slip " moveine"nt north of 84-7 results in less 
tensional force so that fault movement tends to be confined 
to a single fault zone with a thickness of less than 200 
feet when measured perpendicular to the plane of the fault. 

The attitude of bedding within the fault slivers has been 
determined from seismic reflection profiles and dipmeter 
logging runs. Dips derived from the dipmeter survey ~in 73-.2 
are §hewn in Figure 3.3.2. Dips in the 5000 foot to 8300 
foot depth interval range from 20 to 36 degrees to the sout~ 
and southeast. These dips are confirmed by Sunmark Seismic 
Profile No.6 as shown in Figure 3 . 3.4. 

Thickening of the Tertiary section (Tts, Tb, and Ts) in the 
northwest to southeast dir ection is evident from seismic 
reflection profiles. Seismic reflection profile No. 6 
(Fig . 3.3. 4 ) shows a thi ckening from appr oximat e l y 15 00 f eet 
adjacent t o t he r ange-front faul t t o a thickness of 3000 
feet a t t h e a pex o f t h e g r abe n l ocated appr oximately 2000 
fee t southeast o f 65- 18. Appar ent t hicknesses opserved in 
t he pr oduct ion wel l s a r e affect ed bot h by stratigr a ph ic 
thickeni ng and by thinning resulting from normal fault 
extension. The thinning effect of normal faulting is much 
g reate r than t h e l ateral increa se i n t hickness in the 
southwest direction, ther~by causing an apparent net 
thinning of the Tertiary section in the Section 18 and 
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Section 7 wells. Section. :3.:3Wells_- show ._a_.fullstratigraphic 
thickn~~.l? in the Tertla-r:y ·section of _.approximately 3000 feet 
Whrcn-1ndicates an absence of secondary normal faulting. 
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Ground Water Hydrology 

4. GROUND WATER HYDROLOGY 

4.1 Regional Hydrologic setting 

The Dixie Valley Rasin is topographically the lowest of 
seven valleys that constitute a closed shallow ground water 
hydrologic unit. This unit includes Fairview Valley, which 
is a topographically closed basin, and Dixie Valley with the 
five smaller -valleys that drain into Dixie Valley--Jersey, 
Pleasant, Eastgate, Cowkick, and Stingaree Valleys (Figure 
2.1) (Cohen and Everett, 1963). Shallow ground water flow 
within Dixie Valley is toward the Humboldt Salt Marsh 
(Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) which is the topographic low point 
of the seven valley system and is the ultimate destination 
or sink for both surface and ground water. 

According to Cohen and Everett (1963), precipitation within 
the seven valley system is the source of virtually all of 
the surface and ground water in the system. The estimated 
average annual natural recharge to and discharge from the 
ground water reservoir in the entire seven valley system is 
on the order of 18,000 acre-feet. Precipitation within 
Dixie Valley accounts for about 40 percent of the average 
a:nnual recharge. Recharge to the shallow ground water 
system from the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir was not 
taken into account by Cohen and Everett. 

For the ground water system, approximately 90 percent of the 
18,000 acre-feet per year estimated perennial yield, is 
discharged by transpiration from phreatophytes and 
evaporation from bare soil within the Humboldt Salt Marsh. 

Under Dixie Valley climatic conditions, evapotranspirative 
potential is approximately five feet of water per year, and 
is defined by the 3440 foot elevation contour line. This 
area is characterized by numerous seeps, springs, artesian 
wells, and large areas of exposed moist playa and standing 
water. The surface area contained within this contour is 
approximately 146 square miles so that evapotranspirative 
potential is approximately 467,000 acre-feet of water per 
year. The potential for discharge of fluid from the ground 
water system to the atmosphere is therefore about 26 times 
greater than the observed recharge to the basin. Because of 
the great imbalance between recharge to the system and 
potential for loss from the system, minor contributions of 
geothermal waters could be discharging into shallow aquifers 
without creating obvious hydrothermal surface manifestations 
such as prolific boiling spri,ngs. 
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Ground Water Hydrology 

4.2 Deuterium and Oxygen Isotopes 

The hydrologic system of the_A~_~p. qe()thermal reservoir in 
Dixie Valley----a:pii e'ars _to have very limi ted- inter-action wi tp 
the shallow ground water system. This·-- --iinilted-·fnteractlon 
isinaicateo '"' 'l)"y' . isotope' ,'" chemical, and pressure data 
available from various aquifers within Dixie Valley. 

Deuterium and oxygen isotope data can be used to delineate, 
in a general manner, possible recharge zones and/or recharge 
mechanisms. D...eJ.,lte.r.iu]JL.Y~_:t1J.es_tgr tt~ .deep g~othel;"1TI<?,l system 
ar~ _ v~rycJ"ose to those of numerous surrounding hot springs 
(compare Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). The deuteriumvalues" cfre 
centered around a value of -130 0/00. Note that hot springs 
with similar deuterium value extend as far as the Beowawe 
geothermal system that is 90 miles northeast of the Dixie 
Valley reservoir. 

The existence of similar deuterium values does not 
necessarily prove a common recharge zone for all of the 
geothermal systems exhibiting similar values. However, it 
does suggest that the recharge mechanisms in operation for 
the widely separated systems share common characteristics, 
resulting in similar deuterium values . for the various 
geothermal waters. 

The geothermal fluids have consistently greater negative 
deuterium values (i. e., "lighter") than those for the 
nonthermal waters from the nearby eastern slope of the 
stillwater Range or the Clan Alpine and Augusta Mountains 
(Figure 4.2.3). A similar isotopic relationship between 
thermal and nonthermal waters was observed by Welch et al. 
(1981) at the Leach Hot Springs in southern Grass Valley, 48 
miles north of the Dixie Valley reservoir. Welch et al. 
(1981) suggest that this isotopic disparity either results 
from modern- day recharge from precipitation at an elevation 
higher than that in the immediate vicinity of the Leach Hot 
Springs or the present discharge was r echarged dur~n 
earlier, colder~limatic perlod. ~ 

---._-----_._--
Elevation zones where modern precipitation would have the 
same deuterium value as the Leach Hot springs are so far 
away (100 miles) t hat under a flow rate o f 30 feet/year, t he 
~iltration ev~~could have occurred up to 16,000 years > 
~go and thus the re.c.h.a.rg.a~~er still woul~~ 
"paleowater" (Welch et a l., ,,1981 ) . Young and LeW1S (1980) 
suggest present- day discharge from the Bruneau- Grand View 
geot hermal system in Idaho was recharged during late 
Pleistocene glacial advances when the climate averaged 6- 10 
deg.F colder than at pr esent. 
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Dixie Valley Oxygen and Deuterium Isotop.e Values 
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Regional Oxygen and Deuterium Isotope Values 
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Ground Water Hydro)~~y 

The deep Dixie Valley geothermal system presents the same 
situation. The closest mountains significantly higher than 
the 8,000-9,000 foot heights of the stillwater and Clan 
Alpine Ranges are in the Toiyabe Range, some 60 miles to the 
east. The climatologic influence may therefore be the 
dominant factor in creating the regional isotope 
characteristics, as at Bruneau-Grand View. Lower average 
temperatures during the late Pleistocene, when Lake Lahontan 
reached its maximum extent and abundant surface water was 
available for recharge of deep aquifers, may have resulted 
in the isotope characteristics of the thermal waters now 
observed throughout the region. 

4.3 Carbon and Sulfur Isotopes 

Geothermal well fluids, hot springs waters, and rock chip 
cuttings from geothermal production zones were analyzed for 
the 13C/12Cand 34S/32S isotope ratios. A gas sample from 
well 27-33 was analyzed for 14C, hydrogen/deuterium, and 
lSN/14N isotope analysis. 

The stable isotopes of carbon and sulfur can be used in a 
general manner to delineate separate or common subsurface 
flow systems, much in the same manner as the 
hydrogen/deuterium and 180/160 isotope data. 

As with the hydrogen/deuterium data, the carbon and sulfur 
isotope data suggest, in a very broad manner, a common flow 
path, in part, between the Hyder and Sou Hot Springs and the 
deep high temperature geothermal system in Dixie Valley. A 
regional flow system can be inferred from the data but the 
volumetric extent of such a system remains unquantified~ 

Carbon Isotope Data 

The 13C/12C ratios for the carbonate ions in the geothermal 
fluids from the deep geothermal wells and the hot springs 
show a tight clustering around a 13C value of -5.0 0/00 
(Fig. 4.3.1) The absolute difference between geothermal 
wells 27-33 and 84-7 and the Sou and Hyder Hot Springs is 
less than. 2.0 0/00. with well 66-21 included, the absolute 
difference is still less than 3.0 0/00. Thus, like the 
similarity of the deuterium values, the similarity of the 
carbon iso~ope values suggests a common factor between the 
high- and low-temperature geothermal systems in northern 
Dixie Valley. " 

Two rock chip samples (A 
carbon and sulfur isotope 
shale cuttings from the 

and B) were analyzed for their 
ratios. The samples consisted of 

Favret Formation from wells 62-21 
I 
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and 45-33 (AI Waibel, personal communication). Sample B 
with a l3C value of -3.4 0/00 and Sample A with a l3C value 
of -7.9 0/00 completely bracket the carbon isotope values 
for the sampled geothermal fluids (Fig. 4.3.1). A possible 
conclusion is that both the high and low-temperature 
geothermal systems have reached a carbon isotopic 
equilibrium with the carbonate minerals in the Favret 
Formation. 

Carbon isotopes were determined from carbon dioxide (C02) 
and methane (CH4) from well 27-33. For the C02 the 13C 
value is -4.0 0/00. This is within the values measured from 
the liquid phase and indicates a C02 (gas)/HC03 (liquid) 
equilibrium . 

The C02 gas from well 27-33 also was analyzed for a l4C age 
determination. The activity level of the l4C was below the 
detection limit of 1.2% of the standard activity. The age 
is therefore greater than 35,700 14C years before present 
(Geochem Laboratories Division of Krueger Enterprises Inc., 
rpt. of 6/9/86). 

The 13C value for the C02 gas radiometrically dated was -4.1 
0/00, almost identical to the 13C value of -4.0 0/00 
previously mentioned. These values are close enough to the 
l3C values from the liquid phase to be considered 
representative of the unflashed geothermal fluid. 

Carbon in the methane gas has a l3C value of - 23.8 0/00. 
This is very close to and bracketed by the values for 
organic carbon in the Favret Formation shale cuttings. 
Samples A and B had 13C values of - 25.4 0/00 and - 22 . 8 0/00 
respect ively . This suggests the met hane is a product of the 
thermal maturation of organic carbon in the Favr et 
Formation . 

The simi l ar l 3C v a lues f or both t h e deep high-temper a t u r e 
f lui ds and t he hot s p r ings fluids s uggest a similar source 
environment f or fl uids f r om bot h syst ems . This is 
consistent with t he deut erium values fo r t he t wo systems as 
d iscuss ed above . The similarity s uggests a c ommon reg ional 
factor which may be t he Favret Formation wher e t h e l3C 
values for t wo geothermal production z one cuttings narrowly 
bracket the l3C values for geothermal fl u i ds from bot h t h e 
deep high-temperature s y steW and the hot springs. Such a 
concurrence may r esult from the deep geothermal system and 
the hot spring f luids coming into l3C isotopic equi libr ium 
with that of the Favret Fo~ation during t h e i r s ubsurface 
c irculation . 
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Sulfur Isotope Data 

The sulfur isotope data are presented in Figure 4.3.2. Once 
again there is a tight grouping of isotope values for both 
the deep geothermal system and the hot springs. Well 27-33 
is the "heaviest" with a 34S value of +20.6 0/00. The other 
geothermal fluids are clustered around a 34S value of +15 
0/00. 

Sulfides from the Favret shale cuttings were analyzed for 
their 34S. These samples are significantly depleted in 34S 
relative to the fluid samples. The sulfides have 34S values 
ranging between +3.4 0/00 and - 2.3 O/OO~ 

The difference between fluid and mineral 34S isotopic values 
may be related to temperature- dependent fractionation 
processes. Hoefs (1980) reviewed the literature and noted 
several papers that suggested that at high temperatures 
isotopic exchange should lead to sulfides being depleted in 
34S up to 75% relative to sulfates. The Dixie Valley data 
agree with such a temperature- dependent fractionation 
process. The 34S isotope values for the sulfide minerals in 
the geothermal production zones are from 12% to 23% lighter 
than the 34S values from the sulfate ions in the deep 
geothermal fluids from wells 27 - 33 and 84 - 7. 

Note that t he relative difference between 34S values for the 
sulfide minerals and those for the sulfate minerals in 
geothermal fluids decreases di r ectly as the predicted 
maximum subsurface temper atures decrease . The maximum 
differ ence is found in 27 - 33 where the maximum p r edict ed 
temperature is 459 F by both the quartz and the Na/K 
geothermometers (Table 5.2). Sou Hot Spr ings, wit h the 
smallest r elative differ ence, 11%, has a maximum predicted 
geothermal t emper ature of only 237 deg.F. No sulfide 
miner als f r om the Sou Hot springs deposits have been 
analyzed f or their 34S values. I f ther e wer e subsur face 
mi x ing bet wee n t hermal and non- thermal wat e r s t his could 
possibly al t e r t he isot ope r a t ios. 

Although t he s ulfur i sotope data a r e not as amenable t o 
interpretation as the carbon isotope data, a generalized 
interpretation is consistent with that given for the carbon 
isotope data. Where the higher temperature fl u ids are in 
contact with sul fide- bearing minerals , the s u lfide mi nera ls 
are depleted in 34S relative to the 34S isotope in the 
sulfate ions of the geothermal fluids. Less e r differ ences 
are noted between the sulfide minerals and the lower 
temperature hot spring fluids~ such relationships can exist 
if the hot spring fluids have cir.c.1l-lated thr0u.gh the · same 
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sulfide- bearing Favret Formation shale but at lower 
temperatures than the deep hi9~-temperature geothermal 
flul·ds. _ /.,···.·'.-_A .•. :1 . L · .. .' J-.~ .'/ / / . ... ' ~. - ./ <---- CL .... ~./ 

Based on the isotopic data, it is possible to conclude that 
the potential recharge area for the deep geothermal system 
in Dixie Valley is regional in extent. In theory, any body 
of water in northern Nevada has the hydraulic potential to 
recharge the ·geothermal system. ongoing tectonic activity 
is capable of maintaining deep, permeable flow paths for 
recharge. 

Isotope data suggest a long-lasting system with present 
discharge having been recharged at le~~:t _ J 5,-000 - -yea-Fs--ago. 
Source rock for transport and storage of the recharge fluid 
may be early Mesozoic carbonates and shales which extend 
over thousands of square miles in west-central Nevada. 
Isotopic patterns of recharge correspond well with the 
regional hydrologic setting of the geothermal system as 
described below. 

4.4 Deep Temperature Profiles 

static temperature profiles for the production wells 
(Figures 4.4.1- 4.4.11) are characteri stic of conductive heat 

, I f ~ ow ._. fJ;g!!l_ .. ~pr~duc~E9 __ .. Jgctures ~t: _._ ... 9.§p- t,li~.~' _. o-f--::-7~b-:CfO-.:=::to:::.. 

\
;\i 10, 000 f~~t.. up to tlie s_~rface. '-Onl:y the sectlon 18 wells 

\ :~_h~~~=-~c?j1vectIng"-zone-s-and thes.~ 'ar~e:.-tb~--P~9.c!iic iilg Z9ne~ _ n~ 
Il· th~bottol1f_-of tile _welIs' ~ 
I ' 

Thermal g r adients fo r all t he p r oduct i v e wells wi t h t he 
except ion o f 45 - 33 a r e t ightly grouped around the average 
g r adient of 4 . 7 deg. F/IOO f eet (Fig 4.4.12 ). Well 45 - 33 
has a significantly lower conductive gradient of 4.2 
deg.F/100 feet in t he vertical por t i on of the hole to a 
depth of 7530 feet. The vertical open- hol e leg of t his well 
e ncount e r ed very l ow fracture permeablility in the 
r ange- f r ont fault fract ure s yst em i n contrast t o other 
p r oduction wells . The low t hermal gradient is consistent 
wit h t he d r il l i ng r e s ul ts 9Dd indjcat es t hat t he wellhead 
locat ion is over a part yL.th.e_.ranqe~Jront fa~lt_ which is 
effect.iy.e _____ . -a-3.--ed--arlc1 does not c ontain an active 
hydroth ermal system. Production from 45 -J~ls encountered 
In the devlated open hole at a horizontal distance of 16 00 
feet s outhwestward from the surface l ocation at a depth of 
apI2.r0xima~x" ,?5 00 f .=..:::t (Fig. 2.2 ) . 

The absence of significant changes in slope , reversals , and 
iso t hermal intervals in the production well temperature 
p r o f iles in~t~..-tha-t-no--1Ilaj gXQU.t..fJ...ow_~ ~. ~l!:E?:? :·_~~~s~!-.,--;,.~~~'<:~.~. 

"'. ;:'.: : 
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depth of 1000 feet that wo~ld allow .. ~i.gDificant hot fluid .. 
transport <:iway fromthe.ra,nge-=Ifoil'r··IClul t. This observation 1/ I 
is consistent with the lack of fluid entries during air 
drilling and the absence of fluid loss during mud drilling~1 
through several thousand feet of Quaternary-Tertiary [: i 

~, sediments and volcanoclastics. 

4.5 Deep Hydrostatic Pressure Distribution 

The regional distribution of hydrostatic pressure at a depth 
of 5000 feet below mean sea level (MSL) is shown in Figure 
4.5. static pressure profiles for production wells are 
shown in Figure 4.4.1-4.4.11. static reservoir pressures 
within the high temperature production zones of the Dixie 
Valley reservoir range from 3130 to 3160 psi. Wells 62-21 
and 66-21, which lie 3-5 miles away from the productive part 
of the field, have pressures at the -5000 foot MSL datum of 
3631 and 3440 psi respectively. Geothermal production wells 
to the west of the Stillwater Range in and around the Carson 
Sink have pressures within the range of 62-21 and 66-21 

l 
(Figure 4.5). This indicates that the deep geothermal 
waters outside the highly permeable Dixie valley production 
zones are in regional pressure equillibrium over an area of 
several thousand square miles. 

The static temperature gradients observed in 62-21 and deep 
wells drilled in the Carson Sink area range from 2.7 to 3.0 
deg.F/IOO. feet. ,Water !5toX~d_.!?~low a depth of 14,000 feet 
}:)~19W...JiS.L ..... wiILQbtain-,a .,t,emR§.~_~f~j~,=-Q.f,,~4-a:()· deg. F which is 
character.i~t:j.C:::.,fl.f the high-:-.t§J!ill.§!=:.?-ture fluid producedfrbtil 
~~~))J~-i.§._Y~lltri~,~~.§_servorr. The '''regronal geologic cross 
se'ction (Fig 3 .1) shows~at-' much of the Triassic-Jurassic 
marine sedimentary section in west-central Nevada lies at a 
depth below th§ 480 deg.F isotherm. 

Non-thermal groundwater as observed in irrigation wells in 
the vicinity of the geothermal reservoir has a projected 
hydrostatic pressure of 3621 psi at the -5000 foot datum 
which indicates that the shallow groundwater aquifers are in 
hydrostatic equillibrium with the deep aquifers penetrated 
in 62-21 and by wells in the Carson Sink. 

The regional and local pressure data therefore demonstrate 
that the high-temperature production zones of the Dixie 
Valley reservoir have pressures 300 to 500 psi below the 
regional and shallow groundwater pressures extrapolated to 
production depths. 
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4.6 Thermo-artesian Pressure Gradients 

Penetration of geothermal fluid with an initial temperature 
of 480 deg.F to shallow depths along the range-front fault 
fracture system can create significant pressure gradients 
between fluid in the fracture system and fluid in 'the 
surrounding aquifers. This mechanism for developing a local 
horizontal pressure differential is shown graphically in 
Figure 4.6. Temperatures in excess of 400 deg. F. measured 
in well 45-5 at a depth of 5700 feet and near-surface 
boiling water that supplies steam to Senatg.r::f'::lTIlaro1.e 
demonstrctte tha t=lilgli-::_t~mpe:.rat:Ure_.-fl uld __ does ___ penetra te-·to 
the near-surface along the range. front j~il\.l.l t. 

Penetration of high temperature to shallow depths creates 
higher pressures within the range-front fracture system in 
comparison to the surrounding cooler aquifers despite the 
low reservoir pressure feeding the fractures from below. 
Because these pressures exceed the local groundwater 
hydrostatic pressures at all depths above the reservo1r 
(F ig . 4 . 6), jf~ t~r per1..~J~Lgt~~ __ . __ (:r91JL.tJl~ __ J~::acture system into 
the sur:r;_o_unc!ing, aqlJifer,s. Evidence for t-hri--6utfTow is -seen' 
in the chemistry of shallow warm aquifers overlying the 
reservoir. Elevated levels of K, Si, B, Li, Sr, NH+, el, 
and F clearly show mixing _oChigh-e~!:haJRy_.f~uid._I~~~_j:h§. 
high temperature reservoir with shallow ground water 
~(Jo-finsori,-p'ers6nal-communication) 'vi c+" i LJ ,,' 
4.7 Shallow Thermal Anomalies 

Shallow thermal anomalies overlying and surrounding the 
Dixie Valley reservoir are evidence for hot water dis~~~~ge 
~rom the. d~~12 __ 9~<?~!1§J;:rnal- systemint9 __ 1::J}§'-':.~h~rlg~.~-_~I.l:.tly_~al 
aqUifers. Heat flow anomalies that may represent leakage of 
fTUTd from the deep reservoir are defined by the 4 deg.F/lOO 
isograd measured to a depth of 500 feet as shown in Fig. 
4 . 7 . 'the anQm_~y __ ~hich surrounds the . Dixie Valley 

._g.~9.t.ngl:J!.lal res«:rv_Qir -ixhTfiits two 'south-east-trendTng~lobes 
with a total surface area of approxlmately 39 square miles. 
A separate anomaly associated with Sou and Hyder Hot Springs 
trends southward from the Sou Hills and has an areal extent 
of approximately 28 square miles. The combined area of 
these shallow anomalies is similar to other commercial 
geothermal reservoirs in Nevada though it may be of lower 
overall intensity. Desert Peak exhibits a heat flow anomaly 
of approximately 75 square miles contained within the 4 
deg.F/IOO feet isograd. The stillwater anomaly has an area 
of 54 square miles within the 4 deg.FjlOO feet isograd. 
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Morgan (1982) has calculated that the geothermal recharge to 
the stillwater system is approximately 55 kg/sec. 
Approximately 2/3 of the heat contribution from this 
recharge is lost due to shallow «2000 feet) subsurface flow 
and only 1/3 is lost due to conduction. Chemistry of the 
shallow thermal discharge zones in stillwater is identical 
to that of the deep reservoir recharging the system. A 
major temperature reversal in the 900 to 1500 foot depth 
range is observed in all the stillwater production wells. 
This discharge plume, defined both chemically and thermally, 
confirms Morgan's assertion that most of the heat loss from 
the system is due to shallow subsurface flow of reservoir 
fluid as opposed to conductive heat loss. The shallow 
thermal water in Dixie Valley, by contrast, contains only a 
small component of reservoir fluid which is estimated by 
Johnson (1986, personal communication) to be on the order of 
5%. These shallow thermal waters must therefore acquire 
most of the observed heat through conductive heat 
contribution from the reservoir. The small chemical 
component of reservoir fluid in the shallow thermal water 
and lack of reversals or isothermal temperature profiles 
verify that the contribution of reservoir fluid to the 
shallow ground water system must be very small. Because the 
Dixie Valley near-surface thermal anomaly is primarily 
conductive, the actual throughput of reservoir fluid may 
only be a small fraction of the 55 kg/sec flow calculated 
for the stillwater anomaly though it is of similar areal 
extent. 

The Sou-Hyder thermal anomaly appears to be separated from 
the anomaly centered around the Lamb Ranch by a north-south 
trending strip of low heat flow one to three miles wide. 
However, stratigraphic continuity between the deep reservoir 
and the Sou- Hyder anomaly may provide a conduit for 
supplying water to the hot springs and surrounding area. 
Permeable Tertiary volcanic rocks that contain water at 
temperatures above 400 deg.F within the reservoir form a 
continuous pathway for hot fluids to migrate up-dip to the 
eastern and northern margins of the valley. These Tertiary 
volcanic and volcanoclastic units are located at a depth of 
6000 to 8000 feet wi thin the reservoir. The units are 
tilted upward to the east and surface close to Sou and Hyder 
Hot Springs . ~thwes.:t--d-ii3F'-i-fi~tep faul.t,s with tens to 
hundred~ of feet of di.§21ac~t-~~_~ne Tert:_iary . vor::c~-i--e . 
rocks allow thermal- fluid . moving _ nqJ;t;h~A..!?t\i.a.r.q_t_~enetrate 

-~t:O" " . the surface! _._._~~~a ting .. t 'he .. hot -_sp-r.ing~!.- Isotope-aa.-tcr-
dfs·cus·s-ea. . -pr -eviously indicate that the high-temperature 
reservoir fluid and fluid discharging from Sou and Hyder Hot 
Springs share some common ance~try. 
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4.8 Summary and Conclusions Regarding the Hydrologic System 

1. Hydrostatic pressures in the -5000 to -9000 foot MSL 
depth range within a radius of 3 to 5 miles of the Dixie 
Valley productive area are in equilibrium with regional 
thermal and non-thermal aquifers over an area of several 
thousand square miles. 

2. Commercially productive high-temperature zones within 
the Dixie Valley geothermal field have hydrostatic pressures 
of up to 500 psi below those observed in the surrounding 
regional aquifers in the -5000 to -9000 foot MSL depth 
range. 

3. Isotope data indicate that the high-temperature 
reservoir fluid is in equilibrium with Triassic-Jurassic 
carbonate rocks which are distributed over several thousand 
square miles surrounding the Dixie Valley reservoir. Much 
of this stratigraphic section is found at depths below the 
480 deg.F isotherm over a large region surrounding the 
reservoir. The age of the fluid produced from these rocks 
is greater than 35,000 years. 

4. Shallow thermal anomalies overlying and surrounding the 
Dixie Valley reservoir may represent discharge of high
temperature fluid from the deep production zones to the 
near-surface alluvial aquifers, though the actual discharge 
rate is small compared to other major Basin and Range 
hydrothermal systems. 

5. Evapotranspirative potential of the Humboldt Salt Marsh 
and surrounding playas is several times greater than the 
total supply of groundwater and geothermal fluid to the 
basin. 

6. Linear temperature profiles in production wells show the 
absence of significant hot water movement in the depth 
interval from 1000 feet to the production zones in the 7000 
to 10,000 foot depth range. 
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5. GEOCHEMISTRY 

The deep wells at Dixie Valley produce fluids with a 
downhole enthalpy range of 405 to 462 btu/lb. These fluids 
are all fairly similar chemically but there are apparently 
real chemical differences between most of the wells. These 
differences can be used to formulate a geochemical model 
which can shed light on the origin of the different 
enthalpies. Enthalpy differences can be caused by 
conductive gain or loss of heat or by gain or loss of heat 
through mixing fluids with different enthalpies. An 
important subset of the latter method would be by the 
addition or loss of steam. The geochemical data from Dixie 
Va~ley indicate the enthalpy variations are the result of 
mixing 0~ __ l,lj)~-=~§_2~_-~[~p_c;~r._~:f~-~_"tJJJiJJ_~--::;--eacn-wJ.:th - a--als-tTn-ct -
entnarpy:-

5.1 Analytical Quality 

The available data from Dixie Valley are highly variable in 
quality. For many of the eariy analyses performed by 
SUNEDCO the sampling conditions were either not recorded or 
not passed on to Oxbow. The analytical quality of some· 
analyses is in question as there are large variations 
between different labs. Some analyses are incomplete so 
that no charge balances can be performed to verify the 
analytical quality. Unfortunately several of the wells have 
not been recently tested so there has been no opportunity to 
obtain data of a higher quality. Consequently, use of this 
earlier data is limited to calculation of ratios of 
conservative elements which are not affected by steam 
separation. 

5.2 Definition of Populations 

The approach to this geochemical modeling has been to define 
populations of water types and then to compare the different 
populations to find common char acteristics which might show 
relationships between the populations. These populations 
are then examined in terms of geothermometry and enthalpy 
r elati ons hips to fu r ther clarify the relationships. Finally 
the populations are grouped ~ as to the degr ee of shar ed 
a n c e stry , and spatial r elationships a r e defined . 

Th e populat i ons are defined on a - sod i um ~ - potassium ( N~ - K) ,, -
cross plot (Figure 5 . 2 ) . This p lot shows the trends most 
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clearly and has the advantage of providing a visual 
impression of reservoir temperatures as a geothermometer 
overlay is included. The data on the Na - K plot have not 
been corrected for steam loss, hence a given well 
composition will plot as a linear feature trending away from 
the origin, i.e., trends A-A' or B-B' on Figure 5.2. 
Constant proportion mixtures or single source end members 
will also plot as linear trends throught the origin, i.e. 
trends 1-1', 2-2', or 3-3'on Figure 5.2. However, variable 
proportion mixtures of end members with different enthalpies 
will plot as curved trends that will not project through the 
origin, i.e. trend B', 1', 2', 3', A' which arises from 
mixing along A-B and flashing to a constant pressure (Figure 
5.2). If the pressure were variable this last trend would 
be smeared out along one or more of the trend lines radial 
to the origin. 

The pre-1986 data suggest that well 27-33 produces a 
constant composition fluid along the trend labeled "27-33". 
The geochemical data from well 45-33 are virtualily 
ldentical to those from well 27-33, as expected from the 
'cio!3e bottomhole spacing, so only the 27-33 data are 
discussed. The Berkeley Group calculated a reservoir 
composition that is both shown on the trend and summarized 
in Table 5.1. The higher concentrations along the trend are 
due to greater steam loss; the· lower concentrations are 
suspected to be due to sampling errors, i.e. steam 
enrichment, since no shift in the Na - K ratio is apparent. 
The 1986 data from well 27-33 ·also plot on this trend, thus 
confirming the original interpretation. The 1986 data for 
wells 74-7 and 84 -7 also plot on or close to this trend. 

A separate trend was defined by the pre-1986 data and is 
~abeled as the ..."52-18" tl':..e.rui.._-Jt is about 50 deq. Clower 
~ temperature ~han th~~~ If the spread of the 

52-18 trend was created solely by steam loss it would 
require at least a 40% steam loss, which is far too great to 
be accounted for by the low measured enthalpy of this fluid 
(Table 5.2). In addition the great depths and pressures 
where these fluids are found rule out any steam separation 
processes. The 52 -18 trend suggests that a higher salinity 
end member mixes with a lower salinity end member-to~eaEe 
this compositional variation. ~-----
------~-- ----,--,---
Waters from wells SWL- l and ~~L-3 plot at the low salinity 
end of the 52 - 18 trend and maybe a low salinity end member . 
The SWL- l and SWL- 3 waters tend to overlap both the 52 - 18 
and 27-33 trends. However" a tight cluster of SWL-3 
analyses near 275 ppm sodium may hold the key to the proper 
interpretation of these waters. They are clearly lower in 
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Table 5.1 
Total Calculated Reservoir Water Composition 

SPECIES WEIR SEPARATOR RESERVOIR 
WATER STEAM WATER 

(mg/kg) (mg/kg) (mg/kg) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Si02 710 512 

HJB03 34.8 
(from B) (8.45) (6.09) 

Na+ 438 316 

K+ 69.7 50.2 

Li+ 2.98 2.13 

Ca++ 0.99 0.71 

Mg++ 0.01 0.01 

Sr++ 0.17 0.12 

( C1- 352 254 

F- 15.2 11. 0 

HS- 48.9 

(from S=) (0.07) (0.05) 

(from S04=) (139) (100) 

(from H2S) (87 .9 ) (15 .4 ) 

HC03- 3,080 

(from CO2) (12,900) (2,260) 

( from HC03- ) (278) (200) 

( from C03= ) ( 16.8 ) (12.1 ) 
., 

NH4+ 2. 00 

(from NH3 ) (10.8) (1.89) 

N2 ,. ' ,127'" ~"'" ~ .~ ' -' . -, .. .... 
22~ J 

: 

• .. ,~-.' . 
............... "" .-f"-r-,:" • C' f 



CH4 

Ar 

He 

H2 

SPECIES WEIR 
WATER 

(mgjkg) 

SEPARATOR 
STEAM 

(mgjkg) 

16.7 

3.17 

0.444 

0.0605 

RESERVOIR 
WATER 

(mgjkg) 

2.93 

0.556 

0.0779 

0.0106 

Note: The composition of reservoir water is given in terms 
of the major species, and contributing species are 
shown in parentheses below . 

. ".-'';':' .. ~;.:£/',.'.~ ~·._i'-":··"'_ ~' , 
'-. 

". -:~ ; 

Table 5.2. 
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TABLE 5.2 
COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL VERSUS MEASURED ENTHALPY 

/-----/--------/---------/---------/--------/---------/---------i 
/ /MEASUREDIMEASURED /MEASURED IMEASUREDIPREDICTED/PREDICTEDl 
1 1 STATIC 1 FLOWING IDOWNHOLE IhlELLHEADI Na-K / SILICA 
/WELL 1 TEMP / TEMP /ENTHALPY 1 ENTHALPY 1 ENTHALPY IENTHALPY I 
/-----/--------/---------1---------/--------/---------1---------1 
145-33/ NjA 1 477 1 461 1446 1 1 1 
/-----1--------/---------/---------1--------1---------1---------1 
127-331 448 1 477 1 461 1 443 1 459 / 459 1 
1-----1--------1---------1---------/--------/---------1---------1 
/45-5 1 404 I 401 1 376 / 322 1 1 I 
1-----1--------1---------1·---------1--------1---------1---------1 
184-7 / 445 / 477 / '461 1 443 1 444 1 467 1 

1-----/--------/---------1---------1--------1---------/---------i 
174-7/ 452 / 478 / 462 / 450 1 459 / 464 1 

/-----/--------1---------1---------1--------1---------1---------1 
152-181 443 I 446 I 426 1 417 1 332 I 384 1 
/-----1--------1---------1---------1--------1---------1---------1 
132-181 443 I 427 1 405 I 395 1 367 1 440 1 
1-----1--------1---------1---------1--------1---------1---------1 
1 SWL-31 453 1 NjA 1 406 1 395 1 382 1 384 
1 1 / (Probably 1 1 / / I 

/ / / 428) / / / / 1 
/-----/--------/---------/---------1--------1---------/---------1 
ISWL-l/ 429 / 428 / 406 1 402 1 379 1 414 1 
/-----1--------/---------1---------/--------/---------1---------1 
/65-18/ 430 I 438 / 417 / 410 / 336 / 483 1 
/-----/--------/---------/---------/--------/---------1---------1 

l~~=~:l--------I---:~~:~~t---:~~:U~~-------:---------:---------1 
166-21/ / / I / 357-;;: / 404:: 1 
/-----/--------/---------/---------/--------/---------/---------1 : : I ~ 10 

c, l-Ot
O 

G 

.. ~--
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salinity than the 27-]] reservoir fluid. Thus, unless they 
are the result of steam enrichment during sampling, they 
cannot be derived from 27-]] type waters by conductive heat 
loss. .If th.is is th E::._..<?_~~ _ ,j~h.a,_..s-H_L.:- ] ____ wat§)';: .. ~ ... .9:Kg _ .... _.!.h.~_.J: <?~ . 
salinity end member on the 52-18 trend. The SWL-l waters f orm - --Ew"o ---possTb"l e '----s"u f):'p'opu 1 a-tTo';;~- " b~ s ed 0 n po ta s s i urn 
content. The lower potassium waters will be discussed with 
the 62-21 well. 

While the 27-]] fluids cannot be the parent for the SWL-] 
fluids, the converse is not true. Heating and a slight 
increase in salinity could produce a 27-]] type fluid. A 
second possibility to explain the SWL-] type waters would be 
to invoke a very dilute water~~~~~Dixie ~ot Spri ng_ 
type to dJJ,...u.:t~ the 27-]3 type wat~. The involvement of 
SWL-] waters in the ~~rg--Erena- is shown by the high 
salinity (975 ppm sodium) sample and several other SWL-3 
analyses along the trend. 

~-i-t.y_Eli1d member._t:_Q.t:.......the_ 22_-:JJL .. _J!!i~..t.Dg.-.!;.;r..§.n.Li2 .. __ .. 
water from well 66-21 . This unflashed fluid, collected when 

-the - wel l wa-s - '-'oi11:)Ieea-, is believed ,to _b~~p.Le..se.ntative.......oL 
.t_h~_t:a:r_ .. ..s..Quthe.r..ILRortion of the Di~;l~_ .. ~l.gl,Le..y._ ,s'yst,em~,-J.:L_i.§. .. ,. __ 

. sodium chlo~ide-~icfl=-a-iic! _ r~"p~~·ents .. th_~ __ .. m.ost .. ~llCl.~~~e wate~ 
r '--ty peror this--.llasillL....~in that ·c ailJonate.s._ 9..ll.cl __ ..s..lJlfat·e - fia v"e 
I • b~~1]_._.~ .. e.p.laced-by_ g.hl9~A.~~.I.. . pl~~~?~y .. th~q~gh_""precipit .. Cl.t ~~~ 
i ~:..r eact:~~ .. I!~..I._j._l}.£J.s:_~!JP'g_ . longer res~~.~~.~~,:,.. It has a predicted 

Na - K temperature of i9'4 ·cl@·;· _····C and has also been produced 
. from the 52-18 and SWL-3 wells, 'as indicated by the presence 
of fluids produced from these wells plotting at the high 
salinity end of this trend. 

Well 62 - 21 produces a low- enthalpy fluid from near the 
center of the basin. It is thought to be typical of the 
water which fills much of the basin at depths greater than a 
few thousand feet . For the identified water types in the 
study, t he salinity of 62 - 21 makes i t a potential par ent 
water only for the 66 - 2 1 well, as its salinity exceeds that 
o f the higher enthalpy fluids and as such could not parent 
such water s . As a pot ent ial mixing end member this well has 
much more significanc e . We ll s 65-18, 4 5-5 , SWL-l , and 84 -7 
h a v e p r od u ced flu i ds which a ppear t o have a 62 -2 1 component. 
Mixtu res of SWL-l and 62-2 1 may account f o r t he l ower 
potassiu m cluste r o f SWL- l s ubtype on Figur e 5.2. The 
pre- 1 98 6 analyses of 8 4-7 also show a curved mixing trend 
with 62 - 21 end member ( 2 enthalpy mixi n g t ype c u rve ) . 

Fl u id f r om well 84 - 7 has j;.n the " '1986 . tests shown a 
consistently c lose aff ini ty to ...... .,. .. ·27 - ] 3 fluids. The earlier 
data show that this well __ _ i~ ~ S::.0!1nected to the d.eep basin 
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62-21 system and to the 66-21 type waters which are the end 
member for the 52-18 trend. The latter relationship is even 
more strongly supported when the Piper plot is examined 
( Figure 5. 3 . 3) . 

Well 45-5 has three available analyses which suggest that 
_ th~ __ y_elJ_ .. _12~g.q.nto_produc~.<:\ SWL-3 type fl.,:!isL. __ .pl.lt. quickly 
bec~..§ __ more __ strgnqlY._ . .:hDJ:1ueilc§.9 ... YY the 62-~~_~at:_§_:r.;.s. The 
~rupt shift in.9.icates mixing yt3.rY-near-... -tJi~e wellbore. The 

shift is known to -be-abrupt 'Fe'cause the well was only flowed 
for a total of 18 days. It should be made clear that no 
distinction can be made between multiple production zones 
that have been encountered by individual wells and the 
concept that fluids produced from a given well may be the( 
result of several fluids mixing within the natural) 
environment. The close spacing of producing intervals in 
most of the wells tends to argue against multiple production 
zones with different chemistries being a common feature. 

Recent analyses of wells 45-14 and 32-18 indicate that both 
belong to the 52-18 compositional mixing trend with a 66-21 
compositional component. 

Recent analyses of well 7{-7 
27-33 fluid type. There is 
other fluids. 

show this fluid to belong with 
no evidence for mixing with 

5.3 Measured and Geochemically Predicted Enthalpies 

The previous discussion in a qualitative sense has implied 
that the chemical evidence o~fers little support for the 
premise that the widely varying enthalpies in the Dixie 
-valley wells~u.l± __ from._ conductive cool~ng- of fluids. This 

'Tack of support for conductive ---cooling can be quantified by 
comparison of the geothermometer estimates of reservoir 
enthalpy with the measured enthalpy for each well (Table 
5.2). If conduct-ive cooling were the main factor affecting 
enthalpy, the Na - K estimate of enthalpy would be expected 
to be greater than the measured enthalpy as a consequence of 
the relatively slow re-equilibration of the Na-K 
geothermometer in response to falling temperatures. 
Instead, the Na - K estimates of all of the lower enthalpy 
wells are much lower than the measured downhole flowing 
enthalpies (Figure 5.3.1). This situation is a result of 
logarithmic increase in relative amounts of sodium in lower 
enthalpy fluids. When these fluids are mixed with higher 
enthalpy fluids, the heat contents are balanced linearly but 
a disproportionate amount of sodium will be present and an 
abnormally low Na~K temperature tyill bean expected result. 
Note that the hlgh enthalpy wells are in close agreement 

/~ .. " . , ' 

i 
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between measured downhole flowing enthalpy and the Na-K 
predicted enthalpy, whereas the lower enthalpy wells have 
large discrepencies (Figure 5.3.1). 

The plot of silica predicted enthalpy versus downhole 
flowing measured enthalpy is less diagnostic, but also 
suggests mixing. Since silica increases as a log function 
with increasing enthalpy, mixed waters are expected to have 
a slightly higher silica enthalpies than the measured 
enthalpy. This is because the enthalpies of mixtures are 
nearly linear projections of the mixing ratio, whereas 
silica concentrations are skewed toward the higher enthalpy 
end member. Silica estimates ,of enthalpy of a mixture are 
in error on the high side. This is the case for wells 65-18 
and 32-18, but others have a low silica enthalpy (Figure 
5.3.2). These low discrepancies may be due to loss of 
silica between sampling and analysis. In conductively 
cooled systems, the silica , equilibration kinetics are rapid 
enough that a close correlation between silica and measured 
enthalpies is expected. Since a close correIE~iQQ, is not , 
seen, in .:this data L _9_Q9.Jj,ng __ Ry __ m,ix:1p,<1.._,ts belieyed -- to. be ".the _ _ 
m~<?tl,ani§J!l._JQ.r _.:the enthalpy ,loss. Again, the high enthalpy 
wells have close a'g'reement ' between measured enthalpy , and the 
silica-predicted enthalpy, while the lower enthalpy wells 
are sUbject to large differences. 

The enthalpy considerations agree well with mixing of/, 
geothermal fluids with varying enthalpies at Dixie Valley. ~1 

5.4. Multivariate Analysis 

All of the deep thermal waters in Dixie Valley are 
exceptionally dilute given the high temperatures at which 
they have equilibrated. Water from well 66 - 21 is the most 
~e by far and it barely exceeds 3000 pp~. The other well 
waters are generally between 1200 and 2000 ppm in total 
dissolved solids (Figure 5.3.3). The major chemical 
variation is a change in sulfate relative to chloride and 
bicarbonate as shown on a Piper plot with sulfate isolated 
(Figure 5.3.3). 

The Piper plot is i ncapable of showing salinity variations 
or relationships. To add this capability it is necessary to 
c9nstruct a separate diagram known as a three-dimension 
composition space. Basically ,this is a slice across a Piper 
plot that tapers up to an apex which is defined as zero 
salinity. Any convenient taper can be chosen for the sides 
of the three-dimension composition space. Salinity 
increases away from t he apex . Another way to ,i~agi~e t his 
is to view the Piper plot as a hori zontal slice ' through a 
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pyramid with the apex of the pyramid representing zero 
salinity. The lower one cuts the slice horizontally across 
the pyramid the greater the salinity becomes. Figure 5.3.3 
contains a three-dimension composition space drawn along the 
anion margin (top) of the Piper plot. 

For purposes of this discussion the following three points 
are deemed most important from the trends shown on Figure 
5 . 3 . 3 . 

1. There is a general increase in chloride from 62-21 
to 66-21 shown on the Piper plot and all higher 
enthalpy wells lie within this trend. 

2. Well 84-7 shows the strongest affinity to the 66-21 
type of fluid on the Piper plot. 

3. On the basis of salinity and cation ratios (highest 
calcium contents), wells 45-5 and 45-14 are most 
strongly skewed tOKarrl--d~ surfC;9~ ___ -.--w.ater-- --------compositions. -------_._-----

These relationships lend support for . the conceptual 
geochemcial model which will be considered next. 

5.5 Conceptual Geochemical Model of the Flow System 

The conceptual model iQcludes a mechanism for the lI1ixing of -. ,' 
geothermal fluids into the dilute --surfa-Ce"--'wate~,; however, 
sTilcef 'welH;---4S--- 5---and -- ,-4-S~T4-; " whicn - show -- t1is- relationship, 
are not being considered for production, this topic was not 
pursued. The purpose of the conceptual model is to define 
the probable chemical relationships by mixing fluids 
encountered in various production wells in Dixie Valley. 
The geologic-hydrologic context of these relationships is of 
course a critical factor in the commercial development of 
this resource. The following fluid types have been 
identified for purposes of the conceptual model. 

1. The 27-33 high-enthalgy fluid. This . system shows 
little compos1t1onal variatlcml and is the high 
~ .-----------_. 
ent~y parellt-- or- the SWL-3 water~-'-~-'~h-e'--

temperature of this flu1d is near 2'5u-deg . c-;-
------,-------~----

2. The SWL-3 moderate-enthalpy fluid. These waters 
form by mi x1ng of 27~33 fluids with dilute cooler 
waters . TemperatuJ;,es range from abou~ , 2 ~~ , ___ ~o ,_2,~O 

,-q~.!...Q~. 
..~ .... ,(". "1~ " - : ' .. ~ : 

3. The 66 - 21 lower- enthalpy ; system. 
. ------- - -- - -.- - "- ;. __ . ':, ..... -.. (. --" 

These waters' are . . - .~ ------- . 
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more mature than either of the above type~ __ itL,th.a t 
thesIiTf~£e~-~~conten::t' Is--muc-hfower-:--- -Thls - is based 
on--the assumption -th~'t-- ~~'~~-t~~s ~ature, insoluble ,n' 

sulfates precipitate and sulfate is lost from the 
system. This maturity, however, has been attained 
in a lower temR~r_aJ:U£~ ___ .enyir_onme_nt ___ Qt __ 9P()llJ: ___ 19,* __ ~_~_ 
These waters are significantly more saline than any 
other fluid type. 

4. The 62-21g§E3P basin waters. These fluids are 
similar to types 1 ~nd 2 above in salinity but have 
matured in a lower enthalpy environment. Although 
mostly chloride in character they have a maximum 
temperature .Q_f .onl.y--l-61-_G... __ They appear to have only 
this moderate temperature imprint and have never 
attained higher temperatures. 
'"-----~-. --- --------- ---".~------.--~---

5. Sur~ace waters. The requirement for more dilute 
waters is clear in the case of the hot spring 

_s~y~s~t~e~m=s~~p~r7e~s~e~nt and possibly to explain the SWL-3 
fluids. Also, these may influence the composition 
of 45-5 and 45-14 fluids. 

The spatial-physical relationships of these fluids can be 
explained as a result of the mixing of 27-33 type fluid with 
~~ous pORulations of cooler fluid storeg_. __ Ji.ith~_-tKe._1>a_~rn.-

~s mixing takes place witfiTn--or-·-nC'cTose proximity to 'Ene---
plane of the range-front fault. ~his plane of ~ony~~~io~_is 
broken into sub-cells at permeability nodes which extend out 
into the basin. These nodes are probably ~one'§'_QJ~_hig~H 

_ fracture ._<:ieJ.l§j,j:y-_-whkh_-.. sea..e_as_G.QJJdui ts for high enthal:RY... 

~-~a1~~~!r;~j~~1~~~~~f~%~tn:~€h~:~_~~Q~~~li~i~~-k~~~e:~H~[~_ 
south . • __ ,8-__ ._ 

The main source of high enthalpy fluid is centered near the 
section 7 and 33 wells and serves as the thermal driving 
~e for the system. The high-enthalpy fluid creates 
pressure differentials within the reservoir as a consequence -
of the density contrasts due to thermal expansion (See 
Section 4.5 and 4.6). @.§~I)ce Q:Lj:e~pe!:~tur~~~c:=li~~_<luring 
fl.Qw 1;esJ;ing ____ Qf_.the ___ higIl~~l1th~lpy~~~ll.s confirms thaF--fl-ot 
-water preferentially ~ws. upward along the rang§_~-£..rQ.DJ;~---
~aul t and £enetrates into c;goleX __ 31ffi!ifers to produce the 
obserV~~_!!!_fxrng~---convect-ion d~e to discharge'of~Tow=densi ty 
f~l fluids to the shallower alluvium with loss by 
evapotranspiration serving as the ultimate sink for the net 
throughput of the system. ,Ba?Jl1fluids are drawn into the 
convection cells at permeabil i ty no-9§~:·a..-I?r;g....-th..E: E,:pge-frsmt 
~~t,1]. t and this results in the ob~~ef ~mlxing ~of-, different 
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chemical populations. 

Three distinct zones of fluid storage are defined by fluid 
chemistry. These zones are the 66-21 type fluid, the SWL- 3 
type fluid and the 27-33 type fluid. The southern-most 
cell, the 66-21 cell, is an end member compositionally and 
has a cOI!lp'Qnen.t.._o£_ f~g~ in the direction of the section 18 
wells to the northeast ' -" arici - a flow component to the 
south - southwest towards 45-14 . The resultant mixtures of 
SWL-3 :t::.ype. ( lu.-icls .. And the 66 -:-: 21 type . .fltl 1g..sP;t;"Qv:ici~ . V1ha~ has 

t --

l?e.~~ ... _ P .~.§.YJQ,ll.§.JY .. J; . .§ .f.~EE.ed 2 • • tg. as th~ ... _. 52-18 com.R-o~tional '\ 
trend. This trend would include the following wells, listed 
in order of an increasing component of 66-21 fluids: SWL- 3, 
SWL-l, 45 - 14, 32-18, and 52-18. This mixing process is ' 
driven by the large regional pressure gradient which exists . \ 
between 66-21 and the producing part of the field. Y~~iq l 

. from _ ... welJ,s 52 - 18 and 65 - 18 shows significant mixing with \ 
- fluI d _.,tr .om ... t he ·deep · basrn·_~repr.esented -by _62 -:- 2)=_. This mixing 
is- 'aI"so consistent with the observe~e._ .. _g !:9.-.9i§nt 
between 62-21 and the production zones in 52 - 18 and 65 - 18. 

The chemistry of the high-enthalpy fluid observed in wells 
84 - 7 and JA.- 7---is-.nea-:r:-ly .. iden.tica.l .. -.-to_ t h.a.t._....Q.t _ .,2]_ - 3 . .3_. _ Only a 
very slight component of 66-21 is seen in the fluid, 
indicating that these wells are tapping directly intb the 
same fluid source supplying 27 - 33 with only very slight 
mixing. Well 84 - 7 shows less sulfate than 27 - 3, but in 
terms of salinity it could have only a small component of 
66 - 21 fo r t he aver age p r oduced mixtur e. It is t hus closely 
r elat ed t o 27 - 33. 

5.6 Scaling 

5 . 6 .1 S i lica Scale 

Bench t est ing o f produced geot hermal f luid 
s c a ling was performed by TGI dur ing t he fl ow 
45- 33 in 1984 . Th is t e sting is s ummari zed in 
" Chemistry of Silica in Dixie Val l ey Brine " by 
1984. 

f o r silica 
t esting o f 
Appendix E , 
Oleh Weres , 

These experime n ts h a v e d e monstrated t ha t i f t h e separated 
brine is kept near the b o iling p o int , si l ica p o lyme rizatio n 
is slow. This is in large part a function of the ~gh_~H of 
t h e Dixie Valley geotherma l fluid , which_ is_ .. ~ 43_ .. ~ 96 
deg.C. Even if the diss o lved silica does polymerize to 
colloidal silica, the colloidal silica does not flocculate, 
and does not appear to adhere to sol id"'-surfaces. . Therefore , . 

. ~~.: .. 
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the silica in the brine is stable in two important respects. 

If brine handling and reinjection procedures are designed to 
preserve this stability throughout the system, there will be 
no problem with silica scaling or injection well damage. 

If the brine is maintained near the boiling point (205 deg. 
F), polymerization is very slow. Polymerization is also 
slow at 176 deg. F. If temperature is reduced to about 140 
deg. F, the silica begins to polymerize within minutes. 
Reducing brine pH to 7.7 caused fairly rapid polymerization 
at 176 deg. F. These results suggest the lowest "safe" 
temperature for injecting the brine is about 176 deg. F. 
If, however, the pH of the brine is reduced, the minimum 
safe temperature will be higher, perhaps near the boiling 
point. 

These results are sufficient to prescribe a safe and 
conservative brine handling and injection procedure: (a) 
Minimize heat loss at the surface by not exposing the brine 
to air and keeping pipelines insulated and/or short. (b) Do 
not decrease the brine pH, for example, by contacting it 
with condenser vent gas. (c) Inject the brine into a 
stratum where the temperature is 176 deg. P-' or higher. 
There is little doubt that the separated brine can safely be 
injected into the geothermal reservoir without reqUiring 
preinjection treatment. 

The conclusion summarized above app-Jj,_g_s. .-in full only to a 
~E--_he_en-f-].asheQJ;.~~~~opph.eric. __ .pre.s~.:!,~ 
, ~,!:ep. Extracting heat from the brine otherwise will produce 
brine in a different chemical state, possibly with different 
silica scaling potential; in particular, the "minimum safe 
temperature" may be different. If the steam is separated in 
two stages, the second at atmospheric pressure, the pH of 
the brine will be slightly higher, and the,minimum saf e 
temperatur e may be lower. ftS the Dixie Valley pow~r-p~ap-t 
~s a q1tCll ._ ..flas.h~_pJ,. ant this ~JlquJ.d ____ L~~hg~ ,]!:tnimize ____ any 
~c~ _ _ ~_C::9-)._~}]g. ___ p:t;.Qblems"~-"-~-'NO silica precipi tat ion was 
observed on surface br ine handling equipment including the 
a t mospher ic flash tank and weir box used f or sever al 
t h ousand hours o f fl ow t esting . This ver ifies conclus i ons 
made from t he b e nch test s tha t s ilic a does not t end t o 
p r e c ipita t e at temper atur es above approximat ely 200 deg . F . '. 
The i dea o f injecting t h e brine into shallower formations 
t hat have much l owe r t empe r atur e and di f fe rent b r ine from 
t h e geoth ermal reservoir raises other, more difficult 
questions . .Lfjha ___ r..ece.iving .forma_tion __ .c ontain.s . swellable_ -
clays, t h e injected ' brine may dispense a nd mobi lize the .. 

", 
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clays, causing formatLQD. ___ damage. If the brine.in the 
receiving. formation is more saline and more acid, mixing It 
with the injection brine may accelerate polymerization and 
flocculation . of the silica. However, Oxbow intends ._to 
-in]ecE-:-tJle·spent brine back into the r~servoir for pressure 
maintainance so these problems shouTctnot occur. . 

Preliminary results from the silica scaling test skid on 
well 74-7 during the six well flow test have confirmed that 
silica scaling need not be a problem at Dixie Valley. After 
a month of flowing through the skid, designed to simulate a 
reinjection system, only traces of scale had formed on 
carbon steel components in the skid. The stainless steel 
mesh had absolutely no silica deposition. 

5.6.2 Carbonate Scaling 

Carbonate scale deposits in the bores of production wells 
during flowing. A volumetric measure of scaling was made in 
wells 27-33 and 84-7 using caliper logging before and after 
long term flow tests. The results of this study are 
described in Appendix E. The scaling rates observed in the 
9-5/8" casing string for both wells would required cleanout 
at three to six month intervals. The time between cleanout 
could be lengthened by varying wellhead pressures so that 
the flash point would move up or down the well. This 
movement of the flash point would distribute the 'scale 
buildup over a greater area per unit volume of scale 
deposition, thereby reducing the rate of effective well bore 
diameter constriction. 

The 13 3/8" wells will not n~ed nearly as many scale 
cleanouts as the 9 5/8" wells. Experience at other 
geothermal reservoirs in the Basin and Range province 
suggests that the 13 3/8" wellbores will flow between 3 and 
4 times as long as the 9 5/8" bores before a cleanout is 
necessary. It is anticipated that wells 74-7 and 76-7 will 
need about one cleanout per year and the 10 3/4" casing in 
well 73-7 will need to be cleaned out about twice a year 
under maximum flow conditions. 

The mechanical properties of the carbonate scale appear to 
be amenable to reaming. The scale tends to be friable, 
breaking into small fragments which are easily cleared from 
the well bore during reaming under flowing conditions. 
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6. CONCEPTUAL RESERVOIR MODEL 

The geotechnical data described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are 
sufficient to develop a well-constrained conceptual model of 
the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir. This conceptual 
model is a necessary step in converting the geotechnical 
data base into a representative numerical model. The 
accuracy with which the conceptual model represents the 
natural system is expressed in the relative ease with which 
the numerical model can be made to match observed reservoir 
behavior. Accuracy of the conceptual model also determines 
the accuracy of long term predictions made by the numerical 
model for periods of time and for reservoir volumes which 
are well beyond those observed during actual flow testing. 

The conceptual model of the Dixie Valley reservoir 
incorporates the following geologic, geochemical, and ' 
hydrologic features as discussed previously: 

1. Distribution of formation permeability must be 
consistent with observed structure and stratigraphy. High 
permeability is apparently confined to the range-front fault 
fracture system and Tertiary basalt aquifer. The 
Quaternary-Tertiary- Jurassic section comprising the rocks of 
the graben block above a depth of 9700 feet must have low 
vertical permeability to account for the observed conductive 
thermal gradients. Lack of water entries during air 
drilling ' through un fract ured Tert iary and Jurassic sections 
ver ifies the existence of low intergranular permeability 
within the down-dropped block. 

2. The production intervals must be supplied from an 
aquifer located at depths greater than 10,000 feet beneath 
the valley floo r in order to supply 480 deg . F water t o the 
deep production wells. liQ._ev :i,deI}ce-2-(.--I"~nt _.:yolca,..!l4: s I!!......is 
found i n the r egion that could supply heat to the system. 
~sequently, deep cir~ul ~!:.~9E . ..2 .L._.!!:~~e~ __ .7'?_~e12t~~_.?e~~!!_ .. _~h~~. 
480 d eg. F isot1'ierm--=-~-~._ j:he,_ only."~r.ema~nJ.nCJ-meCliQ,,.u]J5_~~!:~ 
~-~a.-~·e~§~~t.§~£fie-::...q1?s.§.~~i.gh -_~ntJ:l{l.1:py f luid..: I sot ope da t a 
ind~cate t h at t his water is d istribute d regi onally at depth 

~over a min imum of sev eral thousand square miles and is older 
t han 3~ 000 ygars , ind i cating v e ry sl ow r a t es of-n-r-row
throug h t h e s y stem . Gas and isotop e characteristics o f the 
high- ent halpy f luid indicat.?_._~,._~gurce in the Triassic marj:De 
~i~~nts which correspond t o the depth o f circu latlon 
requ ired to produce the ob s e rved 48 0 deg.F temperatures 
(Section 4 . 3 ) . 1," . 
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3. The geochemistry of reservoir fluids with varying 
enthalpies indicate that the temperature distribution within 
the product ive portions of the reservoir must be accounted 
for by mix ing of fluids as opposed to conductive heat loss. 
The_highest-enthalpy fluids (from wells 27-33, 45 - 33, and 
84-7) appe a r to be unmixed with cooler fluids. These wells 
therefQr_e ___ de-f -ine -__ the ____ ZQne _oL_. upwelling-- of----.-high~entha1Ry 

f1~i~ from the postulated regional aquifer described in 4.3. 
Fluids from outlying wells 66-21 and 62 - 21 appear to 
represent the cooler chemical end members that are available 
for mixing with higher-enthalpy fluid from depth to produce 
the wide range of temperatures observed in the reservoir 
(Section 5.5). 

4. The distribution of permeability surrounding the 
reservoir and the natural rate of fluid flow in and out of 
the reservoir must be consistent with the observed regional 
and local pressure distribution. A pressure drop of 350 to 
500 psi at -5000 foot MSL is observed between the regional 
deep aquifer system and the producing portion of the 
reservoir._ Deep wells 62 - 21 and 66--21 appear to be in 
equilibrium with pressures observed in the deep geothermal 
reservoirs in the Carson Sink on the west side of the 
stillwater Range. The low observed pressures within the 
producing portion of the reservoir appear to be constrained 
horizontally by these two wells which lie 3 and 6 miles 
respectively from the producing zones. 

5. Horizontal pressure -gradients created by thermo- artesian 
pressure within the producing fracture systems caus~ 
penetration of high- enthalpy fluids from production zones 
observed in Section 7 and section 33 wells into lower
enthalpy production zones observed in the Section 18 wells.
This produces the observed chemical and enthalpy mixing 
(Sections 4 . 6 and 5 . 5) . 

~> 
c.VO- . -

6. Thermo- artesian p r essur e caused by leakage of high- ---" O .. vI "('" 
___ t emper ature f ll1id to t h 7 near-sur face along the rang~~ron~ "4,{-~ ~ 
J_~1"l_lt. ___ ~~ _ be ~uff~-~lent~Q....-Al.1.Q.w_-t~J~enetratlE.!:l_-~r. 11 
r eservol r fl u ia n·ft-~h.e..-----Shal_l.moLground water system ~ t o JI' 'fi'N'~ -
produce the obse;r:::y..e.d-_ surface heat f low anomaly:. The ~"- ;06'A 
quantity o f near- surface and surface discharg e must b e S~ 
consistent with the relative ly weak heat flow anomaly a nd 
~ry small amounts_~silica sin t e r o'p'§.ery~(;L ~_t _t he __ ~urface. 

( Sect i on ~-:t)-.- - -----~-~-- - ----

7 . Natural discharge from the geothermal reservoi r i s 
readily accounted for by ' evapotranspiration from the 
Humboldt Salt Marsh and s u rrounding playa . The 
evapotranspirative potential of" the Salt Marsh exceeds 
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probable natural geothermal discharge by three orders of 
magnitude. As a result of the essentially unlimited 
discharge potential, natural flow of water through the 
system is constrained only by thermo-artesian pressure 
gradients and the fracture and intergranular permeability of 
the reservoir and overlying rock. 

The observed phenomena described above are shown 
schematically on the cross section shown in Figure 6.1. The 
conceptual model of the Dixie Valley geothermal system 
derived from these observations can be described as follows: 

1. Pore water stored in the Triassic pelitic and carbonate 
sediments deeper than 10,000 feet below ground level attain 
a temperature in excess of 480 deg.F due to the relatively 
high regional thermal gradients in west-central Nevada. The 
high-temperature fluid is in hydrostatic equilibrium 
throughout the high heat flow region. 

2. A rapi<U.y~~ fracture syste~ aSS.Q~iated.-Wi-th the 
stillwater range-f-ront ~t~tha-Sect..;i-o-n---l.8 __ aJ.:SLq._.A_.ll(J_~_~ 
,higli:-~eml2.§"J;'!i::~!:.~_ l:ru1.d- from the deep regional aquif_eruto 
penetrate into--snaIlower fracture zones. - continous 
fractu:d.n-goirock--adj"acehtto---the-range--front fault creates 
significant fracture permeability and porosity storage of 
high temperature fluid in close proximity to the range-front 
fault system. 

3. High vertical permeability in the fracture system allows 
a thermo-artesian pressure differential to develop in ~he 
5 , O.QQ::B..,-illlO _____ fao_t ____ depth range thereby - dr i v ing __ .~hig_h-

_ t:emp_~+:a tur.e-fl uid.....t_~Q!!i:_-_.g:§p=tn __ ir;i~9··--flle--cocq::~~~~~_a@Tfers in the 
'rEirt.iarY-_--basalt._ The moderate-temperature ~~~eryQJ_r-=-=J5J

-l1l.i:>c§_~tB ui d encou~~_ea~~1.n:::::tllla::::Te-rt±ar:y-=1:5asa"1.:.t.-i.s------CJ;ea-ted....by 
this mechanTsm .~-
"---~~~~-----,,"<q.~---.. --'-~- ~ . 

4. Penetration of hot fluid along the range-front fault to 
the near-surface creates thermo-artesian pressure which 
overcomes cold water hydrostatic pressures thereby creating 
hydrothermal discharge plumes at the margins of the field. 
Water discharged from the plumes is lost to 
evapotranspiration in the Humboldt Salt Marsh. 

5. ~_Ll,oss ____ Qt: __ {luid . .:t:.l:"()m the _~Y~!:l?~nLg1J~ __ .to vertical flow 
and loss at the surface ~ates the large pressu~_. drop 
, .•.• _--,.. --~-~----,.--. ",. ..... • t '"'II __ ~ .r ___ -:::-::=-::r--.L..~ _ \.-..! _'-, .... 

De--cween_--cQ~-n~gn~t:emperaJ:;'J_u:::-~-.x~~onal. aqul.:r:er ar::~._1..11~_L.~_.:I:_'::Jg,L'y _ 
_ fractured __ ;LQJ).es----which-.make--- up_tfie_~:::p_r:eiaJfc-:e=iYepar,!:?_f the 
re!':;ervoi"r. ' 
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7. WELL AND RESERVOIR TESTING 

7 . 1 Well Completions and Histories 

The Dixie Valley geothermal well field considered in this 
assessment consists of 9 production wells and 5 
non- commercial wells as shown in Figure 2.2. Two outlying 
noncommercial wells, 66 - 21 and 62 - 21, were also used in this 
study for background pressure and temperature data . The 
physical character istics of each well are summarized in 
Table 7.1 and the geologic and flow characteristics of each 
well are summarized in Table 7.2. The following is a brief 
discussion of the drilling history, completion and flow 
characteristics, and current and projected uses of each well 
in the field. 

SWL- l 

Well SWL- 1, the discovery well in Dixie valey, was completed 
by SUNEDCO on November 29, 1978 to a total depth of 7255 
feet (Figure 7 . 1.1). :L\~p~L- l pr.,.q.<;\uces from the Miocene basalt 
between depths of 7191 and 7255 ~eet. Numerous flow tests 
of this well have been conducted by SUNEDCO. The most 
recent flow test of SWL- l was a 7 ,hour test on March 27, 
1986 . The well flowed 252,000 lbs/hr with a wellhead 
pressur e of 56 psig. Cas i ng partings or collapse have 
occurr ed in SWL-l in t he 13 5/8", 9 5/8," and 7" casing 
strings . SWL- l is not suitable for production. It will be 
used fo r observa t ion purposes and conceivably c ould also be 
used as an injection well. 

SWL- 2 

Well SWL-2 was c omplet ed by SUNEDCO on August 25 , 1 979 t o a 
t otal de pth o f 8 588 feet (Figure 7-. 1.2). The well p r oduc ed 
f r om t he 6570 t o 8290 f oot i nterval loc a ted wit hin the 
Miocene basa l t. The exi sting leg of SWL- 2 is t he second leg 
of the well and was drilled because the original leg was a 
dry hole c ompleted in cretaceous granodiorite. After 
c ompletion the existing leg would not flow. I n November 
19 79 a slotted 5 " liner was run from 79 94- 8455 feet. SWL- 2 
was f low tested during Janua ry -a nd February 1980 but would 
not sustain f low unas sis ted . The maximum flow acheived was 

· 50 , 000 lbs/ h r wi t h a wellhead p r essur e of 38 p~ig . . SWL- 2 .. is 
c urrently being us ed f or pr e s sure- -obs ervat i'ori · pur poses and 
this appears i t s only use. 

--. -"". 
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M.1x. Yfl@Max. 

Flowrate . Flowrate 
lb/hr psig 

59988 ,. , . 3B 

~ ': 65 
; \ 

Nl 
1189009 " . ;~.; 118 

1~ ! 162 
1789009 ; 148 
650990 'f: 128 
9~ ';: 93 

263a0e " 99 
819000 HJ7 
25200e 56 
300000 99 

72e8OO 184 
994009 131 

Nl 

~ 

Nl 
25eeOO 28 

Nl 

2S 
Nl 

39000 NA 

Down Stat. Stat. 
Hole Prod. Pres. ~ 

Flow Int. -S08e' 
Enthalpy TetIpe TI!IIp. G. 
BTU/lb deg.F deg.F 

m 428 418 
322 ~1 434 

Nl o lJnI<noMI 

450 478 452 3151 
3219 

443 4n 445 3221 
395 427 443 3122 

-= t. j.'C, 
417 m 443 3149 
~ 

419 438 439 3156 
4e2 428 429 3143 
395 453 3153 

-=- 1 ~ Q 'c 
~ 

443 4n 448 3382 
446 4n 31se 

--=--- NA 

NA 
~ 

Unknotm 
Nl 

436 UnknoNn 
NA 
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( \ Last 
) last Workover Workover type FIOMed Well Status 

'"e>'- . '.- '.;~' ... ~. :~. , .. ,:,:: .-:.:;-'"' .;.- .;;:.,:.: '.' : .... ~;f:.: _:::.~. -.ho .~-:~:.::~:; 

Jl/17179. Run liner-Test 81-feb-88 P Monitoring 
None NA 81-JuHH P Monitoring 
None NA Shutin-Dry 

89/84/86 Repr Csg Clapse 18-5ep-86 Flowing 
" ~.~ '\ 

.' None NA 18-5ep-86 Flowing 
None NA 18-5ep-B6 Flowing 

85/~/82 Scale ReIIOval 87~ P Monitoring 
None NA 12-5ep-86 P Monitoring 

82119/86 Scale ReIIOVal 9!H4ar-86 P Monitoring 
83/11/86 Clean/Deepen 18-5ep-86 Flowing 
83/25/86. P Test Casing 17~r-86 P Monitoring 
85/12/82 Scale Resoval 8J-Jun-OO P Men itori ng 

None NA S. I. Non-CoIR. 
83/20/86 Clean/Deepen M~ P Monitoring 
@6/24/86 Mi 11 Csg/Deepen 18-5ep-86 Flowing 

None Iil Abandoned 
i' .... -

None Iil Abandoned 
None NA Abandoned 

.... ~ 

( 
None NA ~-Jurr86 Abandoned 
None NA AbandO!'led 

,. 
None NA (?c.r+lov-85 Abandored 
Hone NA Abandoned 
None NA 14-Jul-79 Ab.1nd~ 
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Viell and Reservoir Te~~ i.n~: 

SWL-3 

Well SWL-3 was completed by SUNEDCO on November 26, 1979 to 
a total depth of 9126 feet (Figure 7.1.3). SWL-3 produces 
through perforations in the 9 5/8" casing from the Miocene 
basalt in the 7070 to 7450 foot interval. SWL-3 has been 
flow tested several times, the most recent being in 1983. 
It will produce 300,000 lbs/hr with a wellhead pressure of 
90 psig. Currently this well is being used for pressure 
observation purposes. It could also be used for injection 
purposes. In its current state it is incapable of 
commercial production. 

52-18 

Well 52-18 was completed by SUNEDCO on May 8, 1980 to a 
total depth of 9860 feet (Figure 7.1.4). The well produces 
from the 9055 to 9289 foot interval located-within-the-

JUl:"_as~J:c-~_~sp.ii.i.t·~ ____ s~,~~i: The well has" only bee'ri-a: 
marginal producer and this is believed to be due to the 
producing fractures being damaged by-mud during drilling. 
The well has been flowed several times, the most recently 
being for 9 days in February and March 1986. During this 
sequence of flow tests the maximum flowrate was 263,000 
Ibs/hr at a wellhead pressure of 90 psig. currently this 
well is being used for pressure observation purposes. It 
may be possible to use this as an injection well in the 
future. 

62-21 

Well 62-21 was completed by SUNEDCO on October 31, 1980 to a 
total depth of 12,500 feet (Figure 7.1.5). Well 62-21 
produces from argillaceous sedimentary rocks in the 
9040-12,500 foot interval.' The small flow rate is artesian 
at a maximum temperature of 246 degrees F. The maximum 
static temperature in the well is probably near 380 deg. F. 
The shut-in wellhead pressure is approximately 73 psig. To 
date there is no evidence that well 62-21 has intersected 
the reservoir. This well is currently being used for 
pressure observation purposes. 

84-7 

Well 84-7 was completed by SUNEDCO on January 17, 1981 to a 
total depth of 8142 feet (Figure 7.1.6). The well produces 
from .the Jurassic spilitic seqI-lenCe between depths of 8055 
and 8142 feet. The production zone is associated with the 
range front fault. The well was most recently flow tested 
for 75 days during early 1986 as part of Oxbow's_ rese,FVoir 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram Well SWL-1 
Location: NW-NW-NW Section 18-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3496' KB, 16' Above Ground Level 
11/29/78 

. . . . 
•• " • o. 

r 

.. '. -', 

JiX0 

::: .~/. 

20· 94# H40 BTC 0 334'KB 
Cemented with 991 cubic feet 

26· Hole 0 340'KB 

:~: \/ ~e!i!:e~ ~t~~~9~:u~~~kfeet 

9 5/S" x r ~r~;f,~ ~""k 
::: :::}: .. ,,' . '" ': ..... . 

~ t 9 5/S" Uner Hanger 0 24S5'K8 
.::. ::. 

1-E 
7" Uner Hanger 0 3207'KB 

.. ' .: .. 

. :.: .. 

,:: .. 
.: .: 
'.:::'; . 
0'- • 
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-:: . .. ' ,;:. 
-:," 
-;: .. ' ,:: .. 
,:: .. ' 
'.':' .. ' :: .. 
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::':'.:' : 

. ......... . 
...... .... '" 
' .. " . 

.. :::::/:: 
:.:.:.~ 
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:::} 
'" 

':::.< 
'" ...... 
...... 
" . ...... . ... . . ... . 
'" 
::,' ..... 
'" ...... ..... 
'" ...... ..... 
: ...• : . 
. ... . . ... . 
'" ...... ..... 
". 

13 3/8- 611 K55 BTC 0 2686'KB 
Cemented with 1595 cubIc feet 
17 1/2· Hole 0 2700'KB 

9 5/S· 40# N80 BTC 0 5630'KB 
Cemented with 1552 cubic feet 
12 1/4- Hole 0 5668'KB 

7" 26# N80 BTC 0 7093'KB 
Cemented with 777 cubic feet 

8 3/4" Hole 0 7237'KB 

7 7/86 Hole 0 72SS'KB t
' 'J . -,,~: .. -'-~. ,:"r" ... ,!- ¥--"~:" .. 
. ...,. " I~' i: 
. 'l ... "" 0:.: ",.,;,'.';"';" 

." . 
I I . , T.O. 

'., 

J 
Figure 7.1.1 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram Well SWL-2 
Location: SE -NE -NE Section 13-24N-36E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3490.5' KB, 22' Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 08/24/79 

.. : .. » .. :: :: 

It;lli 
", . ': .', .. 

gz.;r 
9 5:S:r:~ b:#:Nl~:~;: j-li 

Cemented with 902 ""blc f .. t 8.i 
9 5/S" x r O~O:;7~ ;r2~ 

-::. ::. 
-:: -:: ........ 
,::. : .... 
~~.~:: 

':.". :.:.: . ;.:. 
. r 231 K55 BTC tle back \. 

Cemented with 653 cubic feet .:.:: 
:.:.: 
. :: 

7· Uner Hanger 0 42n'KB :.:-: 
-::. . ;: .. ' 
-::. 
':: .. ' 
',':. 
';.' . :: .. ' . :.' . :: .. ' 
,;: 
';.' .. ' 
-:,:. 
-: : .. ' 

k 

7" 2611 N80 BTC 0 7994'KB 
Cemented with 575 cubic feet 

8 3/4· Hole 0 S069'KB 

6 1/8" Hole 0 S588'K8 

..... .... 
: ':.:'::' 
. ... : .... 
'" · .... . 

.. .... . ..... 
" . ...... . .... 

• "0 ...... . .... 
'" .. ...... . ..... ..... 
" . ..... ..... 

· .... . 
· .... . 
· -' . . ..... ..... 

" . · :." 

::£ 

If T.D. 

20· 94-1 h40 8TC 0 327'K8 
Cemented with 865 cubic feet 

26 8 Hole 0 360'KB 

9 5/8
8 

401 K55 8TC 
TIed back to surface 
Cemented with 653 cubic feet 

9 5/8· Uner Hanger 0 2520'KB 

13 3/88 611 K55 BTC 0 2750'KB 
Cemented with 2217 cubic feet 
17 1/28 Hole 0 2766'KB 

9 5/S" 4-71 N80 BTC 0 7303'K8 
Cemented with 1645 cubic f~t 
12 1/4" Hole 0 8259'KB 

Figure 7.1.2 
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Well Completion Diagram Well SWL-3 
Location: SW-NE-NW Section 18-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3493' KB, 25' Above Ground Level 
11/25/79 

CI1;~f 
:., :"':.' '. 

:<:: -.::: .. :: .. :~.: .. , ,:~.: .. , 

\.:; }.// ~>~. 
':':::':":':,::",\,:" ,::::" 
:::.'.: ... :::.~:.::.:.~:. ::":.:. 
:.:.: :.:.:.':':-:. '.:.:. 

tfiJtili 
kU 
", -" ........... ..... ..... 
-', '" ............ 

20· 9411 H40 BTC 0 32B'KB 
Cemented with BB5 cubic feet 

26- Hole 0 32B' KB 

:.:.: :.:': 9 5/B- 4011 K55 BTC 
.::~.: .::::: TIed back to surface 
:.:.: :-:.:. Cemented with 1000 cubic feet 

9 5/B- . Liner Hanger 0 240B' KB S:':::: 
'" -', 

OXBOW 

.. ' ,::. 
.:: .. ' 

OV Tool 0 6496'KB \ 
Cemented with 59.34 cubic feet ;.L: .:: 

17" Hole 7420' -792S'KB 

.. ' 
-:: . :: .. ' .;:. 
-:: .. ' ,::. . :: .. ' 

}~::, 
-:: 

r- :':~ 

"0 " .......... .... '" 
.· .. · .. 0':.' 

}.}~~ 

~~r 
.... : 
:.:.: ...... .•... 

~::: 
", ...... ..... 
'" ...... . .... 
" . ....... ..... 
" . ...... 

13 .3/B- 61# K55 BTC 0 2655'KB 
Cemented with 4110 cubIc feet 
17 1/2- Hole 0 2672'K'B 

}}. 9 5/B- 47# NBO BTC 0 7420'KB 
t·~ Cemented with 769 cubIc feet 

/. -. 

12 1/4- Hola 0 9126'KB LJ, , T.D, 

Flguie 7.1,.3 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram Well 52-18 
Location: NE-NE-NW Section 18-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3486.5' KB. 25.5 Above Ground Level 
02/08/80 

..... .. .. ' " 
" . ," . . . . '. .: ... : .::., " .', 

::. :: ':., .. 
. . .': ", .',. 

:., :: '.:: ' ..... 
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... . .... 

..... ::. ::':', 
' " - ' , 

" " 

20- 94-1/ K55 ST&<:: C 324-'KB 
Cemented with 1264- cubic feet 
26- Hole 0 340' KB 

9 5/8- Uner Hanger C 2443'KB 
9 5/8- 401 K55 BTC 

' . 
. :::.: 

:.:.'. 
#'.:.' 

.:.:.' .. ' 
'" .... . 
:.::. 
:::~.: 
..... 

TIed back to surface with 
1019 cubic feet 

13 3/8- 611 K55 BTC 0 2706'KB 
Cemented with 3842 cubic feet 
17 1/2- Hole 0 2716'KB 

--:/'. 
9 5/8- 47/1 N80 BTC 0 6929'KB 
Cemented with 3988 cubic feet 
12 1/4- Hole " 6944'KB 

..... ...... 

~" 

7- 26/1 K55 BTC C 854-3'KB 
Cemented with 4-36 cubic feet 

. ' .. ..... -, ~: • .• 1 ' " " ~"y:--" 

" 
.-.. , :". 

8 1/2- Hole 0 9860'~B . L-----' T.D. 

Figuro 7. 1.4 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram 
Location: NE-NE-NW Section 21-24N-37E 

Well 62-21 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3471' KB, 25.5 Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 10/31/86 

.. , ...... . ... ...... . 
.. , ...... . ... ...... . 

.......... 
, ........ . 

... ...... . .. , ...... . 

... ...... . .. ...... . 
26· Hole 0 320'KB 

. . ..... . ........... 

9 5/S· Uner Hanger 0 2479'KB :::::: .. , 

r Uner Hanger 0 716S'KB 

12 1/4'" Hole 0 10784'KB 

. ........ . . ........ . 

....... .. . ....... .. . 
20· 94(1 H40 BTC 0 319'KB 
Cemented with 1180 cubic feet 

13 3/S· 61# KSS BTC 0 26SS'KB 
Cemented with 3606 cubic feet 
17 1/2· Hole 0 271S'KB 

9 S/S· 471 NSO BTC 0 7417'KB 
Cemented with 4322 cubic feet 

7" 29# NSO BTC 0 9730'KB 
Cemented with 2774 cubic feet 

8 1/2" Hole 0 12500'KB,·lj· ... . 
.. , T.O. 

Flgura 7.1.5 



OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram 'Well 84-7 
Location: NE-SW-NE Section 7-24N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3498.5' KB, 25.5' Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 

26- Hole 0 320'KB 

01/17 /81 

:',:: .:':',::,'::':' :::'.' 
.' '. . .. : ":., ': .. ',. 

HAXi 
.', '" ':. ,', :., .' .: .. , .... 

9 5/8- Uner Hanger 0 2413'KB 

,;: .:: 

~[}: 
':: 
", .:: . 
0.:.:. 
", ,::. 
':: 
", -.:.:. 
", ,::. 
':: .:: 
.: : 
'.' .:: 
,:: .... . :: .. ' 

<~ '" " ::.' :. 

\~}: 
~":': 

.~: 

R 1/2" H~ ... 8139'K81] ~ 
" 

.. : ...... : ...... : .... :: ....... : . 
..... . : ..... ,': . ... ',' ,', " ................. 

. " " " '. " " . ...... ... :.: ....... ',':' 
.......... ::.-:-:: ..... : .... : ..... 
..... ....... -: .. ,:.' 
.,' .......... ,', 

:<,:.:::,?:/:): 

0%&£ 20- 94/1 H-4D BTC 0 320'KB 
Cemented with 920 cubic feet 

.:.:.~" :,::," 

.:::' ........ 

9 5/8- 40/1 K55 BTC 
TIed back to surface 
Cemented with 1000 cubic feet 

13 3/8- 61# K55 BTC 0 2572'KB 
Cemented with 3150 cubIc feet 
17 1/2- Hole 0 2572'KB ' 

9 5/8- 47/1 N80 BTC 0 6747'KB 
Cemented with 200 cubic feet 
12 1/4- Hole" 7470'KB 

7 .. 29# N80 BTC C 7997'KB, 
Cemented with 1000 cubic feet/' 

Flgure 7,1. 6 
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Well and Reservoir Tc l~ 

assessment. During this flow test well 84-7 produced 
650,000 Ibs/hr of fluid at a wellhead pressure of 128 psig. 
Currently this well is being used as a pressure observation 
hole for the 6 well flow test. Future plans for this well 
include a cleanout and deepening to intersect additional 
fractures and increase its flow rate. 

65-18 

Well 65 - 18 was completed by SUNEDCO on March 30, 1981 to a 
total depth of 9305 feet. The well was subsequently 
deepened to 9466 feet during the March 1986 workover by 
Oxbow (Figure 7.1.7). Well 65 - 18 produces from the Jurassic 
spilitic sequence between depths of 9265 and 9417 feet. The 
well was flow tested twice during early 1981 and late 1982. 
During the latter part of 1981 and early 1982 the well was 
used as an injector. After the 1986 workover the well 
produced at flow rates up to 800,000 lbs/hr at a wellhead 
pressure of 100 psig. This is one of the wells flowed 
during .the 6 well flow test. In the future well 65-18 will 
be evaluated as a possible injector . 

45-5 

Well 45 - 5 was completed by SUNEDCO on June 24, 1981 t o a 
t otal depth of 8261 feet (Figure 7.1 . 8) . The well produced 
from the Miocene basalt in the 6020 to 6200 foot interval. 
The production zone is associated with the range- front fault 
at a relatively shallow depth. Al t hough the well produced 
up t o 609,000 Ibs/hr , t he ent halpy (3 22 bt u/lb) and wellhead 
pressure (65 psig) a r e abnormally low. The well has only 
been flow test ed fo r three days in May, 1981 , and fifteen 
days in July, 1981. Current ly well 45 - 5 is being used fo r 
pressur e observation purposes. In the near futur e well 45 - 5 
will be evaluat ed a s a poss i ble inject ion well . 

27 - 33 

Wel l 27- 33 was c omplet ed by TGI on Augus t 30, 1983 t o a 
total depth o f 9051 f eet. The well was subsequently 
deep e ne d to 911~ feet du ring the March 198 6 workov er by 
Oxbow (Figure 7.1.9 ) . Well 27 - 33 produces from the Jurassic 
marine sedimentary rocks i n the 88 62 to 911 0 foot interval. 
The well was extensiv ely fl ow tested prior t o t h e 198 6 
workover . After the workove~ its flow r ate increased from 
370,000 Ibs/ hr to 72 0 ,0 00 Ibs/hr. Currently this well is 
be i ng used for pressure observation purposes in the 6 well 
test . This will be one of tne wells supplying the power 
plant . . - .:~- :i """ 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram Well 65-18 
Location: NW-NW-SE Section 18-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3469' KB, 32' Above Ground Level 
01/21/81 

. . .:.: . .... . 
........ ~ .. ~ .. ::.::.: :.:.:. 
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20- 9411 H4D BTC 0 293'KB 
Cem~nted with 920 cubic feet 
26- Hol~ 0 340'KB 

....... . 
· . " ......... 
' . . 
-:'::" ::::' .... .... 
.... ... . . 

" " .... .... 

9 5/8- Uner Hanger 0 2428'KB 
9 5/8- 401 K55 BTC 
TIed bock to surface 
Cemented with 1016 cubic feet 

rf. :.:::': 
. ~.::'::.>:' 

9 5/8- Liner Hanger 0 2428'KB 
13 3/8- 61# K55 BTC 0 2676'KB 
Cemented with 3200 cubic feet 
17 1/2- Hole 0 2700'KB 

. ' .. : 

.. ' 
.:: .~ 

: : : 
.. ' 
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J' 

8 1/2- Hole 0 9466'KB 

f~:?:~S: 

.:.:.' 
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' " 

:::.:. 
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T.D. 

9 5/8- 47# N80 BTC C 8383'KB 
Cemented with 4700 cubic feet 
12 1/4- Hole C 8383'KB 

Figure 7.1.7 



OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram 'Well 45-5 
Location: SE-SW-NW Section 5-24N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3478' KB, 27' Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 06/24/81 

: .:: .. :." ~'.: ~" . :: ':'. 
'.:. ' .. :.' . ,: ',',' 

'. . ' . . : :',:: . ::', . ',' . , ',, ' " 
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:.:.: :.::~ ,:: . ..... r. 
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; .' , 
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L: .. :: 
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" . . '. . . . . . 
:::::. :::.: .. ::.,,: ::.': 
..... . : ... . : .. . :.' 
.:.: .. :.:,.:.', :.', 

. . . . . ' . . . . " . . : .... : ..... : . ..... . 
..... ........ ... . 

. . " 

:.:. :.: .. 

20· 9411 H40 Btc 0 291'KB 
Cemented with 920 cubic feet 

26· Hole 0 319'KB 

13 3/8' 611 k55 BTC 0 2448'KB 
Cemented with 3160 cubic feet 
17 1/2- Hole 0 2448'KB 

.... :.' 
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... .. 
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...... ..... 
'" .:.:., 
' " 
. .':::: 

= '}. .. ' " 

. ... . . 

::::~ 
9 5/8- 43.5# S80 BTC 0 5700'KB 
Cemen t ed with 12305 cubic feet 
12 1/4" Hole 0 5850'KB 

~ 7- 2911 N80 BTC 0 6198'KB 
Cemented with 749 cubic feet 

T.O. 

Flgure 7.1.8 



OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram Well 27-33 
Location: NE -SW-SW Section 33- 25N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3469' KG, 23' Above Ground Level 

Drill ed: 08/31/83 

"~:'~'. :~:.~/::< ':':': 
0° ••• 
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.' 
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:::::: ::::: 
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::::::?: 
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T.O. 

20" 94# H40 BTC C 197'KB 
Cemented with 603 cubic feet 

2S" Hole @ 21S'KB 

9 S/8" Liner Hanger @ S61S'KB 

13 3/8" 61 # KS5 BTC C 2S28'KB 
Cemented with 2658 cubic feet 
17 1/2" Hole @ 2540'KB 

9 5/8" 47# N80 BTC C 7409'KB 
Cemented with 3927 cubic feet 
12 1/4" Hole C 7416'KB 

Figure 7.1.9 



~ell and Reservoir Te r G~ 

45-33 

Well 45-33 was completed by TGI on December 31, 1983 to a 
total depth of 10,212 feet. The well was subsequently 
deepened to 10,266 feet during the June 1986 workover by 
Oxbow (Figure 7.1.10). The workover was conducted to mill 
out two casing collapse zones located within the 9 5/8/1 
casing. The well produces from the Jurassic marine 
sedimentary rocks in the 10,058 to 10,240 foot interval. 
The well was extensively flow tested prior to the Oxbow 
workover. Since the workover the flow rate for well 45-33 
has increased from 610,OOOlbs/hr to about 1,000,000 lbs/hr. 
Oxbow is currently flowing this well as part of the 6 well 
flow test. Well 45-33 is one of the wells that will be 
supplying the power plant. 

82-5 

Well 82-5 was completed by oxbow on February 18, 1986, to a 
total depth of 9384 feet (Figure 7.1.11). The existing leg 
of 82-5 is the fourth leg of the well and is a dry hole 
completed in cretaceous granodiorite. Only leg two of 82-5 
was capable of production and this was at a wellhead 
pressure of 25 psig. Currently this well is idle. Future 
plans call for cleaning out the well so it can be evaluated 
as a long term pressure observation well. 

74-7 

Well 74-7 was completed by Oxbow on March 29, 1986, to a 
total depth of 8890 feet (Figure 7.1.12). The well produces 
from the Jurassic spilitic sequence in the 8722 to 8890 foot 
interval. The production zone is associated with the range
front fault. Well 74-7 was the first well completed at 
Dixie Valley with 13 3/8" production casing set to a depth 
below the flash zone. Since completion this well has been 
extensively tested. Its maximum initial flow rate was 
1,350,000 lbs/hr at a wellhead pressure of 162 psig. This 
well is currently producing as part of the 6 well flow test 
and will be one of the wells supplying the power plant. 

32-18 

Well 32-18 was completed by Oxbow on March 31, 1986, to a 
total depth of 7461 feet (Figure 7.1.13). The well produces 
from the Miocene basalt in the 7360 to 7374 foot interval. 
The well was flow tested for a short period before the drill 
rig was released and later in ~986 during the six well flow 
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Well Completion Diagram Well 45-33 
Location: NE-NE-SW Section 33-25N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3471' KB, 23' Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 12/31/83 
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Well Completion Diagram 'Well 82-5 
Location: SE-NE-NE Section 5-24N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3467' KB, 23' Above Ground Level 
Drilled: 02/18/86 

." ...... . ... ...... . 

9 5/8- LIner Hanger 0 2800'KB 

8 1/2· KOP 0 6795'KB 

Redrill No.3 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram ·Well 74-7 
Location: SE-SW-NE Section 7-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3494.5' KB, 21' Above Ground Level 
03/29/86 
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Well Completion Diagram Well 32-18 
Location: . SW-NE-NE Section 18-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3467' KB, 30' Above Ground Level 
02/20/86 
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OXBOW 

Well Completion Diagram -Well 76-7 
Location: SW-NE-SE Section 7-24N-37E 

Datum: 
Drilled: 

Churchill County, Nevada 
3491' KB, 28.5' Above Ground Level 
OS/24/86 
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Well Completion Diagram -Well 73-7 
Location: NW-NW-SE Section 7-24N-37E 

Churchill County, Nevada 
Datum: 3508' KB, 32' Above Ground Level 

Drilled: 08/07/86 
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Table 7.3 
Su-ary of 91ort-TeNl Pressu~ Data Anaiysis 

(Reproduced froc 6eothercEx Report, Novellber 1984) 

TEST TYPE DATE 
1 I6lStJRED 

DEPTH (FT) 

kh 
/ 1 

L(X)-UX) / S8HUlG 1 DYKSTRA 1 SKIN IPRODLCER 
---1------- -------i----I----I I----!---I-----

~-1 1 Interference 11/88-1/81 7242 15,&00 1 18,400 1 15,&00 1 - 1 52-18 
----I 1---- ---- -----1 1-----1---1---
~-1 1 Interference 1 9/81-11/81 3SOO 1 1 31,000 i-I 84-7 

----I 1----1--1-----
$I.l-:i 1 Buildup 3/83 1 S,~t\ / - i Si4L-3 

----/-----/-'--- ---1----1------1----1-----
~-3 / Interference 11/BlH/81 7000 22, eee 1 25,600 1 22,400 1 - 1 52-18 

---I, ---I---I------I--i---
Slol-3 1 Interfe~nce 9/81 I 1 32,400 / - 1 84-7 

1 ---- ---- ---1- 1--1---
52-18 Dra..clown 11183 7850 / 12,850 1 3, a~ 1 +20 1 52-18 

-I ----/-----1--- ----1----1----
52-18 Sui ldup 1181 / 7ese 10, BOO 1 1 +20 i 52-18 

L --i ---- -----/ :----1---/-------
52-18 Interference 9/81 7850 1 1 32,400 1 .,-- 1 84-7 

----1---- ---1---/----1----
1 I~e~ (00) / 

-----1---- --I -----I / /-----/---/--------

52-18 / Interference 11/82 7050 / 32,900<OD) 14,337 1 1 - 1 bS-18 
---I ----I 1--1---

84-7 1 Dra..clotm 9/81 7200 1 94,290 1 67,ita0 1 +10 1 84-7 

1 1--1 
84-7 Buildup 10/81 7200 1 17,800 1 -- 1 84-7 

------1 1---1---1---1 
65-18 Drawdown 4/81 7800 1 22, bOO 1 27,400 1 1 0 i 65-18 

----1----1--- ---1--1-----
65-18 Buildup 4181 7000 1 -- 1 65-18 

1--- ·---/-------1---- i --------1------: -----
&5-18 1 ir.terfe~nce 9/81 7000 / 4,000 1 27,000 i -- ; 54-7 

---------I-----------I--------I--~---I-----------I---------1------- -- ; ------: ---------
E.S-IB 1 irlterfererocro I 11/81 700d 2'3, ~0 / : -- ; 8~-7 

--------i----------I----------/---------/-----------i--------i---------I------I---------
45-5 1 Sui ldup 1 7/81 1 1500 1 24,500 1 ; 26,4{\O i -- : 45-5 

----- f ------1-------1----- (.:.-------1-------1--------1------1--------

" .,' 
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Well and Reservoir Testi ,, ' 

test. Initially this well produced 922,OOOlbs/hr at a 
wellhead pressure of 100 psig. This well is being evaluated 
as a possible injector. 

76-7 

Well 76-7 was completed by Oxbow on May 24, 1986, to a toal 
depth of 7498 feet (Figure 7.1.14). The well produces from 
the Miocene basalt in the 7315 to 7461 foot interval. The 
initial production of well 76-7 was 1,700,000 Ibs/hr at a 
wellhead pressure of 148 psig. This is by far the hottest 
of the wells to produce from the Miocene basalt and it is 
one of the wells currently flowing in the 6 well test. This 
will be one of the wells supplying the power plant. 

73-7 

Well 73-7 was completed by Oxbow on August 7, 1986 to a 
total depth of 8900 feet (Figure 7.1.15). The well produces 
from the Jurassic spilitic sequence in the 8528 to 8913 foot 
interval. The production zone is associated with the range 
front fault. A leak in the 13 3/8" casing required the well 
to be completed with 10 3/4" and 11 3/4" casing tie back set 
to a depth below the flash zone. This is one of the wells 
producing for the 6 well test. Well 73-7 initially flowed 
1,080~~00 lbs/hr at a wellhead pressure of 118 psig. This 
well will supply the power plant. 

7.2 Previous Testing 

7.2.1 SUNEDCO Geothermal Testing 

SUNEDCO conducted a number of flow and interference tests in 
conjunction with its drilling during the period 1979 to 
1982. The testing and results have been summarized by 
GeothermEx in a report titled "Estimation of Geothermal 
Energy Reserves Underlying Sun Geothermal Company Leases in 
Dixie Valley, Nevada. November 1984." 

The testing showed that all the SUNEDCO wells except 62 - 21 
a r e in good hydraulic communication and the t r ansmissivity 
of t he r eservoir i n t he a r ea of t he wells is between 15 ,000 
and 7 0 , 000 md ft. Table 7.3 summarizes the reservoir test 
data obtained by Sun. 

GeothermEx conc luded t hat the reservoir consisted of a 
permeab l e r egion associa t ed with and generally conf ined to 
t h e range front fault. Thermal boundaries ~~were ~>"placed pn ., 
the reservoir on the basis o f temperature .corttouring as 
shown in Figure 7 . 2 . 1 . 
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Well and Reservoir Te~~i~' 

7.2.2 Trans-Pacific Geothermal Testing 

Trans-Pacific Geothermal Inc. (TGI) conducted interference 
tests between its two wells 27-33 and 45-33 in 1983-4. The 
tests are documented in a Berkeley Group Inc. report titled 
"Resource Characteristics, Dixie Valley, Nevada. August 
1984." Figure 7.2.2 reproduced from the report shows the 
interference data obtained in 45-33 while 27-33 was flowing 
and Figure 7.2.3 shows the interference data when the roles 
of the two wells were reversed. 

The test data were analytically interpreted by idealizing 
the reservoir as a homogeneous and infinite system 
containing a large uniform flux fracture. A diagram 
illustrating the 'conceptual model is shown in Figure 7.2.4 
The two wells intersect the fracture and the fracture draws 
fluid from the reservoir along its length, delivering it to 
the wells. 

The transmissivity of the reservoir given by type curve 
matching was about 70,000 md-ft and the storage-fracture 
length group (Ochxj exp 2) was 25,000 ft/psi. Matches to 
the TGI test data using the fracture model are shown in 
Figures 7.2.5 and 7.2.6. 

The model can be interpreted physically by considering the 
range-front fault to be representative of the uniform flux 
fracture in the analytical model. The fault acts as the 
very permeable conduit drawing fluid from surrounding lower 
permeability zones and delivering it to the wells. 

The TGI and SUNEDCO activities were entirely separate, 
neither party having access to the other's data. However, 
once the two properties were consolidated by Oxbow, it was 
possible to integrate data from the two regions. Figure 
7.2.7 and 7.2.8 show pressure measurements made in 45-5 and 
52-18 by SUNEDCO during the period when TGI was conducting 
flow tests of 45-33 in 1983. 

Well 45-5 is about 6000 feet and well 52-18 about 17,000 
feet from well 45-33. Both wells showed a pressure response 
to flow at 45-33 with 52-18 exhibiting mo~ djrect 

~col'!lJ!lunica tron even thou hit three 1:Tmes further away. 
Also~-the response -in 52-18 was y -that-obs~ed l.n 
27-33. This is not consistent a homogeneous reservoir 
response when it is considerep 27-33 is only 500 feet 
from 45-33 compared with 17,000 feet to 52-18. 

\+ ••• .r-;. 
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Conceptual- Model of Dixie Valrey Reservoir 

I, Evaluation of Transpacific Geothermal Test Data 
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History Match When 45-33 Was 
Producing and Subsequent Buildup 
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Pressure Response In Well -45-5 
Due to Flow in 45-33 
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Well and Reservoir Testin~ 

In summary, the overall character of the pre-1986 data 
suggests -considerab.l-e- anis.oj:ropy in the rese~oir and --i~ 
consistent with the fault-dominated b~havior discussed 
earlier. -------- - ------------ - -- - --------- - - , 

7.3 Description of oxbow Reservoir Test 

The flow and interference test performed by Oxbow during the 
first half of 1986 consisted of flowing wells 27-33 and 84-7 
for a combined period of 4 months while pressures were 
monitored in the surrounding nine wells. (For location of 
wells see Figure 2.2). 

In addition, short flow tests were conducted in other wells 
after completion of drilling or rework operations. The 
nonflowing wells were instrumented prior to the flow test to 
provide background reservoir pressure data. 

Well 27-33 was kicked-off on - December 17, 1985 and produced 
continuously at 370,000 lbsjhr until March 13, 1986. Well 
84-7 was kicked off on January 22, 1986 and produced 
continuously at 650,000 lbsjhr until April 7, 1986. Various 
other wells were flowed for periods of between one and seven 
days. The flow test history is summarized in Table 7.4 and 
shown graphically in Figure 7.3. 

7.4 Pressure Monitoring Data 

7.4.1 Instrumentation 

The observation wells were instrumented using a downhole 
pressure chamber and capillary tubing system. The system is 
shown diagrammatically in Figure 7.4. The chamber is hung 
on capillary tubing below the water level in the well. The 
chamber and tubing are charged with helium gas from the 
surface. A quartz pressure transducer or high resolution 
pressure gage is connected to the tubing at the surface and 
measures the hydrostatic pressure in the well at the chamber 
level. 

Changes in reservoir pressure produce changes in the 
hydrostatic column and hence changes in pressure at the 
chamber. Quartz pressure transducer s with a resolution 
better than 0 . 01 psi were used during the majority of the 
test . Pressures were transmitted to a central computerized 
logging unit wher e they were Ipgged on disk and printed at 
regular (u s u a l ly 20 minute) inte,rvc; l s . 
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Table 7. 

Table 7.4 
Oxbow Reservoir Test History 

/----------1--------------------1--------------�--------------------1 
/ 1 1 TIME 1 1 
1 WELL 1 DATES 1 FLOWED I PURPOSE 1 

I----------I--~-----------------/--------------I--------------------1 
/ 27-33 / 12/17/85-3/13/86 / 86 days /Long term test 1 

/----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------1 
/ 27-33 / 4/2/86-4/3/86 / 31 hours /Test after workover 1 

/----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------1 
/ 84-7 / 1/22/86-4/7/86 / 75 days / Long term test / 
/----------1--------------------1--------------1--------------------/ 
/ 52-18 1 2/25/86-3/5/86 1 139 hours ITest after workover 1 
1 1 (Intermittent) 1 1 / 
/----------/--------------------/--------------1--------------------/ 
/ 65-18 / 3/12/86-3/18/86 / /Air drilling 1 / 1 Intermittent) 1 1 / 
/----------1--------------------/--------------/--------------------1 
/ 65-18 / 3/8/86-3/19/86 1 25.5 hours ITest after workover 1 

1----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------/ 
/ 32-18 1 3/26/86-3/28/86 / lAir drilling ! 
/----------1--------------------/--------------1-----------------. -/ 
/ 32:-18 / 3/28/86-3/29/86 /. 24 hours / Initial flow test / 
/----------/--------------------I--------------t-------------~-----~/ 
/ SWL-l / 3/27/86 / 7 hours /Test after workover / 
/----------1--------------------/--------------/--------------------/ 
/ 74-7 1 3/27/86 1 1 hour / Rig test / 
/----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------/ 
/ 74-7 1 4/29/86-5/8/86 1 9 days IInitial flow test 1 

1----------1--------------------1--------------/--------------------/ 
1 76-7 / 5/20/86-5/27/86 1 1 Air drilling / 
/ / Intermittent) 1 1 1 
/----------/--------------------/--------------1--------------------1 
/ 76-7 / 5/22/86 1 1 hour 1 Rig test I 

/----------/--------------------/--------------1-------------~------I 
1 45-33 / 6/29/86-7/3/86 / 1 Air drilling . / 
/ 1 (Intermittent) / / , / 
/----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------/ 
I 45-33 I 7/3/86 / 4 hours ITest after workover I 
/----------/--------------------/--------------/--------------------/ 
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Well and Reservoir Testin~ 

Toward the end of the test, the quartz transducers were 
replaced with Heise pressure gages with a resolution of 
about 0.1 psi. These were logged manually approximately 
once per day. 

7.4.i Monitor Wells and Monitoring Period 

The periods during which monitoring was installed in the 
various wells' is summarized in Table 7.5. The 
instrumentation was removed from a number of wells in 
December 1985 in order to conduct logging operations in 
preparation for rework operations. In some cases the 
instrumentation was reinstalled and then later removed when 
the rig was moved on to conduct the rework operations. 

Three wells, 45-5, 45-33 and SWL-3, were instrumented during 
the entire test period and provide the major data base for 
the reservoir assessment and modeling effort. 

Pressure monitoring instrumentation was installed at 6,000 
feet in well 27-33 on January 10, 1986 while it was flowing 
and remained in the well until March 16, 1986, when it was 
removed in order to conduct a workover. 

Well 74-7 was instrumented between April 3 and April 23, 
1986 to monitor pressure recovery after nearby well 84-7 was 
shut in. The instrumentation was subsequently installed in 
84-7 between April 23 and May 23, 1986 to monitor the 
interference during the flowtest of 74-7. The objective in 
these cases was to evaluate the interference effects between 
these two closely spaced wells and help determine 
appropriate well spacing for future wells in section 7.10. 

7.5 Results and Analytical Interpretation of . Long Term 
Interference Test Data 

Figures 7.5.1, 7.5.2, 7.5.3, and 7.5.4 show the monitoring 
data in wells 45-5, 45-33, SWL-l and SWL-3 respectively. 
Calculated matches to the data employing a computer model 
that treats the reservoir as homogeneous and infinite, and 
has the capability of dealing with multiple flowrates and 
multiple wells, are shown on the same figures. Good matches 
were obtained to the drawdown portion of the data when 27-33 
and 84-7 were producing. The transmissivities (kh) used to 
obtain these matches are given in Table 7.6 and ranged 
between 30,000 and 70,000 md ft. In general, it appears that 
the transmissivity decreases' from north to south. The 
storage coefficient (Och) used in the various cases ranged 
between lxl0 exp -4 ft/psi and 4xlO exp -4 ft/psi. 
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Table 7.5 
Periods During which Pressures 

Were Monitored in Non-Flowing Wells 

/---------------/-----------------------------------/ I WELL 'I MONITORING PERIOD 1 
I---------------I-------------~---------------------I I 45-5 I 8/31/85 - Present I 
/---------------1-----------------------------------/ 
/ SWL-3 1 11/25/85 - Present / 
/---------------/-----------------------------------/ 
/ 45-33 / 12/19/85 - 6/20/86 / 
1---------------/-----------------------------------1 1 62-21 1 10/10/85 - Present 1 
1---------------/-----------------------------------1 1 52-18 1 8/31/85 - 2/3/86 1 
1 / 5/29/86 - Present 1 

/---------------1-----------------------------------1 
1 SWL-1 / 12/24/85 - 12/27/85 1 

/ / 1/9/86 - 3/20/86 1 
I, / 5/12/86 - Present I 
1 ---------------/ --------------,--------------------- 1 
/ SWL-2 / 8/2/86 - 5/20/86 / 
1 / 6/17/86 - Present 1 
1---------------1-----------------------------------1 
1 65-18 / 12/22/85 - 3/10/86 1 
1---------------1-----------------------------------1 
/ 66-21 / 10/30/85 - Present / 
1 / Intermittent Monitoring of WHP 1 
/---------------1-----------------------------------/ 
/ 74-7 1 4/4/86-4/24/86 1 
1---------------1-----------------------------------1 
/ 84-7 / 4/24/86-5/26/86 / 
/---------------/-----------------------------------/ 
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~ Tabic 7. 

Table 7.6 
Summaries of Reservoir Properties 

Used to Match Oxbow Reservoir 
Test Data 

/---------------/--------------------/--------------------I 
/ OBSERVATION / TRANSMISSIVITY / STORAGE / 
/ WELL / (MD-FT) / COEFFICIENT 1 
I---------------I--------------------I~-------------------I 
/ 45-33 / 68,000 (27-33) / lXI0 exp-3 (27-33) / 
/ 1 30,000 (OTHERS) 12XI0 exp-4 (OTHERS) 1 

I---------------I-----------~--------I--------------------I 
1 SWL-3 1 15,000 (32-18) / 3,75 X 10 exp-4 / 
1 1 30,000 (OTHERS) / 1 
/---------------1--------------------/--------------------I 
1 45-5 1 68,000 / lXI0 exp-3 1 

1---------------1--------------------/--------------------I 1 SWL-l 1 ·30,000 1 4XIO exp-4 1 
1---------------1--------------------1--------------------I 
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Rell and Reservoir Test':"nc 

The interference between closely spaced well-pairs 27-33 and 
45-33, and 32-18 and SWL-3 could not be matched using the 
same regional transmissivity employed between the more 
widely-spaced wells. Well 27-33 is only 500 feet from 
45-33. The next nearest flowing well during the test was 
84-7 which is about 12,000 feet from 45-33. Similarly 32-18 
is 600 feet from SWL-3. The nearest well that was flowed 
for any appreciable time during the test is 74-7, which is 
about 4800 feet 'from SWL-3. 

~ferencebetween closely_ u?p_ac~ci wells Eit:t:QI1gJ.y. reflects 
local rgservoir conditions (probably the fault zone in this 

cas'eT: There{ore-, --inteYference in '45-33 and SWL-3 produced 
"!Jy--their near neighbors (27-33 and 32-18 respectively) was 
calculated separately and added to the interference produced 
by the more distant flowing wells. Adding effects in this 
way has little physical justification; however, it is 
believed reasonable if the relative distance between the 
nearby and the distant wells is large. It is important to 
note that these matches do not take into account any 
structural controls that may produce hydraulic anisotropy in 
the reservoir. • .. 
The same approach employed in matching the drawdown data was 
used to predict the pressure recovery after the wells were 
shut in. In all three cases ~45-33, SWL-3 and 45-5) the 
observed pressure recovery was slower than the calculated 
recovery. ' 

The measured pressures' in 45-33 and SWL-3 two months after 
84-7 was shut in are about 9 to 11 psi below the calculated 
pressures for a uniform permeability infinite system. 
(Figures 7.5.2 and 7.5.4). Pressures in 45-5 (Figure 7.5.1) 
also show a slower recovery than predicted. In this case, 
the overall interference effects were less pronounced than 
those in 45-33 and SWL-3, and the difference between the 
predicted recovery and observed recovery is about 6 psi. 

Monitoring was continued in 45-5 and SWL-3 until the end of 
July when the six-well flow test was begun. It is 
interesting to note that in both cases the difference 
between the observed recovery and the predicted recovery 
decreases somewhat during July. For SWL-3 the difference 
was 9.3 pst on June 23 and 8.5 psi on July 17. Similarly, 
for 45-5 the difference was 6.7 psi on June 23 and 5.7 on 
July 17. The significance" of these observations is 
discussed in Section 7.6.2. 
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Fluid pressure transients on seismogenic normal faults 
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.-\BSTRACT 

Parry. W.T. and Bruhn. R.L. 1990. Fluid pressure transients on seismogenic normal faults. Tector.ophysics. 179: 335-3.!4. 

flUId inclusions in hydrothermally altered footwall rocks of the Dixie Valley faull. Nevada. and the Wasatch fault. Utah. 
i:1dicate that pore Ouid pressure fluctuated. Minimum entrapment pressures for Ouid inclusions cor.sisting of H 20-COe-SaCI 
rangec from 295 \1Pa to 60 MPa in the temperature range 350° to 170°C on the Wasatch fault. and from 158 to 35 \lPa in 
the ter:;perature range 350 0 to 200°C on the Dixie Valley fault. Scalier in the pressure estimates at constant temperature is 
i:1terpreted as paleo-fluid pressure transients at depths of up to 11 km on the Wasatch faull and 3 to 5 km on the Dixie Valley 
fault. 

Observed pressure transients range from 5 MPa. within the limits of error in pressure deternll:1ation. 10120 MPa on the 
Wasat~h fault a.'ld 7 to 126 MPa on the Dixie Valley fault. The pressure transients are greatest on both faulls in the 
te:npe':!ture range 270° to 310°C. 

The Ouids represented by fluid inclusions playa key role in nucleation and propagation of earL'lquake ruptures. High Ouid 
pressures may initiate ru;nure. then dilatancy. pore-pressure reduction. and dilatant hardening may arrest the rupture. 
Howc\·er. decompression of the fluids and phase separation produces a decrease in fluid bulk modulus of 41 to 90% which 
reduces the dilatant hardening effect and may permit ruptures to propagate. 

335 

!ntroouction 

Concc:ptual (Ismail and Murrell, 1976; Murrell, 
1977; Sibson, 1981), theoretical (Rice, 1980; 
Roeloffs and Rudnicki, 1985; Mase and Smith, 
1985), experimental (Scholz, 1978; Walder and 
Nur. 1984), and observational (Sibs on, 1981) mod
els of faulting at upper crustal levels clearly pre
dict that fluid flow and pressure fluctuations 
accompany faulting. Direct field evidence of fault
ing-relatc:d fluid flow includes changes in spring 
flow and hydrothermal vein systems (Sibson, 
1981). Fluid inclusions trapped in quartz in hydro
thermally altered rocks on the Wasatch fault, Utah, 
show miniml!m fluid pressures from Iithostatic to 
hydrostatic (Parry and Bruhn, 1986; Parry et o~l., 
1988) which were interpreted to result from dis
placement of the footwall from near the brittle-

ductile transition to shallower, cooler, more brittle 
regimes. However considerable scatter was ap
parent in pressure-temperature points for individ
ual fluid inclusions. New fluid inclusion data on 
the Dixie Valley fault, Nevada, shows a similar 
.:;catter bu't at lower pressures. These fluid inclu
sion measurements in exhumed .fault rock exposed 
within the footwall of two large seismogenic nor
mal faults in the western U.S. are interpreted as 
evidence for significant paleofluid pressure tran
sients perhaps generated during earthquakes. 
Fluids present on the faults were trapped as fluid 
inclusions in healed microfractures in the fault 
rock (Parry and Bruhn, 1986; Parry et aI., 1988) 
and record variable pressures in the deformed 
rock. 

0040-1951 j90jS03.50 CD 1990 - Elsevier Science Publishers B. V. 

The Wasatch fault in central Utah and the 
Dixie Valley fault In western Nevada are each 
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parts of zones of active normal faulting and exten

sion that are more than 300 km long. Individual 

segments of" the Wasatch fault are capable of 

generating magnitude 7 to 7.5 earthquakes 

(Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984), and a magni

tude 6.9 earthquake produced spectacular surface 
rupture on the Dixie Valley fault in 1954 (Slem
mons, 1957). Exhumation of hydrothermally al
tered and tectonically deformed footwall fault rock 
on these two faults provides an opportunity for 

direct observation of pore fluid characteristics in 
fluid inclusions formed at seismogenic depths on 

the faults. 

The Dixie Valley fault 

The Dixie Valley fault is part of the 300 km 
long Central Nevada Seismic Belt (Wallace and 

Whitney, 1984) that extends from Pleasant Valley, 

Nevada, to Owens Valley, California. Historic 

seismicity resulting in surface rupturing events 
includes earthquakes (from north to south) at 

Pleasant Valley (1915), Fairview Peak-Dixie Val
ley (1954), Wonder (1903), Cedar Mountains 

(1932), Excelsior Mountain (1934), Mammoth 
Lakes (1980), and Owens Valley (1972). The Dixie 

Valley fault system forms the eastern margin of 
the Stillwater Mountains. A multiphase Oligocene 

granodiorite-quartz monzonite-granite intrusion 

emplaced at 28 Ma .(Speed and Armstrong, 1971; 
Willden and Speed, 1974) that has been tectoni

cally deformed and hydrothermally altered, is ex

posed in the footwall of the 1954 rupture segment. 

Cataclasite, the dominant deformed rock near 

the fault, includes pervasive fracturing of meter

sized volumes of rock near the trace of the fault 

and thin tabular bodies of fine cataclasite within 

the footwall. A series of temporally distinct, but 

spatially overlapping hydrothermal alteration 
mineral assemblages is related to tectonic events 
on the Dixie Valley fault. The earliest assemblage 

of hydrothermal minerals includes hydrothermal 
biotite and a replacement of igneous plagioclase 

by K-feldspar leaving patchy remnants of twinned 
plagioclase. Next in the alteration sequence is 

chlorite and epidote associated with calcite, 
hematite, sericite, and prehnite. Latest hydrother

mal minerals are laumontite, stilbite, kaolinite, 

smectite, and illite. Hematite is hydrolyzed to \ 
limonite. Silicification accompanies alteration 
stages from early, coarse quartz-calcite veins to 

later replacement of rock units with fine grained 

quartz, feathery chalcedony, and latest deposition 

of opal. 

~finimum displacement of 3 km on the Dixie 
Valley fault is established by correlation of basalt 
buried in the basin with basalt capping the Still

water mountains (Okaya and Thompson. 1985). 

The WQSmch fault 

The Wasatch fault is a 370 km long wne of 
acti\'e normal faulting that extends from southern 

Idaho to central Utah (Gilbert. 1928; Cluff et aI., 

1975; Swan et aI., 1980). The Oligocene Little 

Cottonwood quartz monzonite stock, exposed in 

the iootwall, is 31.1 ± 0.9 Ma by Kj Ar dating of 
hornblende (Crittenden et aI., 1973). Wasatch fault 

footwall rock has been subjected to multiple alter

ation and deformation episodes with progressive 
displacement. Mechanical deformation is ductile 

to brittle in character in early alteration stages and 
becomes successively more brittle with later lower 
temperature alteration. 

Cataclasite, the dominant rock within the 

Wasatch fault zone, occurs as large, tabular and 
lensoidal bodies forming a partly preserved cara~ 

pace tens oi meters thick on the western and 

southern margins of the Little Cottonwood stock, 

and as meter to millimeter thick zones associated 

with individual normal faults in the interior of the 

footwall. The cataclaslic fabric has been superim

posed on a remnant phyllonite fabric (Parry and 

- Bruhn, 1986). 
Hydrothermal alteration in the footwall occurs 

in overlapping alteration facies. Hydrothermal 

biotite and K-feldspar are the earliest alteration 
minerals followed by hydrothermal alteration of 
the host quartz-monzonite to chlorite, epidote, 

sericite, calcite, and magnetite. The youngest alter

ation consists of veins up to 1 em thick of 
laumontite with prehnite and calcite that crosscut 

and offset earlier chlorite-epidote veins (Parry et 

aI., 1988). 
Tectonic deformation textures, hydrothermal 

minerals, fluid inclusion characteristics, and 

\ 



FLLiID PRESSURE TRANSIENT ON SEISMOGENIC NOR~IAL FAULTS 

footv,'all reconstruction indicate a minimum verti
cal displacement of 11 km for the Wasatch fault 
(Parry and Bruhn, 1987). 

Fluid inclusions 

Deformed igneous quartz grams to texturally 
intact granite between cataclastic zones within the 

footwall of the Dixie Valley and Wasatch faults 

show pronounced undulatory extinction, deforma

tion lamellae, 2nd abundant planes of secondary 
nuid inclusions that contain H 20, NaCI. and CO, 

within healed microfractures. Fluid inclusion trains 
sometimes begin and end within a single grain but 

usually they cross grain boundaries. Inclusions 
with substanti al CO2 allows use of the CO}

H :O-:--<aCl phase relationships to estimate the 
minimum pressure of entrapment (Parry, 1986: 
Roedder and Bodnar, 1980) providing entrapment 

of a homogeneous nuid can be demonst rated and 

post entrapment changes have not altered nuid 
densities. 

Fluid inclusions on the Wasatch fault, Utah 

contain 4.5 to 17.3 w1.% NaCI equivalent, 3 to 32 

mol.'t CO: and were trapped at minimum pres

su res of 60 to :295 MPa a t temperatures of 170 0 to 

350 0 C (Parry et aI., 1988). Fluid inclusions on the 
Dixie Valley fault contain 0.6 to 6.8 w1.% NaCl 
equivalent, 3 to 17 mol.% CO 2 and were trapped 

a t minimum pressures of 28 to 158 MPa at tem
peratures of 200 0 to 350 0 C. Minimum pressures 

and temperatures of entrapment are shown in Fig. 
1. 

Lithostatic and hydrostatic gradients on the 
Wasatch fault in Fig. 1 have been computed using 

a thermal gradient of 30 0 C/km consistent with 

the present thermal gradient characteristic of the 

Basin and Range province (Sass et aI., 1981). The 

thermal gradient on the Dixie Valley fault is prob

ably higher. The Battle Mountain heat flow high 
(Sass et aI., 1971) lies at the northern end of the 
central Nevada seismic belt, and the Dixie Valley 

geothermal area is 47 km northeast of the 1954 

rupture segment. Thermal gradients in the Battle 
Mountain high are 40 0 to 50 0 C per km (Sass et 
al.. 1981), and gradients of 75°C per km and 
above have been measured in drill holes in no~'th
em Dixie Valley (Bell et aI., 1980) due to local 
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Fig. 1. Pr~ssu.e \'arialions at constant t~mperaturc on th~ 

Wasatch FaulL Utah, and tk Dixie \'2Iky Fau lt . l'cvad:l. 

U.S.A. (};len circles are pressc:~ and t<c;,peraturc dcterrnin2' 

tions from indi\;dual nuid inc'us ions. Vertical bars represent 

pressure variations observed in 10 0 C increments. A typical 

error bar for temperature and pressure is shown in the upper 

plol. R=nable hydrostatic and lithos t2l ic prcssures profiles 

are sho".-n for each fault Sysl~:n with temperature gradients 

and assumed densities included in the respecti\'c curves. Fluid 

densities on the Wasatch fau!t were calculated for a nuid 

containing 6 ...... % NaCI rdativc to H 10 saturated with CO2 

using the equations and data of Bowers and Helgeson (1983a). 

K-Ar ages of hydrothennal muscovites are shown as bars 

representing closure temperature errors at about 300 0 C on 

each cliagram, and the apatite fission track age on the Wasatch 

fault is shown near its closure temperature of 120 0 C. 

hydrothermal convection. 'On the Wasatch fault, 
the highest observed pressures are near lithostatic 

pressure for a thermal gradient of 30 0 C/ km. The 
P-T points on the Dixie Valley fault lie between 
lithostatic and hydrostatic pressure for thermal 

gradients of 45 0 to 60 0 Cjkm. 
The scatter in P- T points apparent in Fig. 1 

could result from errors in temperature measure

ment and pressure estimation, from post entrap-
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ment changes in the fluid inclusions, from entrap
ment of a non-homogeneous fluid, from real tem
perature variation in the fault fluid, or from varia
tions in fluid pressure. The experimental error in 
temperature measurement is ± 5 ° C and the error 
in pressure estimation is about ± 15 MPa. 

The greatest source of error in fluid inclusion 
measurements is a consequence of post entrap
ment changes in secondary inclusions described 
by Roedder (1984) and termed maturation by 
Bodnar et a!. (1985). These changes result from 
dissolution and reprecipitation of host mineral 
surrounding the trapped fluid . The initial fluid 
inclusion may be irregular in shape but in time 
necks down to form many smaller inclusions with 
more regular shapes, often with widely varying 
liquid to vapor ratios. We have avoided measure
ments of necked inclusions (Parry et a!., 1988). 

The main criterion for identification of trap
ping of a homogeneous liquid is constancy of the 
ratios of volumes of liquid and vapor phases in 
inclusions in the same healed fracture. Groups of 
fluid inclusions in individual samples have similar 
compositions, Iiquid-\'apor ratios, CO2 liquid
vapor homogenization temperatures, and salinities 
as shown by Parry and Bruhn (1987). Fluid inclu
sions containing CO2 of varying densities occur in 
parallel fractures within individual quartz grains 
but individual fractures contain fluids of a single 
density. High and low density CO2 never occur 
within the same fracture. 

Entrapment of the carbon dioxide bearing fluids 
near the two-phase boundary for these fluids is 
indicated by three separate observations. First, the 
CO2 content of the fluids decreases systematically 
as temperature decreases (Parry et al., 1988) indi
cating that CO2 has separated from the fluid as 
temperature and pressure is reduced. This can 
only happen if P- T conditions cross the two-phase 
boundary on the phase diagram into the two-phase 
region. Two-phase boundary curves for repre
sentative fluids are shown in Fig. 2. Second, the 
la test alteration mineral facies includes the zeolite 
laumontite on both the Dixie Valley and Wasatch 
faults requiring that CO2 be 1ess than 0.75 mol.% 
(Thompson, 1971), Third, a few fluid inclusions 
contain only CO2 that represents the separated 
phase (Parry et aI., 1988). 
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Fig. 2. Pressure-temperature projection of phase relations in 

the H 20-CO, -NaCI system showing the two-phase boundary 

(heavy dashed curves) for a solution v.ith constant weight 

percem ~aCI relative to Hp and 5 10 20 mol.% CO2 and 

exampi~ isothermal decompression paths for typical Ouids on 

seismog~nic normal faults. Two-phase boundary curves are 

from Bowers and Helgeson (1933b). The pressure-temperature 

region ill the upper right of each curve is the one· phase region 

and in L'le lower left regjon. a CO2 rich "apor coexists with an 

aqueol!S liquid . Decompression of fluids from A to B to C 

discussed in the text. 

The temperature vanatlOns observed are inter
preted to reflect cooling of the footwall of the 
faults as displacement progresses. Both tempera
ture and pressure are used to estimate the amount 
of displacement of the footwall. The displacement 
of the Wasatch fault is estimated to be at least 11 
km at a thermal gradient of 30 0 C/km (Parry and 
Bruhn, 1987). The displacement of the DIxie Val

ley faults is estimated to be 3 to 5 km at a thermal 
gradient near 60 0 Cjkm. We have chosen to il
lustrate lithostatic and hydrostatic pressure gradi
ents on Fig. 1. Most of the pressure-temperature 
points lie between the two limiting pressures. 

Pressure transients 

Pressure ranges within 10 ° C temperature in
crements, shown as heavy bars on Fig. 1, and 
listed as the observed transients in Table I, repre
sent isothermal pressure variations that exceed the 

.. ' ., 
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TABLE 1 

Isothermal pressure transients (in MPa) on the Dixie Valley fault. Nevada. and the Wasatch fault. Utah • 

T range Wasatch fault 
(0C) 

Prrun Pm£.t. 5..P 

range 

171-180 60 60 0 
181-190 0.0. 

191-200 70 70 0 
201-210 100 100 0 
211-220 115 120 
221-230 114 120 6 
231-24D 120 14D 20 
241-250 120 180 60 
251-260 174 174 0 
261-270 160 180 20 
271-280 150 190 40 

281-290 120 210 90 

291-300 145 265 120 
301-310 170 272 102 
311-320 240 2.::0 0 
321-330 210 174 6~ 

331-340 292 292 0 
341-350 244 244 0 

• 0.0. = no observations. 

error limits of pressure determinations. Observed 
pressure transients range from 5 MPa, within the 
limits of error in pressure determination, to 126 
MPa. The pressure transients are greatest on both 
faults in the temperature range 270 0 to 310 0 C. 

The fluid inclusion record of pressure tran
sien ts is incomplete. Fluid inclusions indicating 
pressures above approximately 200 MPa are poorly 
represented in the data set because internal pres
sures cause them to decrepitate before the homo
genization temperature is reached. Because fluid 
inclusion sizes were generally very small, measure
ments could only be made on the largest inclu
sions, leaving many small inclusions from which 
no pressure-temperature data could be obtained. 

Correlation of different healed fractures con
taining fluid inclusions with a single tectonic event 
is not possible. However, ~_~er 0% fluid inclu
sions in common samples homogenize near the 

"'samefemperaiiire-ai-WlOely-diffenngj)r_(!_ssures. 
TlfliSOiIferenthuid pressures -~~T fl~id compos i
. tib ns--are-'rnferred -t6-"na ve-eXisted--iif 'ihe--same 

----~ ......... -.--~.--'""-- ....... ---------.- -' 

~~R:1h on t~Jl!yhs.,~ .. 
The time required for entrapment of fluids in a 

Dixie Valley fault 

uP 
raoge 

68 68 0 
28 35 7 

n.o. 

30 40 10 
88 127 39 

110 140 30 
130 156 26 
34 148 114 

38 120 82 
38 145 107 
32 158 126 
32 45 13 

56 56 0 
46 46 0 
44 44 0 

healed fracture in a quartz grain by precipitation 
oi quartz depends on initial width of the fracture, 
temperature, and degree of supersaturation. Seal
ing times were calculated from Rimstidt and 
Barnes (1980, equation 63) at 300 0 C. ~p_~-:: 

._saturation of the solution with quartz resulting 
from a pressure reduction of 60 MPa -anda' frac-

. ,-' -.. -. .- '.- ... - ~--.-~'- - ........ -.~----~-.- -- .-, 

ture width of _~9 __ fL~'_t~e sealing tim~_i~_a_b.?yt 1 11ill f>; 
year-. Pres-sure reductions that are larger would tv; (. ,-v 
-;;s~lt in more rapid entrapment and' wider frac-
tures would require more time. 
_~ maximum time...QY.eT which the pressure tran

sients occurred is t~~_~~me reguired for uplift of 
_!..h~J90twall to pro_duce 10 0 C cooling. The rate of 

footwall uplift and cooling has been established 
for the Wasatch fault by" fission track ages of 
apatite that average 8.5 ± 1.7 Ma and K-Ar age 
of muscovite of 17.6 ± 0.7 Ma (Evans, et al., 1985; 
Parry et aI., 1988). The closure temperatures are 
120° ± 15°C (Naeser 1979, 1981) and 350 0 ± 
50 0 C (Hunziker. 1979) for apatite and muscovite 
respectively. Formation temperature for the 
muscovite estimated from cogenetic fluid inclu-
sions is 309 0 ± 13 0 C (Parry et aI.. 1988). These 

t, coN) '-\'\f-
10 c 
<f,,-,,J 

il\ 

II-/<lv<\\' 
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data show that the fo_~wa~£90ledJ9~juJU.1L 
m.y. or 10 0 C per 0.5 m.y. However, it is likely 
that the time represented by the pressure tran
sients is far less, possible as short as a few thou
sand years, the recurrence interval for large earth
quakes. 

Discussion 

Alternative mechanisms that could account for 
the pressure transients include fluid pressure in
creases that result from porosity reduction due to 
strain and precipitation of hydrothermal minerals 
(Sibson, 1981: Walder and Nur. 1984: Roeloffs 
and Rudnicki. 1985), fluid pressure reduction as a 
result of porosity increases from dilatant fractures 
(Sibson, 1981) or fluid pressure draining away 
along the rupture zone as in the fault-valve model 
of Sibson et a1. (1988), and fluid pressure induced 
by heating of the fault during slip (Mase and 

Smith. 1985). Fracture pe~Il1.eability iIl_lh~Jall!!<:9 
carapace of the Wasatch fault (exclusive of the 
------~--- ' ... _- ." 

highly sheared cataclasite) was estimated to be 
between 10- 1

" and 1O- 12 m2 for ~~e~age fracture 
'aperwr~s ;f 50 to 200 p.m (Thompson, 1988). 
--Caf~~I~;i';~s show that frictionalrnelting~~~ld 
~~r before thermal pressurization of the fluid 
for pe~~~bilities greater than 10 -15 m2 (Mase 

and Smith. 1985). Fractures are even more abun-

) 
dan tat O. ixie Valley suggesting higher permeabili
ties. vet no e\idence of melting has been observed. 

~P):~,ss_l!riia.tl;;~~i~_~~~~~.f()E~i~.likeii~' -
Fluid pressure changes and micro fracturing may 

occur over a large range in deformation rates from 
aseismic creep to dynamic rupturing during earth
quakes. In saturated fault rock with fluid pressure 

Pl' the frictional strength of the fault may be 
approximated by a Coulomb-type failure criterion 
modified to account for effective stress: T = Co + 
f1 (an - Pr) where T and an are shear and normal 
stresses on the fault surface, p. is the coefficient of 
friction, and Co is cohesive strength. Application 
of compressive stress causes a reduction in poros
ity and a rise in pore-pressure (Ismail and Murrell, 
1976: Murrell, 1977), but when rock~ecomes di
latant. pore-pressure tends to fall and rock behav
ior then depends ori whether it is in a drained or 
-~. --."--~~--------.---- -- - ~- -------.--. 

undrained conditiQIL. In undrained conditions di-
-~----- -- ---- .. -----.~------~---------~ 

~~ 

W.T. ?ARRY A:-JD R.L. BRt)H~. , 
@t~n.f.Y . hardening-ociOUfs-and.-strength.-tends_to ~. . 

i~_witJ!_deformation.(Murrell, 1977). Oi- d~ 
latanc~r:9duce(Lb)'.[()rmation.~l)_<!J?ropagation 

of cracks within the rock and becins to occ~ at 
--~~- ..... 
stresses as 10\\1 as one-half the breaking strength 
(Sholz et al.. 1973). When effective stress becomes 
large enough to begin producing dilatancy at a 
rate faster than the rate at which pore fluid can 
flow into newly created \"olume, the pore pressure 
in the dilatant region drops and effective stress 
rises causing a strengthening of the rock and sta
bilization of the fault rupture by increasing effec-
tive normal stress (Rice, 1980; Rudnicki and Chen .. , <(I;' 

1988). Abrup_tj.n..fIeases in.crack\QIll!Pe and.f~ult 11',-;' 

permeabili ty pro.(tus~.d _duriI}gQ),!l~r!ILc_!.u.pture has . ~(~ L, • l.( 

beenobs~~'ed in laboratory experiments t;'~~~~e rl (:."f~ 
abrupt decreases inJluid pressure leadi I1g l~'~~ii: 
in~.?~ effen'escence of gases (?cholz, 1978). 

Fluid pressure is thus seen to play an active 
role in seismic events. Reduction of pore volume 
due to strain during aseismic creep and precipita
tion of hydrothermal minerals causes fluid pres
sure to rise to near lithostati<e values. The forma
tion of an impermeable cap due to mineral pre
cipitation is necessary to maintain high fluid pres
sures (Etheridge et aI., 1983: Cox et a!.. 1986). 
Elevated pore pressure then leads to dynamic rup
turing during earthquakes with partial relief of 
high pore pressures, communication of fluids with 
shallower, lower pressure reservoirs (the fault valve 
model of Sibson et aI., 1988), separation of the 
fluid into CO2 gas and H 20 liquid, and escape of 
CO2 , 

. Effect of pressure reduction and phase separation on 

.Kj 

Rudnicki and Chen (1988, equation 23) have 
shown that the relationship between shearing stress 
and displacement during frictional slip may be 
accounted for by two terms in the governing equa
tion. The first term includes factors for drained 
response, and the second term reflects hardening 
due to thed~~sure induced by 

diTatancYTlUs ~~g~ffect is proportional to 
the friction coefficient and the pore fluid bulk 
modulus K f • 

The dependence of the hardening effect on the 
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TABLE 2 

Densilies and bulk moduli of fluids on seismogenic faulls 

Fluid composilion T 

XC02 WNaCI XHP 
( 0c) 

Wasarch laulr 

0.18 6.6 0.804 300 

Decompressed iluids 

0.12 7.3 0.847 302 

1.00 0.0 0.0 302 

Two-phase fluid 

Decrease on decompression and phase s,para,ion: 

Dixie Valley joult 

0.165 3.6 0.8255 294 

Decompressed fluids 

0.062 4.3 0.9252 303 

1.00 303 

Two-phase iluid 

Decrease on decompression and ph2se separ2 tion: 

Pure waler 

0 0 300 

0 0 300 

0 0 300 

Steam 

0 0 300 

Pure carbon-diox ide 

0 0 300 

0 0 300 

0 0 300 

0 0 300 

Carbon ·dioxide- wat er- sodium-chloride 

0 6.6 0.979 300 

0 6.6 0.979 300 

0.1 6.6 0.881 300 

0.1 6.6 0.881 300 

0.15 6.6 0.831 300 

fluid bulk modulus is related to three crucial points 
in the derivation of Rudnicki and Chen (1988). 
Work hardening and weakening of the rock is 
related to slip distance, and instability occurs if 
the slope of the shear stress versus the slip dis
tance curve IS more negative than the unlo_a9.mg_ 
stiffness of the surrounding material. Co"ulomb 
friCtion applies; .snearstress- ·at~~ is propor
tional to the effective normal stress. If dilatancy 
occurs as a function o fs lipa iStance, and effective 
normal stress is partly controlled by pore pressure, 
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P DensilY Kr 
(MPal (g/ cm) (MPa) 

255 0.975 1.91 X 10) 

175 0.935 l.J3 

175 0.860 0.478 

1.12 

41% 

145 0.892 1.03 

37 0.799 0.520 

37 0345 0.0422 

0.107 

90% 

100 0.824 1.07 

200 0.882 1.69 

8.6 0.712 0.304 

8.6 0.0461 0.005 

45 0.4\0 0.0559 X 10) 

100 0.683 0.206 

150 0.813 0.388 

200 0.904 0.57C 

100 0.903 1.13 

200 0.978 1.53 

100 0.871 0.846 

200 0.949 1.54 

200 0.943 1.57 

then a decrease in bulk modulus of the fluid may 
cause the slope of the shear stress versus the slip 
distance curve to become negative leading to in~ 
stability, even though the increase in pore volume 
by fracturing tends to stabilize the fault by de
creasing the pore pressure. Decreases in fluid pres
sure that result in boiling or that allow dissolved 
gases to effervesce reduce K( substantially. 

Bulk moduli of fluids present in the Wasatch 
and Dixie Valley faults have been calculated to
gether with the moduli for water, salt water, ca rbon 
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dioxide, and steam. For CO~-NaCI-H20 fluids, 
the moduli were calculated using the MRK equa

tion of state, data presented by Bowers and Helge
son (1983a), and a finite difference approximation 

for the derivative . For H:>O-NaCI fluids. equa
tions and data of Potter and Brown (1977) were 

used. For CO2 , equations and data oi Angus et al. 

(1976) were used, and equations :!nd data of 
Keenan et al. (1978) were used for water and 

steam. Densities and bulk moduli for representa

tive fluids on the Wasatch and Dixie Valley faults 

are shown in Table 2 together with water. steam, 

carbon dioxide, and sal t solutions for comparison 
purposes. 

The bulk modulus of a two-phase fluid was 
computed from the moduli of the gas and liquid 

phases and their respective volume fractions. Ap
plication of a pressure increment to the two-phase 
fluid would produce a volume change that is the 
sum of the volume changes of the g2S and liquid 

phases: 

~Vr = ~VI + LlVg 

~ Vr = l '~ D. P / K r 

~VI = VI ~P/K, 

~Vg = Vg !:1P/Kg 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where ~V is the volume change, ~P is the pres
sure increment, V is volume and K is bulk mod

ulus. and the subscripts f, I, and g refer to fluid, 
liquid . and gas respectively. Substitution of 2, 3, 

and 4 into 1 and simplifying for a unit volume of 

fluid produces : 

I/Kr = VI/KI + Vg/Kg 

where VI and ~ are the volume fractions of liquid 

and gas respectively. 
Table 2 illustrates the reduction of fluid bulk 

modulus that results from decompression of vari

ous fluids. A homogeneous fluid consisting of 10 

mol. % CO2 that decompresses from 200 MPa to 

100 MPa (A to B on Fig. 2) would undergo a 
reduction in bulk modulus from 1.54 X 10 3 to 

0.846 X 10 3 MPa, a decrease of 45%. A fluid con-
taining 15 moL% CO2 that decompresses from 200 

\ to 100 MPa would separate into two phas~~, a 
\. CO2 rich gas and an aqueous liquid. The aque'ous 

\~uid would have a bulk modulus of 0.846 X 10 3 

', ...... 

\. 
". T . , 
..... . . P .. s..RRY A:"O R.L. 8RL!H~\ 

\ 
\fPa but the CO2 gas would have a bulk modulus .\\ : 
of 0.206 X 10) M Pa and would comprise 12 vol. % \ 
ior an overall bulk modulus of the two-phase fluid 
of 0.616 X 10) MPa, a decrease of 50%. Further 

decompress ion to point C on Fig. 2 would result 
in separation of additional CO2 and a correspond-

ing reduction in bulk modulus. 

Examples 

One rep resen tative example fluid on the 
\Vasatch fault shown in Table 2 consists of a 

nomogeneous fluid containing 18 mol. ~ CO:>. 80A 
mol.% H,O with 6.6 w1.% dissolved NaC!. The 
fluid density is 0.975 g/cm). This fluid was trapped 

as a homogeneous fluid at a minimum of 300 0 C 
and 255 MPa. Isothermal decompression of 1 kg 
(1025 cm}) of the fluid to 175 MPa, well within 

the observed pressure transient at 300 0 C in Table 

1. permits effervescence of CO~ resulting in two 
?hases: 113 cm) of Cal with a density of 0.860 
and 965 em) of a fluid consisting of 12 mol. '10 CO~, 
S5 mol. % H,O with 7.3 wl.% dissolved NaCI. The 

I'olume increase of 5% is well within the increase 

in porosity due to dilatancy observed in labora

lOry experiments (Brace. 1978). The bulk modulus 

of the combined two-,Rhase sys tem is 41 % lo~r' - ---
._ ~a.~._ the ... !?J.!J.k_fl1~dulus __ ~~ tJ:1.:~~~iI1:~l...~id. "", 

cancelling almost half of the dilatant hardening · \ 
- - - ---._ .. _---_ .. _--._-----.- \, 

effect produced by the increas~-i-;:;crad( · vOi ume. -- -_. _-_ .. . .. _- . - . . - .'._ -- ~ . .• - - . ---- - . . --- ... ---.... ~ .. -- . . -

An example fluid on the Dixie Valley fault 

consists of 16.5 mol. % CO:> and 83 mol. fc H:>O 
with 3.6 wt.% dissol ved NaCI. This fluid was 
trapped at a minimum of 145 MPa at a tempera

ture of 2~9 0 C at a density of 0.892. On decom
pression of 1 kg to 37 MPa, CO2 effervesces 

resulting in a two-phase system consisting of 535 
em) of CO2 with a density of 0.345 g/cm), and 

1020 cm) of a fluid with 6.2 mol.% CO2 and 92.5 

mol.% H 20 with dissolved salt. The decrease in 

bulk modulus is 90%. The: increase in volume is 
39%, also within the range of observed dilatant 

vo lume increases (Brace, 1978). I 
Table 2 shows that decompressi.on of pure water I 

from 200 to 100 MPa at 300 0 C produces a de- . 

crease in bulk modulus of 37% and no phase / 
separat ion would occur. Phase separation in pure / 
water would not occur at 300 0 C until the pressure / 

/ 
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fell to 8.6 MPa where a drastic reduction in bulk 
modulus would occur depending on the volume 
fraction steam produced. The bulk modulus of 
saturated steam at 300 0 C is 2% of that of water 
(Table i). Separation of 10 vol.% steam would 
result in a weighted average bulk modulus of 
0.044 X 103 MPa which is a reduction of 85%. 

The P_~~ __ 2r~~j;J,1JJ~--",_ariationsobserved i_n _fluid 
inclusions on seismogenic normal faults are thus 
s-ee-il-io- destabiliZe the f~ult by-~d~clio~- of nor~
mal stress astluldp~~s~~~-ri-~~s- to-;;-~r._U_~~~sta_~k~ 

-~~i~-;;s. -Th~--fa~its-I~ay ~ bLstAbili?;e_~Lby.qi-
-la-tint hardening,J~ut~frervescence J)[C02 and a - _ .. , .. __ .".- - -- . ~ . ,-

decrease in fluid bulk modulus decreases this 
stabilizing effect. 

Conclusions 

Fault domains at a depth of up to 11 km on the 
Wasatch fault and up to 5 km on the Dixie Valley 
fault containing a CO2-rich fluid may playa key 
role in nucleation and propagation of earthquake 
ruptures. Ruptures may be initiated by high pore 
pressures caused by porosity reduction. New pore 
volume produced by dilatancy coupled with low 
rock penneability then results in decompression of 
the fluid that may stabilize rupture by dilatant 
hardening. Separation of CO2-B20-NaCI fluids 
into two phases results in a drastic reduction in 
fluid bulk modulus that diminishes the dilatant 
hardening effect and permits ruptures to propa
gate. 
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Fluid Inchisions and Hydrothermal Alteration on the Dixie Valley Fault, Nevada 

W.T. PARRY, D, HEDDERLY-SMITH, AND R, L. BRUHN 

DepartmLnt ofGtology and Gtophysics, Uniytrsity of Utah, Salt Lolu City 

Footwall rock,' of the 1954 ruptu're segment of the Dixie Valley fault show extensive hydrothennal 
alteration related to fluids that were presenl on the fault during tectonic evenu. Hydrothermal alteration of 
granitic host rocks consisu of temporally and spatially overlapping mineral assemblages. An early. biotite· 
feldspar assemblage is followed by later Fe·chlorite and epidote. Doth chlorite and epidote are replaced by 
hydrothennal sericite and cross-<:ut by calcite·hematite and quartz-alcite veins. Biotite is partially replaced by 
prehnite. The latest" hydrothennal minerals are stilbite, laumontite, kaolinite, alunite, smectite, illite, and 
pervasive replacement of rock uniu with fine grained quartz, chalcedony, and opal. Secondary fluid inclusions 
trapped in healed rnicrofraclUres in igneous quartz include type I inclusions that contain a moderate salinity 
aqueous liquid and vapor, type II inclusions that contain a moderate salinity aqueous liquid and C02, type ill 
inclusions thai show eutectic melting temperatures below the NaCI-H20 eutectic and contain substantial 
Ca02, and type IV inclusions containing halite and other daughter minerals. Microthennometric measuremenu 
on these inclusions yield variable compositions and homogeniz.ation temperatures. Salinities of type I 
inclusions vary from 0.1 to 12.9 wt % NaO with the mode in the interval 0 to 1%. Salinities of type II CD2 
bearing inclusions range from 0.62 to 6.81 wt % NaO relative to H20, and salinities of type ill inclusions 
with tow eutectic melting temperarures are 12.9 to 25.3 NaCI equivalent wt %. Salinities of halite-bearing 
inclusions are 30.1 to 39.2 wt % NaO. I!omogeniz.ation temperatures span the range 1200 to 4O<JOc. The 
processes of isochernical cooling with upward displacement of the footwall, mixing of coollow·salinity water 
with hOller components, and mixing of cool , evaporite brine with houer components could be responsible for 
variable fluid inclusion compositions, homogenization temperatures, and densities. The poT path of the fault 
fluids is established by mineral equilibria and fluid inclusion characteristics. The path includes a Iithostatic 
fluid pressure at 3050 C and 1570 bars. Along with cooling and escape of CD2 from fluids, the fluid P·T path 
probably approaches hydrostatic pressure conditions at lower temperarures. Hydrothermal alteration product 
minerals, fluid temperatures, pressures, and compositions in the footwall of the Dixie Valley fault constrain 
minimum fault age to 20 to 25 Ma, displacement to 6 km with about 3 km of pre-IO to 13 Ma and 3 km of 
post·10 Ma uplifL Fluid compositions and P·T data suggeSlthe following mechanism for rupture initiation 
and arreSL fulQtl!res may be initiated as . a .result of high fluid pressures, thcn,,()pening ofdilatant fra~tu.[Cs 
causes drastic 'decrease-int1Uid pressure, sepa~t;on ,,[ steUn 'and' C~. Th~ drastic reduction in fluid bulk 

---;;~;;T~h'3t~ccomparue~oiatile phase separation _perm.il£P"!!?p!&!:~~e ruP.~~~ .. ~thoug~_~_. 
pressure is reg,l!g9_,-,Jn areas where fluid pressure reduction is not accompanied by phase separation, fractures are 

-------;;:;ested bydilatant hardening. 

Hydrothennal fluids playa significant role in the mechanical 

stability of faults. Increased fluid pressure reduces the frictional 

shear strength of an existing fault where failure is governed by 
effective stress (Hubbert and Rubry, 1959]. Alteration of the fault 

rock to mineral assemblages such as muscovite with lower frictional 

or flow strenglh decreases stability [Janecke and Evans, 1988: 
Kirby and Kronenberg, 1987) . Increased pore volume produced 

during dynamic rupturing wilh accompanying reduction in fluid 

pressure [Ismail and Murrell, 1976; Rudnicki and Chen, 1988: 
.Roeloffs and Rudnicki, 1985], and healing and sealing of cracks 

wilh precipitated minerals increase stability. Fault stability is also 

re lated to the tem perarure and pressure of the fault zone and the 

constitutive properties of fault zone rock and fluids. New pore 

volume produced by dilatancy coupled with low rock pcnneability 
can result in decompression of lhe fluid and may stabilize rupture. 

Separation of the fluid into gas and liquid phases resul ts in drastic 

reduction in fluid bulk modulus tha t diminishes lhe dil atan t 

hardening effect and may permit ruprure propagation (Rudnicki and 
Chen, 1988; Parry and Bruhn, 1990). 
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Evidence of hydrolhennal fluid circulation and chemical 

interaction of fluids wilh fault zone rocks is evident in fault zones 

exhumed by erosion [Sibson, 1981; Sibson et al., 1988; Parry et 
al., i988] Microscopic to megascopic fractures filled wilh 

precipitated minerals are conunon. and fluid inclusions trapped 

wilhin lhese minerals represent samples of lhe pore fluids. 
Characteristics of fluid inclusions togelher with associated 
hydrolhennal alteration product minerals may be used to infer the 

physical state of lhe fault zone at deplh, estimate constitutive 

properties of fault zone materials such as fluid bulk modulus which 
control fault stability (Parry and Bruhn, 1990). constrain the fluid 
pressure [Parry and Bruhn, 1986; Parry el al., 1988: Parry and 
Bruhn., 1990], and estimate fault displacement using pressure and 

temperature constraints [Parry and Bruhn, 1987] . 
The Dixie Valley fault system is part of a 300·km. long active 

seismic belt in central Nevada [Wallace, 1984] with individual 

segments capable of producing magnitude 7 earthquakes . E:thumcd 
footwall rocks on segments of this fault display the effects of 

hydrothennal alteration and provide an opportunity for obser vation 

of fluid characteristics in fluid inclusions and alteration product 
mineralogy ncar seismogenic depths on lhe fault. 

The objectives of lhis study are to charac ter ize and mJp 

hydrolhennal altera tion assemblages on the footwall o f the 1954 

ruprure segment o f the Di xie Val ley fault Nevada. to detc:rmln~ the 
charac ter is tics of fault pore flui ds us ing flui d inclUSIO ns dnd 
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alteration mineralogy, and to relate these characteristics to fault 
behavior and history. We have chosen the 1954 rupture segment for 
study because the footwall exposes Tertiary age granitic rocks in 
which alumino-silicate minerals provide an excellent record of 
chemical interaction of fluids and because the age of the alteration 
must postdate the emplacement of the igneous host rock. 

THE DlXlE V ALLEY FAULT 

The Dixie Valley fault in the western Basin and Range province 
of Nevada lies in an area of high heat flow, late Cenozoic volcanic 

activity, and recent seismic activity. Historic seismicity has resulLed 
in surface rupturing events (from north to south) at Pleasant Valley 
(1915), Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley (1954), Wonder (1903), Cedar 
Mountains (1932), Excelsior Mountain (1934), Mammoth Lakes 
(1980), and Owens Valley (1972) (Wallace and Whitney, 1984J. 

The Dixie Valley fault system forms the eastern margin of the 
Still water Mountains shown in Figure I, and close spatial 
correlation between the 1954 and older fault scarps indicates that 
repeated surface-rupturing earthquakes have created the structural 
relief between the Stillwater mountains and Dixie VaHey, Footwall 
rocks exposed in the Stil1water range shown in Figure 1 include 
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks intruded by the Jurassic gabbroic 
Humboldt lopolith (Willden and Speed, 1974 J a multiphase 
Oligocene granodiorite-quartz monzonite-granite intrusion emplaced 
at 28 Ma (Speed and Armstrong, 1971]' and a smal1 Cretaceous 
granitic intrusion. These rocks are overlain by Tertiary volcanic 
roc ks. 

40 0 
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Dixie Valley is a graben system consisting of an inner graben 
with valley fill 2 to 3.2 km deep and a shallower outer graben 
containing 150 to 1500 m of fill [Meister, 1967; Thompson and 
Burke, 1973; Okaya and Thompson, 1985; Anderson et al., 1983}. 
Fault displacement has taken place along a normal fault at the base of 
the Stillwater range (the range front fault) and along a zone of 
normal faults a few km east of the range front (the piedmont fault 
zone) (Bell and Katzer, 1987, 1990J. Small scarps of the Piedmont 
fault zone shown on Figure 1 mark the innter graben. 

The topographic low in Dixie Valley is dominated by a large 
playa and the Hwnboldt salt marsh occupies 46 square miles (119 
km2) of Dixie Valley at an elevation of 3365 feet (1 026m) [Baleman 
and Hess, 1978). The brine is 28 .7 to 38 .7 wt % salt. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDljRES 

Our studies focus on hydrothermal alteration and fluid inclusion 
characteristics in footwall granitic and volcanic rocks of the 1954 
rupture segment of the Dixie Valley range front fault. Samples were 
collected from outcrop of the intrusive and volcanic rocks in the 
footwall of the Dixie Valley fault at localities shown in Figures 2a, 
2b, and 2c. Hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages, tectonic 
textures, and fluid inclusions were studied in 183 thin sections of 
rocks collected during the course of mapping footwall alteration. 
Alteration mineralogy and tectonic textures were determined by a 
combination of petrographic microscope and X ray diffraction 
techniques. Clay minerals were identified by X ray diffraction of 
oriented smears of clay size material following vapor g lycolation at 
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Fig . I . Index map of !'Ievada show ing the Stillwate r Mountain Ran ge and generaliud geologic map of a po rtion of the Still water 
Moun tain range modified from Pag e [1965) The range fro nt fault tS shown as a heavy line. A, B, and C are sections of the [)L'U , 
Valk y fa ult and footwall shown In detail in Figure 2. 
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60 0 C and heating to 2500 and 5500 C. The relative ages of 
alteration assemblages is established from crosscutting and 
replacement relationships. 

Identity, density, and homogenization temperatures of fluid 
inclusion contents were determined by observation of phase changes 
in doubly polished plates on a Fluid Incorporated heating-freezing 
microscope stage and procedures outlined by Roedder (1984J, Parry 
and Bruhn (1986], Parry (1986J and Parry et al. (1988J . 
Temperature calibration for the microscope stage was accomplished 
using synthetic fluid inclusions of known composiLion (Sterner and 
Bodnar, 1984].' Phase changes that were used LO characterize fluid 
inclusion fluids were the C02 triple point temperature; melting of 
clathrate (Collins, 1979; Bozzo et al., 1975]; melting of ice, 
hydrohalite. and halite; C02 liquid-vapor homogenization; and 
overall homogenization of fluid inclUsion contents. 

Fluid inclusion salinities were estimated from ice melting 
temperatures. from cl<!thrate melting temperatures, and from halite 
melting temperatures as appropriate. Salinities of fluids in inclusions 
with no detectable CO2 . were calculated using freezing point 
depression estimated from ice melting temperatures and the 
regression equation of Paller et al. (1978J. Salinities for fluid 
inclusions on the halite liquidus were calculated using the equation 
and coefficients of Sterner et ai. (1988] . Salinity of fluid inclusions 
showing eutectic temperatures below the NaCl-H20 eutectic were 
estimated using the equations and coefficients for total salinity of 
Oakes et al. (1990J . 

The greatest source of error in fluid inclusion measurements is a 
consequence of post entrapment changes in secondary inclusions 
described as necked inclusions by Roedder [1984J and termed 
maturation by Bodnar et a/. (19851 . These changes result from 
dissolution and reprecipitation of host mineral surrounding the 
trapped f1uid. The initial fluid inclusion may be irregularly shaped 
but in time necks down to form many smaller inclusions with more 
regular shapes . If necking takes place after separation of a vapor 
phase. then the result is varying liquid to vapor ratios. All 
secondary f1uid inclusions have undergone necking. but generally, 
the necking takes place before separation of a vapor phase or other 
daughter phases [Roedder, 1984). We have avoided measurements 
of f1uid inclusions with liquid-vapor ratios affected by necking 
using the following procedures : first, fluid inclusions in close 
proximity to one another with. widely varying liquid to vapor ratios 

were not measured; second, inclusions near one another with 
apparently similar liquid-vapor ratios were checked to insure similar 
homogenization temperatures. 

FAL1..T ROCK PETROGRAPHY Mm ALTERATIOS 

Four separate plutons in the intrusive complex shown in Figures 
1 and 2 were recognized in the footwall of the 1954 rupture segment 
during our, field investigations. but the contacts between these 
plutons were not mapped. They are. from south to north, granite 
(40% plagi'aclase •. 33% K-feldspar. 25%quartz, 2% biotite) 
outcropping in LIle vicinity of A in Figure 1; granodiorite (62% 
plagioclase, 12% K-feldspar, 19% quartz. '7% biotite) outcropping 
in the vicinity of B in Figure 1; biotite quartz monzonite (26% ' 
plagioclase, 34% K-feldspar, 27% biotite, 8% hornblende, 9% 
quartz) outcropping in the vicinity of C in Figure 1; and a small 
granite to granodiorite stock near Alameda Canyon (D on Figure I) 

that consists of 33% quartz. 43% plagioclase, 17% K-feldspar. and 
7% biotite. The K-Ar age of biotite from the biotite quartz monzonite /' . < •. ~. , 
at locality 108. Figure 2c. is 28:1:2 Ma (Table I) (Speed and of . . " 
Armstrong, 1971) . The granite is younger than the granodiorite, but 
the relative age of the granodiorite with respect to the biotite quartz 
monzonite is not known due to the lack of outcrop. The K-Ar age of (" i' f"<"' " 
muscovite from the Alameda Canyon pluton at D on Figure I is 
78 .4±2.9 Ma (fable 1). Additional smaller intrusive rocks are also 
present at map localities shown in Figure 2 and include an altered 
quartz latite porphyry dike at 37. a diorite dike at 17, a quartz diorite 
dike at 65 and a diorite dike at 97. These smaller bodies are too 
small to map at the scale of Figure 2. 

Fault breccia and cataclasite developed within the granitic 
proto lith directly overlie the footwall granitic rocks. A pervasiv<! set 
of closely spaced extension fractures is concentrated in the footwall 
irrunediately adjacent to the fault. Spacing between these steeply 
east dipping extension fractures is only a few centimeters and these 
fractures are present throughout the breccia and within the footwall 
for several meters to tens of meters. Thin discontinuous shear 
planes subparallel to the main fault plane also extend into the 
footwall and coexist with the penetrative fracture set. 

Cataclasite is the dominant fault rock, Cataclastic textures include 
pervasive fracturing of large volumes of rock and veins. Cataclastic 
veiru· are thin tabular and branching bodies of fine cataclasite 

TABLE I. POl.lsslUm·Argon Age Data 

",rap Sample Descri ption Dated Mineral K. wI % ~Ar",r4DArTotal, '10 40Ar". Age. 
No xiO- IOmoVg Ma±cr 

108 !XL Pluton fine to coa ~e plag biotile 6.91 69 3.40 28±2.0 
K-feldspar, quartz 
300 41 '27"N 
I 180 08 '02"W 

D DV 87-59 very coa~ mU5covite muscovite 8.9t 82. 1 12.37 78.4±2. 9 
+quartz vein in granite 89.7 

18 DV87-7 sericite completely muscovite 7.72 26.5 3.37 25 .0± 1 
replacingfeldspan 35 .3 
in granite 

20 DV87-5b near quantitative muscovite 7.07 54.6 2.69 2 1.8±O.9 
replacement of 
feldsparys in granite 

Anal yses by Geochron Labora tories. A.j3=4.962x 1O- lOiy r. 4 .. 4'=0.58 1 ~ t o - I O/yr. 4 0K/K= 1.193x l 0-4g/g . 40Ar"=radiogen ic Ar. 
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EXPLANATION D Chlorite 
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Fig . 2. Geologic, altenllion, and sample location map of portions of the Dixie Valley fault Temporally and spatially overl~ping 
hydrothermal alteration mineral assemblages in footwall rocks art: shown. (a) Coyote Canyon area, (b) Bo)( Canyon area, and (e) 

!XL Canyon art:a . 
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Fig, ~ . (continued) 

consisting of angular fragments of quartz and feldspar occasionally 
with a matrix of sericite or chlorite. No shear displacement of the 
fracture walls is apparent in thin section even though the fractur es 

are crowded with angular fragments of quartz and feldspar and the 
quartz may be stretched and recrystallized. We infer that the 
cataclas ite was emplaced as a suspension of fine rock partic les 
possibly during hydraulic fracturing. 

Temporally and spatially overl apping hydrothermal alteration 
mineral assemblages occur as a narrow band near the 1954 ruptu re 
in the fault footwall. Geometric association of the alteration with the 
fault and assoc iation with tectonic textures indicate alteration mineral 
assemblages are re lated to tectonic events on the Dixie Valley faulL 
From earliest 10 latest, these assemblages arc biotite+K-feldspar. 

chlorite+epidote. sericite+kaolinite+ smectite. prehnite+laumontite+ 

laumontite. stilbite. and clay minerals have also been superimposed 
on earlier alteration mineralogies with Lraces of the earlier minerals 
remaining in the rock. 

The earliest assemblage of hydrothermal minerals includes a 
pervasive. partial to complete replacement of igneous plagioclase by 
K-feldspar. leaving patchy remnants of twinned plagioclase crosscut 
bl K-feldspar veins visible in thin sections. Hydrothermal K
feldspar also occurs as selvages on quartz veins and as quartz+K
feldspar veins. Later veins of albite also crosscut R.@gj.Qlli.s.~ ") 
Hydrothermal K-feldspar was not mapped but is widely disLributed 
along the fault footwall. Hydrothermal biotite also form s early in 
the sequence. though the relative age of biotite cannot be 
unequivocally tied to the K-feldspar replacement of plagioclase. 
Hydrothermal biotite occurs as thin veins. as replacement of 
hornblende and as a replacement of igneous biotite. Hydrothermal 
biotite is more abundant in more mafic rocks where biotite vein 

networks occur in plagioclase and pyroxene. Hydrothen:!!al biot~~:. 

is not volumetrically abundant any where in the faull footwalL 
~'Tfie dominant alfeTa1lon mineralogy on the Dixie Valley f;lult 

footwall is Fe-chlorite and epidote associated with local areas of 
calcite. hematite. sericite. and prehnite. Chlorite replaces hornblende 
and biotite and occurs in veins with actinolite. green biotite. calcite. 
quartz. or epidote, Epidote forms a selvage to quartz+epidote v<:ins 
that reach thicknesses of several centimeters , Cataclasite and breccia 
consist ing of epidote and chlorite form the faces of some of the 
faceted spurs. 

Hydrothermal sericite (dioctahedral white mica) replaces all 
prevIOusly formed minerals -ex cepi' quartz. in the most ' in't'cnse 

se'ncli icruteratlOn. feIasp'arshave been nearly completely replaced 
by sericite and fine-grained quartz. The resulting altcred rock 
consists of up to 58% sericite. relict igneous quartz.. ami fine 
grained hydrothermal quartz. Biotite. hornblende. chlorite. and 
epidote are completely replaced by sericite. With decreasing intensity 
of alteration sericite occurs as disseminated grains within the 
feldspars and as isolated veins. X ray diffraction of clay-s ized 

separates from sericitized roc~hows bo!l:Lkaolinite ,JM)~ _Sl!'..<.:~.t:i.t~ 

associated with the sericite. However. thin section examination 
~shows th~iinite ands;~titc are later than the sericite. <JGod. · . d r 

Prehnite occurs locally as fibrous. radiating masses with tvpical -({I' ~.( ... 
.. \ III I F 

bow-tie extinction which partially replaces biotite. ......- I 'll.' I). f'~ ' 
- \1 ("t> \ . 

, Latest hydrothermal minerals are laumontite. stilbite. kaolinite. tf}V~ 
smectite. and very fIne grained illite that occur on the fronts of \ '.\ ' d, 
faceted spurs at exposures of the 1954 rupture Lrace of the range \ ': 1'. ' ( 
front fault (Figure 2c). Silicification of both volcani~_aI1d plutoniC ! <: c ( ' ' 

rocks is the lates t alteration event. Chalc edonv. kaolinite. alunite. .' . ' 

~ mectl te . ~d-opa.ToccUik ;~I~~ics both no~th and south-anhe -::.1 
1954 rupture segment. 

Deep exploration wells in northern Dixie Valley crossed the Dixie 
Valley fault. Well data indicate that volcanic and alluvial material is 
altered to albite. chlorite. illite. epidote. and clay . Plagioclase is 
altered to albite. illite. epidote. calcite. and clay. and hornblende is 
altered to biotite. chlorite. magnetite. epidote. and calcite. In the 
meta sediments. illite forms from andalusite. and biolil.e _~ters, tQ , 

~iculite and calcite. Quartz. laumontite. and adu laria veins are 
observed [Bell el ai .. 1980J. ( 

11\ ~ LA.. I I,l,. r' . 

JOIm AND VEIN SYSTEMS 

I 
stilbite+kao linite+smectite . The spatial distribu tion of areas ~Iinera l assemblages precipitated in veins and on joint surf3ces 
dominated by sericite. chlorite+epidote. and zeo lite assemblages is occur in se veral sets of variably oriented fracrures tha t formed over 
shown in Figure 2. The sericitic !l!teration is superimposed on ' an ex tended period of time. The youngest mineral assemblages 

-,~ri~ md 'Ilid",,;;;;;:;,, 0 f which , ;;;;;;;' -.;; ",;roCk.-~\( ~0f) of pcohoi ~- l ,"moo'i'N",~i ~_:'" y. md -;,lei' dif led 
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Fig . 3. Ca) Rose diagram of strike directions of open fractures on the Dixie 
Valley fault. :-;evada. (b) Rose diagram of strike directions of hydrolhennal 
vems. 

veinlets. This assemblage is concentrated in north to NE trending 
fractures that parallel the Dixie Valley fault trace (Figure 3a). 
Sericite-clay and older mineral assembl~~ are concentrated in NW 
to WNW striking veins that s~ike at a high li!!&le to __ the 
contemporary fault zone and in a secondary set of NNE to NE 
striJelni vems (Flgure-:f6):' -fiiese -older mme;"~-~~~;;bi-;g~s fo.rm 

lJana.S of alteration several tens to hundreds of meters wide that 
either parallel the Dixie Valley.fault zone or cut into the footwall at a 
high angle to the fault zone (Figures 1 and 2). Two samples of 
hY,% thennal.3 ericite . were dated using the K-Ar method ; one 

Ii yie Ided an .age of 21.8 M!l.~~. t!te .otller }5 !-1~0:~~le ~). indicating 
, th<:~ ~.~teration OCC\.!lT~ during late Oligoceneto early ,Micx;ene. 

The seric ite-clay alteration assemblag e is younger than the 
Chlor ite -epidote and biotite-K-feldspar assemblages based on 
crosscutting relationships seen in the field and in thin section . The 
epidote-chlorite assemblage is best preserved from Li llie 80)( 

Canyon to Willow Canyon (Figure 2). but remnants of this 
assemblage e)(tend along almost the entire length of the fault zone in 
the study area. In most locales along the range fron t., the serici te
clay assemblage overprints the epidote-chlorite mineralization. Ncar 
Sheep Canyon. in the southern part of the study area (Figure 2). 
serici te-clay mineralization ex tends about L~ into the foo twall 
along a closely spaced set of WNW to west istrilcing joints and 
vei ns. 

Orientations of mineral-ft!led veins suggest that an early stage of 
activ ity on the Dixie Valley fault with an ENE to WSW ex tension 
direction is associated with mineral-fu led extension veins of quar tz. 
epidote. quartz-sericite. clay minerals. and hematile. Fractures with 
dustings of eu hedral quartz. stilbite. chlorite. calcite. epidOl(!. and 
hematil\;, are parallel to present-day extension fractures. - 1l. 

~-" _____ r~-'---_ _ _ 

FLUID L,\CLUSIO:-l PETROGRAPII Y 

Healed microcracks in both igneous quar:z and ve in quartz 

contain thin planar trails of numerous secondary fluid inclusions that 
often crosscut boundaries between adjacent quartz grains. In least 

altered rocks there are a few trains of small «I~) fluid inclusions. 
bur most quartz grains near the fault show many intersecting planar 

arrays of secondary fluid inclusions. While numerous intersections 
of fluid inclusion trai.rts are apparent, it is not possible to determine a 
fluid inclusion chronology from crosscuning relationships. Necking 
is a common phenomena. Fluid inclusions appear as irregular. 
immature to very regular mature inclusions with negative crystal 
shapes. Nearby fluid inclusions in linear arrays that are mature and 
display negative crystal outlines often have si.rnilar liquid to vapor 
rarios sugggesting that necking preceded separation of a vapor 
phase. 

The abundance of secondary fluid inclusions larger than I urn 
can be correlated with proximity to the mapped trace of the Dixie 
Valley fault. Quartz grains nearest the fault trace contain up to 
2x 1 05 fluid inclusions per cubic millimeter. Fluid inclusion 
abundance decreases to 3xl04 fluid inclusions per cubic milli.rneter 
within 6 m of the fault at Coyote Canyon and 400 m of the fault at 
[XL canyon. Here the broader distribution is due to the presence of 
several subsidiary faults . 

Arrays of secondary fluid inclusions are subparallel to cataclastic 
ve ins with a second set at high angles to cataCiastic veins. The 
orientations of fl uid inclusion trails that de fine p;utl y heal ed 
microfractures were measured on oriented samples of grani tic rock 
using a universal stage (Figure 4). Poles to these trails are shown in 
Figure 4 contoured in terms of standard deviations (a) from l 

uniform distribution of points . Three areas of high point density are 
apparent. The most prominent crack orientation. point density of 8· \ 
lOa. represents nearly vertical planes striking N38°W about 150 

0<Y \:v P\((I.'Yo- -h c\ ; ( f ' 

Fig . 4. Equal·area stereogrllphic plot of poles to fluid inclusion lnlll>. lowe r ' 
hemisphen: . Contoured in tenns of standard deviations from a unlfonn 
di st ributi on of poin ts [Ka,:,b. 19591. with the contour inlerva l vi 20 ( 
indIca ted by WIdth of ruled lines. A unifonn dlstnbuuon IS n:prescn lcJ b ~· 

30. so the unruled area repn:senting 20-40 repn:senLS the are3 of lhe 
Ji agram in which the counting circle contained a distribution 0; POlflU 
equivalent 10 10 on either side of the density of . uniIonn dislnbuuon o f 
poin ts. 
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TABLE 2. Characteristics of Major Fluid Inclusion Groups 

Property 
Type! 
Moderate 

Tyrc II 
CO:z- caring 

Type ill Type IV 
Low Eutectic Halite 

Salinity 

Phases at 40-90%1 60-90% IhOI 80-90%1 H20 1 
room 10-60%v 10-40%C021 6-20%v H20v 
temperature +C02v 2-10% 1\'aO 

Aqueous phase freeze at -30° to-4()oC f rceze at -6()0 -8()oC 
at low melting of last coa rsens -40°C 

- temperature solid (ice) ()O to-11°C visible melt -4()oC 
melting of last 
solid ice -26° to -9OC 

Bubble behavior no change CO:z melts 
atlow -57.5° to -54.4°C 
temperature 

Gas hydrates none clathrate melts 
6.4° to 9.7°C 

Hearing homogenization C02 I-v 22.50 -29.3°C(v) homogeniza tion TmNaO 160°-356°C 
behavior to I at 125°-4000C C02 I-v 25.4°-29.4°C(1) to liquid 129°-283OC Thl-v 275O -382°C 

homogenization to 
I at 197°-358°C 

Number of 256 45 
measurements 

v, homogeni.u3 to vapor phase; I, homogenizes to liquid phase. 

clockwise of the dominant NW to WNW concentration of older 

veins observed in outcrop . The next most prominent, 6-8cr, 

represents planes NIOoW and the third set, 4-6 cr, represents planes 

striking N720 E. 

The K-Ar age of hydrothermal illite in the areal s __ 'li.JQ25.Ma~ 

(Table I) corresponding to the earlier episode of e;;~nsion where the 

extension directioni~-W'SW:ENEconsisteuL with mod~ i' . - .--_ ..... - -- ._ ... --- .~~.--~-- .. -- ... -.-~~--- - ---- ---_ .. _ ... 
mIcrocracks hosting fluid inclusions striking NJS_~W- Fluid 

---mausioiC'Huids oil 'this se~iion '~Tth;olxlc-Valley fault must 

therefore be associated with the early phase of Basin and Range 

extension. The orientations of fluid inclusion trails ar~ . 

subperpendicular to the inferred Oligocene to early Miocene regional. 
stress field. , 

FLUID INCLUSION MEASUREMENTS 

Phase changes observed' in fluid inclusions on the heating

freezing microscope stage have revealed a diverse assemblage of 

chemically distinct fluids on the Dixie Valley fault. Fluid inclusions 

are categorized by their contents into liquid+vapor, moderate salinity 

inclusions (type f); carbon dioxide bearing inclusions (type Il); low 

eutectic temperature inclusions (type III); halite bearing inclusions 

(type IV); and one-phase (liquid) inclusions. A few inclusions 

contain solid phases in addition to halite. The one-phase (liquid) 

inclusions are the youngest. The thermometric measurements are 

summarized in Table 2 . The maiori~f!uid inclusi9ns_!Il~urcd 
consist of an aqueous phase and a vapor bubble usually comprising 

,. ~O- [(DOYOI%-(typnr.-rc-eiStneTaStphas~-to me lt on w;;;: ;rung~
secon-darld -posSlbiyrelated type of inclusion contains a large vapor 

bubble (more than 60 vol %) and a small volume of low-salinity 

liquid . These two types of inclusions are occasionally in clos e 

proximity to one another and may show similar homogenization 

temperatures, the fIrst to liquid and the second to vapor. Thes!; 

charac teristics co uld be conSidered ev idence fo r boil ing of Ou ids at 

~~ag; of f~ul t dev e l~prr;ent. Howeve r: the- w idcspread 

occUrrence of neck~d in~-I~si~;;;-~~ggests that necking probably 

acc<> unts for this association. C0:2-bearing inclus ions (type Il) are 

pr7sent on so me sections of the fau ll 

17 7 

Two types of high-salinity inclusions are prescnt . A fe w 

inclusions consisting of only vapor and liquid showed e utecti c 

temperatures well below the NaCl-H20 eutectic (type lIT). Tne 

fourth type of fluid inclusions contain daughter minerals (type I V) . 

These daughter minerals include an isometric salt probably halite. a 

small high-relief unidentified salt, and a platy, birefringent mineral 

that may be sericite . 

ModeraJe Salinity Incluswns (Type I) 

Microthermometric measurements of type I fluid inclusions have 

revealed wide diversity in chemical composition and homogenization 

temperatures. Salinities in NaCI equivalent wt % calculated from 

ice melting temperatures are shown for 265 fluid inclusions in the 

histogram of Figure 5. Salinity data form a highly skewed 
distribution with most frequent values in the low salinity range 0 to 

1 % NaCI. However significant numbers of higher salinity nuid 

inclusions were observed, 

'" z 50 
Q 
'" ::> 

u 40 
~ 

0 )0 

'" 
'" 20 ~ 
::> 
Z 

10 

0 
0 10 15 

DIXit VALL~ Y ; A i.., c 

N, 2 73 

20 :1 
SAL I N IT Y N o e l EOUIVA LE N T NT \ 

Fig. 5. Histogram of salinities of Type [ (ruled lines) and T~1X I1J ' , uljJ) 
nuid inclusion3 ca lculated from ice melting tempe rature, u!lng lhe 

regression oquation of Poilu ~ aI. [1 978 J. 
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fig . 7. Temperature of homogenization of fluid mclusions plottcd versus 
salinity. Symbols are open squares, low eutecLie mclusions (type 111): open 
circles. CO" inclusions (type II): solid circles, moderate salinlty .. aqucous 
Inclusions (type I). Moderate salinity aqueous inclusions (type l) lre 
contoured in terms of density (g/cm3) using the equaLiOils and coefficicnts 
of POller and Drown [1977J . Density contou rs do not apply to C02 
mclusions shown as open circles. Trends m thc diagram mdicatcd by 'ITOW, 

,nd discussed m the text are A, boiJing: 8, cool. low -salinity watcr mi;ung: 
C, cool evaporite mixing: and D, isochcmical cooling oi the flult iOQ(Wlil. 

0 1 
100 150 200 250 300 

><OMOGENllATION TEMPERATURE 
350 dOO and Figure 7 is contoured in lerms of density. ReClUse nuids 

trapped in inclusions are constant density systems, the fluids m~st 

be trapped along isochores defmed by these density values . 

on 15 
z o 
.;;; 
:::l 
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10 .r o 

c 
BOX CANYONS 

N · I04 

><OMOGfNllATION TEMPERATURE 

Fig . 6. (a) Homogenization temperatures of Iype I aqueous fluid mciuSI(Jr'll 
(rom the Dwe Valley fault footwall . (b) Homogeniz.aLion temperdtures of 
Iluid inclusions from the Coyote Canyon area of Figure 2 •. (c) 

Homogenization temperatures of fluid inclusions from the Box Canyons 
area (Figures 2b and 2c). 

Homogenization of type I nuid inclusions occurred by 

disappearance of the vapor bubble. The range in homogenization 

temperarures is 1200 to 4000C (Figure 6). The mode Dfn vaIues'ls 

270°- 2800 C in the so uthern area near Coyote and Sheep Canyon 

(Figure 2a ) ,~d i 800 - 1900 C in the Box Canyons area (Figure 2b). 

an area dominated by chlorite and eptdote alteration (Figure 6), 

al though both areas have homogenization temperatures that span 
near ly the full range. 

Homogenization temperature is ploned versus saliniry for type I. 
type II. and type III fluid inclusions in Figure 7. The data points on 

Figure 7 ind ica te no apparen t trends of cooling and dilution. 

Homogenization temperature and saliniry deftne the fluid dens iry 

C02-Bearing Fluid Inclusions (Type II) 

Secondary fluid inclusions containing C02 are present in s.;vc:ral 

areas of the Dixie Valley fault footwalL These inclusions contJtn a 

recognizable meniscus separating liquid C02, vapor C02, md m 

aqueous liquid at room temperature. Thermometric properties of 

these inclusions are shown in Table 3. The liquid CO2 phase thJt is 

frozen by supercooling to below -90°C, melts in the presence of 

C02 vapor al temperatures of -57 .60 C to -54.4°C. The mllst 

frequent mel ling temperature is withiJ,l 0.20C of -56.6°C. the tuple 

point temperature of pure C02. Lower melting temperature s could 

be accounted for by small amounts of methane _ The mdllng 

tc:mperatures above -56.60C can not be accounted for by :my known 

phase equilibria, but these temperatures are reproducible md :lot the 

result of c~peTimental error. 

Clathrate melting temperatures of CO2-bearing inclu sluns :- h::d 

s.1.limties of 0 .62 to 6.8 wt % NaCI relative to H20 (Table: ~\. These 

s.1.limties together with the homogenization temperJrure s ;ue plut[cd 

on Figure 7 for comparison with aqueous inclusions, but the t.icn.s lty 

con tours on Figure 7 apply only to the aqueous inclusions. 

The CO2 component of these inclusions homogenized 10 l:q t; IJ Jt 

25Ao-29 .50C or to vapor at 20.5 0 -29 .3°C. HomO~CnI LJlIo n:o 

the liquid implies a greater density of C02 and entrapment at h:bhcr 

pressure . 

Overall homogenization of CO2 bearing inclusions occurrcJ \l\'C:( 

nearly as wide a range (1970 -371 0 C) as the moderate Slllnliy 
inclusions (Table 2 and Figure 7). 

Low Ewecric T cmperalures (Type 1/1) 

Fluid inclusions wi th ice melting temperatures be twc~n ·1 (1 ! 0C 

and -26.00C had very low initial me lting temperatures as :uw .l.S . 

I 

I 
I 
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TABLE 3. Microthermomctric Properties of C02-Dearing Fluid lnc1usions 

Tm ThC~ Volwne 
CO2 L-V Pc=nt 

:Vlap . Sample No. TmC~ Oath Th %C~ ~aO )C{aCI XH20 XC02 p. bar 

12 DV87-lf I -56_5 9.2 28.Ov 304 30 1.63 0.005 0.93 I 0_065 390 
4 -56.9 8.4 20.5v 313 29 3_19 0.010 0.942 0.049 320 
8 -56.8 7.9 26.5v 297 27 4.14 0.012 0.933 0.055 360 

14 -57.4 9.7 27_9v 300 . 30 . 0.62 0_002 0.934 0_064 340 
15 -56.4 9_6 29_3v 278 25 0.82 0.002 0.939 0.058 340 
16 -57_6 7.9 28_Ov 335 39 4_14 0_012 0.902 0.086 450 
17 .JJl __ 2I·l~_~-· _~_ 2_03 0.006 0.909 0_085 440 

22 DV87-4 17 -56_8 - 29.4 270v 
18 -56.7 9_7 22.5v 371v 80 __ 0.62 0_001 0.726 0.272 
19 -:57.2 8-:-0- 2 8.41 239D 17 3_95 0.012 0.921 0.068 

20 DV87-5a 8 -56.4 . 307 3_19 
11 -57_0 8.5 26.61 312D 42 3_10 0.008 0.810 0.182 
12 "57.5 8.5 26_21 254D 25 3.10 0.008 0.890 0.102 
13 8.2 29_01 197 9 3.67 0.011 0.947 0.042 540 

18 DV87-7 5 -56.3 8.5 27.2v 312v 3. 10 0.009 0.066 0.068 
6 -56.3 8.5 26.4v 280 23 . 3. 10 0.009 0.943 0.048 350 
7 -56.3 8.1 27.5v 308 31 3.86 0.011 0.924 0.065 380 
8 -56.3 8.6 22.5v 318 32 2.91 0.008 0.935 0.056 340 

43 DV87-19 I -56.4 7 . 1 24.7v 8Ov? 90 5.59 0.009 0.479 0.512 
2 -56.9 6 .9 24.Ov 210D 15 6.03 0.Ql8 0.948 0.033 
6 -57.0 6.8 27.5v 250D 26 6.12 0.019 0.926 0.055 
7 -57.1 7.9 28.0 . 26lD 28 4.14 0.012 0.927 0.060 

D DV87-54a I -55.4 8.5 26.51 240D 21 3.00 0.009 0.906 0.085 
2 -55.1 9 .1 27.21 252D 25 1.83 0.005 0.895 0.100 
3 -54.9 8.1 25.41 280 31 3.76 0.010 0.856 0.134 1480 
4 -54.4 8.0 27.01 268 27 3.95 0.011 0.881 0.108 1300 
5 -56.7 7 .6 28.7v 324 34 4.69 0.014 0.910 0.076 550 
6 -56.5 7.8 28.4v 320 36 4.32 0.013 0.907 0.080 430 
7 -56.8 7 .8 27 .5v 303 30 4.32 0.013 0.924 0.063 370 

D DV87-55 I -56.7 8.3 30.Ov 234 14 3.38 0.010 0.950 0.039 360 
3 -56.5 7.7 29.41 208 10 4.51 0.014 0.939 0.047 670 
5 7 .9 29 .Ov 244 21 4.14 0.012 0.908 0.082 880 

D DV87-59 I -56.0 7.9 27 .5v 219 10 . 4.14 0.013 0.958 0.030 280 
2 -56.0 9.2 29.5v 216 10 1.63 0.005 0.963 0.032 310 
3 -55.6 8.9 28.9v 222 II 2.22 0.007 0.961 0.033 300 
4 -56.6 8.4 29.41 279 · 33 3. 19 0.009 0.866 0.126 1060 
5 -56.6 8.4 29.51 287 32 3.19 0.009 0.866 0.125 1200 
7 -56.7 6.4 24. 11 268D 25 6.81 0.020 0.875 0.105 
9 -55.2 6.7 27.31 248 18 6.29 0.019 0.908 0.073 1250 

10 -56.8 7.4 27.61 259 19 5.05 0.Ql5 0.909 0.076 1380 
11 -56.8 6 .9 28.31 305 32 5.94 0.017 0.857 0.126 1570 
12 -55.6 8.2 26.21 2')4 39 3.57 0.009 0.824 0.167 1450 

v. homogenizes to vapor phase; I. homogenizes [0 liquid phase; D. decrepitated ... Map number on Figures I and 2. 

45 0C and ice crystal nucleation temperatures as low as -600C to -
800 C. These characteristics suggest the presence of a significant 
CaCI2 component in the fluid. These fluid inclusions have 
salinities of 13 .6-25.3 wt % CaCI2 +NaCi (Figure 5). In two cases. 
fluid inclusions were sufficiently large and visible to observe 
hydrohalite and ice melting temperatures. In these two fluid 

inclusions the weight fraction NaCI relative to CaCI2 was OJ and 
0.55. Homogeniz.ation of liquid and vapor in fluid inclusions with 
low eutectic temperatures ranged from 1200 to 321 o C. 
Homogenization temperatures and salinities of these inclusions are 
shown as open squares in Figure 7. 

Inclusions COnJaining HaliJe (Type IV) 

Several fluid inclusions that contain a vapor bubble. a halite 
crystal and liquid at 25 0 C were observed. These inclusions 
homogenize by disappearance of the vapor bubble or by dissolution 
of the halite crystal. The homogenization of liquid and vapor 
occurred at a temperature below the halite melting temperature in 
several of these inclusions. Because halite melting occurred in the 

presence of liquid only. estimated salinity is only approximate 
because of the unknown slope of isopleths in P-T space (Slerner el 
al .. 1988J. 

Fluid inclusions with a halite daughter salt are the highest saliniry 
fluid inclusions . Salinities determined from halite melting 
temperarures of 1600-2970C for inclusions that homogenize by 
vapor disappearance are 30.1 to 37.9 NaCI equivalent wt %. [n 
some halite-bearing inclusions. however. halite was present at the 
temperature of vapor bubble disappearance. Some of thcse 
inclusions decrepitated before all halite had dissolved . The fe w 
halite-bearing inclusions that homogenized by dissolution of halite 
yieldcd salinities of 39.2 to 43 NaCI equivalent Wt %. 

Discussion 

Ev idence that fluid inclusions and alteration mineral assemb lages 
represent fluids and their interaction with rocles related to faultin g . 
includes occurrence of alteratiQ.n Qands in the fault foo twall. spa ti al 
orientation of fluid inclUsions trails '~~';,sistent with lh~ -stre~s sys tem 
producing the faulting, and correlation of fluid inclusion abundancc 
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with proximity to the fault. All fluid inclusions measured and all 
observed alteration minerals are in the footwall of the Dixie Valley 

fault . and all postdate the intrusion of the ~~~!=--roc_~,~~1a s..<: 
that the fluid inclusion fluids and alteration have a maximum age 
near the inception of extension. 

The diversity in salinity of fluid inclusions could result from 
mi xing of low -salinity and high-salinity components . These 
components may include cool, low-salinity meteoric water, saline 
water formed in evaporite basins, moderate salinity thermal water, 
and a high-temperature boiling fluid with temperature and salinity 
variations caused by steam separation. Lower temperatures 
resulting from boiling would correspond to higher salinities as _ 
shown by the temperature-salinity mixing lines labeled A on Figure 
7. Mi xing of low-temperature, low-salinity meteoric water with 
boiling fluids at a:1Y stage in their evolution toward lower T and 
higher salinity is labeled B on Figure 7. The present-day Dixie 
Valley contains evaporites in Humboldt Salt Marsh, and the 
extensive evaporites of Carson and Humboldt Sinks lie 30 km to the 
west. 

Dixie Meadows hot springs (Figure 1) near the 1954 rupture 
termination consists of35 springs and seeps over 4 square miles (10 
km2 ) with wide variations in temPerature and salinity. Springs 
emerge from alluvium in the hanging wall of the Dixie Valley fault. 
t -;-;;-perature and salinity are inv~rseiYcorre'latc(fu1iliesc spimgs ' 
sugges ting that disso!utio_n of evaporites by cold water and mixing 
with lo w salinity ho t water accounts for the variation in temperature 
and salini ;Y [B-ell et al,: 1980J . Halite-cemented breccias are present ' 
in- th e- f;~'lt in the vicinity oflhe hot springs area. Saline , 
gyps iferous clays occur in the Truckee formation of upper Miocene 
'age in western Nevada [Morrison, 1964J . Mixing of cool, salty 
fluid with higher-temperature, lower-salinity fluids is illustrated by 
the trend labeled C on Figure 7. A fourth alternative is suggested by 

~ coo ntinuo~~sp~~:~~:nt of lh~Jault footwall to shllJlow,er~ co?l~ r depths._]ltis trend is labeled 0 on Figure 7. 
' --Geothermal fluids at depth in Dixie Valley presently contain C02. 
Fluid in the deep wells contains 312-396 mgIL Na, 37-54 mgIL K, 
and CO2 comprises 0.12-0.22 wt % of the fluid (0.09 mol %) at a 

/ temperature <:> fJQ6.?-249~£JBenoi/. 1989]. High bicarbonate in 
springs e~~ging from igneous rocks near major faults [Bohm , 
1984 J: vast travertine deposits at Sou hotsprings, 47 km northeast ' 
of the 1954 rupture segment: and high bicarbonate (870-936 mg/L at 
Hyder hot springs . 42 km northeast. may be the result of C02 
leakage from a deeper geothermal reservoir. 

Secondary fluid inclusions in granitic rocks often show fmal icc 
melting temperatures in the range below the NaCl-H20 eutectic 
[Ko nner up- ,Atfads en . 1977, 1979] . These types of high -salinity 
fl uids are common in granitic rocks, and their occurrence in healed 
microfractures in the DixieValley fault rocks together with an 
intrusiv e age near the time of inception of Basin and Range 
extension suggests they may have been important fault fluids . 

CaCl2 -NaCI brines have been observed in retrograde Ca-rich 
amphibo lite where retrograde reactions with muscov ite, epido te. and 
chl orite as product minerals are sugges ted as a mechani sm for 
co ncentr ating Na, K. and Ca in flu ids [Crawf ord et a l., 1979J. 
These Ca-rich compositions are most common in metamorphosed 
carbonate rich sediments [Roedder, 1984 , p. 35 1 J. Hydro thermal 

' calc ium chlor ide t;;:i~~ -are also known from continen tal r ift 
sys tems [Hardie, 1990] . 

FLUID TEMPERA TIJRE AND PRESSURE 

Fluid inclusion characteristics and mineral equilibria may be used 
to place constraints on the fluid pressure and temperature in the 

Dixie Valley fault footwall. Mi nimum pressures o f entrJpment are 
estimated from C02 containing flu id inclusions and from inclus ions 
containing a halite crystal. 

The salinity, C02 densiry, and homogenization temperature s of 
type II fluid inclusions~ were used together with the C02-H20-NaCI 
phase diagram to estimate C02 cO,ntent and minimum pressure of 

. entrapment using the procedures of Parry (1986J . Carbon dioxide 
'content ranges from 3 to 17 mol %, and estimated pressures on the 
two-phase boundary curve for inclusion compositions vary from 
280 to 1570 bars. These pressures represent minimum entrapment 
'pressures of a homogenous fluid . Homogenous fluids could have 
been trapped at higher temperatures and pressures along appropriate 
isochores for each fluid composit ion. 

Roedder and BodfUlT [1980] and Roedder [1984J showed that the 
minimum pressure of entrapment of a homogenous fluid can be 
estimated from halite-bearing fluid inclusions by first assuming the 
fluid properties are adequately represenied by the NaCl-H20 system 
and that NaCI solubility is independent of pressure. The bulk 
'composition of the fluid inclusion fluid and its density were 
estimat~ from the melting temperature of NaCI using the regression 
equation of Sterner et al. [1988J . The composition and dens ity of 
the halite saturated solution on the liquid-vapor curve at the 
temperature of vapor disappearance were calculated using equations 
from Haas [1976] . At the temperature of liquid-vapor 
homogenization, the inclusion volume is the volume of saturated 
solution of known densiry plus the volume of halite. The mass of 
halite crystal is obtained from the difference in salinity at the 
temperature of liquid-vapor homogenization and at the temperature 
of NaCI melting, and its volume is calculated from halite density . 
These calculations yield densities of 1.137 and 1.275 g/cm3 for 
inclusionS homogenizing at theNaCI melting temperature of J 130 

and 356°C, respectively . Extrapolation o f the de ns it y 
determinations of Urusova (1975J at 3500 C to higher pressures 
indicate a minimum entrapment pressure of about 1500 bars. but 
extrapolation of the MRK equation of state using the coefficients of 
Bowers and Helgeson [1983] indicates a pressure of 800 bars at 

3500 C. Extrapolation of Urusova's [1975J density measurements 
to 30Q0C yields a pressure estimate of 240 bars for the inclusion 
homogenizing at 313°C. 

We next assume that lithostatic pressure represents a r~~on<lQJ~ __ _ 

maximum and hydro:StatiC_hP.r.~_s.!l!e _ rc:.P!~_~_I!!Li!.. re<lS.onable, '. 
" m-~~-rr;"ior ' fluid pressure. Second, w~~a the.I]11_al~.:adient so 
'that pressUre-tempcrarur~- g;~dients maybe shown in Figure 8. The 
thermalgraciieriton me'Dixie Valley fault is probably greater than the 
300 C/km gradient that is characteristic of the Basin and Range 
Prov Ince (Sassei ;]1.': 1981 ]. The nOTlhcrrierid of the belt of historic 
~~i~miciry in the central Nevada seismic belt is an area o f 
conspicuously high heat flow called the Battle Mountain High [Sass 
et al ., 1971] where thermal gradients are 400 to 5OOC/km [Sass et 

al. 1981J. 

Additional indications of e levated geothermal gradients include 

intense hych-otherm&-alteraJiO.1LaJon&Jh~Lli!!g-=,J!ont fa_u!~_C~_maro l es 
and hot water within 30 m of the surface. ru and Hg in so ils o f the 
.:a.J leY~-~ lh~~ange front fault[JuncaFGnd Bell, 198 1]. and ho t 
springs wide ly distributed in the hanging wall of the Di xie Valley 
fault. The Dixie Val l~ geothermal area is 47 km northeas t of the 
1954 rupru;~;eg~;~ ~h~~~ 'g;.~di~n ts of 750 C/km, and above have 
been measured in drill holes [Bell el al., 1980] dVe to hydrotherm al 
convection. These observations lend support to a \hermal gradient m 
Dixie Valley that exceeds the normal Basin and Range gradien t. 
Lithostatic and hydrostatic pressure gradients are shown on Figure 8 

for thermal gradients of 4~~~d_~~/lan', (c '" ,, \ 

'\ 10\.«( 1\'\ " \n 
l ~W\J\ { 
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Fig. 8. Minimum pressure and temperature for entrapment of C02 fluid 
inclusions (solid circles), lithostatic and hydrostatic pressure gradicnLS, 
mineral equilibria, and boiling curves. K, kaolinite; P, pyrophyllitc; 
Q,quartz; W, water; L, lawnontite; Pr, prehnite; S, stilbite; H, heulandite. 
Data for reactions: K+Q=P+W from He;Jey el 01.[1980]; L=Pr+K+3Q+5W 
from Bird and Helgeson [1981); S=H+W and H=L+3Q+2W from Cho el 
01. [1987); and S=I+3Q+3W from Liou [1971). Isochores calculated for 1% , 
NaO solution and various homogenization temperatures from data of Paller 
and Brown [1977). Boiling curve calculation used data and equations of 
Haas [1976]. 

quartz-rich rocks requires temperatures below abou~ 27.0()C. 
PyrophYllite ha.:snoi"beeri observed despite numerous fluid inclusion 
homogenization temperatures that exceed 2700 C. The reason ror 
this is that fluids contain sufficient K+ to stabilize muscovite 
according to 

3AI2Si4010(OH)2 + 2K+ = 2KAI3Si301O(OH)2 + 2H+. (2) 
(pyrophyUite) (muscovite) 

The low-temperature stability of epidote in the presence uf quartz 
and an aqueous solution at pressures between SOO and 3800 bars is 
represented by reaction (3) (Bird and H~/geson, 19811 . Prehnite is 
stable relative to laumontite above about i200 C (reaction (4» and 

, 'stilbite is stable relative to laumontite below about 1300 - 140oC :It 
pressures below 600 bars (reaction(S»: 

2Ca2Al(AlSi301o<OHn, + AI2Si20S(OH)4 
(prehnite) (kaolinite) 

- =2Ca2AI3Si3012(OH) + 25i02 + 3H20 (3) 
(epidote) (quartz) 

A heat source for an elevated gradient is readily available. The 2CaAI2Si4012.4H20 
earliest phase of extension before 18-15 Ma was synchronous with a (laumontite) 
generally southward migrating belt of intermediate to silicic 

volcanism (Sonder el al,. I 987; Wernicke el al .. 1987J . Major =Ca2Al(AlSi301 Q(OH)2 + AI2Si20S(OH)4 + 3S i02 + 5 H20 (-1) 

Cenozoic igneous activity in the Dixie Valley area began with 
andesitic lava flows 35 Ma (Riehle el al,. 1972J. Voluminous 
eruptions of quartz latite to rhyolite ash flow tuffs are dated at 32-22 

aJRiehle_el..al., 1972; Speed, 1976~-Burke -and-McKe~J 19791. 
Basalt flows caLthe sequence- and have been dated at 13-:t7M~ 
(Nosker, 19m S~lgneous aikes and plutons of latite to diori te 
occur along the Dixie Valley fault zone. The Dixie ValleyJaull may 
be rooted within magmatic intrusion and funher intrusion into the 

. crusT"iilo"ilg--ilie -fault mIght allow roTdITferent sub;Tdi~ --~UTt ' 
'displacements -, irl(rspreadi~g of grabens [Thompson;--I966; 
Thompson and Burke, 1974; Okaya and Thompson., 1985). r: The pressure and temperature of entrapment of type I moderate 
salinity inclusions must lie on isochores dermed by the fluid density. 

\ Fluid density is calculated from salinity and homogerLization 
! temperature measurements shown in Figure 7. Representative 
! isochores for densities of 0.55 to 0.95 g/cm3 are shown in Figure 8 

(prehnite) (kaolini le) (quartz) 

CaAl2Si7018,7H20 = C;aAl2S i40 12.4 H20 + 3Si02 + 3H20 C'i) 
(stilbite) (laumontite) (quartz) 

Examination of equilibria (I), (4), and (5) on Figure 8 shows 
that mineral assemblages along with fluid inclusion properties record 
a systematic decrease in both temperature and pressure with 
displacement of the footwall during faulting . Fluid temperature at 
depth on the fault exceeded 3500 C and pressure exceeded 1500 
bars. K-feldspar, biotite. epidote. chlorite, and muscovite were the 
earliest formed stable mineral phases. As temperature and pressure 
decreased, kaolinite was stabilized relative to muscovite and 
pyrophyllite below about 2700C. prehnite was stabilized rel:!tive to 
epidote and then laumontite was stabilized relative to prehnite at 
about 2200 C. At 140oC. stilbite is stable relative to laumontlle and 
the fluid pressure must be lower than 600 bars, otherwise heulandile 
;;'uld occur. A's pressure-- a~~~m"'p'erature decrcas.<O.9,-SQ2 
_sejJaraied ~o _that zeolites were stabilized relativ""clo-c-ai~i!e ~d clay , 

i 

corresponding to de nsities of 1 wt % N BCI solutions that 
homogenize by vapor disappearance at various temperarures. These 

I fluids would have been trapped along their respective isochores at 
pressures and temperarures between lithostatic and hydrostatic 
pressures, 

"\'" ,A ' ft (\. f . ' I . 1 " t ~- -
- ! \,' (.\-( , 

The minimum pressures and temperatures of entrapment of type 
II, C02-bearing inclusions are shown on Figure 8. These fluids. 
too, would have been trapped on isochores dermed by the density of 

the fluid. The wide r_~ in mi~um p!~s~t,J!<:s ()f ~I1_tI:apment has 
been interpreted to be the result of prC!s_swe. tflUlSients.accompanyi.r!g __ 
dilat<i!l.!....fractuLll1.gJl'arry and i;uhn, 1990). The highest pressure 
values are near lithostatic pressure. and the lowest are near 
hydrostatic pressure. 

Additional constraints are placed on P-T conditions by mineral 
equilibri a. Equilibria among kaolinite. pyrophyllite, quartz. and 
water according to 

AI2Si20S(OH)4 + 2S iQz = AI2Si401o(OH12 + H20 (I) 

(kaolinite) (quartz) (pyrophyllite) 

shown on Figure 8 indicate that the presence of kaolirLite in these 

REGIONAL L\1PLlCATIONS ·1 ' \(/( ' " I I:V') (1\ \ \ , 'I" ·" 

The Stillwater Range lies in part of a regional WNW trending belt 
of mostly silicic volcanism that e"tcnded across southern ;-;evad:l 
from late Eocene through early Miocene time . This bell was 
characterized by widespread hydrothermal alteration and :-':W to 
WNW structural trends that included numerous dikes. calde ra 
complexes. and high-angle fault and joint systems [Boden. 19~o I, 
In some locales. NElrending faults formed as subsidiary reatures 
(Rielhe e! al .• 1972; Boden. 1986; Hudson and Celssman. 1'f ~ 7), 

Hudson and Cejssman (198 7J noted that counterc loc kwise rot.lllon 
of rocks in the central Stillwater Range and Clan Alpine \l ount.lJns 
occurred as the result of movement on a complex array oi IlT:kc

slip. oblique-slip. and dip-slip faults and sugges ted thaI ro la tlon was 
accomplished by movement on NW-striking. right-l ateral rauiLS , Ll 

e l ai, (19901 see paleomagne tic evidence for counterc lock .... ,lsc hl(x k 

rotations elsewhere in northern Nevada. 
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Regional extension in the great Basin dates from about 30 Ma and 
occurred in two episodes. The early episode of extension in northern 
Nevada was oriented S68°W-N68 0 E. At about 10 Ma the 
extension direction changed by clockwise rotation to the present-day 
extension direction of N65 0W-S650E [Zoback et aI., 1981; Zoback 
and Thompson, 1978 ; Eaton, 1982) . The early phase of extension 
dated at 23-15 Ma based on angular unconformity and rotated high 
angle faults [John el at., 1989] was accotrunodated by rotation of 
crustal blocks, strike slip motion on northwest trending faults, and 
normal faults that predate widespread basaltic volcanism dated at 13 
to 17 Ma (Hudson and Geisstn{ln, 1987], Re~ants of this NW 
striking right-lateral fault "set were preserv"ed in the interior of the 
Stillwater Range near White Rock Canyon and Coyote Canyon and 
may be represented by the western fault branch in the "bend", within 
the present-day Dixie Valley fault zone (Figure 9). Hydrothermal 

~ty and tectoni~<!i~~~~~f on at least pan of theDixie'valley 
fault oeganaUrlng this early stage of extension. KJAr ages of 

!~_~~ermarSerIcite 'on the TiiUitai"e1T:8t025-Ma (Table I) and 
minerar=mred vems ancFnuid inclusion train orientations are 
consistent with the earlier extension direction. The orientation and 
age of hydrothermal minerals in the older, NW to WNW trending 
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vein arrays indicate that these features probably reflect Oligocene lO 

early Miocene deformation and hydrothermal activity, which 

occurred prior to the onset of NNE trending Basin and Range 
normal faulting [Stewart et at., 1977) . 

The later episode of extension~t 10-13 Ma [Eddingtl 
et at., 1987; Zoback el at., 1981] is indicated by 10 Ma old basalt on 
the west flank of Job Peak that is tilte"d 100 west (Wallace and 
Whitney, 1984] . Basalt and andesite cap the Stillwater range at ari 
elevation of 2200 m and also...produce seismic reflections in Dixie 
~ at an elevation 1280 m below sea level for a total of post:r3 
!.L.~ ·displacemenLQn the faultoi 3.5 !un [Wa{{ace and Whitney 
1984] to 2.2 \em farther north (Okaya and Thompson,1985]. 

Moderate salinity fluid inclusions were trapped at the pressure 
and temperature defined by the isochore for the fluid density 
illustrated on Figure 8. Fluid inclusions containing C02 were 
trapped at minimwn pressur;s as high as 1570 bars at a temperatu~ 
of 3050C~_ 3) shown in Figure 8 and corresponding to a 
lith~~ic ..E!essure at a depth of o'ver 6 km. Aqueous fluid 
'i!iciusions thathomogenize at 38-00-4000C then if trapped no deeper 

than 6 krn must have been trapped at a thermal gradient of nearly 
700 C/km. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Map view of the rupture lnee of the Dixie Valley faull. Localities referred to in the Le:Xt are I, White Rock Canyon; 2. The 
Bend; and 3, Coyote Canyon. (b) Map view of propo.ed developmen! of the Dixie Valley fault from luperp<Hition of faula 
devcloped in contemporary stress ficld on Oligocene to late Y1ioccne f lu lu. " 
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Supportin g geological evidence for prebasalt displacement is ~ ericite, and laumontite -prehnite-cl ay . Secondary Ouid incl usions 

ev ident on the 1: 125,000 scale map of Pag e [I965J and the p~sentm -healed fractures in quartz associ ated with syntectonic 

1:250,000 scale map of Willden and Speed [1974J. Volcanic rock chlorite-epidote-sericite alteration contain 3 to 32 mol % C02 with 

units on these maps include older Tertiary latite welded tuffs 0.6-1.8 4.5 to 17.3 wt % NaCI solution. The mode of homogenization 

kIn thick that are overlain by rhyolite to rhyodacite welded tuffs 0,6- temperatures is~ Estimated minimum entrapmcAt pressures I 
3 .0 km thick and rhyolite to rhyodacite. -Basalt on the west flank. of vary from 600 to 2950 oars . Th-e - moa e - oT homogenization 

Job Peak directly overlies the older latite welded tuffs. Rhyolite to temperatures oTsecondary -inclusions associated with the later 
rhyodacite and up to 3.0 km of rhyodacite welded tuffs are mis~ing. lamnontite-prehnite assemblage is 1000C, salinity ranges from 2.0 
The older latite welded tuffs are expos-cd along a scries of north to ' to 16.0 NaCI equiValent wt %, and no CO2 was detected. 
NW striking faults_ Farther north, the basalt is in contact with -- Fluid pressure and temperature within this segment of the 
Jurassic volcanics; rhyolite to rhyodacite, up to 3 .0 km of Wasatch fault evolved along a path from lithostatic to hydrostatic 
rhyodacite welded tuffs, and 0 .6 to 1.8 km of latite welded tuffs are with continued displacement of the footwall relative to the hanging 
missing . The older rock units are exposed on north to NW trending wall. Age constraints arc pro~ ided by a 17 .6±0.6 Ma K-Ar age of 

faul ts. The footwall of the Dixie Valley fault in the area C to D of ' hydroth-erma n cric ile from a' sampfe W1 ihii<:~jh .of)Q9_0(-;;'d _ 

Figure 1 also trends nonh to NW. Here-Tertiary plutons have been J,3 to 9.6 Ma fission tra(;~~_g.C!~ _£!_~p~~(!-<~losure temperature 
unroofed. a Cretaceous pluton at D h~ been unroofed and the entire 1200±150 C). Temperarure and pressure estimates suggest post-17.6 ~ : 
s~Ece oT TeruEY volcanic ro£ks i~- missingjxposrng- Mes~iOic Ma fault displacemen! is 11 km at a thermal gr.adienLQUQO~L};_f!1__ (. -~ 
sedimentary rock,s,_ - _. ' [Parry and Bruhn. 1987). ; -i 
- Evidence suggest that the present~day Dixie Valley fault zone The major rectonic consequence of the pore fluid and chemical . ~ "",,-

:; .:2 began to form during Oligocene to early Miocene time and may have reactions observed on the Wasatch fault is reduction of effective "" _f' -,:; 

undergone two phases of extension. First, the fact that sericite-clay stress by pore fluid pressure. Elevated pressu'ies are enhanced-by -:=" . ~ 
and older alteration mineral assemblages occur in a narrow band chemical reactions that seal the tectonically induced cracks in the -;;. ~ - ~ 

along the present-day fault trace suggests that a zone of intense rock. The mechanical behavior of the rock is aISo modified bO :-. _~ ~ 
fracturing and hydrothermal alteration with a geometry roughly formation of chlorite and sericite with epidote in the fault rock at ~_ ' ~. - -. 
s imilar to that of the Quaternary fa~lt zone formed during Oligocene deeper levels, and vein fillings of zeolite, calcite, and cby minerals -.5 ---;-
to ear ly /o. liocene time. Second, palco fluid entrapment pressures at shal lower levels. .,.-
es timated from measurements of high-temperature fluid inclusions A contemporary fault sys tem that has been examined in detail due 
indicate a minimum footwall uplift of 6 km. This is 3-4 km more to bonanza economic mineralization, the Comstock fault at Virglni a 

vertical displacement than the post-13-17 ma displacement estimate City, Nevada; shows many similarities to the Dix ie Valley fault. 
of 3.5-2 .2 km [Wallace and Whitney, 1984; Okaya and Thompson. The Comstock fault is a major mineralized crustal structure 135 kIn 
1985], suggesting that the early phase of venical displacement was southwest of Dixie Valley. This fault displaces Miocene vo lcanic 
s imilar in_magnitude to thato(the iater phase. Notably, the post-13- rocks 762-1219 m [Vikre el al., 1988 J and is mineral ized over 4 .6 
1 71:;;{~ -displ acerTlem"~ ~stimateJ from offset of basalts that were km of strike length and to 1000 m below the present surface . Post

extruded over a fairly flat surface. A period of tectonic quiescence Miocene displacement is less than 183 m. and the fault is not 
must have occurred between the early and later phases of extension presently active. Fault-related alteration and fluid characteristics date 

across the DixieValley fault zone. Third, we note that the Dixie from the earlier episode of Basin and Range extension without 

Valley fault trace is highly sinuous, with two strong maxima in fault superimposition of younger hydrothermal events. Alteration which 
strike~ oneU;~ardlhe WNWt~-NNW mc(th~ othe'"fNNE -t~-NE is associated with precious metal veins and the Comstock fault 

' r Fi-g-;e 9) . Perhaps this pattern is partly inherited from the ~, includes strong silicificatio~_~~j~cent to ~.f.<l~t~ck f~ull_with 
Qligocene to_ early Miocene phase of extension,Y{hcn_deformation accompanying sericite, chlorite, and pyrite . Near lode margins 

was concentrated on ~trikiplltrike-iliR faul~!IDd..subs.idL3.tY quartz, sericite, chlorite,montmorillonite, and pyrite overlie quartz + 

normal and norm~)-.?J?!iCjU.~-5Iip f~u~l;5 , many of which trended NNE sulfide lOdes. K-feldspar, albite, sericite, chlorite, and calcite locall y 
to NE, forrning a rectangular fault pattern when observed in map occur with sulfides . 

view [R iehle et al. , 1972; Hudson and Geissman. 1987; BoJen, Chlorite, calcite, epidote, albite, quartz, and pyrite comprise J 

198 6J . Presumab!x, rotation of extension from N680 E to S650 E propylitic assemblage with no close association to the Comstock 
abo ut 1 0},1~c-ed m-;-v~IT\ent -o~-NNE'-lo Nf t~;;-;dlng no~aI fa ult. A younger albite , natrolite , stilbite assembla ge , and an 
fau l ts , relativ e to older sets or" WNw to NNW trending faults . assembl age o f quartz, alunite, pyrophyllite, and cl ay arc also no t 
Nev ertheles s ,-lh~ 'd-i~trib~tion of hydrothermal alteration minerals, fault related. 

and the internal structure of the Dixie Valley fault zone indicate that Fluids circulated at least 2000 m below the Miocene paleosurface 
par t o f the overall strucrural geometry is inherited from Oligocene at temperatur~ .~ :rom about 2500 -300oC, with salinities of 1-6 % 

and ear ly M iocene deformation and hydrothermal circulation. N aCI and up .0 2. 1 w t % CO2 . Fluids with recognizable C02 

CO~1PARJSONS WffiI CONTEMPORARY FAULTS 

Two we ll -s tudied contemporary fault sys tems in the Grea t Basin 
pro vide valuable comparisons . The Wasatch fault in the eas tern 

G reat Basin [Parry and Bruhn. 1986 ; Parry et al.,1 98 8J and the 

Nevada Comstock fault in wes tern Nevad a [Vikre, 19 89J are 
normal faults with displacement histories beginning in the Miocene. 

Exhumation of the foo twal l a t the southern end of the Salt Lake 
se gmen t of the Wasatch fault has exposed hydrothermal ly altered 
granjtic roc ks . Vein fliling and pervasive alteration mineralogy 

incl udes , from ear lies t to latest, b io~tc::-_~- fe~dspar, chlorite-epidote -

- -- - ------

contain <3 .2 % NaCI, fluids with no CO2 contain 0.4 -6. 1 % NaC I. 
and fluid inclusions with daughter NaCI and KCI contain 23 % NaCI 
and 47% -KCI. Boiling and mixing were invoked by Vikre (1 989 1 to 
account for variable solution composit ions, but the C02- be ari ng 
lnclus ions were determined to be later than those with no C02. 

The Wasatch, Dix ie Valley, and Coms tock faults share se vc ra l 
common characteris tics . Fault flu ids contain diso lved salts and 

C02, homogenization temperarure modes are 2500 -3 00°C. Flu id 
pressures on the Was atch and Dixie Valley faul ts var ied tx lwce n 
lithostat ic and hydros tatic pressures . Altera tion minerals in the 
foo twall include the common assemblages chlorite. epido te. sc riclle. 
prchni tc, laumonti te, zeolite, s ilic ifica tion . and clay. 
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C01"CLuSIONS 

Detailed mapping, petrographic, and fluid inclusion work on the 

Dixie Valley fault imd comparison with the Wasatch fault and 

Comstock fault suggests a model for Basin and Range seismogenic 

faults from which the relationship of fault behavior to fluid 

characteristics can be derived. : 
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ABSTRACT 

Detailed geologic maps, seismic reflection surveys, 
and borehole lithologic data were used to construct 
geologic cross sections through the Dixie Valley 
geothermal field and adjacent rocks in the Stillwater 
Range. The cross sections give an interpretive but 
well constrained picture of the stratigraphic and 
structural relationships between the footwall and the 
hanging wall of the Dixie Valley fault. Most 
importantly, the cross sections model the geometry of 
the active strand of the Dixie Valley fault system 
(Dixie Valley fault, sensu strictll) and suggest a 
possible mechanical model for the development of 
subsidiary faults (ancestral and/or active) within that 
system. Both the geometric and mechanical fault 
models offer an explanation for the high permeability 
of the Stillwater segment of the Dixie Valley fault 
(relative to other segments), and hence for the 
location of the geothermal area. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the Dixie Valley Geothelmal Area (DVGA) the 
tectonic setting has not been well studied. Though 
the DVGA supports the largest geothermal electricity 
plant in the state of Nevada, the development of the 
area as an energy resource has been slowed partly as 
a result of the lack of a detailed structural 
understanding. Therefore, to better characterize the 
strata and structures that influence geothermal 
circulation in the reservoir beneath Dixie Valley, we 

mapped and interpreted the surface and subsurface 
distribution of faults and fractured rocks . 

Primarily, this study aimed to help understand the 
structural geologic conditions that influence 
permeability. Also, it sought to clarifY drilling targets. 
A secondary goal of this study was to understand the 
tectonic events that have shaped the regional geology 
since early Mesozoic time. 

Plank (in review) presented detailed descriptions of 
the geology and tectonic implications of the Stillwater 
Range, as well as comprehensive discussions of the 
cross sections that are included herein as figures. In 
this paper, we present some of the conclusions we 
have drawn about the geologic and tectonic 
influences on the geothermal reservoir. 

FIELD WORK AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Detailed geologic mapping of the Stillwater Range 
has refined the previous work of Speed (1976) . 
Speed mapped the locations of the rocks in the area, 
but he omitted many structural details . Our mapping 
project focused on the structural and tectonic aspects 
of the geology, using such modern mapping and 
analytical methods as those described in Ramsay and 
Huber (1983, 1987). 

The geophys ical investigation of the reservoir 
incorporated previously processed seismic images, 
and also took advantage of several recently developed 
processing techniques to create new se ismic images . 
Both generations of images were interpreted. Where 



possible, the new generation of images were validated 
by comparison with older images. 

Borehole assessment involved the re-evaluation of' 
lithologic data; in some cases, cuttings were 
reviewed to verify the lithologic interpretations of the 
original logging geologists. For the first time, the 
geometric and lithologic data from the boreholes were 
compiled and visualized within a computerized 
modeling program. 

Geologic cross sections integrated surface maps, 
seismic reflection interpretation, seismic velocity 
models, and digitized borehole models. In these 
sections, faults and contacts that are based on 
observed data (surface relations, boreholes, and P
wave velocity models) are well constrained. The 
features that are based on reflection interpretation 
include some intuitive license. In parts of the cross 
sections that completely lacked data, structures and 
formational contacts were drawn using surface 
geology and/or the nearest control points as 
interpretive bases. 

I [j I I [ 
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Fig. 1. Location map of the study area and 
regiunal geographic features. SWR, 
Stillwater Range; CAM, Clan Alpine 
Mountains; DV, Dixie Valley; DVF, Dixie 
Valley fault. 

GEOMETRIC MODELS OF THE 
STILL WATER SEGMENT OF THE DIXIE 
VALLEY FAULT' 

Listric versus Ramp-Flat Geometry in Cross 
Sections 

Geometric models of the Dixie Valley fault imply 
that the fault could have either a listric or a ramp-flat 
geometry (Figure 3). In cross section C-C' (Figure 
4), both types of fault geometry can be drawn to 
conform with four very important observations: 

(1) Splays along the rangefront are inactive 
and cross-cut by the Dixie Valley fault. 

1""'''''1 
o miles I 

Ell borehole 

1 
N 

Fig. 2. Map of the study area showing lines of 
cross section, seismic surveys, and 
boreholes. SWR, Stillwater Range; DV, 
Dixie Valley. 

(2) Measurements along the trace of the 
Dixie Valley fault indicate that the 
range front fault dips between 52° and 
65° toward Dixie Valley. 

(3) Highly accurate P-wave velocity 
models from several seismic lines 
indicate that a basement block is present 
at a shallow (""lkm) depth near the 
range front (Figure 5). 

(4) Three-point solutions to the top of the 
Cretaceolls granite indicate that the 
range front fault dips 53° at reservoir 
depths. 



A) 

B) 

Fig. 3. A)Listric fault surface geometry. B )Ramp
fiat fault surface geometry. 

SE 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Cross section C-C' through the Stillwater 
Range and Dixie Valley subsurface, IIsing 
(A) a listric fault geometry, and B) a 
ramp-fiat geometry for the Dixie Valley 
fault. Mesozoic rocks: QZG, quartzite and 
gabbro;PEL, pelitic rocks; MAR, marble; 
GR, granite; ARC, magmatic arc rocks; 
Tertwry rocks: VOL, volcanic rocks; BF, 
basin fill. BF,Boyer fault; FT, 
Fencemaker Thrust. 

P-wave velocity . model from line 9, 
showing high velocity bedrock in the 
shallow subsurface !lear the rangefront. 
This high velocity block shows lip in 
velocity models from several , seismic 
surveys. 

Surface Evidence Favors Ramp-Flat Fault 
Geometry 

By themselves, the cross sections do not favor one 
geometric model over another. However, surface 
observations in the study area' and in the Bend area 
(Figure J) compel us to favor a ramp-flat model over 
a listric model. , 

Rheologic Contrasts ill Exposed RockS ill the 
Geothermal Field 

Along a ramp-flat fault, flats generally develop in 
incompetent pelitic rocks, while ramps cut across 
relatively more competent rocks. This rule applies to 
normal faults as well as thrust faults (Twiss and 

-2000 Moores, 1992). Ramp-flat normal faults have been 
modeled with clay (Cloos, 1968) and with balanced 
cross sections in the Basin and Range (Groshong, 
1989) . 

Sharp. tectonostratigraphically-induced competence 
contrasts are apparent in the foo twall of the Dixie 
Valley fault. These con trasts are demonstrated by 
exposed post-Miocene shear zones that crop out , 
above producing geothermal field. Deformation in 
the shear zone of the Black Canyon fault shows that 



the pelitic rocks behave semi-ductilely at shallow 
crustal levels (Figure 6) . In the shear zone of the 
Boyer fault, quartzite and gabbro in the upper plate 
deform as rigid blocks, while pelitic rocks in the ' 
lower plate deform to an uncemented, clay-rich 
gouge. 

Fig. 6. Shears in the shear zone of the Black 
Canyon fault (post-Miocene age), 
demonstrating the brittle-ductile rheology 
of pelitic rocks in the Stillwater Range 
(Figure 1). At relatively shallow depths, 
these rocks are incompetent and do not 
maintain open fractures. The rocks may 
deflect fault surfaces toward the 
horizontal, forming a flat. Note boot for 
scale. 

The competence contrasts between quartzite, gabbro, 
and pelitic rocks thus provide a rheological basis for 
the formation of ramps and flats. As predicted by the 
model in Figure 4(b), the incompetent pelitic rocks 
may deflect the fault surface toward the horizontal. 

Fault Characteristics in the Bend Area 

Caskey et al. (1996) presented detailed maps of the 
1954 Dixie Valley surface ruptures along the Dixie 
Valley fault. In the Bend area (Figures I and 6), their 
study documented a section of the fault that dips at 
angles as low as 20° to the southeast (Figure 6). The 
low angle surface crops out in both bedrock and 
alluvium, and creates a series of listric piedmont 
faults that may merge into the low angle range front 
surface at sesmic depths (Caskey , 1996). 

Pe litic roc ks in the footwall of the Dixie Valiey fa ult 
crop out along the length of this low angIe segment 
(Figure I ). To the northeast and southwest of the 
Bend , gabbroic and granitic rocks crop out along the 

'" 

range front, and the Dixie Valley fault surface 
steepens to an average dip above 50° (Caskey , 1996). 

Fig. 7. 

Carson 
Sink 

7 km 
1 
N 

Low angle 
section (20°-
30° dip) 

Diagrammatic map of surface ruptures 
(dark lines) in the Belld area (Figure 1). 
Falilt line surveys and seismic reflection 
lines in this area indicate that the Dixie 
Valley fault ill this section dips at a low 
angle (modified from Caskey et aI., 1996). 

The correlation between the low angle fault segment 
at the Bend and exposed pelitic rocks in the footwall 
suggests that the Dixie Valley normal fault tends to 
form flats in incompetent footwall rocks. 

MECHANICAL MODEL OF THE 
STILLWATER SEGMENT OF THE DIXIE 
VALLEY FAULT 

Extensional Duplexes and Listric Fans 

We propose a mechanical model for the development 
of the Dixie Valley fault that involves a combination 
of extensional duplexes and listric fans (Figure 8). 
Furthermore, we postulate that the development of 
these features is the strongest where pelitic rocks in 
the footwall crop out against the surface of the Dixie 
Valley fault. 



Fig. 8. Listric Fans and Extensional 
Duplexes(modified from Twiss and Moores. 
1992). 

Splays Along the Stillwater Range Front, Above the 
Geothermal Field 

Five large splays of the Dixie Valley fault crop out in 
the bedrock adjacent to the producing geothermal 
field (Plank, in review). Several of these splays are 
included in the cross sections in Figure 4. 

The splays are most widely spaced in proximity to 
the largest outcrops of pelitic rocks. They become 
more closely spaced or die out towards the farthest 
northeast and southwestern extents of the pelitic 
outcrops. Where the pelitic rocks are absent, the 
splays are nonexistent. The splays above the 
geothermal field thus delineate the footwall 
exposures of incompetent" rocks; inuch in the way .. 
that the low angle range front fault and piedmont 
faults delineate incompetent rocks in the Bend. 

It is difficult to say exactly how the the bedrock 
splays exposed adjacent to the geothermal field 
accord with the mechanical model in Figure 8. It is 
possible that the faults represent uplifted and eroded 
parts of either listric fans or extensional duplexes. 
Formation of extensional duplexes requires attrition 
of fault surface flats during migration of the active 
fault toward the footwall (Figure 8). In the range 
front above the geothermal area, the surface 
expression the outcrops of pelitic rocks does not 
include low angle surfaces, so there is no evidence of 
an uplifted segment of an ancestral fault flat. This 
suggests (I) that a fault flat that cut across the 
exposed pelitic rocks has been tectonically eroded 
during evolution of the Dixie Valley fault, and (2) 
that the rangefront splays may therefore have been 
floor faults in an extensional duplex system. 

Piedmont Faults Along the Stillwater Range Front 
ill the Bend area. 

High-angle piedmont faults in the Bend area may 
merge at depth into a low-angle master fault (Caskey, 
1996). With respect to the mechanical model in 
Figure 8, these piedmont faults may be a small -scale 
example of a listric fan . 

IMPLICA TIONS OF THE MECHANICAL 
MODEL ON PERMEABILITY 

In our ex tensional duplex and extensional fan model, 
the number of fault splays is greatest in proximity to 
inflec tions along the surface of the active fault, and 
in areas where ramp-flat geometry is generally 
fa vored. Therefore, ramp-fl at fa ult geometry, 
ex tensional duplexes, and/or li stric fans probably 

have affected and/or caused the formation of fault 
splays or subsidiary faults that are known to occur in 
the hanging wall of the Dixie Valley fault, where 
they have been penetrated by well bores. 

It is likely that these faults are oriented sub-parallel 
to the Dixie Valley fault, like those at the surface, 
and therefore that they are favorably oriented to be 
hydraulically conductive ' (Barton and Hickman, 
1998; Hickman and Zoback, 1998). Because ramps 
and flats increase the number of favorably oriented 
faults in the system, the total permeability through 
the Dixie Valley fault system may be greatest along 
fault segments characterized by ramps and flats, and 
also by sharp competence contrasts in the wall rocks. 
This suggests in turn that less permeable segments of 
the Dixie Valley fault system may occur in places 
where the fault system has developed with a more 
planar or listric geometry. 
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The relationship between slickenside surfaces in fine-grained quartz 
and the seismic cycle 

W,LLIAM L. POWER· and TERRY E. TULLIS 

Dt:p~rtm~nr ,11 G,:,llogi.:al Sciences . Brown University. Providence . RI 02912 . U.S.A. 

I R,'ct'/l',',! 12 D~c~mher 1988: tJccepled in revised form 14 Apri/19ll'l) 

Abstract-Wdl polish.:d or r':lkclive faul! surfaces . with or without linear striae indicaling rhe sliding direction. 
Jrc commonly rdared ro as sli.:kensides. This study examines the development of slickensides which are now 
e.xposed along the surlace trace ofa large. seismically active normal faul! zone in Dixie Valley. Nevada. U.S,A , 
Geologic and mineralogic constraints indicate the slickenside surfaces formed at depths of less than 2 km and 
r.:mperatures less rhan 2~(l°C The slickenside surface material is composed of greater than 98% quartz. with less 
rhan 2"0 kaolinite 'and iron oxide. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) observations reveal that the 
slickenside surface marerial has an extremely tine yet variable grain size (0.01-1 ,urn). and an unusual. non
equilibrium texture characterized by irregular grain boundaries and low dislocation density. Angular fragments 
in the cataclasite to either side of the slickensides provide clear evidence of cataclasis. Crystallographic preferred 
orit:ntation in the slickenside surface material indicates that non-brittle . continuous deformation occurred within 
0.1-10 mm of the fault surfaces in many areas. Non-brittle. continuous deformation must have alternated with 
cataclasis . because some fragments in rhe catadasite have strong preferred orientations. We suggest that in the 
Dixie Valle\' slickensides. ctlnrinuous deformation and the development of crystallographic preferred orien· 
rarions occurred at rdari \'el)~~su:;JjD.!~esd~ring the i!1ter~ei ~mic period .. ",h.il! ca.taciasis occurred at highe.L 
strain rates associated wirh sei~mic events. The wide range of strain rates occurring within- a faUlt' zo'ne dur;ng the 
.:arthquake C:";Cfc ma'~· ' bt: an esscnria(elemeill in the formarion of tine·grained . glassy slickensides. both at Dixie 
Valley. Nevada . and many l)rhcr areas. 

INTRODUCTION 

SH/:-iY. reflective fault surfaces often tenned slickensides 
are common in many faulting environments. but have 
received relatively little study (Tjia 1968. Means 1987, 
Petit 1987) . Following Reuty (1975) and Means (1987) 
we refer to fault surfaces as slickensides. as distinct from 
,lip-parallel striae found on many. but not all. fault 
surfaces. Slickensides form through a wide variety of 
mechanisms. including: (1) frictional wear and surface 
rolishing (Avakian 1986. Hancock & Barka 1987) ; (2) 
rressure-solution slip leading to the formation of 
\urfaces covered by felted mats of fibrous crystals (Dur
nL'\' & Ram say 1973 , Elliott 1976): (3) streaking or 
Ir:liling of lightly cemented gouge material (Tjia 1968. 
Engelder 1974): (-t) strain alignment of clay particles 
Juring expansion and contraction in clay soils (Gray & 
"icke lse n 1989); and (5) plastic yielding and strain 
di~ nrn e nt of laye r sili ca tes prior to the development of 

.I 1 ~<'Jnt illu O U S fault s (Will & Wilson 1989) . Slickenside 
Il':Jtures have been wide Iv utili zed to determine the 
dirL·ction and . in some ca s~s. the sense of slip on fault 
\ lIrf~l ces . This information is useful because it allows one 
III infer the s train hi story of large rock masses (Wojtal 
II}'" Hancock & Barka 1987) or, by inference. the 

,! .ilate that caused fau lting and deformation (Ange
her IlJ: lJ, A nge li er i'f a/. 1985. Zoback 1989 ). 

·\dditiona lly . the stud y of s lickensides has the pOlen 
II.I! t ,l provide in s ights into the grai n·sca le deformation 

. r rl" ~n r ~JJress : CSIRO Division of Gcomechanics. P.O . Box 54. 
\1 , \\ .II ,· rlc'\ . \'; c rnna .; I .jlj. -\usrr" liil . 

mechanisms that are active along frictional rock sur
faces, contributing to the understanding of the mechan
ical properties of fault zones and their evolution. One 
particularly important reason for studying the surfaces is 
that certain slickenside types or features may be indica
tive of different phases of the earthquake cycle . The 
earth uake c c1e is often divided into four hases: an 
interseismic phase quiescent period between earth
quakes), a pre-seismic phase ('foreshocks and accelerat
ing creep), a co-seismic phase (rapid slip during earth
quakes) and. finally. a post-seismic phase (aftershocks 
and decelerating creep) . Some faults may not experi
ence all four stages , Some examples of fault surface 
features that have been ;ttnFutecftOthe-s-eismi~Qhase of 
the earthquake cycle include carrot ~shaped asp~ ri!y 

groov-es (En'gelder 1974') . pse~dotachylytes ~ friction 
meits--(Sibson 1975) and crescent-shaped tensi~~"{~ac 
tures (Peti! 1987) . Fibrous_pr~s~~sojution slip slicken- ( 
sides such as those described by IYtirn-ey -&- . Kimsay 

(1973) and Elliott ( 1976) Qi()bab ly clt;!,Ye lQJ2._during slow i 
aseismic ~ rather than during seismic ev~ts-'- The ;',' 
possibility of fincling other features which'can be direct ly 
linked to se ismica lly or geodetically observed aspects of 
fault behavior is great, and should be pursued. 

One important implication of the earthquake cycle for 
the development of fault zone materials is that an 
ex treme ly wide range of s~rilin rates will prevail a long 
fa~t~e.ri.t:JK~1Jc..?Ji.p~en.1S (Sibson 1977 ). 
Relative slip rates along fau lts rangt: from velocities as 
high as 1- 2 m 5 -

1 durin~i.smi c eve nts (Brune tttZ6) to 
~m yr 1 durin!L2!,ea y. asei smic shea.ring 
(Thatcher 1979. Burford & Harshf9S0. Sibson i9~D) : ' if 
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deformation during seismic faulting events is confined to 
relatively thin and discrete principal slip surfaces. as is 
often observed (Sibson 1986a). strain rates as high as 
102_104 s -1 might occur in the fault zone. In contrast. 
strain rates more typical of deformation during the 
interseismic period probably range from 10- 10 to 10- 15 

S -1. or perhaps less (Sibson 1977. Pfiffner & Ramsay 
1982). 

Major fault zones with large displacements and signifi
cant components of dip-slip provide the opportunity to 
directly observe the effects of faulting on materials 
under non-surface conditions. because slip on the fault 
surfaces 'exhumes' materials from depth. In this study 
we describe and interpret textural and mineralogical 
features of exhumed normal fault surfaces from Dixie 
Valley, Nevada, U.S.A. The slickenside surfaces we 
describe. however. are not unique to the Dixie Valley 
area; we infer that many other glassy slickensides com
posed of fine-grained quartz formed in much the same 
way as those at Dixie Valley. We conclude by offering 
some preliminary inferences concerning the relationship 
of specific slickenside features to the earthquake cycle. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Before describing the slickenside surfaces, we briefly 
review the geologic history of the Dixie Valley area (Fig. 
1). More extensive information can be found in studies 
by Page (1965), Anderson et al. (1983), Wallace & 
Whitney (1984) and Okaya & Thompson (1985). The 
fault zone we investigated lies within an area termed the 
"Stillwater seismic gap" by Wallace & Whitney (1984), 
because major historic earthquakes occurred immedi
ately to the north in Pleasant Valley in 1915, and 
immediately to the south in southern Dixie Valley in 
1954. Fault scarps within the Stillwater seismic gap 
(Wallace & Whitney f984), and offset shorelines of pre
historic lakes (Thompson & Burke 1973) provide evi
dence of displacement within the last 12.000 years. The 
Stillwater seismic gap is relatively quiet in terms of 
microearthquake activity. but areas to the north and 

, • i 
o to 20 30 km 

Fig. 1. Location map showing the- Stillwater seismic gap and the 
slickenside study area. The line labeled A-B shows the location of the 
cross-section shown as Fig. 2. Surface ruptures of the 1915 and 1954 
earthquakes are shown as heavy lines. Abbreviations as follows: 
SH-Sou Hills. BR-Boyer Ranch. Total normal slip on the Stillwater 
range-front fault is about 0.3 km in the Sou Hills (Fonseca 1988) and 3 
km at Boyer Ranch (Okaya & Thompson 1985). Total normal slip on 

the Stillwater fault at the study area is 3-6 km. 

south still show elevated levels of microearthquake~ 
(Dozer 1986). It is clear that earthquakes will occur in 
the study area in the future. and that seismic faulting 
played an important part in the development of the fault 
zone materials now exposed in Dixie Valley. 

For the purposes of this study. rock materials in the 
region are divided into three groups (Fig. 2): 'basement' 
rocks of Mesozoic age; volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
of early Tertiary age, which pre-date the development of 
the fault zone; and alluvial and lacustrine sediments of 
late Tertiary and Pleistocene age. which accumulated 
concurrently with faulting. The basement rocks consist 
of a wide variety of variably metamorphosed. primarily 
Cretaceous age rocks. including pelites. granodiorites 
and gabbros (Page 1965. Okaya & Thompson 1(85). 

f:':':':' Alluvial and Lacustrine 
::'::'. Sediments STILLWATER RANGE DIXIE V ALLEY 

R Tertiary Volcanic 
c..J Rocks 

~ Mesozoic Metamorphic 
~ Rocks 

4 1. __ 

j run 

Fig. "I Cross~l)eClion showing (he geometry of the Stillwater fault zone 10 [he study area. TlH31 normal slip ;'.H:ross the 
Stillwater fault can be estimated from the offset of the youngest part of the Tertiary section, a widespread and riar-Iying 
basaltic flow which outcrops at the crest of the Stillwater range and underlies rhe syntectonic valley till l)f alluvial and 

la~us!rin~ sedimen!s. Location ;J[ this sect inn is ';hown on Fig. I JS lint: A-8. 
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h'I~t:m~n! ruck ~ an: uncLlnlurmablv ovt:rlam nv a 
'h': l'" - - Exposed Slickenside 
' ,ric'!" 01 T ertJary .Ige seuimentary. anu volcanic r.ocks 

_ _ surfaCeS) 

Enncned ,n 
Si0 2 

.. .h pre-uate: the Jevelopment III steep normal laults . _ 

.h
l
h
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, Dixie Valley area (Riehle et Ill. I 97::! , Hastings ----':""'. :. 
,I It: · 
" '-.'-1) . The Tertiary sequence is capped by an 11-17 Ma -..;:--<S\ . \ 
~ . ' .. '" '. , Most Recent 
.1,1 unit of nasaltic volcanic flows anu pyroclastics ----s:.:~ \ _ Fault Trace 
1I.1~!ings 11}7<) , Fonseca 1988). ~ --:;. ;. ~ <~ 
fate Cenozoic extension of the Dixie Valley area Metamorphic ':':':::~;8" 

."r;trted the Mesozoic and early Tertiary age rocks, Basement Rock "~':S: .. · 
.",lllting in the development of a major, range-front __ >\' 

. ~. ?'-. 
. ~l"t lOne on the east side of the Stillwater Range . We < <\::' 
,:Ic'r III this fault as the S~ylt, following Wal- .>~<: "": 
~ Whitney (1984) and Fonseca (1988). The surface 

.l\.l "-

'r,l':': of the Stillwater fault at the current level of 
. ,,1IIsure is characterized by a variety of fault rocks that 
rll!inally formed under different conditions . In most 

" I.,~es there is no single fault surface . Rather, the fault 
'.,Ine consists either of a uniform clay gouge zone, or of 
:lIanv discrete surfaces separating fault bounded horses 
. ,1 (;;taclasite, breccia. or variably deformed and frac-
:ured wall rocks . In scattered locations along the fault 
:!."l'. slickenside surfaces composed almost entirely of 
:lnL'-~rained quartz are present. 

This study concentrates on a unique part of the fault 
:lIne where slickenside surfaces which developed in fine
~rained. hydrothermal quartz are well exposed (Fig . 1-
;ll'-l5° N. Lat.. 117.95° W. Long.) . In the study area, the 
mtlst recent trace of the Stillwater fault juxtaposes 
.II/uvial sediments against metamorphosed Jurassic age 
~;Ihhroic rocks (Fig. 3) . Although the host rock for the 
,Iirkenside surfaces is metamorphosed gabbro....0e slick
.:n~ide surfaces occur onJ~~ areas that have experi'~ 

~d extensiye . .f.nrichment in silicaau~l()_the-pass~ge_ 
~.d.wlheI.m.aLfiuids . The expoSlJre of shiny, reflective 

1;lult surfaces is approximately 100 m long parallel to the 
,rrike of the fault zone. The largest exposures of a single 
,ur face are about 25 m~ . Other. similar slickenside 
,"rfJces can be found along the Dixie Vall9 fault2.Q.ILe.h' 
"ut none are as large as those described in this study . 

We estimate that total normal slip on the Stillwater 
:ault zone at the slickenside locality is 3-6 km . Gravity 
,(udies . combined with !:..e fle..C.t.ill.Ls.e.ismolQ~y-- studjes 
~Okaya & Tho!l}p_~. and unpubl ished well da ta 
'rn iewed by Fonseca 1988 ). indica te th at Dixie Valley 
;, tiilcJ with alluvial and lacustrine sedime nts fl oored by 
rhe S;] me sequence o f early Tert iary volcanic rocks fo und 
"n the top of the Stillwa ter Range (Fig. 2). Normal slip , 
l'\ ri mated from the separation of the Tert iary vo lca nic 
": ljuence, va ries fro m about 300 m in the Sou Hills (Fig. 
I '-approximate ly 23 km north of the study area) to 3 km 
I I Hover Ra nch (approx im ately 8 km north of the study 
,rl·. ,) . Beca use tota l no rmal slip varies alo ng the fau l{ 

;. 'Il l." . ;Inu generally i ~reases southwards . tota l normal 
,I" , ;It the : tudy ar~a IS probably between 3 and 6 km. 
~oncluduhillJl1e sli ckenside surfaces formed at <{\ 
~~t:~ than 2 km bec ause: (l)thecurre-m exposur'el ~ 

.... <" I "t rh,' ~~' ri :1~ j, ;mnrc))(im;ltt'lv I km 

Sm 
Stillwater Fault 

Zone 

Fig. 3 . Schematic outcrop scale cross-section illustra ting the details of 
the slickenside study locality. In the study area . the fault zone 
juxtaposes Mesozoic metamorphic rock against alluvial sediments . 
The most recently active fault surface occurs at the base of the 
exposure of metamorphic rock . The slickenside surfaces are found in 
the foo twall block . in a reas that have been strongly enriche d in quartz 

by precipitation from hydrothermal fluids. 

below the base of the Tertiary volcanic sequence ; (2) the 
total thickness of the Tertiary volcanic sequence is 
approximately 1 km; and (3) normal faults developed in 
the Dixie Valley area after the deposition of the Tertiary 
volcanic sequence (Fig. 2) . Thermal gradients of 20-
45°C km - t are typical of the Basin and Range Province 
(Lachenbruch & Sass 1977) , but ongoing geothermal 
energy investigations in the Dixie Valiey region indicate 
that gradients as high as ISO-200°C km - t may prevail at 
least temporarily near the Stillwater fault zone (Parch
man & Knox 1981) . This range of thermal gradients 
suggests that the slickenside surfaces developed a t 
temperatures between 50 and 400°C. Tes t wells drilled 
to depths of 3 km encountered temperatures of approxi
mately 2000C (Denton et al. 1980). in gene ral con
currence with this conclusion. The presence of the 
assemblage kaolinite + quartz in the slickenside sur
face ma terialidTs~usse-d-oe'lo\v) provides independe nt 
eviuence that temperatures were below n o°c durin g 
slickenside fo rmation. 

SLICKENSIDE SURFACES 

Surface roughness and striation fearures 

The sli ckens iue surfaces in the st ud y area may he 
div ided into a three-fo ld c1assi li ca tio n based on surface 
morphology . To illustrate the range of mughness of the 
fau lt surfaces. we show 0.5 m pro liles from each of three 
surfaces (Fig. 4). These proli/es were Illcasun:d para lle l 
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c 

B 

!~ A 

100 mm 20 x Vertical Exaggeration A. Sheltered gouge trails 

Fig . 4. Surface profiles of typical slickenside surfaces. The surfaces 
have a variety of roughnesses, ranging from moderately rough (A). 
through intermediate (8). to very smooth (C). The smoothest surfaces 

B. Grooves and ridges 
C. Spoon shaped depressions 

Fig. 5. Surface features of Dixie Valley slickenside surfaces. Features 
labeled are as follows : hard asperity. protruding above the surface. 
with lightly cemented gouge material on its lee side (A) ; interlOCking 
ridges and grooves (8); spoon shaped depressions which form around 

have the largest e'xposure areas. 

to the slip direction, using equipment and techniques 
described by Power et al. (1987, 1988). The Dixie Valley 
surfaces range from moderately rough (A-Fig. 4), to 
intermediate (B-Fig. 4) and finally to very smooth (C
Fig . 4). As can be deduced from the surface profiles. the 
maximum amplitude to wavelength ratio of each surface 
profile varies from about 11100 for the roughest surfaces 
to about 1/500 for the smoothest surfaces. The surfaces 
have a generally self-similar geometry. This means that 
surface profiles observed at an enlarged or reduced scale 
appear statistically similar (Power et al. 1988). 

On the roughest surfaces (A-Fig. 4) much of the 
roughness is the result of small, hard clasts in the 
footwall surface (A-Fig. 5). Curiously, in the area we 
examined, all the clasts are in the footwall surface, while 
matching depressions or indentations are present in the 
hangingwall surface. The roughest surfaces are gener
ally small in areal extent, and do not form prominent 
weathering or parting surfaces. 

The intermediate toughness surfaces (B-Fig. 4) have 
a ridge and groove geometry (B-Fig. 5). Ridges from 
one surface match grooves from the opposing surface . 
Means (1987) described geometrically similar surfaces. 
The grooves and ridges decrease in height or depth along 
the slip direction gradually, rather than beginning or 
ending at discrete asperities or hard clasts. Most ridges 
or grooves are 10-100 times as long in the direction 
paraliel to slip as in the direction perpendicular to slip. 

The smoothest and most reflective slickensides (C
Fig. ~) have the thickest accumulations of tine-grained 
quartz to either side of their surfaces . These surfaces 
often have spoon-shaped depressions formed by local
ized deformation around a hard clast or asperity . which 
are commonly composed of eithe r si ngle crystals of 
quartz , or of fragments of we ll indura ted but reworked 
cat ;:;, c1asite (C-Fig. 5). For the smoothest surfaces. it 
was not poss ible to examine both the hangingwa ll and 
footwa ll surfaces to de te rmine how we ll th e surfaces 
ma tch o ne another. The smoothes t fau lt surfaces form 
the largest, most continuous exposures, probably 
because their flat ness allows large blocks of the hang
ingwa ll to part eas il y from the footwa ll. 

small hard particles (C) . 

The difference in roughness of the various sub
parallel surfaces is difficult to explain . Although one 
tempting explanation is that rougher surfaces have less 
total displacement than the smoother surfaces, this 
possibility cannot be evaluated because it is difficult to 
estimate the total displacement for individual surfaces. 
Slip on most of the surfaces must be at least 1 m, based 
on color contrasts in the cataclasite to either side 

\ 

many of the surfaces. Slip on anyone surface must alsu 
be well under 3-Q km, because that is the total slip across 
the Stillwater fault zone. Another possible explanation 
for the difference in surface character is that the surfaces 
formed under different conditions of depth, confining 
pressure, temperature, strain rate or chemical environ
ment. 

Mineralogy, composition and temperature 

The slickenside surfaces occur within a 1-10 m thick 
zone of cataclasite which has been considerably enriched 
in quartz relative to the gabbroic wallrock. The enrich
ment in silica is most extreme closest to the fault sur
faces. and probably results from the passage of hydroth
ermal fluids through the fault zone . The fine -grained 
material within 1-10 mm of the fault surfaces consists of 
greater than 98% quartz. Energy dispersive X-ray com
position de terminations made with scanning and trans
mission electron microscopes reveal that the only com
mon elements in the fine-grained slickenside material 
are Si, Fe and AI. The iron occurs in scattered iron oxide 
particles. particularly wi thin 10-20 .um of the sliding 
surfaces. The aluminium occurs in fin e-grained (0.01 
O. l .um) kaol inite fl akes (F ig. 6a) . 

The slickenside surfaces must have fo rmed at tem
peratures less than 270°C because both kaolinite and 
quartz are present in the fi ne-grained surface mate ri al. 
Kaolin ite and quartz react to form pyrophyll ite and 
water at temperatures of approx ima te ly 270°C over a 
wide range of pressures . under cond it io ns where the I I 
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Fig. 6. Tr,msmission eiet:uon microscope (TEM) micrographs of textural features found iO tine-grained quartz. All scale 
bars 0 .) I'm. (a) Slickenside surface material. :"-lote kaolinitt! grain (arrow) surrounded by fine-grained quartz. This 
kaolin it e grain is particularly large ; most range in size from 0 .01 to 0 . 1 I'm. (b) Typica l view of the slickcnside surface 
mate rial. which has a wide range of grain sizes (O.OI-D.l /Lm). (e) Smaller grains within the sli ckcnside surface materia l 
(arrows) a re o ft e n completely enclosed within large r grains. a configu ra tion of high surface ene rgy. (d) Micrographs of a 
fine-grained novaculite (not from the Stillwater fa ult zone) wh it:h was experimentall y deformed in the dislocation creep 
field. In con trast to the slickenside mate rial. the novaculite has a narrow range of g(ain sizes (1-5 /Lm). polygonal gra in 

shapes and straight grain boundaries. 
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1mm 

1m 

Fig. 7. Optical photomicrographs illustrating crystallographic preferred orientation in fine-grained quartz along the fault 
surfaces. The photomicrographs were taken with crossed polarizers; areas of the samples with preferred orientation appear 
either lighter or darker than the background. (a) A simple, 0.2 mm thick. preferred orientation zone with essentially one 
orientation of quartz coaxes. (b) Schematic view of (a). The fault surface (S) is developed on/in an area of strong 
crystallographic preferred orientation (P-shaded). Quartz coaxes are inclined in the direction of shear. Fragments in the 
cataclasite (F) are visible beneath the zone of preferred orientation. (c) A more complex array of preferred orientation 
zones. (d) Schematic view of (c). The fault surface (S) is underlain by a zone of fine-grained quartz with an array of preferred 
orientation zones reminiscent of Riedel shear geometry (Logan el al. 1979). The position of the quartz coaxes within each 
preferred orientation zone is consistent with slip on each shear zone in the sense shown (inset). but there is no independent 

evidence that actual displacement occurred across either the steeply or shallowly inclined surfaces. 
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1mm 
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Fig. 9. Photomicrographs illustrating textural features of the cataclasite that forms the slickenside surfaces. (a) Cataclasite 
fragments cemented together with tine-gr.ained hydrothermal quartz. (b) Schematic view of (a). Some fragments consist of 
~arlier cataclasites which have crystallographic preferred orientation zones very similar to those shown in Fig. 7(a). Shaded 
Jrcas have strong crystallographic preferred orientation. These textures indicate that conditions favorable for continuous. 
non-brittle deformation and the development of crystallographic preferred orientations alternated with conditions 
favorable for discontinuous cataclasis. (c) Well preserved textures along the fault surfaces indicate repetitive cycles of 
continuous and discontinuous deformation. (d) Schematic view of (c). An early cataclasite (C d. truncated by a fault surface 
are the earliest textural features visible. Associated with the fault surface (S) are preferred orientation zones which are 
,hown shaded (P). Preferred orientation developed in both the early cataclasite and in the hydrothermal quartz. The fault 
surface and associated preferred orientation zones were fragmented. offset and then cemented together with new 

hydrothermal quartz (0,) to form a second generation cataclasite (C,). 
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Fig. 8. c-Axis pole figure for the fine-grained slickenside surface material. The great circle represents the fault plane. with 
sense of slip shown at upper left. c-Axis data were measured using the photometric technique of Price (1980). 
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Early Fracture 
or Fault 

-4 Low Strain Rate, 
! Mineralization, 

. ___ : Preferred Orientation 

Fig. 10. Schematic diagrams illustrating the inferred development sequence for slickenside fault surfaces in Dixie Valley. 
Nevada. Alternating episodes of both discontinuous and continuous deformation are responsible for textural and 
mineralogic features preserved in the slicke.nside surface material and the cataclasite to either side of th" surfaces. (a) We 
infer that the surface developed from pre·existing fracture or fault surfaces. (b) During seismic events. rapid translation of 
the surfaces relative to one another caused cataciasis and dilation along the fault surfaces. (e) Enhanced iluid ilow after 
faulting resulted in the deposition of fine·grained hydrothermal quartz. Continued slow deformation caused the 
development of crystallographic prderred ori.:ntations. (d) and (e) R.:p.:uted episodes of cataclasis during seismic events. 
precipitation of hydrothermal minerals. and continuous deformation during the non-seismic phases of the eanhquake cycle 

led to complex textures within the fault zone. 
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'," a[er pressure is equal to the li[hostatic pressure (Hem- fine-grained quartz. Individual quartz grains within the 
~\ /'t tIl. 1980). If flUid, pressure is less than. the lithostatic area of preferred orientation are too fine-grained to 

;c:ssure . or the flUid IS not composed entirely of water. measure crystallographic orientations with aU-stage. 
rhe reaction occurs at lower temperatures. The tempera- but the approximate location of the majority of coaxes in 

:! 

lure estimate from the kaolinite plus quartz assemblage two dimensions was determined using a gypsum plate. 
[less than 270°C) is consistent with the depth and tem- The majority of coaxes are inclined in the direction of 
~rature we inferred for slickenside formation from shear. and lie close to the plane perpendicular to the 
~eologic constraints and geothermal investigations. sliding surface which includes the sliding direction (Fig. 

7b). Observations of one sample made with an X-ray 

Transmission electron microscopy 

The microstructure of the fine-grained quartz within 
Ihe: slickenside surface material is unusual. Examination 
In: transmission electron microscopy (TEM) reveals that 
~ost of the grains are between 0.01 and 1.0 ,urn. 
:\\though the grains, are approximately equant. they 
IJften have very irregular grain boundaries (Fig. 6b) and 
large surface areas. Smaller quartz grains and iron oxide 
I!rains are entirely included within larger quartz grains 
(Fig. 6c). a configuration of high surface energy. All the 
~rains are essentially free of dislocations. Dislocations 
~e:re rarely observed even after tilting and rotation of 
Ihe: ion-thinned specimens in the TEM. This microstruc
lun~ is not typical of quartz which has been deformed 
\\ithin the dislocation creep field, nor of quartz which 
has been thermally annealed. The slickenside surface 
material contains no evidence for static grain growth or 
recrystallization. The samples shown in Figs. 6(a)-(c) 
were taken from the area with a strong crystallographic 
preferred orientation shown in Fig. 7(a). 

In order to provide a contrast to the microstructure of 
the slickenside material, we include a TEM micrograph 
III' a fine-grained quartz sample (novaculite) which was 
Jeformed experimentally in the dislocation creep field at 
,~5()°C. 1525 MPa confining pressure, a strain rate of 10-5 

'i -I and to about 30% strain (Kronenberg & Tullis 1984). 
The sample (Fig. 6d) has undergone dynamic recrystalli
lation and has straight grain boundaries. polygonal 
~rains with approximately 120° grain junctions and a 
variable dislocation density, Annealing of this micro
\Iructure would only decrease the dislocation density 
.Ind/or produce growth of new strain-free grains: the low 
~nergy configuration of the grain boundaries would be 
preserved. Thus the absence of dislocations and the 
presence of small grains with very irregular boundaries 
10 Ihe slickenside surface material is not consistent with 
'c'lllrmation by dislocation creep or post-tectonic 

,Iflnealing. 

Cr\'s!allographic preferred orientation 

[n many areas along the slickenside surfaces. a strong, 
'r1lcally visible. crystallographic preferred orientation. 
, rre:\ent in the fine-grained quartz material nearest the 
'lickenside surface (Figs, 7a & b), The preferred orien
',tilt)!] is usually confined to within 1-10 mm of the fault 
\urfaces. and is most strongly developed along the 
,rntlother surfaces which have the greatest thickness of 

pole figure device provide independent confirmation 
that the quartz has a crystallographic preferred orien
tation. Full c-axis pole figures were measured using the 
photometric technique of Price (1980). The computer 
reduction technique used in the photometric method 
assumes that individual quartz grains are as thick as the 
sample (7-20,um). Because the slickenside surface ma
terial is extremely fine-grained (0.01-1 ,urn), this con
dition was not satisfied. This may cause the results to be 
slightly less accurate than would be obtained for coarser
grained materials. The results from the photometric 
technique (Fig. 8) confirm the conclusions obtained 
from optical observations using the gypsum plate; the c
axis pole figures showed single c-axis maxima. The 
orientations of the maxima are unusual, however. be
cause they occur in the directi"n of extension. rather 
than in the direction of maximum shortening. as is often 
observed (Tullis et al. 1973. Schmid & Casey 1986). 

Some of the slickensides display more complex pat
terns of preferred orientation (Figs. 7c & d) which are 
reminiscent of Riedel shear geometries described and 
interpreted by Logan et al. (1979). Features similar to 
both the shallowly inclined (RI type) and steeply in
clined (Rz type) Riedel shear zones are present. No 
evidence which precludes or demonstrates slip of the R 1 

and Rz zones was found. The c-axis orientations within 
the RI and Rz zones, as determined with the gypsum 
plate, have the same relationship to the sense of shear 
inferred for R 1 and R2 zones as is observed for the 
overall shear zone. namely the coaxes are inclined in the 
direction of shear (Figs. 7c & d). 

Very similar crystallographic preferred orientations 
including Riedel shear geometries have been observed 
by Higgs (1981) in ultra fine-grained quartz (grain size 
< 1 ,urn) deformed experimentally in shear at tempera
tures of 450 and 600°C. and shear strain rates of 10-:-
10-4 s -I, The experiments which generated the pre
ferred orientations were performed at confining press
ures of 250 :VIPa and fluid (water) pressures of 100 MPa. 
while other experiments were performed at 150 MPa 
confining pressure with no water or fluid. Higgs ob
served some textural evidence of diffusive mass transfer 
(pressure solution) in the form of recrystallization and 
the formation of quartz veins in the wet experiments, 
Microscopic evidence for pressure solution or preferreo 
orientation fabrics was not observed in the dry samples, 
Higgs t)ffered no explanation for the development of the 
preferred orientation, Wenk & Kolodny (1968) de
scribed preferred orientation in a fine-grained chert 
which probably formed as a result of deformation during 
diagenesis. Thev concluoed that the preferred orien-
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tatilln Iahnc thcv llhscrved also must haw fllrmcd at 
very low temperatures: the mechanism that produced 
the preferred orientations was unclear. 

lfllerplay of comilll/ous alld disCOlllifluous deformation 

Outside the region of crystallogr<lphi~p~<.!ferred 
orientation. angular fragments in the cataclasite provide 
.e'iidenc~.oLhrittle deformation IFlgs:' 9a-&u b):-The 
fragments range in size from O.2,mmJQJarger than 10 
~9!'...,and include fragments of intact wallrock.7r;igments 
of earlier cataclasites. and of single crystal grains. 
usually quartz. The matrix between the angular frag
ments consists of randomly oriented, fine-grained 
quartz, which is texturally indistinguishable from the 
strongly oriented material which forms the slickenside 
surfaces. 

Textural features of the slickenside surfaces provide 
clear evidence that cataclasis alternated with ductile 
deformation. Some of the angular fragments in the 
cataclasite are clearly derive<ITrom'eaftietfaultsurfaces 

'whichhafcrys"faJlographTc-pre-ferred orIentations (Figs. 
9a & b), providing evidence that conditions favorable 
for cataclasis alternated with conditions favorable for 
the development of preferred orientation. In some cases 
striking evidence of more than one cycle of alternating 
cataclastic and continuous deformation is well preserved 
(Figs. 9c & d). Stel (1981) described a similar history of 
alternating brittle failure, crystal growth and ductile 
deformation in cataclasites formed in granite rock. 

None of the slickenside material we examined con
tains evidence for fiber growth either through the crack
seal mechanism (Ramsay 1980) or through pressure
solution slip (Elliott 1976). SOJDS;J~,Q~~iQ.I!~~Lth.(!.c<:l!.acla
site to either side of the slickenside surfaces consist of 

'dilation'brecCias wlihexploded-jigsa~JJ~xtures, sil11!l.<l! 
~J9-thOsedescribedoy Si5sOn(1986b) . Exploded-jigsaw 
~re means tha-iaiig~1~~fiflis!~~t,~J~<lgments ae.pear 
!l~ifth~),fQllj.dJ2eIe~ssembkdjLt~j!1!~rv~.ning matrix 
f.l1aterial were relTlo"t:<i~. SiQ~9..!1 . .ct2~9l:>)jl1ii:ITid~ihat 
exploded-jigsaw texture results from implosion breccia
tion. which' is caused by the rapid opening of dilaiant 
cavities along fault surfaces during seismic slip. 

Figure to schematically illustrates the sequence of 
events which we believe caused the formation of the 
slickenside surfaces. The earliest history of the fault 
surfaces is difficult to ascertain (Fig. lOa). We presume 
the fault surfaces develop initially from either pre
existing fracture or fault surfaces. Textural features in 
the cataclasite (discussed above) indicate at least two 
phases of deformation w-e~e-Imporiantin slickenslde 
,development. Irithehrst phase(Fig. lOb) cataclasis and/ 
or dilation between the surfaces,caused the creati.orij)f 
new porQ.:>.ity. the disruption of pre-existing fault sur
faces and the formation of an~ular fragments, The 
important elements of the-~ec;nd pha~; (Fig, Wc). 

In~lud~!J..eallllg ot the fault zo~e by the precipitation of 
new. hydrotfiermalquartz and the devetopment of crys-
taTfogrip11TCPfiferreu···orientations. Precipitation'aT 
hydrothermal quartZmayl1aveoeen--;lided by enhanced 

Iluid flow from -;eismically induced tluid pressure gradi_ 
ents (Nur & Booker 1972. Sibson 1'1 ell. 1t)8~). or frOIll 
the development of marked disequilihrium he tween . 
fluid phase and the wallrock as a result of seisnuc 
faulting (Fournier 1985). Many repetitions of the two 
phases are responsible for the development of the slick_ 
enside surfaces (Figs. lOd & e). 

DlSClJSSION 

Devt'lopmefll of crystallographic prt'ferred orielltation in 
fine-grained quartz 

Two features of the fine-grained quartz which forms 
the slickenside surfaces remain enigmatic. The first is the 
extremely fine-grained and non-equilibrium texture, 
and the second is the presence of crystallographic pre
ferred orientation. In this section we discuss possible 
mechanisms for the development of these features. The 
preferred orientation and unique grain scale microstruc
ture may have developed via a non steady-state mechan
ism. As we discuss above. it is quite possible that the 
~ain~.<Lmaterial which n.ow forms the slickensi~e 
surfaces Qriginally precipitated as ultra fine~g!:ai~~d 
amorphous silica, cristobalite or chalcedony. If the pres-

-entrriTcfOstructure-deve/opecf fr()m'material of this type, 
a phase change and considerable grain coarsening 17 

have occurred. If the preferred orientation develo.. .. 
during grain coarsening, or concurrently, with a phase 
change, a steady-state mechanism would not have been 
responsible. Possible steady-state mechanisms include: 
(1) crystalline plasticity or dislocation creep: (2) strain 
alignment of sub-microscopic crystals: and (3) pressure 
solution. Although we favor pressure solution, a final 
conclusion as to which mechanism occurred is not poss
ible. because few experimental studies have focused on 
exceedingly fine-grained quartz aggregates, because it is 
unclear whether the deformation was steady-state, and 
because it is unclear if important textural features of the 
slickenside material have been annealed or obliterated. 

To place the conditions we infer for slickenside forma
tion in context with relevant experimental data on defor
mation mechanisms, we show a plot of differential stress 
vs strain rate (Fig. 11). We can estimate the maximum 
differential stress during slickenside development be
caus~ve know the depth at which the sIicJ~n,sl<!~ sur
faces fl)rmed (2 km or less). Because Dixie Valley is 

characteri£ed . bv normal faulting. we infer that the 
greatest princip~1 compressive st;ess was vertical. and 
had a value consistent with a lithostatic pressure gradi
ent (26 MPa km- i ) typical of average crustal rock 
densities (2.65 g cm -'\). The frictional strength ofrocl<- or 
Coulomb failure theory can be used to constrain 
average total differential stress to 40 MPa or less (Brace 
& Kl)hlstedt 1980). Higher differential ,tresses may 
have heen realized for short intervals during seismiC 
events, ur near asperities and irregularities in the fault 
zone. ,.3.,$ mentioned earlier. strain rates during faulting 
mav have varied from values as low as IO-I~ s -lor less 
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Fig. 11. Plot of differential stress vs strain rate, encompassing differential stress levels and strain rates for relevant 
experimental studies and for formation of natural slickenside surfaces. Differential stress levels and strain rates during 
slickenside formation in Dixie Valley are indicated by the shaded area below the heavy dotted line. Differential stress 
during slickenside formation can be constrained with knowledge of the depth of slickenside formation (less than 2 km-see 
text). Estimated strength of wet. coarse-grained (100 ILm) quartz deforming by dislocation creep at different temperatures 
(solid lines) was calculated using equation (1) and the parameters given by Jaoul et al. (1984). Estimated strength of wet. 
fine-grained (llLm) quartz deforming by pressure solution at different temperatures (fine dotted lines) was taken from 
Rutter (1983. fig. 10). and extrapolated to smaller grain size. Experiments on wet. ultra fine-grained quartz (grain size <1 
ILm) by Higgs (1981) were done at considerably higher strain rates than most experimental work. Recrystallization and the 
formation of aligned veins in Higgs samples suggests that some portion of their strain was accomplished by pressure 
solution. Extrapolation of stresses required for deformation by dislocation creep and by pressure solution suggest that at the 

conditions we infer for slickenside formation, pressure solution is more likely than dislocation creep. 

tinl~.:;eismic period) to values as high as 102 
S-I during 

,cismic events. 

Crystalline plasticity. The most common way that 
.:rystallographic preferred orientations develop is by slip 
llf dislocations combined with material rotations 
required by continuity and the conservation of vorticity 
tTullis et al. 1973. Lister et al. 1978, Schmid & Casey 
1986). In a deforming aggregate, work hardening is 
prevented either by syntectonic recrystallization or by 
Jislocation climb (Tullis & Yund 1985). Because both of 
tht:se processes are thermally activated. dislocation_ 
lrCt:p is highly temperature sensitive. Based on extra
rpiation of laboratory data and study of naturally de
fllrmed rocks for which the temperatures during defor
mation can be well constrained. many studies have 
luncluded that dislocation creep in quartz at typical 
~t:()logic strain rates iS9rt1y imRort<lntattemperatur~s 
.~~t:_:l ter than aboui-j()()OC (Tullis~t al. 1982. Sibson 1983. 
'iimpsnn 1985). Flow laws for steady-state deformation 
,If quartz (and many other minerals) typically have the 
fnrm 

~~ = Aon e -IQIRT). 
( 1) 

wt " is strain. a is differential stress. Q is an activation 
c·ncrgy. Tis temperature. R is the universal gasconstani. 
.lIld A and fl are dimensionless constants (the 'pre
"'rllnel1tial term' and the stress exponent. respecl-
1\ dy ). Experimenta! results can be extrapolated to other 
k'mperatures and strain rates if the estimates of A, Q 
Ind " come from exnerimentc. which achieved steadv-. . 

state conditions. Estimates of A, Q and n have been 
provided by Jaoul et al. (1984) for steady-state dislo
cation creep of coarse-grained quartzite (100 .urn) in the 

presence of water (Fig. 11). 
Extrapolation of predictions from Jaoul et al. (1984) 

to lower strain rates suggests that dislocation creep is an 
unlikely explanation for the development of crystallo
graphic preferred orientations in the slickenside surface 
material in Dixie Valley, Nevada, because tempera!.ures 
during slickenstQe __ J()fmation were less than 270°C. 
Moreover.- mi~ron-scale- t~~-tural features-of tnefine- I 

grained surface material. most notably the complex 
grain-boundary geometries and the lack of visible dislo
cations. are inconsistent with deformation by dislocation 
motion. Additionally. the texture of the fine-grained 
quartz is not what would be expected for a fine-grained 
aggregate which first deformed by dislocation creep and 
then annealed staticallv. ~oth dislocation creep and 
static annealing mecha~isms produce-e-qulgraolaar tex~· 
tures with simpie. straight grain boundaries rather rhan
the CO mplex-gra in-h:QH!1ctary g~9!l!~tryob~erved in the· 

slickenside surfaccmat(!xial . 

Strain alignment of sub-microscopic quartz grains. 
Another possibility for the development of crystallo
graphic preferred orientations in the slickenside ma
terial is strain reorientation of rod-shaped crystals (Jef
fery 1923. March 1932. reviewed by Tullis 1976 and 
Oertel 1985). The mechanism was originally proposed to 

explain the development of preferred orientation in 
quartz-rich metamorphic rocks by Sander (1930) and 
Schmidt (1932) (reviewed in Griggs & Bell 1938). In 
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order for a strain alignment mechanism to cause the 
development of preferred orientation in a quartz aggre
gate. individual grains must have non-equant shapes. 
the c-axes must be statistically aligned with one axis of 
the grains and grain-boundary sliding must be possible. 
Elongate. sub-microscopic quartz grains might form 
either by precipitation from an aqueous solution due to 
faster growth rates parallel to the c-axis, a possibility 
which we discuss below. or perhaps by comminution of 
pre-existing quartz grains. Although Griggs & Bell 
(1938) concluded that comminution of quartz grains 
produced fragments which are statistically elongate par
allel to the c-axis. the dominant control on the orien
tation of the fragments in their experiments was the 
stress direction. In addition, Frondel (1962, pp. 104-
109) and Dunning et al. (1984) both concluded that 
fracture· and cleavage in quartz preferentially followed 
the rand z faces rather than the prism or m faces that 
would be required to create fragments elongated paral
lel to the c-axis.cBecause strain alignment could occur at 

_v~9J~~_t~rl!p~!atur~s,!!Ls~n_attr..ru:!i"~~~P~_I!_l!!io~lQL 
the formation of preferred orientation in the slickenside 
surface materials at Dixie Valley. Strain alignment 
seems unlikely. however, because there is no evidence 
of elongate quartz crystals in the Dixie Valley slicken
side surface material (Figs. 6a-c). 

Pressure solution. A third possibility for the develop-
ment of crystallographic preferred orientation involves 

. lo':V-!~rnRe.@_t.!lre crystallization of quartz directly from a 
J ~ase or -cOITolo.Tnalc-e~ony;~~~~foOalite: __ ~p-ar 
fil ,alld~!h~~!p()lymorphs are common.I~il:~~!,_s_ll.tiac(!, 
/1 \; hydrothermal deposits (Fi5urnierJ9~:STihese materials 

'are particularlYTnTerestiiig fortwo reasons. First, these 
silica phases are very fine-grained, much like the slicken
side surface material. Second, the)' ofteru:>recipitate 

'/~ from supersaturated fluids that are in a state o{disequiiT~
i briurn\~iffi'tliewallrock,·asseems to be the case in the 
II StITfWater-Ciiiii-zone. r --.-. 

Kastnt!r Il}RO). Bt!cause the crystallization of both 
quartz and chalcedony has been observed to form pre
ferred orientations at low temperatures. Wt! sugges' 
crystallization mechanism may explain the development 
of preferred orientation in the slickenside surface ma
terial from Dixie Valley. The question is.~iz. 
~on a~on QLqllartzoCC1!.rLSilJl_lll!~D.~QUsly . 
'!'fiIfiSifain_QLtill:-.I9J~k,~an a Rreferred orientation be 
produced that reflects the defotmatUio.? 
~re-solution slip fibers. a pre
ferred orientation of quartz can occur that reflects defor_ 
mation and is due to precipitation from solution. Indi
vidual fibers in crack-seal veins or pressure-solution 
slickensides may have crystallographic orientations that 
are random. or that have the same crystallographic 
orientations as 'seed' crystals in the fracture walls (Dur
ney & Ramsay 1973, Ramsay 1980, Cox & Etheridge 
1983). In some cases, however, anisotropies in growth 
kinetics cause certain fiber orientations to be favored 
over others. This presumably occurs because fibers with 
their fast-growth directions essentially normal to the 
crack walls or parallel to the extension or opening 
direction impede or occlude fibers with other crystallo
graphic orientations (Buckley 1951. pp. 262-263). Dur
ney & Ramsay (1973, p. 73) and Spry (1969. p. 162) 
suggested that for quartz, fibers with their c-axes parallel 
to the fibers would predominate. Cox & Etheridge 
(1983) described two natural examples where the c-ay 
of crack-seal fibers had a small circle distribution with .... _, 
opening angle of -40°, which they attributed to prefer
ential growth in the [1012] direction. Although this 
mechanism may explain preferred orientations in crack
seal veins and pressure-solution slip slickensides. it does 
not seem likely that the preferred orientation in the 
slickensides from the Stillwater fault zone is inherited 
from pressure-solution slip fibers. because no evidence 
of relict fibers was found in any of the fault zone 
materials. 

We suggest that crystallographic preferred orien-
tations in fine-grained quartz may develop because of 
the tendency for quartz to grow and dissolve fastest in 
the direction parallel to the c-axis. The anisotropy in 
dissolution is easily demonstrated in strong acid (Meyer 
& Penfield 1889. Liang & Readey 1987). but we are not 
aware of completed experimental studies which docu
ment an anisotropy in water. although such studies are 
currently underway (H. Westrich. personal communi
cation 1989). Preferred orientations in crack-seal veins 
of quartz (Cox & Etheridge 1983) are thought to be 
caused by crystallographically controlled anisotropy in 
crystal growth rates. Prs:ferred orientations are also 
o.bserved in fibrous chalcedony. Chalcedony fibers are 

,. usually aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the c
axes of the submicroscopic quartz that forms the fibers 
(Folk & Pittman 1971). Under experimental conditions. 
the orientation of the c-axes relative to the fiber axes can 
be controlled by changing the chemical environment 
(Oehler 1976. Kastner 1980). Precipitation of chalce
dony with aligned c-axes has been observed experiment
ally at temperatures as low as 150--!65°C (Oehler 19760 

Although it is unlikely that pressure-solution slip 
fibers existed on the slickensides from the Stillwater 
fault zone. it is possible that deformation by pressure 
solution in very fine-grained aggregates could produce a 
crystallographic preferred orientation of quartz by a 
similar process. As mentioned above. the rate of precipi
tation and dissolution in quartz depends on crystallo
graphic orientation. We suggest that if the anisotropy is 
strong enough. crystallization and dissolution during 
pressure solution will depend on the orientations of the 
grain boundaries as well as the magnitude of stress' 
across them. and that crystallographic preferred orien
tations might result. If the fastest growth direction in 
quartz is parallel to th~ c:axis;-theIi grains '. .... ith their c
axes oriented in the direction of extension should gro\ll 
faster than grains of other orientations. whereas' gfa 
with their c-axes oriented in the direction of compres
sion would undergo faster dissolution thanl1thers (Tullis 
1989). One attraction of this mechanism as an expla
nation for the preferred orientations in the Dixie Valley 
slickensides is that it Dr~dicts that the ('-axes should be 
oriented m-the extension rij[l>('tion. as ()~ed in the -

1 
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. ~~~rfaces (Figs. 7.and S) .. One potential prob-

r
' ,,·ith thiS mechanism IS that It should cause the 

·,11 

on grain size (Rutter II)S3 . .:quation ~). Rutter's predic
tions, the results of Higgs' experiments. and the predic
tions from extrapolation tlf dislocation creep flow laws 
(Fig. II) suggest that for the slickenside surface material 
deformation by pressure solution _ Ls _ m()re _likely _ than 
deformation by dislocation creep. The results of Higgs' 

J' pment of elongate quartz grains. a feature which 
J not observe. 

t.' UI 

" Ka mb (1959) used non-hydrostatic thermodynamics 
", Jt'vdop a mechanism for the development of crystal-
!<ll!raphic preferred orientations during deformation by 
r~ssure solution. The driving force for solution transfer 

juring pressure solution results from variations in nor
rnal streSS across differently oriented grain boundaries. 
rhese normal stress variations cause variations in chemi

"(1981) expenmenf3lstudy:coupled with the obser
vations reported in this study, suggest that additional 
experimental work on fine-grained quartz aggregates 
wouid be worthwhile. 

"II potential. In Kamb's mechanism. small additional Summary. We cannot argue conclusively for a single 
jifferences in chemical potential due to elastic aniso- explanation for the development of the crystallographic 
trllpy of the crystalline material are responsible for some preferred orientation in the fine-grained slickenside sur
l!rains growing at the expense of others. In the mechan- face material. Crystalline plasticity is an unlikely mech
;,m we propose above. the preferred orientation results anism because the temperatures we infer for slickenside 
I[(lm anisotropies in the kinetics of dissolution and formation seem too low and because the extreme vari
l![(lwth. a different mechanism. To the best of our ation in grain size, the complex grain-boundary geo
~nowledge. there are no experimental or natural metries, and the extremely low dislocation density ob
examples in which Kamb's mechanism has been shown served in the slickenside surface material are inconsist
til be responsible for an observed preferred orientation; ent with dislocation motion. Strain alignment of sub-
Ihc driving energy for this mechanism may be too small microscopic quartz fragments elongate in the c-axis 
III he important. Kamb's predicted patterns of preferred direction seems unlikely. because the texture of the fine-
11ric:ntation do not match those we observe. although, as grained slickenside material shows no elongate grains. 
Ji~cussed by Paterson (1973). the predictions of Kamb's Crystallographic preferred orientation in the slickenside 
I1llld~1 can be quite dependent on details of the processes material is probably not inherited from pressure-
that are allowed to operate. solution slip fibers, because relict fibers were not found 

'iscussed above. Higgs (1981) has performed a set in any of the slickenside surface materials. It seems most 
\If '- . .!riments on ultra fine-grained quartz (grain size likeltlhat--a-mechanism-associated with pressure sol-
< I ,urn), both with excess water and dry. In the wet ution and the growth/dissolution Jate anisotropy of 
t:xperiments, Higgs observed both preferred orien- quartz caused the rir~feri'e-dorientations in the slicken-
tat ions and evidence of pressure solution or diffusive side mateilal. ---
mass transfer. Microscopic evidence for pressure 501- ~._---

ution or preferred orientation fabrics was not observed 
m the dry samples. Higgs observed that the wet samples 
were considerably weaker than the dry samples, sugges
ting that different deformation mechanisms contributed 
to the strain in the wet and dry experiments. The 
(llmbination of the textural evidence, the change in 
mechanical behavior in the presence of water, and the 
lower strength of the ultra fine-grained quartz relative to 
(llarser-grained material suggests that the mechanism of 
I'rl·";"ure solution was active. Because Higgs (1981) ob
't:n'cd preferred orientations that are very similar to 
those observed in the slickenside surface material from 
Dixie Valley. Nevada. we suggest that the same mechan
!\fll is responsible for the preferred orientation in both 
Ih~' cxperimental and natural cases. and that this mech
,mism involves both pressure solution and a growth/ 
\Iissol ution--rateanjs~tropy in q~-;rtz. as di;c~ssed 
:Inove. ----_. 

L'nfortunately. the mechanical data from the study by 
Higgs (1981) do not allow accurate estimates of the 
\tr( xponent or the activation energy, precluding 
,",trapolation of the observed strengths to lower strain 
r.rtco; and temperatures. Estimates of the strength of 
qUoin;> aggregates deforming by pressure solution have 
t'l'Cfl provided by Rutter (l98J). Figure II shows Rut
Icr"..; predictions, which were extrapolated to a grain size 
"I I 11m lIsing an inverse cubic dependence of strain rate 

CONCLUSIONS 

Slickenside surfaces along the Stillwater fault zone in 
the Dixie Valley area of Central Nevada, U.S.A., 
formed at depths of less than about 2 km and tempera
tures that were less than 270°C. The slickenside surface 
material is composed of very fine-grained (O,OI-1.0.um) 
quartz with small amounts of iron oxide and kaolinite. 
Evidence of both continuous and discontinuous defor-
mation processes are present in the slickenside surface 
material, and textural features in the slickenside surface 
material indicate that the continuous and discontinous 
processes alternated in time. Because the crystallo
graphic preferred orientation is probably related to 
strain, and probably developed at relatively low strain 
r~tes, we co:relate the c~ deformatio~phase o~ 
shc~enslde tormatlOn With the low=stram=-rale phases ot, 
JheeaithqilakecYcie. We tentatively correl<!!~the_c!ls
continuous deformation phase cnaf'iiclerlzed by catacla
~r~\Vitlii:he-filgner-straln-rate:- seismic portioriof the 
CJ!Ilhq\lake-~~fL;STh-ewlde range-oTstrain rates which 
occur dunng the seismic cycle may be an essential 
element in the formation of tine-grained, glassy slicken
sides observed at Dixie Valley, Nevada, and many other 
areas. 
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Abstract 

A tracer test was conducted at the Dixie Valley, 
Nevada, geothermal reservoir using fluorescein. Four 
of 9 production wells showed fluorescein break
through during the first 200 days of the test. Recon
structed fluorescein return curves are presented that 
correct for the thermal decay of the tracer assuming 
an average reservoir temperature of 227°C. In order to 
examine the feasibility of using numerical simulation 
to model tracer flow, we developed simple, two
dimensional models of the geothermal reservoir using 
the numerical simulation programs TETRAD and 
TOUGH2, By fitting model outputs to measured 
return curves, we show that numerical reservoir simu
lations can be calibrated with the tracer data. Both 
models predict the same order of elution, approximate 
tracer concentrations, and return curve shapes. Using 
these results, we propose a method for using numeri
cal models to design a tracer test. 

Introduction 

With the increased use of reinjection in geothermal 
reservoirs, tracers have become an important tool in 
developing reservoir management strategies. If injec
tors are positioned too close to producers, a risk of 
short circuiting develops, resulting in the possibility 
of premature thermal breakthrough. If injectors are 
placed too far away, the injected water will not pro
vide sufficient pressure support to the reservoir. Since 
chemical breakthrough is more rapid than thermal 
breakthrough, a tracer test can provide important 
interwell flow data that can be used to optimize injec
tion well placement and injection flow rates. 

In tracing the flow of geothermal water along injec
tion-production flow paths, a chemical compound is 
typically injected as a pulse into a selected well. The 
tracer enters the reservoir and is diluted as it is con
vected through fractures and diffuses into the pore 
matrix. The surrounding production wells are then 
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sampled over an appropriate duration in order to 
detenrune the arrival times and concentrations of the 
tracer produced at each well. From an analysis of the 
tracer-return curves, it is possible to derive valuable 
information concerning the potential for thermal 
breakthrough between injection and production wells. 

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of tracer test 
design is the determination of the appropriate quantity 
of tracer required for a test. The use of an insufficient 
quantity results in no detected tracer at the production 
wells, and no flow path information is obtained. The 
use of excessive quantities of tracer, which is often 
done in order to insure breakthrough, is not only 
expensive, but leads to the use of even greater quanti
ties of that chemical for any subsequent tests in order 
to overcome the induced high background levels. 

An accurate estimation of the quantity of tracer 
required for a tracer test requires a knowledge of res
ervoir well spacing, well fluid-entry positions, injec
tor and producer flow rates, fluid temperatures, matrix 
and fracture porosity, and reservoir volume. Such 
information is contained in the input data file of a cal
ibrated reservoir simulation model. The simulator 
uses this input information to calculate flow patterns, 
production well pressures, and produced fluid temper
atures . It follows that the simulation model might be a 
valuable tool in tracer test design. In addition, the 
tracer return curves can be used to provide constraints 
that will aid in model calibration. The recalibrated 
model might then be used to improve tracer-return 
predictions for subsequent tracer tests. 

Our objective is to demonstrate the feasibility of using 
numerical simulation to model the flow of tracer 
throughout a geothermal reservoir. Models of the geo
thermal reservoir at Dixie Valley, Nevada, were devel
oped using the two finite difference simulators, 
TOUGH2 and TETRAD. Predicted tracer return data 
are compared to those measured in a recent tracer test 
conducted at the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir. 
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Using these data and results, we developed a method 
for estimating the minimum quantity of tracer 
required to obtain reliable interwell tracer-break
through data. 

Geology of Dixie Valley 

Dixie Valley, located in west-central Nevada, is an 
asymmetric Basin and Range graben. It is bounded on 
the west by the Stillwater Range and on the east by 
the Clan Alpine Mountains. The Dixie Valley geother
mal field is located on the west side of the valley. Pro
duction in the geothermal field is defined primarily by 
fracture permeability associated with the Stillwater 
range front fault and related secondary faults (Fig. I) . 

,.--...,--r----r--T--C"7'T---r----r--,---,---, 40.00 
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73-7 .82-7 
63.71!73B.7 
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Dixie Valley 
Geothermal Field 

117.88 117.86 117.84 
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39.96 

• 
39.94 
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Figure 1. Wellhead locations in Dixie Valley, 
Nevada, geothermal field. Injection wells shaded 
grey, production wells shaded black. Approxi
mate location of Stillwater Range normal fault 
zone, dipping 52-54° to the southeast, is shown 
in upper left. 

Seismic data indicate that the young NNE-striking 
normal faults that presently define the structural 
topography of Dixie Valley are high angle, planar, and 
may extend to depths of 14 km. In the vicinity of the 
Dixie Valley Geothermal Field, the Stillwater range 
front fault is known to dip 52-54° to the SE with a 
roughly planar geometry to depths of 3 km (Benoit, 
1995). 

Sibs on (1977) and Chester and Logan (1986) devel
oped a conceptual fault zone model consisting of a 
fault core and damage zone surrounded by relatively 
undeformed protolith (see also Caine et aI. , 1996). In 
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any individual fault zone segment, the fault core and 
damage zone can be spatially heterogeneous, and 
either may be absent. Fault cores, which accommo
date most of the fault displacement, typically consist 
of fine-grained gouge and catacIasite. Associated 
·damage zones are typically faulted and fractured. 
Fractures and faults in the damage zone oriented sub
parallel to the main fault increase the permeability in 
the plane of the fault (Forster and Evans, 1991). As 
Caine et al. (1996) suggest, permeability in the fault 
core may be limited by the fine grain size, whereas it 
is the hydraulic properties of faults and fractures in 
the damage zone which control permeability there. 

The Tracer Test 

On May 29, 1996, 169 kg of a 50% by weight aque
ous solution of the dipotassium salt of fluorescein and 
100 kg of the disodium salt of 7-amino-I,3-naphtha
lene disulfonic acid (amino G acid) were mixed with 
approximately 3000 kg of produced reservoir brine 
and pumped into injector 25-5 over a period of about 
20 minutes. The 9 production wells were sampled 
weekly and the samples were analyzed for fluorescein 
using a Perkin Elmer LS-30 luminescence spectrome
ter at excitation and emission wavelengths of 475 nm 
and 510 nm respectively. 

The mean temperature of the brine at the Dixie Valley 
reservoir was recently shown to be between 225°C 
and 230°C (Adams and Davis, 1991). For the pur
poses of this exercise, it is assumed that the mean 
brine temperature is 227°C, which is within the range 
of this recent measurement. Adams and Davis (1991) 
showed that, at 227°C, fluorescein has a half-life of 
about 95 days. At about 300 days, when the first 
return-curve maxima are expected, more than 90% of 
the originally injected fluorescein will have thermally 
decayed. From a knowledge of fluorescein decay 
kinetics, it is possible to correct for thermal decay and 
to reconstruct "conservative" fluorescein return 
curves. Of course, after the fluorescein has decayed 
below the detection limit of the spectrofluorometer, it 
will not be possible to correct for decay, and the tracer 
test will necessarily end. 

The decay-rate constant, k, varies with temperature 
according to the Arrhenius relationship: 

(1) 

where Ea is the activation energy, A is a pre-expm 
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tial factor and R is the gas constant. Based upon 
parameters obtained in the study by Adams and Davis 
(1991), the rate constant at 227°C was found to be: 

k = 7.92 X 10-3 da- 1 
(2) 

The concentration of fluorescein in the reservoir var
ies with time according to the first-order rate expres
SIOn: 

(3) 

where C is fluorescein concentration, Co is initial flu

orescein concentration, and t is time. By substituting 
equation 2 into equation 3, the rate expression for 
decay at 227°C becomes: 

C - C -O.00792t 
- Oe (4) 

Finally, by correcting the measured fluorescein return
curve concentrations using expression 4, it is possible 
to construct conservative tracer return data. Figure 2a 
shows the uncorrected return curves for all of the 
wells where fluorescein appeared, and Figure 2b 
shows the return curves after correcting for thermal 
decay. Since the minimum measurable concentration 
was approximately 10 parts per trillion (ppt), only the 
return curves for wells showing fluorescein concentra
tions greater than 10 ppt are shown in Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2. (a) Fluorescein mass fractions mea
sured at 9 production wells. 
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Figure 2. (b) Fluorescein mass fractions at 4 
production wells after correcting for thermal 
decay. 

The Reservoir Models 

Models of the reservoir at Dixie Valley were devel
oped using the finite difference, numerical simulation 
programs TOUGH2 (Preuss, 1991) and TETRAD 
(Vinsome, 1995). The models were configured to sim
ulate the flow of a short pulse of tracer injected into 
well 25-5 (Fig. 1). The model outputs were then fit to 
the actual tracer production data by adjusting reser
voir thickness, permeability and porosity, within rea
sonable limits. 

Both TOUGH2 and TETRAD allow for the separate 
tracking of two aqueous components. The "first 
water" represents all of the water initially present in 
the reservoir as well as essentially all of the water that 
is reinjected. The "second water" is injected into an 
appropriate injection well over a very short period of 
time at the beginning of the simulation. It represents 
the pulse of tracer that is used to trace the flow of 
injectate. After the injection of the tracer pulse, the 
injector is immediately switched back to injection of 
the first water. Although the two aqueous components 
mix thoroughly as they are convected throughout the 
reservoir, the second water emerges as dispersed 
pulses in the production wells. 

TOUGH2 is a numerical simulation program that was 
developed for the purpose of modeling the multiphase 
and multicomponent flow of fluid and heat through 
porous and fractured media. Among the specific 
applications for which the code was designed are geo
thermal reservoir engineering, nuclear waste disposal 
and unsaturated zone hydrology. Its architecture and 



method of implementation are detailed elsewhere 
(Preuss, 1991). 

TETRAD is a three dimensional numerical simulation 
computer program that was developed to model the 
multiphase, multicomponent flow of heat and fluid 
through porous or fractured media. The name "TET
RAD" refers to the code's four available application 
modes: black oil, multicomponent, thermal and geo
thermal flow modeling. Details of the structure and 
implementation of the program are provided else
where (Vinsome, 1995). 

For simplicity, a two-dimensional Cartesian grid was, 
used to represent the reservoir (Fig. 3). This is justi
fied since the reservoir is defined largely by a set of 
fractures closely associated with the Stillwater Fault, 
which possesses remarkably constant dip and strike 
angles within the Dixie Valley geothermal field and 
which therefore can be reasonably approximated as a 
plane. In addition, all of the wells except one are com
pleted within this highly fractured fault zone. 

The 442-element grid that was used in both the 
TOUGH2 and TETRAD models is shown in Figure 3. 
This figure shows the locations of the completion 
intervals of the seven injection wells and nine produc
tion wells that were active during the tracer test. 
Tracer was injected only into well 25-5. With a flow 
rate of about 284 kg/sec, this well alone accounts for 
over half of the total injection into the field. The 
remaining injectors are distributed between shallow 
and deep completion intervals in section 18. Six of the 
nine production wells are clustered in section 7; the 
remaining three are located in the northeast end of the 
reservoir in section 33. 

The top of the grid was positioned 1676 m below the 
ground surface, and the initial pressure within the grid 
was hydrostatic. The initial temperature was set at 
227°C uniformly throughout the reservoir, whereas 
the reinjected water had a temperature of 100°C. 

In the case of the TOUGH2 model, Neumann 
(no-flow) boundary conditions were maintained on all 
surfaces except for the uppermost blocks at either end 
of the reservoir. At these blocks, the elements were 
given Dirichlet (constant temperature and pressure) 
boundary conditions. In the case of the TETRAD 
model, the columns of blocks at either end were des
ignated as steady-state aquifer elements, which allow 
for flow into the reservoir. Such conditions were cho
sen because only about 82% of the produced water is 
returned as injectate. If the boundaries were entirely 
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic grid used in both TET
RAD and TOUGH2 numerical simulations. Well 
positions (based on wellhead location) are pro
jected onto the assumed planar fault zone. 
Completion intervals for production wells (black) 
and injection wells (grey) are shown. 
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Figure 3. (b) In both simulation models, we 
rotated the gravity vector to simulate the planar 
fault zone dipping 52° to the southeast. Well 
symbols are the same as in Figure 3a. 

closed, two-phase conditions would soon develop in 
the reservoir and likewise in the model. The choice of 
these boundary conditions allows for flow throughout 
the reservoir to be dominated by the injection and pro
duction wells, while allowing for make-up flow into 
the reservoir as needed to maintain single-phase (liq
uid) conditions. 
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Although the Dixie Valley reservoir consists of a com
plex network of faults and fractures extending 
throughout a heterogeneous rock matrix, it was 
defined for the purposes of this modeling exercise as 
an isotropic and homogeneous porous medium 

Results and Discussion 

Using the input parameters and boundary conditions 
described above, the TOUGH2 and TETRAD models 
were run for a period of three years. Plots of tracer 
concentration vs time for all of the wells showing 
return are shown in Figure 4. It is apparent that both 
models predict the same order of elution and approxi
mate relative tracer quantity for the section-7 produc
tion wells, although the TETRAD returns are all 
slightly greater than the TOUGH2 returns. Both mod
els predict that the section-7 wells show return well in 
advance of the section-33 wells. Interestingly, the rel
ative quantity of returning tracer is reversed for the 
section-33 wells, with the TOUGH2 model showing a 
greater return than the TETRAD model. The differ
ences between the model predictions are slight, how
ever, as revealed by a plot of cumulative tracer 
production vs tinie in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the 
first 200 days of tracer-return data, corrected for ther
mal decay, and simulation results from TOUGH2. 

Although the match is imperfect, the simulated curves 
reflect the general order of elution, position, size and 
shape of the measured curves . The match is particu
larly good for the producer 82-7, which shows the 
strongest return, whereas the simulated returns under
predict to varying degrees the measured returns for 
the remaining section-7 wells. 

Figure 7 shows the return-curve data in combination 
with the simulation results for the TETRAD model. 
Again, the simulated curves reflect the general order 
of elution, position, size and shape of the measured 
curves. The TETRAD-generated curves bracket the 
measured data, with two curves (wells 82-7 and 84-7) 
being overpredicted and two curves (wells 73-7 and 
63-7) being underpredicted.Since both models repre
sent a two-dimensional, homogeneous and isotropic 
porous medium and the reservoir is doubtlessly a 
three-dimensional, anisotropic, heterogeneous, and 
fractured medium, the similarity between both the 
TOUGH2 and TETRAD modeled results and the data 
.is remarkable. 

Tracer Test Design 

In designing a tracer test, the reservoir engineer must 
estimate the minimum quantity of tracer required for 
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Figure 4. Simulated tracer return curves for TETRAD (thick lines) and TOUGH2 (thin lines). 
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breakthrough at the producers and the probable injec
tate flow patterns. A knowledge of flow patterns is 
required in order to estimate the first arrival times and 
peak arrival times of tracer, which in turn are used to 
determine appropriate sampling locations and sam
pling frequency. In order to estimate the minimum 
amount of tracer, the reservoir engineer needs only to 
minimize the duration of the simulated tracer-injec
tion pulse, since, for a constant flow rate, the pulse 
duration is directly proportional to the mass of tracer 
injected. The minimum pulse duration occurs when 
enough tracer has been injected to result in return 
curve concentrations at the production wells that 
exceed the minimum measurable concentration of the 
detector by a comfortable margin. Of course, if ther
mally unstable tracers are used, the tracer decay kinet
ics must be determined and accounted for. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A tracer test was conducted at the Dixie Valley, 
Nevada, geothermal reservoir in order to determine 
the destiny of reinjected reservoir fluids. Fluorescein 
breakthrough was evidenced at 4 of the reservoir's 9 
production wells. Using TOUGH2 and TETRAD, rel
atively simple two-dimensional models of the tracer 
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flow patterns were developed by fitting model outputs 
to measured return curves. Since fluorescein decays 
rapidly at the average reservoir temperature of 
approximately 227°C, it was necessary to correct the 
return curves for tracer decay, using kinetics devel
oped under conditions that simulate the geothermal 
environment. Both models were equally successful at 
simulating the return curve shapes and elution order 
as well as the approximate concentrations of produced 
tracer. We have proposed a method for using numeri
cal models to design a tracer test. 
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ABSTRACT 

A series of four tracer tests was recently conducted at the 
Dixie Valley, Nevada, geothermal reservoir in order to 
determine fluid- flow processes and to evaluate candidate tracers 
for use in hydrothermal systems. These tests have resulted in 
the ftrst successful use of the compounds amino G and pyrene 
tetrasulfonate as tracers in a geothermal reservoir. The tracer 
candidates were ftrst subjected to simulated hydrothermal 
conditions in laboratory reactors at temperatures as high as 
300°C in order to determine their thermal stabilities. They were 
next injecte? as pulses into the target injection wells. Fluids 
from the surrounding production wells were then sampled and 
analyzed in order to determine injectate flow patterns. The 
tracer data indicate that injected fluids flow only to a cluster of 
production wells in the south-central portion of the field; no 
tracer was produced in the producers located in the northeast 
section of the reservoir. Tracer returns from fluids injected into 
one of the wells indicate a much shorter residence time and a 
moreheterogeneous flow pattern than traced fluids from the 
other three injectors. 

Introduction 
With the increased use of injection in geothermal reservoir 

management strategies, tracer testing has become an 
increasingly important tool in determining flow patterns 
between wells. If injectors are positioned too close to producers, 
a risk of short circuiting develops, resulting in the possibility of 
premature thermal breakthrough. If injectors are placed too far 
away, the injected water will not provide sufficient pressure 
support to the reservoir. Since chemical breakthrough is more 
rapid than thermal breakthrough. a tracer test can provide 
important interwell flow data that can be used to optimize well 
placement and flow rates. 

The main limitation to tracer testing in hydrothermal 
systems has been the limited number of tracers possessing a 
combination of good thermally stability, detectability, and 
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affordability. Due to their excellent detectability, fluorescent 
compounds have been used extensively as groundwater tracers. 
Until recently, however, fluorescein was the only fluorescent 
compound possessing sufficient thermal stability for 
intermediate-temperature (200-2S0°C) applications. 

The ftrst tracer testing at the Dixie Valley, Nevada, 
geothermal reservoir was conducted in 1989 (Adams et aI., 
1989; Benoit, 1992). These tests were largely unsuccessful, 
however, due to poor tracer detectability and an 
underestimation of the length of time required for tracer 
breakthrough. More recently, tracer testing was reinitiated at 
Dixie Valley for the purpose of demonstrating greatly enhanced 
fluorescent-tracer detectability, and of testing the viability of 
new fluorescent tracers in a well studied resource (Rose et aI., 
1997). 

Recently, two new classes of fluorescent tracers, the 
polyaromatic sulfonates and the amino-substituted polyarornatic 
sulfonates, have been shown to possess excellent thermal 
stability upon exposure to simulated hydrothermal conditions 
in laboratory experiments (Rose and McPherson. 1997). In the 
current study, a compound from each category, pyrene 
tetrasulfonate and amino G, is used in combination with the 
well characterized companion dye, fluorescein, to characterize 
the flow patterns of water injected through four injection wells 
at the Dixie Valley hydrothermal system. The reservoir at Dixie 
Valley is an excellent laboratory for verifying the thermal 
stability of candidate tracers, since the 248°C brine temperature 
and long residence times of injected fluids provide an 
environment for challenging the most refractory fluorescent 
compounds. 

Geologic Setting of Dixie Valley 
The Dixie Valley geothermal field, located in west-central 

Nevada. is perhaps the classical hydrothermal system located 
along a narrow fault zone (Fig. 1). Dixie Valley is an 
asymmetric Basin and Range graben that is bounded on the 
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west by the Stillwater Range and on the east by the Clan Alpine 
Mountains. The geothermal field is located on the west side of 
the valley. 
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Figure 1. Wellhead locations at the Dixie Valley, 
Nevada, geothermal field . 

Sibson (197i) and Chester and Logan (1986) developed a 
conceptual fault zone model consisting of a fault core and 
damage zone surrounded by relatively undeformed protolith 
(see also Caine et al., 1996). In any individual fault zone 
segment, the fault core and damage zone can be spatially 
heterogeneous, and either may be absent. Fault cores, which 
accommodate most of the fault displacement, typically consist 
offine-grained gouge and cataclasite. Associated damage zones 
are typically faulted and fractured. Fractures and faults in the 
damage zone oriented subparallel to themain fault increase the 
permeability in the plane of the fault (F orster and Evans, 1991). 
As Caine et al. (1996) suggest, permeability in the fault core 
may be limited by the fme grain size, whereas it is the hydraulic 
properties of faults and fractures in the damage zone which 
control permeability there. 

Production in the Dixie Valley geothermal field is defmed 
primarily by fracture permeability associated with the Stillwater 
range-front fault and related seconc4rry fractures or faults 
(Fig. 1). In the vicinity of the geothermal field, the Stillwater 
range-front fault is known to dip 52°-54° to the SE with a 
roughly planar geometry to depths of 3 km (Benoit, 1995). 
Most production wells produce up to 2,000 gpm from three to 
six individual fractures located between depths of 2500 and 
3100 m (Hickman and Zoback, 1998). Injection is into three 
different environments (Benoit, 1992): an areally restricted 
basalt aquifer at a depth of 2225 In, the main fault zone at a 
depth of about 1860 In, and the deep fault zone between depths 
of 2700 and 2950 m. 

Experimental Methods 

The candidate tracers 7 -amino-l ,3-naphthalenedisulfonic 
ac i d , mono s od iu m sa l t ( am i no G ) an d 
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1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic acid, tetrasodium salt (PTSA) were 
tested for resistance to thermal degradation by subjecting them 
to autoclave conditions of temperature and pressure that 
simulate a geothermal reservoir (Rose and McPherson, 1997). 
The candidate compounds were dissolved in buffered aqueous 
solutions at a concentration of 25 ppm by weight and adjusted 
to a room-temperature pH of 6.5 . The buffer consisted of 0.74 7 
gm/l ofKH2P04 and 0.403 grnll ofNa2HP04. 

Eighteen-ml aliquots of the buffered tracer solution were 
transferred to 30-ml quartz ampules and purged with argon to 
remove elemental oxygen. The ampules were carefully sealed 
using an oxymethane flame, while being purged with argon. 

The sealed vials were transferred to a water-filled. one-liter 
autoclave (Autoclave Engineers, Philadelphia, PA), which was 
heated to the target temperature. The time required for the 
autoclave to attain operational temperature was between 1.5 and 
2 hours, whereas the cool-down time was about 4 hours. In all 
cases, the interior of the reactor was maintained within 1°C of 
the target temperature for a duration of one week. The pressure 
inside the autoclave was the pressure of steam under saturated 
conditions at the target temperature. 

The fluorescein samples were analyzed using a Perkin 
Elmer LS30 spectrofluorometer, with a detection limit of 10 
parts per trillion. The spectrofluorometer was also used to 
obtain spectral scans of the reacted amino G and pyrene 
tetrasulfonate both for compound verification, as \Yell as the 
identification of excitation and emission peak maxima. 

A spectrofluorometer is generally inadequate for analyzing 
fluorescent compounds in solution with other fluorescent 
compounds, since excitation and emission bands often overlap. 
In addition, geothermal reservoir water contains significant 
interferences in the ultraviolet spectrum, which is the region 
employed for the analysis of naphthalene sulfonates and 
amino-naphthalene sulfonates. For analyzing amino G and 
pyrene tetrasulfonate, we used a High Performance Liquid 
Chromatograph (HPLC) with a fluorescence detector (Waters 
Corporation, Milford, MA). In order to take advantage of the 
high resolution of reverse-phase chromatography, we used a 
C18 column (e.g. , Waters NovaPak 150 mm x 4.6 mm) and 
ion-pairing agents. The mobile phase consisted of a pH 7.5, 
phosphate-buffered, 5 Mmol solution oftetrabutyl ammonium 
phosphate (TBAP) in varying proportions of methanol and 
water. The use of this HPLC method allows for the 
chromatographic separation of analytes both from each other 
and from reservoir interferences. 

From the laboratory studies described above, it was 
determined that amino G decays under high-temperature 
geothermal conditions to a stable fluorescent compound. 
Whereas this compound is not as fluorescent as amino G, it is 
nevertheless very stable, in that it was able to resist thermal 
degradation upon exposure to simulated geothermal conditions 
for one week at 295°C. We analyzed samples fo r the decay 
product of amino G using excitation and emission wavelengths 
of220 and 350 nm, respective ly. The mobile phase consisted of 
an isocratic, phosphate-buffered, 5Mmol solution of TBAP in 
62 .5% methanol and 37.5% water. 
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Pyrene tetrasulfonate also reacts to form a stable and very 
fluorescent product upon exposure to reservoir conditions for 
one week at 300°C. The analysis of pyrene tetrasulfonate was 
similar to that of the decay product of amino G. We used an 
isocratic, phosphate-buffered, SMmol TBAP mobile phase of 
38.S% methanol and 61.5% water. A spectral scan revealed that 
the excitation and emission maxima for fluorescence were at 
346 run and 386 run, respectively. 

The T racer Tests 

The first tracer test was initiated on May 29, 1996 (Rose et 
ai, 1997). One hundred seventy kg of a SO% by weight aqueous 
solution of uranine (the dipotassium salt of fluorescein) was 
mixed with 100 kg of amino G in a tank containing 
approximately 3000 kg of produced reservoir brine. The 
solution was pumped into injector 2S-S over a period of about 
20 minutes. In the second test, 91kg of powdered uranine was 
added to well SWL-I on July IS, 1997 over a period of about 
one hour. For the third test, 100 kg of powdered amino G was 
poured into well 6S -18 on July IS , 1997 over a period of 
approximately one hour. In the fourth test, 1818 kg ofa 10 wfllo 
aqueous solution ofpyrene tetrasulfonate was injected into well 
4S-5 on September 3, 1997 over a period of about 20 minutes. 
Ten production wells were sampled twice weekly throughout 
the tests. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 shows the return curves for each of the four tracer 
tests. The mass fractions of amino G and pyrene tetrasulfonate 
are both shown in parts per billion, whereas the fluorescein 
results are plotted in parts per trillion. Based upon 
laboratory-determined decay kinetics (Adams and Davis, 1991), 
we estimate that approximately 90% of the fluorescein had 
decayed in the 248°C reservoir fluid by the time that the tracer 
first arrived at the production wells. In contrast, amino G and 
PTSA are both much more thennally stable, and, as a result, 
were produced at significantly higher concentrations. 

Figure 2(a) shows the tracer return curves for the five 
production wells with the strongest responses from the first 
tracer test, in which fluorescein and amino G were injected into 
well 2S-S. Only trace concentrations were measured at any of 
the remaining wells in section 7, and no tracer return was 
observed in the three section-33 wells. There was a small 
background fluorescence that was generally below about 10 
parts per trillion. 'First arrival occurred about 90 days into the 
test, with the strongest returns to wells 73-7 and 73B-7. The 
next strongest returns were to wells 82A-7 and 63-7. No amino 
G was observed in any of the production wells, since the 
produced concentration was apparently below its detection limit 
of 500 parts per trillion. 

Figure 2(b) shows the fluo rescein returns to the section 7 
wells during the second tracer test, in which fluo rescein was 
injected into well SWL- l. This test was initiated 14 months 
after the previous injection of fluorescein into we ll 2S-S. This 
long hiatus between the two tests allowed for the fluorescein 
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from the first test to decay within the reservoir before the 
subsequent use of fluorescein in the SWL-l test. 

As shown in Figure 2(b), the first arrival of fluorescein from 
SWL-I to four of the section-7 producers occurred at about 30 
days, a significantly shorter duration than the first arrival of 
tracer in any of the other tests . The peak fluorescein 
concentrations occurred at about 140-ISO days into the test, 
which is also significantly earlier than the maxima for any of 
the three other tests. These data indicate that. among the four 
wells tested, the most rapid return of injectate to section 7 
occurs via well SWL-I. 

Figure 2(b) shows that injection well SWL-l is most 
strongly connected to well 82A-7. In addition. the spikes within 
the 82A-7 return curve indicate the existence of three or four 
distinct fracture flow paths within a more homogeneously 
distributed set of fractures . Return from well SWL- l to wells 
76A-7, 73B-7, 63-7, and 84-7 is much more evenly distributed, 
with the tracer return to each being approximately half that 
observed for well 82A-7. Flow to well 74-7 from SWL-l is 
relatively weak. Since injection-well SWL- l is located within 
the southwest portion of the field, no connection was either 
expected or observed between it and the producers in section 
33 in the northeast section of the field. 

In the third test, amino G was injected into well 6S-18 on 
the same day that fluorescein was injected into SWL- l. The 
returns of amino G are shown in Figure 2( c) . The first arrival of 
tracer to section 7 occurred approximately 100 days after 
injection. The strongest return is to well 74-7, which showed 
only weak returns from the other tagged wells. Slightly weaker 
concentrations were measured in wells 63-7, 73-7, 76A-7, and 
73B-7. Still weaker but significant tracer concenrrations were 
measured in wells 82A-7 and 84-7. In general, flow of tracer to 
section 7 from 6S-18 was observed to be much more delayed 
and more evenly distributed among the producers than flow of 
tracer from injector SWL-l. 

Figure 2( d) plots the return curves of PTSA injected into 
well 45-S during the fourth test. This is the first documented use 
ofPTSA in either a groundwater or hydrothermal environment. 
The graph shows that the PTSA-tagged water follows a similar 
flow pattern to the fluorescein-tagged water that returned from 
well 25-5 a year earlier. This is not unreasonable since the 
completion intervals of the two injection wells are close 
together. The first arrival is at about 90 days, with the strongest 
return to well 73-7. The next strongest returns are to wells 
73B-7 and 63-7, followed by 82A-7. No PTSA was observed in 
any of the section-33 wells . 

Figure 3 shows the dominant flow patterns of the traced 
injection fluids for each of the four tracer tests. Each of the four 
smaller fi gures in Figure 3 shows a cross section of the 
reservoir along the Stillwater faul t and through the completion 
intervals of the seven injection wells and ten production wells 
that were active either continuously or intermittently during the 
tracer tests . All of the wells are completed in close proximity to 
the Stillwater fa ult, with the notab le exception of the shallow 
injection wells in section 18, wells SWL- I, SWL-3. and 32-18. 
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These wells were completed within a basalt aquifer and out of 
the plane of the fault zone. 

The relative strength of return for each tracer is represented 
by the line type. A solid line represents the strongest relative 
return, whereas the dashed line is of intermediate strength, and 
the dotted line is weakest. It is apparent that the flow pattern of 
fluid injected into 25-5, shown in Figure 3(a), is quite similar to 
the flow of fluid injected via well 45-5, shown in Figure 3(d). 
A likely interpretation is that the water from these two wells 
mixes in close proximity to the injectors and follows a common 
flow path towards the section-7 producers. In contrast, the two 
tagged injection wells in section 18 (SWL-l and 65-18) have 
flow patterns that are almost mutually exclusive. Two of the 
production wells showing the highest return of tracer from 
injector SWL-l (82A-7 and 84-7) were wells that produced no 
tracer from injector 65-18. Likewise, the three wells (63-7, 
73-7, and 74-i) that produced very strong returns from 65-18 
showed only modest returns from SWL-l. There were only two 
production wells, 73B-7 and 76A-7, that received moderate 
tracer returns from both SWL-l and 65-18. 

The return curve patterns in Figure 3 emphasize the 
heterogeneous nature of flow in a fractured medium. The 
production well that is closest to 25-5 is well 82A-7. It is 
therefore the well that might be expected to show the strongest 
and fastest tracer return. In contrast, it showed a relatively weak 
return during the fIrst and fourth tracer tests. Even more striking 
is the anomalous flow pattern of tracer from injector SWL-l in 
the second tracer test. The well that evidenced the strongest 
return was well 82A-7 , whose completion interval is the farthest 
removt;;(i of all the section-7 producers. Likewise, the flow of 
tracer from 65-18 in the third test was strongest to well 74-7, 
whose completion interval is further removed from well 65-18 
than well 7 6A -7, which showed a weaker return. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A series of tracer tests was conducted at the Dixie Valley, 
Nevada, geothermal reservoir, involving four injection and ten 
production wells. It was determined that the dominant flow 
pattern for all of the tagged injection fluid was towards the 
cluster of seven production wells in the south-central portion of 
the fIeld. No tracer production was observed in the three 
producers at the northeast boundary of the reservoir, due, 
perhaps, to the fact that pressures in the northeast region are 
somewhat higher than those in the southwest part of the 
reservoir. 
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These tests document the fIrst successful use of the 
fluorescent tracers amino G and pyrene tetrasulfonate in a 
hydrothermal system. With detection limits below one part per 
trillion and possessing excellent thermal stabilities, these 
compounds are now qualifIed for use in moderate-temperature 
(-250°C) hydrothermal systems. Weare proceeding with 
laboratory and fIeld experiments to determine the suitability of 
these and other polyaromatic sulfonates for use as tracers in 
high temperature (> 300°C) hydrothermal environments. 
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ABSTRACT 

The decay kinetics of the candidate tracers 2-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-naphthalene 
disulfonate was studied under laboratory conditions 
that simulate a hydrothermal environment, with 
neither compound exhibiting any decay after one 
week at 330°C. These data indicate that these 
compounds are more thermally stable than any of the 
previously studied polyaromatic sulfonates, Both of 
the tracer candidates were successfully tested in a 
field study at the Dixie Valley, Nevada, geothermal 
reservoir. In addition to being environmentally 
benign, affordable and very thermally stabile, these 
two compounds were shown to have excellent 
detection limits of approximately 200 parts per 
trillion by standard HPLC and fluorescence detection 
methods, 

INTRODUCTION 

The uv-fluorescent polyaromatic sulfonates are 
excellent candidates for geothermal tracing 
applications because they are environmentally 
benign, very detectable by fluorescence spectroscopy, 
affordable, and thermally stable, The first successful 
use of the polyaromatic sulfonates as geothermal 
tracers occurred in recent tracer tests at Dixie Valley 
(Rose el at., 1998), I ,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasulfonate was 
shown to possess sufficient thermal stability for use 
in 300°C geothermal systems and to have a detection 
limit of approximately 200 parts per trillion , 1,5-
naphthalene disulfonate has also been investigated in 
the laboratory and in the fie ld and been shown to be 
suitable for groundwater environments (Rose, 
unpublished results), low-temperature geothermal 
reservoirs (Rose et ai. , 1999) and hi gh- temperature 
geothermal reservo irs (Rose et al. , 2000), Likewise, 
I ,3,6-naphthalene tri sul fo nate has been studied in the 
laboratory and the fie ld and round to be usefu l for 

high temperature geothermal applications (Rose et 
at" 2000), In this paper, we report the laboratory and 
field study of two additional naphthalene sulfonate 
candidate tracers, 2-naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-
naphthalene disulfonate, 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2-naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-naphthalene 
disulfonate, whose structural formul as are shown in 
Figure 1, were selected for study based upon 
commercial availability, Also shown in Figure 1 are 
three additional polyaromatic sulfonate compounds, 
1,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasulfonate, 1,5-naphthalene 
di sulfonate, and I ,3,6-naphthalene tri sulfonate, which 
have recently been tested in the laboratory and the 
field and found to be viable geothermal tracers. The 
excitation and emission band maxima for each 
compound are listed in column 3, indicating that all 
fluoresce in the ultraviolet. 

The naphthalene sulfonates were analyzed using 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 
with fluorescence detection (Waters Corporation, 
Milford, MA), In order to take advantage of the high
resolution capability of a reverse-phase C-18 column 
(30 mm x 4,6 mm Keystone BetaBasic-18, 3 urn), 
paired-ion chromatography (PIC) was employed. The 
mobile phase consisted of a pH-7.5 , 
phosphate-buffered, 5 Mmol solution of tetrabutyl 
ammonium phosphate (TBAP) in 25% meOH. This 
HPLC method allowed for the chromatographic 
separation of analytes both from each other and from 
reservoir interferences , 

The decay kinetics of the five polyaromatic-sulfonate 
tracer candidates was studied using autoclave batch 
reactors under controll ed conditions designed to 
simulate a geothermal environment. T he compounds 
were dissolved in buffered aq ueous so luti ons at target 
concen trations of 25 ppm by weight and adjus ted to a 
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Figure 1. Chemical names, structures, and excitation 
and emission band maxima for five 
polyaromatic sulfonates studied in the 
laboratOl}' and in the field. 

room-temperature pH of 6.5. The buffer consisted of 
0.747 gmll of KH2P04 and 0.403 gmll of Na2HP04. 

Eighteen-ml aliquots of the buffered tracer solution 
were transferred to 30-ml quartz ampules and purged 
with argon to remove elemental oxygen. The ampules 
were carefully sealed using an oxymethane flame, 
while being purged with argon. For each experiment, 
four ampule-solutions were prepared: three samples 
and one control. 

The sealed vials were transferred to a water-filled, 
one-liter autoclave (Autoclave Engineers, 
Philadelphia, PA), which was heated to the target 
temperature. The time required for the autoclave to 
attain operational temperature was between 1.5 and 2 
hours, whereas the cool-down time was about 4 
hours. In all cases, the interior of the reactor was 
maintained within 1°C of the target temperature for a 
duration of one week. The pressure inside the 
autoclave was the pressure of steam under saturated 
conditions at the target temperature. The control and 
was stored at 2°C for the duration of the autoclave 
experiment. 

DECAY KINETICS OF THE POLY AROMATIC 
SULFONATES 

No decay was observed for either 2-naphthalene 
sulfonate or 2,7-naphthalene disulfonate upon 

exposure to simulated geothermal conditions for one 
week at 330°C. Other polyaromatic sulfonate tracers 
that have been evaluated for use as geothermal 
tracers, however, have been observed to decay 
considerably under comparable laboratory conditions 
(Rose et al., 2000). For purposes of comparison, the 
decay kinetics of three less refractive polyaromatic 
sulfonates (1,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasulfonate, 1,3,6-
naphthalene trisulfonate, and 1,5-naphthalene 
disulfonate) is summarized below. 

The thermal decay kinetics of the polyaromatic 
sulfonates was modeled by the first-order differential 
equation: 

- dC,z!dt = kll . CII (1) 

where Cn is the concentration of naphthalene 
sulfonate and kn is the first-order rate constant. 
Solution of this equation results in the following 
relationship between Cn and t: 

In(CIl )= -k . t CO /I 

/I 

(2) 

where COn is the initial concentration of polyaromatic 
sulfonate. The temperature dependence of kn can be 
described by the Arrhenius relationship: 

k = A (-EaIRT) 
/I e (3) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the 
energy of activation, R is the gas constant and T is 
absolute temperature. A linearization of the 
Arrhenius expression results in the following: 

E 
In k = In A - _" (4) 

II RT 

Figure 2a shows Arrhenius plots of In kn vs. inverse 
temperature between 300°C and 330°C for the three 
compounds 1,5-naphthalene disulfonate, 1,3,6-
naphthalene trisulfonate, and 1,3,6,8-pyrene 
tetrasulfonate. A fairly linear relationship between In 
kn and inverse temperature was observed for the three 
compounds, indicating that the Arrhenius equation 
provides a reasonably good means of expressing the 
temperature dependence of the decay rate constant. 

Using the Arrhenius data, the half-lives of these three 
polyaromatic sulfonates were calculated as functions 
of temperature (Figure 2b). For comparison, ihe half
lives of two xanthene dyes that have been used as 
geothermal tracers, fluorescein and rhodamine WT, 
are also plotted. In addition, a curve representing the 
half-life vs. temperature relationship for 2-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-naphthalene 
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Figure 2. a) Arrhenius plots of In (k) liS. inverse 
temperature between 300"C and 330"C 
for the three compounds 1,5-naphthalene 
disuljonate, 1,3, 6-naphthalene trisuljonate 
and 1,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasuljollate. b) Plots 
of luilj-liJe vs. temperature based in part 
upon the Arrhenius plots shown in a). 

disulfonate is included in Figure 4b. Obviously, this 
latter curve does not accurately reflect the thermal 
stablity of these two compounds, since these data are 
not known. It is intended only to indicate that they 
are somewhat more thermally stable than the other 
compounds studied. 

TRACER TESTING AT DIXIE V ALLEY 

The Dixie Valley geothermal field, located in west
centra l Nevada, is perhaps the classical hydrothermal 
system located along a narrow fau lt zone (Figure 3). 
Dixie Valley is an asymmetric Basin and Range 
graben that is bounded on the west by the Stillwater 
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Figure 3. A plan view of the Dixie Valley geothermal 
reservoir, showing the injection and 
production wellhead locations. 

Range and on the east by the Clan Alpine Mountains. 
The geothermal field is located on the west side of 
the valley. For a review of conceptual, structural and 
numerical models of the Dixie Valley hydrothermal 
system see Benoit (1999) . 

Sibson (1977) and Chester and Logan (1986) 
developed a conceptual fault zone model consisting 
of a fault core and damage zone surrounded by 
relatively undeformed protolith (see also Caine et al., 
1996). In any individual fault zone segment, the fault 
core and damage zone can be spatially 
heterogeneous, and either may be absent. Fault cores, 
which accommodate most of the fault displacement, 
typically consist of fine-grained gouge and 
cataclasite. Associated damage zones are typically 
faulted and fractured. 

Fractures and faults in the damage zone oriented 
subparallel to the main fault increase the permeability 
in the plane of the fault (Forster and Evans, 1991) . As 
Caine et al. (1996) suggest, permeability in the fault 
core may be limited by the fine grain size, whereas it 
is the hydraulic properties of faults and fractures in 
the damage zone which control permeability there. 

Until recently, the prevailing structural model for 
interpreting flow patterns within the Dixie Valley 
geothermal field was based upon a single range-front 
fau lt dipping 52°_54° to the SE with a roughly planar 
geometry to depths of 3 km (Benoit, 1995). 
According to this model, it was assumed that 
production is contro lled primarily by fracture 
permeability associated wi th this range-front fault 
and its related secondary fractures or faults. 



A recent study based primarily upon Bouguer gravity 
data suggests a more complex model with a steep
dipping range front fault that accommodates most of 
the topographic displacement and a series of steep
dipping piedmont faults that account for most of the 
displacement at depth within the reservoir (Blackwell 
et al., 1999). According to this model, the reservoir is 
primarily associated with the piedmont faults. 

Most production wells produce up to 125 kg/sec from 
three to six individual fractures located between 
depths of 2500 and 3100 m (Barton et al., 1998). 
Injection is into three different environments: an 
at'eally restricted basalt aquifer at a depth of 
approximately 2225 m, the main fault zone at a depth 
of about 1860 m, and the deep fault zone between 
depths of 2700 and 2950 m (Benoit, 1992). 

The first tracer tests at the Dixie Valley, Nevada, 
geothermal reservoir were conducted in 1989 (Adams 
et aI., 1989; Benoit, 1992). These tests were largely 
unsuccessful, however, due to poor tracer 
detectability and an underestimation of the length of 
time required for tracer breakthrough. 

A series of tracer tests was conducted at Dixie Valley 
between 1996 and 1999 using fluorescein, 7-amino-
1,3-naphthalene disulfonate (amino G), 1,3,6,8-
pyrene tetrasulfonate (Rose et. aI., 1997; Rose, 1998; 
Rose et. al., 1998) and 1,5-naphthalene disulfonate 
and 1,3,6-naphthalene trisulfonate (Rose et at., 2000). 
Two tests using 2-naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-
naphthalene disulfonate that were initiated in 1999 
are reported here. 

On 17 November, 1999, 198 kg of 2,7-naphthalene 
disulfonate (Yick-Vic Chemicals, Hong Kong) was 
slurried with approximately 400 liters of flashed 
reservoir water and injected over a period of about 4 
minutes into well 27-32 (see Figure 3). Water was 
continuously injected into the well at a rate of 
approximately 70 kg/sec. Similarly, on 18 November, 
1999, 199 kg of 2-naphthalene sulfonate (Yick-Vic 
Chemicals, Hong Kong) was dissolved into 
approximately 400 liters of flashed reservoir water 
and injected over a period of 2 minutes into injector 
25-5 (see Figure 3), which was flowing at a rate of 
approximately 3 10 kg/sec. All of the producing wells 
in the field were subsequently monitored for the two 
naphthalene sulfonates over the subsequent year. 

The return curves for the candidate tracer 2,7-
naphthalene disulfonate that was injected into well 
27-32 are pioUeo ill Figure 4. These return curves 
show tracer production in three producers in section 
33 only, as no tracer was observed in any of the 
production wells monitored further to the southeast in 
section 7. This represents the first observation of 
Irilcer production ever to section 33. The tmcer first 
arrived (0 two rroducers (28-33 and 37-33) 
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Figure 4. 2,7-naphthtl!ene disulfonate returns 
observed from the testing of injector 27-
32 at the Dixie Valley geothermal 
reservoir. 

approximately 135 days after tracer injection. This is 
the longest duration before first arrival of tracer in 
any tracer tests conducted at Dixie Valley. 

The return curves for the candidate tracer 2-
naphthalene sulfonate that was injected into well 25-5 
are plotted in Figure 5. These return curves show 
tracer production in all of the operating producers in 
section 7 except well 76A-7 (see Figure 3). No tracer 
was observed in any of the production wells 
monitored further to the northeast in section 33. The 
tracer first arrived to two producers, 63-7 and 73B-7, 
approximately 100 days after tracer injection. 
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Figure 5. 2-naphthalelle sulfonate returns obsen1ed 
from the testing of injector 25-5 at the 
Dixie Valley f?eothermal reservoir. 



Shown in the plot of return curves of 2,7-naphthalene 
disulfonate (see Figure 4) is a significant background 
concentration of approximately 0.5 ppb in all of the 
wells monitored during the test. The identity of this 
background contaminant is not known, although it is 
possible that it is 2,7-naphthalene disulfonate, which 
was created as either an isomerization product or 
partial decomposition product of other naphthalene 
sulfonates injected in previous tracer tests. 

As shown in Figure 5, there is also a significant 
background concentration between approximately 2 
ppb and 3.8 ppb of an apparent contaminant that is 
chromatographicall y i ndisti nguishabIe from 2-
naphthalene sulfonate. The identity of this compound 
is not known, but it is possible that it is either 2-
naphthalene sulfonate or a similar compound that co
elutes with 2-naphthalene sulfonate. 

Neither 2,7-naphthalene disulfonate nor 2-
naphthalene sulfonate had ever been used as tracers 
at Dixie Valley. The existence of strong background 
contaminant concentrations is therefore somewhat 
troubling. Since all of the water produced at the Dixie 
Valley reservoir is reinjected, however, conservative 
tracers such as the naphthalene sulfonates remain in 
the reservoir until they leak into surrounding 
aquifers . And, due to a management scheme that 
(until recently) produced more fluid than was 
reinjected , the main production areas are 
underpressured relative to the injection zones, 
resulti ng in very little leakage into surrounding 
aquifers. Therefore, conservative tracers tend to 
remain in solution in the reservoir for a long time. 

In addition to the candidate tracers 2-naphthalene 
sulfonate and 2,7-naphthalene disulfonate reported 
here, 1,5-naphthalene disulfonate, 1,3,6-naphthalene 
trisulfonate, 1,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasulfonate, and the 
amino-substituted naphthalene disulfonate, amino G, 
were also recently tested. Therefore, the background 
concentrations could possibly be attributed to a 
combination of isomerization and/or partial 
decomposition of a number of polyaromatic 
sulfonates and an amino-substituted naphthalene 
disulfonate tested at the Dixie Valley reservoir over 
the past few years. This illustrates the risk of using 
conservative tracers in reservoirs where all of the 
produced fluids are reinjected and where there is very 
little natural fluid leakage into surrounding aquifers. 
If the background tracer concentration is relatively 
constant, however, tracer pulses can nevertheless be 
detected above the background, as illustrated in 
figures 4 and 5. 

CONCLUSIO NS 

T he naphthalene sulfonates show excell ent potenti al 
ror use as tracers in geothermal reservoirs. In addition 
to bc ing cnvironmcn ta ll y beni gn and very afford ab le, 

these fluorescent compounds have detection limits of 
approximately 200 parts per trillion. 

A decay kinetics study of the candidate tracers 2-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7 -naphthalene 
disulfonate revealed that neither compound showed 
any decay after being exposed for one week to 
simulated geothermal conditions at 330°C, indicating 
that they are the most stable organic tracers tested to 
date. 

A tracer test at the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir 
using 2-naphthalene sulfonate confirms that water 
injected in well 25-5 flows toward the main 
production area in section 7. Similarly, a tracer test 
using 2,7-naphahtlene disulfonate revealed that water 
injected into the recently drilled well 27-32 flows to 
the section-33 producers. This is the first tracer 
confirmation of injectate.flowing to section 33 in the 
Dixie Valley reservoir. 
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ABSTRACT 

The decay kinetics of the candidate tracers 1-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,6-naphth.a~ene 
disulfonate was studied under laboratory condItions 
that simulate a hydrothermal environment. Neither of 
the naphthalene sulfonates exhibited any thermal 
decay after one week at 330°C, indicating that they 
are suitable for use in geothermal settings having 
temperatures of 330°C or hotter. Both tracers were 
successfully tested in a field study at the Dixie 
Valley , Nevada geothermal reservoir. In addition to 
being environmentally benign, affordable and very 
thermally stabile, these two compounds were shown 
to have excellent detection limits of less than 0.1 ppb 
by standard HPLC and fluorescence detection 
methods. Currently, six naphthalene sulfonates have 
been tested for use as geothermal tracers. A detailed 
method for the simultaneous HPLC analysis of all six 
is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The uv-fluorescent polyaromatic sulfonates have 
proven to be excellent tracers in high temperature 
geothermal reservoirs because they are 
environmentally benign, very detectable by 
fluorescence spectroscopy, affordable, and thermally 
stable. The first successful use of the polyaromatic 
sulfonates as geothermal tracers involved 1,3,6,8-
pyrene tetrasulfonate at the Dixie Valley geothermal 
system in west-central Nevada, USA (Rose ef al., 
1998). 

The naphthalene sulfonates, a subset of the 
polyaromatic sulfonates , have been used extensively 
as tanning agents, cement di spersants, and 
intermediates in the synthesis of dyes . Studies on 
surfac tant toxicit y indicate {hat the naphthalene 

sulfonates are neither carcinogenic nor mutagenic 
(Greim et at., 1994). We have studied six 
naphthalene sulfonates (see Figure I) in the 
laboratory and have found them to be suitable for use 
as conservative tracers in high temperature (>300°C) 
reservoirs (Rose et at., 2001). Field tests in a number 
of geothermal reservoirs with temperatures up to 
250°C further confirm the long-term stability of these 
chemicals (Rose et at., 2001). The excitation and 
emission peak maxima for each compound are listed 
in column 3, indicating that all fluoresce in the 
ultraviolet. 

In this paper we summarize data on the thermal 
stability of the naphthalene sulfonates, and provide 
details of their analysis in the laboratory. We then 
present some results of a recent tracer test at the 
Dixie Valley, Nevada geothermal field that further 
confirms the utility of these chemicals in a well 
characterized geothermal system. 

HPLC ANALYSIS OF THE NAPHTHALENE 
SULFONATES 

The naphthalenesulfonates were analyzed using 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 
with fluorescence detection (Waters Corporation, 
Milford, MA). HPLC allows for the separation of the 
polyaromatic sulfonates not only from each other but 
also from interferences that occur naturally in the 
reser.voir. Using HPLC, any number of polyaromatic 
sulfonate tracers can, in principle, be analyzed in 
each other's presence. 

In HPLC, high resolution means that compounds can 
be efficiently separated from each other. In order to 
take advantage of the high-resolution capability of a 
reverse-phase C- IS column (e.g., 50 mm x 4.6 mm 
Keystone BetaBasic- lS, 3 11m), paired-ion 
chromatography (PIC) was employed. 
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Figure 1. Chemical names, structures, and excitation 
and emission band maxima of six 
naphthalelle sulfonate geothermal tracers 
studied ill the laboratOf), alld ill the field. 

Using PIC reagents in the mobile phase, the very 
anionic polyaromatic sulfonates are 'paired' in 
solution with polar cations , or, in our case, tetrabutyl 
ammonium phosphates . The pairing of negatively 
charged compounds with positively charged 
compounds creates neutral, nonpolar compounds 
with pendant n-butyl chains. Those alkyl chains then 
are free to interact with the stationary C-18 chains as 
they flow through the column. It is the interaction of 
the paired nonpolar n-butyl chains with the stationary 
nonpolar C-18 stationary phase that allows for the 
separation of the polyaromatic sulfonates one from 
another. 

The mobile phase consisted of a phosphate-buffered 
solution of tetrabutyl ammonium phosphate (TBAP) 
in various proportions of methanol. The higher the 
proportion of methanol in the mobile phase, the faster 
the neutral ion-pairs elute from the column. Through 
trial and error, the proportion of methanol to water 
can be optimized to allow for the efficient separation 
and subsequent simultaneous · analysis of several 
polyaromatic sulfonate tracers . 

The exc itation and emission peak maxima are shown 
in Figure I . These are the detector settings required 
for the greatest sensiti vi ty for each compound . If the 
detector cannot be programmed fo r each anal yte's 
wavelength pair indi viduall y, then il is poss ible 10 
obtain reasonah lc sens iti vity in thc simultaneous 

analysis of all six naphthalene sulfonates by using an 
excitation setting of 222 nm and an emission setting 
of 338 nm. Obviously, the compounds 1,3,6-
naphthalene trisulfonate, which has an excitation 
peak maximum at 228 nm, and I-naphthalene 
sulfonate, which has an excitation peak maximum at 
217 nm, are the two compounds whose sensitivity 
would be most effected. For maximum sensitivity, 
each compound can be analyzed separately, using the 
appropriate wavelengths for each. 

In order to protect the column, all samples should be 
filtered. We have found that a 0.45-/.lm Whatman 
cellulose nitrate membrane filter is adequate for most 
brines. Columns occasionally deteriorate, regardless 
of sample and mobile phase filtering. As a means of 
prolonging column life, we recommend a thorough 
rinse after analyzing a set of samples and before 
shutting down the PUIllP. The composition of the 
rinsate should resemble that of the mobile phase 
without salts (e.g., 25% meOH and 75% water) . In 
most cases, a rinse time of approximately 45 min is 
adequate. If, over time, peak shapes deteriorate and 
backpressure increases, it may mean that the column 
is partially plugged. It may be possible to clean the 
column by back flushing a 50% methanol/50% water 
mix at a high flow rate, holding the column 
temperature constant at 55°C. 

With isocratic liquid chromatography, the 
composition of the mobile phase remains constant 
throughout each chromatographic analysis. With 
gradient liquid chromatography, however, the 
composition of the mobile phase is varied during the 
run, allowing for an oplimization of the mobile phase 
composition over lime. 

The six naphthalene sulfonates shown in Figure 1 can 
be separated isocratically using a 50-mm reverse 
phase C-18 column as described above in 
combination with an appropriate guard column. 
Figure 2 shows an isocratic chromatogram of the six 
analytes with a mobile phase consisting of 20% 
HPLC-grade methanol and 80% HPLC-grade water. 
The injection volume was 200 /.ll and the flow rate of 
the mobile phase was maintained at 2.5 ml/min. The 
concentrations of NazHP04 and KHzP04 in the 
mobile phase were 3. 17 mM and 6.2 J mM 
respectively and the concentration of the TBAP ion
pamng agent was 5.0 mM. Using these 
concentrations of salts, the pH of the mobile phase 
was about 6. The mobile phase was filtered through a 
0.45-/.lm nylon filter. The column temperature was 
constant at 35°C. The column backpressure was 
approx imately 2800 psi . 

The long run time shown in Figure 2 was required, 
since the 1,3,6-naphthalene lri sulfonate conta ined 
fluorescent contaminants (poss ibly isomers of 1,3,6-
naphthalene tri sul fonale) that had to be e luled before 
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Figure 2. Chromatogram of six naphthalene 
sulfonate analytes obtained using an 
isocratic method. 

a subsequent injection. An even longer run time 
would be required to obtain baseline separation 
between 1,3,6-naphthalene trisulfonate and 1-
naphthalene sulfonate. Such .Iong run times require 
large volumes of mobile-phase solvents and result in 
poorer resolution and lower sensitivity due to peak 
broadening. 

Using gradient chromatography, however, it is 
possible to reduce the run time from 40 minutes to 
less than 10 minutes, as shown by the chromatogram 
in Figure 3. The first mobile phase consisted of a 
so lution of 3. 17 mM Na2HP04, 6.2 1 mM KH2P04, 
and 5 .0 mM TBAP in 25%/75 % methanol/water. The 
second mobile phase consisted of the same 
concentrations of salts in 30% /70% methanol/water. 
Each mobile phase was filtered through a 0045-!lm 
nylon filter. The pH of each mobile phase was 
naturally about 6. 

The chromatogram in Figure 3 was obtained by first 
flowing phase one at a rate of 2.5 mJ/min. At 2.25 
minutes into the run, a control valve switched mobile 
phases from phase one to phase two, allowing phase 
two to flow through the column for the next five 
minutes. At 7 .25 minutes into the run , the control 
valve switched back to phase one for the remaining 
2.25 minutes of the analysis, for a total run time of 10 
minutes. The column temperature was constant at 
35°C. The maximum backpressure was 
approximately 2800 psi. 

Using the gradient method, the two 1,3,6-naphthalene 
trisul fo nate conta minants now elute before and after 
I-naphthalene sulfonate, respective ly. With a run 
time that is onl y one fourth as long as required by the 

Figure 3. Chromatogram of six naphthalene 
sulfonate analytes obtained using a 
gradient metliod. 

isocratic method, only one fourth of the mobile phase 
solvent volume is likewise required. In addition, the 
resolution is improved. 

Larger injection volumes result in lower detection 
limits, since, for a given concentration, larger 
injection volumes result in more analyte flowing 
through the detector flow cell . Lower detection limits 
allow for a reduction in the mass of tracer required to 
achieve measurable breakthrough. It is therefore 
preferable to use the largest injection volume that the 
instrument and the chromatographic conditi ons will 
allow. Using an injection vo lume of 200 !ll with the 
conditions described above, the detection limit of 
each of the naphthalene sul fo nates was less than 0.1 
ppb. By optimizing the detector excitation and 
emission wavelengths for each tracer, the detection 
limits can be reduced even further. 

DECA Y KINETICS OF I·NAPHTHALENE 
SULFONATE AND 2,6·NAPHTHALENE 
DISULFONA TE 

The decay kinetics of the two naphthalene-sulfonate 
tracer cand idates was studied using autoclave batch 
reactors under controlled conditions des igned to 
simul ate a geothermal environment. The compounds 
were dissolved in buffered aqueous so lutions at target 
concentrations of 25 ppm by weight and adjusted to a 
room-temperature pH of 6.5. The buffer consisted of 
0.747 gm/I of KH2P04 and 00403 gm/I of Na2HP04 . 

Eighteen-ml aliquots of the buffered tracer solution 
were transferred to 30-ml quartz ampules and purged 
with argon to remove elemental oxygen. The ampules 
were carefull y sealed using an oxymethane flame, 
while being purged with argon. For each experiment , 
fo ur ampule-so lutions were prepared: three samples 
and one contro l. 



The sealed vials were transferred to a water-filled , 
one-liter autoclave (Autoclave Engineers, 
Philadelphia, PA), which was heated to the target 
temperature. The time required for the autoclave to 
attain operational temperature was between 1.5 and 2 
hours, whereas the cool-down time was about 4 
hours. In all cases, the interior of the reactor was 
maintained within 1°C of the target temperature for a 
duration of one week. The pressure inside the 
autoclave was the pressure of steam under saturated 
conditions at the target temperature. The control and 
was stored at 2°C for the duration of the autoclave 
experiment. 

No decay was observed for either I-naphthalene 
sulfonate or 2,6-naphthalene disulfonate upon 
exposure to simulated geothermal conditions for one 
week at 330°C. Other naphthalene sulfonate tracers 
that have been evaluated for use as geothermal 
tracers, however, have been observed to decay 
considerably under comparable laboratory conditions 
(Rose et 01., 200 I). The less stable fluorescent 
compounds appear to decay according to the first
order differential equation: 

-dC"/dt=k,,'C,, (1) 

where CIl is the concentration of naphthalene 
sulfonate and kll is the first-order rate constant. 
Solution of this equation results in the following 
relationship between Cn and t: 

In(~)=-k ·t CO " 
" 

(2) 

where COn is the initial concentration of polyaromatic 
sulfonate. The temperature dependence of kn can be 
described by the Arrhenius relationship: 

k = A (-Ea/RT) 
" e (3) 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the 
energy of activation, R is the gas constant and T is 
absolute temperature. 

By solving for the Arrhenius rate constant 
coefficients, it is possible to determine the half-life 
vs. temperature for each compound (see Figure 4). 
The dotted line approximates half-life data for the 
two compounds I-naphthalene sulfonate and 2,6-
naphthalene di sulfonate, which are the object of thi s 
study, as well as two other compounds, 2-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,7-naphthalene 
disulfonate that have been recenlfy studied. We 
suspect that these compounds are suffic ientl y stab le 
to be suitable for use in geo thermal reservo irs with 
Il uid tClll[Jcratures of 330°C or hotter. Also shown for 
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Figure 4. Plots of half-life vs. temperature for several 
polyaromatic sulfonate tracers as well as 
for two xanth{me dyes as determined from 
decay kinetics data measured at EGI. 

comparison in Figure 4 are the half-life vs . 
temperature plots for the . two xanthene dyes 
fluorescein and rhodamine WT, as well as the 
polyaromatic sulfonate 1 ,3,6,8-pyrene tetrasulfonate. 

TRACER TESTING AT DIXIE VALLEY 

The Dixie Valley geothermal field , located in west
central Nevada, is perhaps the classical hydrothermal 
system located along a narrow fault zone (Figure 5). 
Dixie Valley is an asymmetric Basin and Range 
graben that is bounded on the west by the Stillwater 
Range and on the east by the Clan Alpine Mountains. 
The geothermal field is located on the west side of 
the valley. For a rev iew of conceptual, structural and 
numerical models of the Dixie Valley hydrothermal 
system see Benoit (1999). 

Extensive tracer testing has been conducted over the 
past several years at Dixie Valley using the 
polyaromatic sulfonates. These tests have served to 
verify the laboratory studies that were conducted to 
predict the field performance of these tracers (Rose et 
at., 2001). 

On July 10, 2001, 143 kg of I-naphthalene sulfonate 
(Yick-Vic Chemicals, Hong Kong) was injected into 
well 45-5, which was flowing at approximately 100 
kg/sec. Similarly, on July 10, 2001, 150 kg of 2,6-
naphthalene disulfonate (Yick-Vic Chemicals, Hong 
Kong) was injected into the recently drilled well 38-
32, which was flowing at a rate of approximately 110 
kg/sec . All of the producing wells in the field were 
subsequently monitorcd for the two naphthalene 
su lfo nates over the subsequent six months. 

The return of the candidate tracer 2,6-naphthalene 
disulfonate that was injected into well 38-32 is 
plotted in Fi gure 6. T hese return curves show tracer 



production in section 33 only, as no tracer was 
observed in any of the production wells monitored 
further to the southwest in section 7. This flow 
pattern is similar to the one observed from tracer 
testing of the nearby well 27-32 that was initiated in 
November 1999 (Rose et al., 2001). 
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Figure 5. A plan view of the Dixie Valley geothermal 
reservoir, showing the injection and 
production wellhead locations. 
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Figure 6. 2,6-naphthalene disuljonate returns 
observed from the testing of injector 38-
32 at the Dixie Valley geothermal 
reservoir. 

The returns of the candidate tracer I-naphthalene 
sulfonate that was injected into well 45-5 are plotted 
in Figure 7. These return curves show tracer 
breakthrough in the operating producers in section 7 
(see Figure 5). No tracer was observed in any of the 
production wells monitored furthe r to the northeast in 
section 33 . These curves arc very similar to those 
observed from a September, 1997 tes t o f inj ector 45-
5 using pyrene tetrasul Conate (Rose el aI., IlJl)X). 
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Figure 7. I-naphthalene sulfonate returns observed 
from the tracer testing of injector 45-5 at 
the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir. 

Shown in the plot of the 2,6-naphthalene disulfonate 
return curves (Figure 6) is a slight background 
concentration of approximately 0.2 ppb in all of the 
wells monitored during the test. Likewise, in the plot 
of the I-naphthalene sulfonate return curves (Figure 
7), there is a background concentration as high as 1 
ppb of an apparent contaminant that IS 

chromatographically indistinguishable from 1-
naphthalene sulfonate. The identity and ongIl1 of 
these compounds is not known, but it is likely that 
they were introduced as contaminants during 
previous tracer tests at Dixie Valley (Rose et ai. , 
2001). It is also possible they there were created in 
the reservoir as either isomerization products or 
partial decomposition products , again from tracers 
introduced during those previous tests. 

Since essentially all of the water produced at the 
Dixie Valley reservoir is reinjected, conservative 
tracers such as the naphthalene sulfonates remain in 
the reservoir until they leak into surrounding 
aquifers. And, due to a management scheme that 
(until recently) produced more fluid than was 
reinjected, the main production areas are 
underpressured relative to the injection zones, 
resulting in very little leakage into surrounding 
aquifers. Therefore, conservative tracers tend to 
remain in solution in the reservoir for a long time. 
This illustrates the risk of using conservative tracers 
in reservoirs where all of the produced fluids are 
reinjected and where there is very little natural fluid 
leakage into surrounding aquifers . If the background 
tracer concentration is relatively constant, however, 
tracer pulses can eas ily be detected above the 
background, as illustrated in figures 6 and 7, a llowing 
for some reuse of conservative tracers . 

CONCLUSIONS 

T he naphthalene sulfonates sho w exce ll en t potential 
for use as tracers in geothermal reservoirs. In addition 



to being environmentally benign and very affordable, 
these fluorescent compounds have detection limits 
less than 0.1 ppb. 

Six of the naphthalene sulfonates can be 
simultaneously analyzed using either isocratic or 
gradient HPLC methods. A gradient method was 
shown to provide for baseline separation between the 
six compounds with a run time less than 10 minutes. 
An isocratic method could also be used to separate 
and analyze all six, but the run time was increased to 
38 minutes. 

A decay kinetics study of the candidate tracers 1-
naphthalene sulfonate and 2,6-naphthalene 
disulfonate revealed that neither compound showed 
any decay after being exposed for one week to 
simulated geothermal conditions at 330°C, indicating 
that they are among the most stable organic tracers 
tested to date. 

A tracer test at the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir 
served to confirm the laboratory predictions of both 
excellent detectability and excellent thermal stability 
of the candidate tracers I-naphthalene sulfonate and 
2,6-naphthalene disulfonate. Returns of 1-
naphthalene sulfonate injected in well 4S-S indicate 
flow toward the main production area in section 7. 
Similarly, returns of 2,6-naphahtIene disulfonate 
revealed that water injected into the recently drilled 
well 38-32 flows to the section-33 producers. 
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A highly sensitive laser fluorimeter was designed and fabricated using emerging technologies of 
fiber optics, charge-coupled-device (CCD) spectrometry, and laser light sourcing. Using 
conventional High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) in combination with the highly 
sensitive detector, a detection limit of 40 parts per quadrillion (ppq) was demonstrated for the 
geothermal tracer fluorescein. A family of fluorescein derivatives was screened for resistance to 
thermal degradation using high-temperature batch autoclave reactors and conditions that simulate 
a geothermal reservoir. One of the fluorescein derivatives, 6-carboxyfluorescein, was shown to 
possess comparable thermal stability to fluorescein and was therefore selected for use in field 
tests at the Dixie Valley and Beowawe geothermal reservoirs. The field tests confirmed the 
laboratory predictions that the detection limit of fluorescein and fluorescein derivatives could be 
enhanced by a factor of 100 over conventional fluorescence techniques. 

Introduction 
Fluorescent compounds are among the most detectable tracers used in the geothermal industry. 
However, hundreds of kilograms of a tracer are still typically required for each injection well that 
is tagged during a tracer test. As detection limits are lowered, however, the amount of tracer 
required is proportionally reduced, with a concomitant reduction in tracer cost. Likewise, since a 
chemically distinct tracer is required for each injector that is tagged, many tracers are needed in 
order to simultaneously tag all of the injectors within a reservoir. And, since most candidate 
fluorescent tracers are not manufactured in bulk, an increase in detectability results in an 
expansion of the list of candidate tracers . The objective of this research project is to increase the 
detectability of fluorescent tracer candidates by a factor of 100. This will result in not only a 
great reduction in the cost of performing a tracer test, but also a significant increase in the 
number of candidate tracer compounds available. Also, many of these technologies are relevant 
to the development of rugged, affordable, on-line tracer detection at the well head, something 
geothermal operators have long desired. 

Our experimental approach has developed along multiple pathways. The first was the design and 
fabri cation of the analytical equipment, based upon the concepts of laser-induced fluorescence. 
Second has been the selection and evaluation of candidate fluorescent tracer compounds. T hese 
compounds are sufficientl y similar to flu orescein that they require the same excitat ion 



wavelength, serving to greatly simplify the analytical apparatus. A third activity was the 
demonstration of the application of a candidate fluorescein-derivative in tracer tests in 
geothermal reservoirs. 

Equipment Design, Fabrication, and Testing 
With the advent of intense laser light sources and very efficient charge-coupled-device (CCD) 
spectrometers, it is possible to greatly enhance the detectability of fluorescent tracers. In 
addition, conventional high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) allows for the efficient 
separation of fluorescent tracers not only from each other but also from naturally fluorescing 
contaminants present in geothermal reservoir water. Shown in Figure I is a schematic drawing of 
an HPLC/laser-fluorimeter assembly that was designed and fabricated in our laboratory. 
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Computer 
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Figure 1. The HPLCllaserfluorimeter assembly. 

One of the advantages of the fluorimeter shown in Figure 1 is that the CCD detector allows for 
the collection of an entire fluorescence emission spectrum with each chromatogram. The raw 
emission spectra for fluorescein at concentrations between 50 parts per quadrillion and 750 parts 
per quadrillion are plotted as functions of wavelength in Figure 2. By integrating over the entire 
wavelength for each curve at each time step, the chromatograms in Figure 3 were created. 
Finally, by integrating each curve in Figure 3, the calibration curve in Figure 4 was obtained, 
indicating that a reasonably linear relationship between concentration and fluorescence emission 
can be obtained over this concentration range. The detection limit for fluorescein was determined 
to be 40 ppq, which represents an increase in detectability over conventional HPLC instruments 
by a factor of approximately 100 (Kleimeyer et aI., 2001). 

Candidate Tracer Evaluation 
Fluorescein has been extensively used as a tracer in hydrothermal systems. Not only is it very 
detectable by conventional fluorescent spectroscopy techniques, but it is also quite thermally 
stable and can be used in geothermal reservoirs as hot as about 250°C (Adams and Davis, 1991). 
Several derivatives of fluorescein have recently been synthesized for biochemical applications. 
We have therefore evaluated this family of compounds with the expectation that some of the 
fl uorescein derivatives would possess similar properties of thermal stabili ty and detectability 
(Wong and Rose, 2000; Wong, 2000). 
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Figure 2. Raw CCD spectra for fluorescein between 50 and 750 parts per quadrillion. 
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Figure 3. Chromatograms of fluorescein solutions belYveen 50 and 750 parts per quadrillion 
obtained by integrating over the entire emission spectrum. of each solution. 
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Figure 4. Calibration curve for fluorescein showing a linear relationship between concentration 
and peak area over the range of interest. 

Ni ne candidate tracers were identified from among the tluorescein derivatives. Those nine were 
screened by exposing them to conditions that simulate a hydrothermal environment in laboratory 
reactors at a temperatu re of 270°C for 48 hours. Of the ni ne, four were shown to possess 
reasonabl y good thermal stability. The residual undecayed percentage for the four most stable 
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compounds is shown in Figure 5. For comparison, fluorescein is also shown. It is evident from 
the figure that one of the compounds, 6-carboxyfluorescein is comparable in stability to 
fluorescein. We therefore selected this compound for a detailed thermal stability study in 
anticipation of its use in a field test. 

Compound Structure 

Oregon Green 500 '~XVJ: 
carboxylic acid - - - - - - - - - - ",,("'j< 

il~J 
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78 

83 
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40 
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Figure 5. The structural formula for fluorescein and four fluorescein derivatives and their 
residual undecayed percentages upon exposure to geothermal conditions for two days at 270°C. 

The thermal decay kinetics of 6-carboxyfluorescein was modeled by the first-order differential 
equation (Wong, 2000; Wong and Rose, 2000): 

where Cc is the concentration of naphthalene sulfonate and kc is the first-order rate constant. 
Solution of this equation results in the following relationship between Cc and t: 

In(Cc )=-k ·t CO c 
c 

(2) 

where CDc is the initial concentration of polyaromatic sulfonate. The temperature dependence of 
kc can be described by the Arrhenius relationship: 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the energy of activation, R is the gas constant and T 
is absolute temperature. A linearization of the Arrhenius expression results in the following: 

F. 
In kc = In A _...:::.JL (4) ... RT 
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Figure 6 shows an Arrhenius plot of In kc vs. inverse temperature between 270°C and 290°C for 
6-carboxyfluorescein. A fairly linear relationship between In kc and inverse temperature was 
observed, indicating that the Arrhenius equation provides a reasonably good means of expressing 
the temperature dependence of the decay rate constant. The constants A and Ea were determined 
to be 7.54E4 S-I and l.I1E5 J/mol, respectively. 
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Figure 6. Arrhenius plot for 6-carboxyfluorescein based upon first-order decay rate kinetics. 

Tracer Testing at the Beowawe Geothermal Field 
On July 12,2001,530 g of 6-carboxyfluorescein was injected into well 85-18 at the Beowawe 
(Caithness Corporation) geothermal field (Figure 7). The injector was flowing at approximately 
220 kg/sec. The reservoir's three production wells were subsequently monitored and analyzed 
for 6-carboxyfluorescein using conventional HPLC methods over the subsequent several months. 
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Figure 7. A plan view of the Beowawe geothermal reservoir, showing the injection (85-18) and 
production (Ginn 1, Ginn 2, and 77-13) wellhead locations. 

The tracer test in 2001 was not the first at Beowawe involving injector 85-18. Almost seven 
years to the day (July 13, 1994),91 kg of fluorescein was mixed with approximately 23 m3 of 
reservoir water and injected as a slug at a rate of approximately 220 kg/sec into 85-18 (Rose et 
aI., 1995). The surrounding production wells were sampled and analyzed for fluorescein over the 
subsequent several years . 
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Figure 8 shows the return of the tracers to the reservoir's three production wells (Ginn 1, Ginn 2, 
and 77-13) for each test. In both cases, the returns were normalized by dividing by the mass of 
tracer injected. The curves do not overlie each other perfectly, which may result from an 
incorrect knowledge of the mass of tracer injected-at least in the first test. In the 1994 test, 91 
kg of fluorescein was mixed with produced brine in a 6,000-gal tank prior to injection into the 
reservoir. An unknown volume of tracer solution was left in the tank, but the normalized return 
curve shown in Figure 8 was based on a 91-kg injection mass. 
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Figure 8. Normalized returns for the 1994 and 2001 tracer tests at the Beowawe geothermal 
field. 

In the case of the 200 I test, the mass of tracer was measured quite accurately as 530 g and 
essentially all of the 530 g of 6-carboxyfluorescein was injected. Therefore, the normalized 
values shown for 6-carboxyfluorescein for the 2001 test are considered to be more accurate than 
the normalized fluorescein values for the 1994 test. Regardless of the differences, the return 
curves for each well pair are quite similar with first arrivals and peak maxima almost identical, 
indicating that reservoir flow patterns changed very little during the seven years between tests. 

The tracer-return data shown for the 2001 test in Figure 8 were obtained using HPLC with 
conventional fluorescence detection. After analyzing the tracer-return data, we observed that 
much less tracer than the amount used would have been necessary to measure tracer 
breakthrough at Beowawe's three production wells. In order to demonstrate this, we diluted the 
samples by a factor of 1,000 and reanalyzed them for 6-carboxyfluorescein using the HPLC with 
LIF detection. Shown in Figure 9 are plots of tracer concentration both for undiluted Ginn-2 
samples, as measured by conventional HPLC, and diluted Ginn-2 samples, as measured by 
HPLC with LIF detection. The curves do not overlie each other perfectly but reproduce each 
other reasonably well. This demonstrates that only one thousandth as much tracer (0.53 g of 6-
carboxyfluorescein) would have been required to produce measurable breakthrough. This 
represents a reduction in tracer mass by a factor of approximately 170,000 compared to the 
quantity used in the 1994 test! 

Tracer Testing at the Dixie Valley Geothermal Field 
The Dixie Valley geothermal system presents a more challenging hydrothermal environment for 
organic tracers than the Beowawe reservoir. Not only are the fluid temperatures somewhat 
hotter, but the interwell residence times are significantly longer. On July 10, 200 I, 530 g of 6-
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Figure 9. Undiluted and diluted tracer returns to Bemvawe producer Ginn 2, analyzed using 
conventional fluoresence and laser-induced fluorescence detection methods, respectively. 

carboxyfluorescein was injected into well 38-32 at the Dixie Valley (Caithness Corporation) 
geothermal field (Figure 10). Simultaneously, 150 kg of the candidate tracer 2,6-naphthalene 
disulfonate was injected as a companion tracer into the same well, which was flowing at about 
110 kg/sec (1650 gpm). All of the reservoir's production wells were sampled and analyzed for 
2,6-naphthalene disulfonate during the subsequent several months using conventional HPLC 
techniques (Rose et aI., 2002). 
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Figure 10. A plan view of the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir, showing the injection and 
production wellhead locations. 

Shown in Figure 11 are the returns of the two tracers to well 28-33. The values in this figure 
were normalized by dividing the measured concentrations by the mass of each tracer injected. If 
both tracers behaved conservatively, their normalized return curves would overlie each other. It 
is evident that the 6-carboxyfluorescein values are considerably lower than those of the 
conservative tracer, 2,6-naphthalene disulfonate, indicating that this tracer was extensively 
thermally degraded as it traveled through the reservoir. Also shown in Figure 11 is the corrected 
return curve for 6-carboxyfluorescein. The points on this curve were calculated based upon the 
thermal decay kinetics reported in this paper, assuming an effective temperature of 217°C. This 
temperature is between the approximate bottom-hole temperatures of 200°C and 242°C for the 
injection well (38-32) and production well (28-33), respectively. 
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Figure 11. Return of tracers 2,6-naphthalene disulfonate and 6-carboxyfluoresceinfrom well 38-
32 to well 28-33 at the Dixie Valley geothermal reservoir. The temperature-corrected 6-
carboxy fluorescein curve was calculated based upon the measured decay kinetics of 6-
carboxy fluorescein, assuming an effective temperature of217'C. 
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